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PREFACE.

HIS book is intended to be

a companion volume to the

author's work of '

Historical

Proofs on the Highlanders/
in the secondeditionofwhich,

in 1866, he wrote a dissertation

on the same subject as he herein

treats of, doing so now on a far

larger scale, which has involved

much greater labour, particularly

N
from the numerous books and re-

cords which had to be searched

for the ancient forms and spell-

ings of the names of places. In

laying before the reader the Gaelic designa-
tions that are found in every county of Scot-

land, the writer has endeavoured to make
clear and plain what they prove, to which he
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has likewise joined historical and antiquarian

information, also any traditions connected

with them. He formerly gave from four to

five hundred Gaelic names of places, but in

the present work they, with the additional

ones, will be nearer two thousand, and all

with their English significations. From the

same names being on an average repeated in

different counties, at least three times, there

will be found the meaning of almost six thou-

sand different localities in Scotland.

Among the points proved in this work by
the Gaelic topography of Scotland is the origin

of the author's fellow-countrymen, the High-

landers, that they are undoubtedly the de-

scendants and representatives of the valiant

Caledonian Gael, who were the first inhabit-

ants of the land of Alban, now called Scot-

land, and were so also of England. The

proof of this last fact will be found established

in the sixth chapter, which the writer ven-

tures to commend to the mature attention of

the English reader. The language ofthe High-
landers is proved to be the same as the Gaelic

topography wherever it appears, in either the

north or the south of Scotland, or in England ;

they must therefore speak the same language
as did the people who gave the whole names
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to the mountains, valleys, and rivers, etc.,

that being the Caledonian Gael.

The writer believes he has fully refuted

the fiction of there being a '

Kymric Ele-

ment '

in the topography of Scotland. The

ridiculous views held and written on the

word 'Aber' has been fully examined, and

are herein disproved ;
and the result of the

author's researches on this point, he hopes,

must for ever silence those who say that

prefix is
' an indication of a British popula-

tion.' There are other words which have been

stated as being of Welsh derivation : the

writer gives proof they are Gaelic. In this

part of the task he undertook he has had the

aid of the criticism oftwo very superior Gaelic

scholars, namely, of the Rev. D. M'Intyre, of

Kincardine, Ross-shire (who is the author of

two learned essays on the Gaelic language),
and Mr H. Macdonald, late of Grandtully,

Perthshire, and to both of them his kindest

thanks are due. Any error supposed to be

discovered in the etymologies of the Gaelic

words is, on the part of the author, who may
have thought the one given so evident as not to

have considered a reference was required ; but,

on this point, he would recommend all High-
landers first to consult that great standard
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work of our noble ancient language, the
1 Gaelic Dictionary of the Highland Society

of Scotland/ before they think they find

wrong spellings or imperfect renderings, and

not be merely a
'

Diasag' carping at trifling

errors ; as the writer feels very confident, no

others can be found in the work, and that

rather they should seek to gain information.

Names of places mentioned in the Queen's
' Journal

'

have been given in the proper

Gaelic spelling, with their English significa-

tions. The use of the Index (which has been

made very copious) will enable the reader at

once to find any of the great mountains,

rivers, lakes, etc. etc., of Scotland, with their

Gaelic derivation, and the meaning of them

in English ; they will be found to be highly

descriptive. In proof of this, the author has

inserted a list of the different names for emi-

nences in the Gaelic language, and furnished

examples of every one of them taken solely

from his own native district, Atholl, Perth-

shire. Every one of them are found therein,

and they are a clear proof of the variety and

copious richness of the Gaelic language.

The work is illustrated by a most accu-

rate map, constructed from the best materials

extant. The Eoman walls are marked ; they
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are an infinitely higher honour to Scotland

than a hundred of the imaginary kings of

Fordun, Buchanan, and other fabulous writers

of the present day. The position of the Roman

camps is inserted. The sites of battles, from

the time of the Romans down to that of

Killiecrankie inclusive, and their dates, is

given ; the heights of all the mountains is

inserted according to the latest survey.

The embellishment on the binding is a

view in the vale of Atholl, looking eastward

towards the Pass of Killiecrankie
;

it is taken

at a ferry and ford on the north side of the

river Garry, and presents a fine view of the

mountain called in English
(

Benvrackie,'

from *

Beinn-breac,' meaning,
'

the spotted
'

or
'

speckled mountain' This decoration

illustrates the three great beauties of High-
land scenery mountain, wood, and water.

The name of the ford must not be omitted
;

it arose from a large body of men chiefly from

Sunart, in Argyleshire (at some very remote

period), having invaded the country of the

Atholl Highlanders, who met them close to

Invervack, and every one of them were slain.

Their bard took to flight, going towards the

Garry river, in the hope of saving his life
;
he

was pursued and shot dead with an arrow
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when ascending the opposite bank. From
a hasty and careless pronunciation of the two
first words of the name of this ford, some

strangers, and those not acquainted with the

history and traditions of Atholl, fancy it is

an '

Aber,' but there is no confluence. The
correct name of the place is

'

Ath-bhaird-an-

Siona,' meaning,
'

the ford of the Sunart
bard.

1

118 PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH,

bth July 1869.
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CHAPTER I.

Land of brown heath and shaggy wood,

Land of the mountain and the flood,

Land of my sires ! what mortal hand,

Can e'er untie the filial band

That knits me to thy rugged strand !

'

The Lay of the Last Minstrel

HEN the Romans invaded Cale-

donia, now called Scotland, in

the year A.D. 1
78, the country

was found fully inhabited by a

valiant and warlike population, whose armies

1 No writer makes it to have been after A.D. 80.

A
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amounted to many thousands of men. The

Caledonian Gael must therefore have arrived

and been settled in their country for many
centuries prior to the Roman invasion. The

inhabitants of Caledonia had then (A.D. 78)

passed through, from the time of their first

arrival, the ages of stone and bronze1 arms

and implements, as we find, from the Eoman

writers, that they encountered their enemies

with iron spears and swords. It may there-

fore be held with perfect certainty, that the

first occupation of Caledonia by the Gael

was at least five or six centuries previous to

the Christian era,
2 and that very long prior

to that event names had been given to all

the prominent features of nature, to all the

mountains, valleys, rivers, etc., etc. These

have come down to our times, and will here-

after be given and proved to be Gaelic, the

language now spoken by the Gael of Alban,

or Highlanders of Scotland, the descendants

of the valiant Caledonians.

The remote antiquity of the Gaelic topo-

1 Stone and bronze implements have been found all over

Scotland. Bronze swords have been discovered in the

"Western Islands, covered with several feet of peat moss.
2 From remains to the present day, the first tribes of the

Gael that arrived in Scotland must have been lake-dwellers

and cave-dwellers.
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graphy of Scotland is proved by the fact, that

it must have been given by heathens, from

the vast number of the heathen names and

references to Pagan superstitions which occur

in various designations all over Scotland, and

of which great numbers will be given and

pointed out. The names of places, rivers, etc.,

are very frequently found composed of Gaelic

words now obsolete in the language, showing
their remote antiquity. The Gaelic topography
is also found in the most ancient writings we

possess, in the Life of Columba by Adomnan,
which is not of a later date than A.D. 695.

Names of places are given in it which are the

same now. In the following century was be-

gun the history called Nennius. Many names
and localities in it are easily understood in

the present spoken Gaelic ofthe Highlanders ;

but there is still older evidence, names which

occur in the geography relating to Scotland,

and compiled by Ptolomey in A.D. 120, have

been identified, likewise the Pictish Chronicle

and others contain similar proofs ; but the

clearest and strongest testimony to the very

great antiquity of the Gaelic names of places,

are those that pervade the whole of the Scotch

counties that join England ;
and likewise in

all the other counties south of the two firths
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of the rivers Forth and Clyde. In this large

region of country, an immense number of pure
Gaelic names exist in all the great features

of nature in the rivers, valleys, etc. Now,
when we consider that the Romans entered

and occupied this part of Scotland in A.D. 78,

and, with some interruptions, held it till their

departure from Britain in the beginning of

the fifth century, and that, although the Gael

of Alban then re-occupied this southern por-

tion of their country, they (now called Picts)

were finally dispossessed of it by the Angles
in A.D. 547, since which remote period more

than one thousand three hundred years the

Gaelic language has ceased to be spoken there-

in, and a new race of people then came, and

have continued there ever since. Yet the

writer will adduce an immense number of

names of places in these most southern coun-

ties of Scotland, which, from what has been

before stated, must have been given long prior
to the arrival of the Romans ;

1
yet they corre-

spond with names of places in the Highlands
of Scotland ; and further, that the Gaelic, as

1 The Eomans took two years before they were able to

establish and settle themselves south of the two firths, prov-

ing how numerous were the Caledonians, and must have long

occupied the country.
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now spoken by the Highlanders, is the same

language as that of the names in the southern

counties, whereby the antiquity and identity

of both are confirmed. These facts, when

duly weighed and considered, establish be-

yond cavil that the Gaelic topography of the

south of Scotland must have been given by
the Caledonian race during a peaceful occu-

pation of their country, centuries before the

arrival of the Romans ;
and that the language

now spoken in the Highlands, and names

of places therein being precisely similar,

the Highlanders must be the descendants of

the Caledonians, and speak the same Gaelic

as they did.

The topography of Scotland is also a most

interesting subject on another account

namely, that it proves which was the first

race that entered and peopled that country.

On this point the author wrote as follows in

the year 1866: 'The great number of

genuine Gaelic names of places that exist

in parts which we know were inhabited in

the south-west of Scotland by Britons, un-

doubtedly prove the Gael had there preceded

them, and even lead to the conclusion that

the British or Welsh occupation had only

begun therein with the invasion of the
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Romans, and under their protection!
1 This

fact is by all further research and investiga-

tions fully confirmed; and in the present work

satisfactory topographical evidence will here-

after be given, proving that the Caledonian

Gael were the first race to occupy and people
the country, and not the Welsh or Cimbri.

A short outline on this point will now be

stated.

The only portion of Scotland which can

be proved as belonging to the Britons or

Welsh, was almost entirely to the south-west

of the rivers Forth and Clyde. They were

called the Strathclyde Britons ; and though

they had the rock of Dumbarton, the country
to the north of it does not appear to have

been in their possession.

Those who have hitherto stated that it

was the Britons that first peopled Scotland,

have accounted for their being thus found in

a mere corner of the kingdom, by saying that

the Caledonian Gael had come in and ex-

pelled them from all the other parts ; but that

topography evinced that a British population
had previously held the country. For this

last view, the proof depends upon a single

1 See preface, Second Edition, page xviii., Robertson's
1 Historical Proofs on the Highlanders.' 1866.
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word namely,
'

Aber,' which signifies
' a con-

fluence.' This has, in general, been held as a

Welsh word alone; but the writer, at the

proper time and place, will lay before his

readers the clearest evidence that it must

have been given by the Caledonians, and is

Gaelic : thereby this word gives no counte-

nance to the theory that the Cimbri preceded

the Gael ; also, an extended view of the topo-

graphy, from furthest north to south, shows

not one single mountain in all Scotland, or its

islands, that bears a Welsh name, and that

people could not have been the first inhabi-

tants, and yet give no designation to the

most prominent feature of the country. The

whole mountains of Scotland, the valleys,

rivers, and lakes, etc., are all derived (as the

author will prove) from the Gaelic now spoken

by the Highlanders : not a Welsh word to be

found among them. Hardly can it be made

clearer, that the Gael must have preceded the

Cimbri or Welsh, than due attention to this

topographical fact clearly proves ; and in

illustration, the occupation of the rock of

Dumbarton by the Britons, may be men-

tioned. Those who maintain that they were

the first inhabitants, are bound to account for

the fact, that all the mountains near and in
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sight of this place, called their capital, bear

Gaelic, not Welsh names ; yet there was daily

to be seen from it, the conspicuous objects of

Benvorlich, Benlomond, Benvenue, etc. ; but

still further, all the islands of Lochlomond

have Gaelic names ;
all the headlands of that

lake (the largest in Britain), and quite close

to Dumbarton, are all in the Gaelic language,

and so are all the other names on it. But the

strongest fact on this point is, that the river

Leven, which flows at the foot of the rock of

Dumbarton, is derived from the Gaelic lan-

guage, and not the Welsh. Thus, all these

topographical names most distinctly prove,

that they must have been given by the Cale-

donian Gael prior to the arrival of the Cimbri

or Welsh.

In the valley of the Clyde and its neigh-

bourhood, where the Britons alone appear to

have been located in historical times, un-

doubtedly, had they been the first inhabitants,

their peculiar names of places would appear,

but they do not ;
and in all the south-western

territory they ever occupied, their hitherto

so called great test word,
'

Aber,' is not to be

found for any confluence
; but, on the other

hand, the peculiar test-word of the Gael,
'

Inver' (also meaning a confluence), does
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occur in different parts of the country held

by the Britons or Welsh, which fact will be

proved hereafter, and the places pointed out.

Thus it must be manifest, that the Caledonian

Gael had occupied the country and given

these names prior to the arrival of the Britons,

or their acquiring the Strathclyde region, as

it is impossible they could have done it after-

wards. Seeing, then, that Britons or Welsh

held territory, which topography gives proof

beyond dispute, had been occupied and named

by the Gael, the question arises, When did

they do so? The writer considers it must

have been -effected under the protection of

the Romans, at the period of their first in-

vasion into Caledonia in A.D. 78. In the

Eoman army of Agricola, we are told, in the

history of his campaigns by his son-in-law,

Tacitus, that there were the great number of

8000 auxiliary Britons. These were, no doubt,

incited to join the Romans in their invasion,

with the hope of acquiring and occupying
Caledonian territory. And from the same

authority (Tacitus), we learn that in A.D. 81,

the whole summer was employed by Agricola
in settling parts of the Caledonian country
which he had overrun ; of course, this could

not mean the settling of the Caledonians,
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who were the natives, but must have been

forming a colony of those mercenary Britons

that had accompanied him. This is corro-

borated by Ptolomey, who, in his map of

North Britain, inserts, in the south-west part,

a place he calls
'

Colonia.' This has been

identified as Lanark
;
and where is it, but in

the very centre of the valley of the Strath-

clyde country, held afterwards by the Britons.

And when we remember that this map was

compiled within forty years of the Romish

invasion, namely, in A.D. 120, it seems im-

possible to doubt but it was the colony and

British settlement formed by the Romans,
and that this is the true time of the arrival

of the Cimbri or Welsh within Caledonia
;

which view the author considers is fully sup-

ported by history and topography, but that

all statements of the Britons or Welsh being
the earliest race in Caledonia, rests only on

conjecture and fable.

No work has yet appeared solely devoted

to the Gaelic topography, and giving its Eng-
lish signification ; therefore, after much at-

tention for two years past, the writer now ven-

tures to lay before his readers the result of

his labours and researches on the subject, and

intended as a companion volume to his histo-
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rical work on the Highlanders, and an endea-

vour to correct the Welsh fables and theories

brought forward first by Chalmers, who got a

writer of a Welsh dictionary to furnish him

with words resembling the Gaelic names of

places.
1 This injustice to the language of the

Highlanders has been followed from his work

by two other more recent writers. Their

errors will be examined, refuted, and pointed

out.

A very important point in ascertaining

the meaning of topographical words, was to

discover their ancient spellings, for which

purpose the writer has searched the
' Index

Locorum* of every chartulary yet printed,

that of the Great Seal, the ancient Acts of

Parliament, and the Eetours of the Counties,

and has found them all of the highest use

in leading to a knowledge of the original form,

and thereby to correctly render the etymolo-

gies. The Gaelic orthographywhich is adopted,

is that which is laid down in the standard

work of the Gaelic Dictionary of the High-
land Society of Scotland, which ought to

be referred to ere it is supposed a different

1 See Essay by SKENE on * The Celtic Topography of

Scotland,' Transactions Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol.

xxiv. page 209. 1865.
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English meaning, or manner ofspelling, should

be given.

With the use of the index and the map,
it will be apparent what an identity the

Gaelic topography has in almost every county
and island of Scotland ; proving that at first

there was but one race, and one language,
and which last was that now spoken by the

Gael of Alban, or Highlanders of Scotland.

The fables that have been written as to the

insignificant colony of Irish Scots in Argyle-

shire, are wholly worthless ; they did not

arrive till the sixth century ; they gave no

names to places. The land of Alban was

peopled, and its Gaelic topography given, from

eight hundred to a thousand years before they
arrived in Argyleshire ; which, though very
much of it is within sight of Ireland, yet its

Gaelic names are similar to the rest of the

Highlands. It does not partake of the Irish

peculiarities ; not one mountain but has the

prefix Ben, as elsewhere : the Irish
'

Sliabh'

is not to be found.

The assigning any topography in Scotland

to the Picts, is another error. The Caledo-

nians did not become known by that name till

the fourth century, and many hundreds of

years after the country had been inhabited
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and named. The only names given by the

Picts were their churches, connected with

their conversion to Christianity, and the

names of places relating to Ossian, and their

Fingalian heroes. So also is it an absurd

error of those who endeavour to make it be

believed that British (that is Welsh) names,

which appear in the south of Scotland, were

not given by the Britons, but by the Picts.

The author will now proceed to give a

series of pure Gaelic names of places in every

county of Scotland, from that of Berwick and

others adjoining England, on the extreme

south-east point ;
and from the'Mull of Gallo-

way, the furthest south-west, to John o' Groat's

and Cape Wrath, the extreme north-east and

north-west points of Scotland. Also, there

will be clearly shown such an identity therein

of pure Gaelic names, as to place it beyond

contradiction, that no other race than the an-

cestors of the Gael of Alban, or Highlanders,
had given these names.

The truthful and descriptive character of

the Gaelic names of places is very evident in

the appellations handed down from the ancient

Caledonians, and given by them to all the

great and prominent, as well as the very small-

est, objects of nature. They are designated
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by Gaelic words, which testify to the appear-

ance they had when seen for the first time by
the human eye, or the land trod by the human

foot. A learned scholar (Dr Jamieson) de-

clared, that the Gaelic names of places were

pictures of the country of the Highlanders.
The topography to be noticed will also, in

many instances, indicate the circumstances

under which the primitive Gael first beheld

the unoccupied regions where they became

the first settlers. Very numerous Gaelic

names of places, likewise convey historical in-

formation. Thus, for instance, in the word

Blair, from the Gaelic JBlar, they make known
the exact site of a battle, of which no other

record exists
; also, in the common prefix

l

kil,'

from the Gaelic
'

cill,' meaning both a cell and

a burial-place, we have a highly interesting

designation ; as, from the name which follows,

in many cases, we learn thereby who was the

first Christian teacher that came and spread, in

the surrounding neighbourhood, the precious

knowledge of Jesus. The whole Highlands
and Islands of Scotland are filled with the

names of these pious missionaries
; and, though

only the ruins of their place of worship remain,

they still survive in the designations.

There is also other very interesting histo-
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rical information of another description to be

gained from the Gaelic topography of Scot-

land, namely, those places (and which are ex-

tremely numerous) having the perverted Eng-
lish prefix, Ach, Auch, Auchan, and Achen,
all derived from the Gaelic prefix,

'

Ach,' and
'

Achadh,' signifying 'afield;' as also does

the prefix 'Dal,' from the Gaelic 'Dail.' These

words make known to us where the cultivated

lands of the Gael were situated
;
and thus we

also learn what parts of their country were

first settled, and where they had made the

most progress in agriculture, and thereby in

civilisation
; as, in their primitive state of

settlement, they must chiefly have depended
for subsistence on the wild animals with which

ancient Caledonia abounded, namely, the wild

ox, deer, goats, etc., etc.

Further, by a close examination of the

Gaelic topography of Scotland, we learn as to

the extent and situation of the early popula-
tion. This, we are informed by the prefix
'

Bal,' which is a corruption of the Gaelic
'

Baile,' meaning a town, hamlet, farm, village,

or home. This name is therefore of great
value as a Gaelic test-word for the inhabited

places in remote ages. Many Gaelic names
also inform us where were woods and forests,
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which do not now exist, as also of lakes and

small streams, which have disappeared by

drainage, etc.

The writer has endeavoured to make this

work of use, not only to Highlanders, but to

all Scotchmen and others, by giving the

English signification of the prefixes and their

combinations, as used by the ancient Cale-

donian Gael of Alban (who were the people
that gave all the Gaelic names of places within

Scotland and the islands) ;
also their combina-

tions with other words; and he hopes that it

may convey much information to those who
have never attended to the subject, as also to

make known to many the Gaelic meaning of

their place of abode, in which, perhaps, they
have passed their whole lives, and yet never

understood what was the English signification

of its name.



CHAPTER II.

* Tir nam beann, na'n gleann, 's na'n gaisgeach."
1

1 Land of the mountains, of the glens, and of heroes.'

|

HE following are the Gaelic prefixes

which occur throughout the whole

of Scotland, and, without doubt,

they and their combinations were

given chiefly at least four to five centuries

before the Christian era
;
and these names are

still at the present day the same in meaning,
in the language of the Highlanders, as they
then were. A fact so strong and clear as this

is, makes it certain that the present High-

landers, or Gael of Alban, speak the identical

language now as did the Caledonians and

Picts, and must be their descendants. It is

further to be noticed, that with regard to the

insignificant colony of Irish Scots in Argyle-

shire, they had nothing to do with naming

places in that county, or in any other part of

present Scotland or the islands, that having
B
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taken place from five hundred to a thousand

years before they became the settled inhabit-

ants of the small districts they for the first

time occupied in the sixth century.

d&rrglisfe

Corruptions.
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present spoken Gaelic of Scotland with the

names of places given more than two thousand

years ago, and their English significations.

The first to be noticed is the five English

corruptions of the Gaelic 'Acka,
1

or 'Achadh,'
' a field.' The most common are Ach and

Auch
; they occur in the furthest south coun-

ties of Scotland, namely, Berwick and Kirk-

cudbright, and every other county north from

them to Ross-shire and Cromarty included;

likewise in the islands of Skye, Mull, and

Lewis. They are most numerous in Perth-

shire and Fifeshire, whereby we learn that

these two counties were the best cultivated,

and, in consequence, also, they must have

been the most numerously inhabited of Cale-

donia.

The prefix
'

Dal/ which is from the Gaelic
'

Dail/ means also
' a field/ but is not so com-

mon as the former word, though it appears in

the counties south of the Forth and Clyde, as

well as in those north of them, therefore they
will be explained together.

Achmore appears in the five different coun-

ties of Perth, Inverness, Ross, Sutherland,

and Banff, and in the Isles of Skye and Bute.
'

Auchmore,' another corrupted form, is in the

counties of Boss, Banff, Perth, and Island of
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Giha. These two designations are both from

the Gaelic words '

Achadh-mor, meaning
' the

large field/ In the word *

Achadh/ the letters

dh are not sounded. Dalmore occurs in no

less than eight counties in Ross, Suther-

land, Nairn, Inverness, Argyle, Aberdeen,

the Island of Lewis, and also in two counties

south of the Forth and Clyde namely, in

Edinburgh and Ayr. This Gaelic name is

therefore very great proof of the identity of

the first language and people of Scotland. It

is derived from the Gaelic words ' Dail-

mhor,'
1 and its meaning is also

'

the large

field.' Dalmuir, in the counties of Lanark

and Dumbarton, are likewise English corrup-
tions of the words '

Dail-mhor.' In Strath-

clyde, Lanarkshire, there is a '

Dalbeg' which

is from the Gaelic *

Dail-beag,' and signifies

'the little field.'
1

Dalgairn
' 2

is in Dumfriesshire, as also is

'

Dalquharn ;' it is likewise in the counties

of Ayr and Dumbarton. In the last there is

'

Dalcairn;' and in Atholl, Perthshire,
' Dal-

nagairn' appears twice; also
'

Acharn,' a

hamlet, Perthshire ;

'

Auchairn,' a hamlet in

1 The letters mh in Gaelic are sounded the same as v in

English.
2 The name of Dalgairn is, no doubt, from this place.
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Strathclyde, Lanarkshire, and the same also

in Caithness ;

'

Auchencairn,' in Kirkcud-

bright and Ayr;
' Achairn' in Morvern,

Argyleshire ;
and ' Achairn,' which occurs

twice in the Island of Mull, are all either

contractions or corruptions of the Gaelic

words ' Dail - a - chairn,' and ' Achadh-a-

chairn' 1 both signifying
'

the field of the

cairn.'

These very numerous and widespread in-

stances of this last designation, leads to the

inference, that in many cases they derived

their names from being monumental cairns or

stone heaps, over the graves and burial places

of some of the earliest of the Gael who had

entered Caledonia. A very similar designa-

tion is also found in many parts of Scotland.

This we have in the English corruption of

"the Gaelic word 'leac/ the primary meaning
of which is

' a flag/ or '
flat stone ;

but as

these were very much in use in covering

graves, it thereby came to mean also
' a tomb-

stone. We find
( Achleck' in the county of

Argyle, and ' Auchlech' and '

Auchleeks,' in

Atholl and Rannoch, Perth. Again,
' Auch-

leach
'

is in Wigton, the extreme south-west

county of Scotland. Another instance of it

1 As before, the letters dli in this word are not sounded.
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appears as
'

Auchinleck,'
1
in the counties of

Ayr, Lanark, Forfar, Dumbarton, and the

very southern one of Kirkcudbright. In

Perthshire there also occurs
'

Auchinlaich.'

The whole names of these different places are

derived from the Gaelic words '

Achadh-leac,'

and '

Achadh-nan-leac,' meaning
' The field

of the fiat fiag-stones, or tombstones.' The

Gaelic word 'leac' is sometimes spelled

'leachd;' but this is not adopted in the

Dictionary of the Highland Society.

Auchenreoch appears in the counties of

Kirkcudbright and Forfar. Auchrioch in

Argyleshire, Auchenriboch in Stirling, and

Dalreoch in Perthshire, Ayrshire, and Dum-
bartonshire. They are derived from the

Gaelic ' Achadh - riabhach
'

and ' Dail-

riabhach! The pronunciation of the last

word is very near the English corruption

namely,
' Dalreeach* The meaning in both

cases is 'the grey-looking field.'

We find in Fifeshire '

Dalbeath,' and
' Dalbeathie

'

in Perthshire
;

' Dalbeattie
'

in

Kirkcudbrightshire, and ' Dalbeth
'

in Strath-

clyde, Lanark. These are all derived from

the Gaelic words '

Dail-beithe,' which means

1 The surnames of Auchinleck and Affleck come from

this designation.
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*

the birch-tree field.' The same name occurs

also in Ayrshire, in the place called
'

Beith?

which is the correct Gaelic spelling. There

is a place called
' Beath

'

in Fifeshire, and a

parish is so designed in the county of Kin-

ross. The birch, among the ancient Cale-

donian Gael, was used as an emblem of

readiness to do a kindness. A young maiden

presented her lover with a twig of birch, as

a sign of her acceptance of him. ' Auchna-

cloich
'

is a designation found in the counties

of Argyle, Inverness, and Nairn; and ' Acha-

nacloich
'

in Dumbarton. In those of Aber-

deen and Banff, there is
' Auchenclech ;

'

in

Stirlingshire it is
*

Auchencloch,' and in the

two southern counties of Renfrew and Ayr,
we find it as

'

Auchencloich;
'

which are all

derived from the Gaelic words ' Achadh-na-

cloiche, meaning
*
the field of the stone,' pro-

bably from a memorial stone pillar having been

erected, and which are so common all over

Scotland.
'

Dalnaclauch,' in the county of

Inverness, has the same English signification.
'

Auchencruive,' in the counties ofAyr and

Kirkcudbright, and Dalcruive, Perth, are from

'Achadh-na-craoibhe,'
1 and '

Dail-na-craoibhe,'

1 The letters bh, in Gaelic, are sounded the same as v in

English.
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both meaning
'
the field of the trees' The

English corruption of the word is very near

the pronunciation of the Gaelic.

Dairy is the name of a parish in the coun-

ties of Ayr and Kirkcudbright; it is also the

name of a place in the islands of Bute and

Arran, and in the counties of Edinburgh and

Perth. It is derived from 'Dail-righ' (pro-

nounced Dalree), and means (

the king'sfield;'

it implies also, sometimes, that the field is

level, 'Dail-reidh' meaning 'a level field.' It

was at the last-named one, which is in the

parish of Killin, county of Perth, that King
Robert Bruce met with a severe defeat, by
the Lord of Lorn, in the year 1306. The

site of the battle is distinguished, in this

instance, by the name of 'Dail-righ,' or
*

the

king's field.' Bruce, in his endeavour to

escape, was nearly taken prisoner, and his

brooch, which fastened the upper part of his

dress, is still said to be in possession of the

family of MacDougal of Dunolly. Bruce, ac-

cording to tradition, continued his flight on

the day of the battle, till he reached the east

end of Loch Tay, and got shelter for the night
in a religious establishment which then

existed on an island situated there, named
'

Innis-cailleach,' or rather,
'

Innis-na-cail-
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or
c

the island of the Nuns,
1

close to

Kenmore, on Loch Tay.
Another interesting local name, under the

prefix Dal, is at Dalginross, which name
occurs in the counties of Inverness and Perth

twice in the latter, one in Atholl, and the

other in Strathearn. The name is from the

Gaelic words,
'

Dail-chinn-rois,' or
'

the field

at the head of the point.' At this last one

the Romans had their camp, called Victoria,

and there the ninth legion was stationed:

traces of it still remain. 1 The Caledonians,

as Tacitus tells us, severely assaulted this

legion. Agricola, however, saved them from

total destruction, by coming up in rear of the

native Caledonian army, which then appears
to have retired in two separate divisions, one

going north into Glenturret, and the other

south to about two miles from Dalginross, to

a small glen or valley, wherein the site of the

tie that ensued with the Romans, is still

reserved by the Gaelic local name,
' Blar-

n-roinn,' that is,
'

the battle of division,' from

ing separated from their fellow-country-
en. The small stream that goes through
he glen, is called

*
the stream of the battle-

eld.' There are here, also, upright memorial
1 The position of this camp is inserted in the map.
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stones, wliicli the country people call
(

the

Roman stones.^ The Gaelic name, we thus

see, is of historical value, in fixing the site of

this battle, between the brave Caledonians

and their Homan enemies
; as also is the

tradition of the people of the country, for the

name of the memorial stones.

In the county of Argyle we find the pre-

fix 'Ach,' joined in another form, as 'Ach-

ness;
'

and the same designation occurs also in

several other counties, namely, in Perth,

Sutherland, and Elgin. There is likewise, in

Argyleshire a 'Dalness' and the same name
occurs in Glentilt,

2
Perthshire. Each ofthese

designations have the same meaning, their

etymology being from '

Achadh-an-eas,' and
'

Dail-an-eas,' both of which signify
'

the

field of the cascade.' There is another in-

stance of these prefixes being used indiffer-

ently, which the writer will now give, and

is found in the English corrupted word

Auchenbowie, and which occurs in the coun-

1 See the New Statistical Account of the Parish of Muthil,
Perthshire.

2 The Glentilt Dalness has, this century, got a new name,
which is quite out of character, being called ' Forest Lodge.'
As there is no such forest as Glentilt, it is also highly incor-

rect. No place has the rights of a forest when no Crown
charter has been granted for it.
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ties of Perth and Stirling; and in Kintyre,

Argyleshire, there is Dalbowie. Their deri-

vation is from 'Achadh-buidhe' and 'Dail-

buidhe,' meaning
'

the yellowfield' or it might
also mean '

the pleasantfield.' Another com-

bination of the Gaelic
'

Achadh,' occurs in the

name of *

Achantiobairt,' which is of heathen

origin. It is found in the counties of Argyle,

Dumbarton, Ayr, and Perth in the latter

twice, namely, in Rannoch and Blair-Atholl,

in which parish there is also
*

Tomantiobairt.'

The spelling ofAchantiobairt is not corrupted,

only a little contracted in the first word,

namely, thus '

Achadh-an-t-iobairt^ or (

the

field of sacrifice.' In the county of Kirkcud-

bright there is a place named Auchengibbert.

This, evidently, appears also to be a perver-
sion of '

Achadh-an-t-iobairt.' The name of

these different places are so clearly of heathen

origin, that it fixes and proves their immense

antiquity.

This Gaelic prefix, meaning a field, appears
likewise in the county of Berwick, the ex-

treme south-east part of Scotland, adjoining

England. Thus, as examples, we find in it

'Auchencrew and '

Auchengrant.' The first is

1 The letter
,
used in this manner, is to render the sound

of the words more agreeable.
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from the Gaelic words,
'

Achadh-na-craoibhe,'

meaning
'

the field of the trees,' and the latter

is from '

Achan-granda,' which signifies
'

the

uninviting, or bad-looking field.' In the

county of Perth we find an instance of this

prefix, as 'Aucklyne? which also occurs as

'Auehlinej in Aberdeenshire
;
and in Ayrshire

it is 'Auchlin.' They are all derived from

the Gaelic words '

Achadh-linne,' and mean-

ing,
'

the field of the pool.'

Probably, few could suppose that Dal-

choisne, in Rannoch, Perthshire, and Dal-

housie, in the county of Edinburgh, had the

same etymology ; yet, they undoubtedly come

from the same Gaelic words, namely,
' Dail-

a-h'oisinn,' which means,
*

the field at the

corner or angle,' and is very truthful and de-

scriptive in both cases. In the instance of

Dalchoisne, the water of Hannoch (uisge

Raineach) here makes a bend, and so gives

the name, which carries with it a genuine,

and far higher antiquity, than assigned for

this place in a modern tradition
;
so also, at

Dalhousie Castle, county of Edinburgh, the

river Esk flows gently round it, and the

Gaelic name is thus very truthful. There is

also in Hannoch, Perthshire, a farm called

Dalhousie.
'

Dalnavaird,' appears in the
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counties of Forfar and Kincardine
;
'Achna-

bard,' Perthshire; and '

Dalnavert,' in the

county of Inverness all derived from the

Gaelic
'

Dail-a-bhaird,'
1 and ' Achadh-a-

bhaird,' both meaning
'

the field of the bard.'

The very numerous places to be found in the

Gaelic topography of Scotland, relating to

the bards, evinces how important was the

position they held among the ancient Cale-

donians. 'Achray' appears in the map of

the counties of Perth, Stirling, and Aber-

deen; and ' Delveen' in that of Dumfries, as

also
'

Delvine,' in Perthshire. These are all

from '

Achadh-reidh,' and '

Dail-mhin,'
2 and

both of them signify
'

the smooth field.
1

In the counties of Aberdeen and Banff,

we find a topographical notice, which refers to

a very ancient title that existed in remote

ages among the Caledonian nobles, namely,
that of the places called

' Dalavorar
'

in

English, and which we find in the counties

of Aberdeen and Banff. It is a corruption
and contraction of the Gaelic

*

Dail-a-mhaoir-

mor,'
3 that being

'

the fields o/ the Maormor!

1 Eh sounds the same as v in English.
2 The letters mh, also, have the same sound as v in

English.
3 The mh being v, as before said.
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The writer will give some information upon
this very ancient title. It has been called

in English as
'

Mair,' and '

Mayor/ and we

find, in the reign of Alexander the Second,

which began in the year 1214, and ended

1249, that this office was not considered as

unworthy of being held by one of the richest

Earls in Scotland, and it conferred on him

powers which he otherwise had no right to.

This is very distinctly proved by a statute

of Alexander the Second, as follows :

' Na

Earle, nor his servants, may enter in the

lands of any freeholders, holding of the King,
or tak up thus unlaw, bot onlie the Earle of

Fife; and he may not enter as Earle, bot as

Mair to the King, of the Earldome of Fife,

for uptaking of the King's deuties and

richts.' Stat., Alex. II., cap. 15, sec. 3.

The Maormors are mentioned in still more

remote times. The Annals of Ulster state,

under the date of A.D. 918, that in a great

battle that year with the Danes and the

people of Alban,
1 at Corbridge

- on -
Tyrie,

although many of the latter were killed,
' but neither their King nor any of the

Maormors were slain.' Again, that very
ancient document,

* The Pictish Chronicle,'

1 Now called Scotland.
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mentions that the year after the Battle of

Brunanburgh, that is in A.D. 938,
'

Dubican,

son of the Maormor of Angus, died.' At a

still earlier date, namely in A.D. 729, the

great Angus M'Fergus, King of the Picts, is

mentioned in the Irish Annals as having

vanquished and routed the Maormor of the

large district of Atholl, and which continued

with his descendants for many centuries

afterwards. Indeed, the further back this

very ancient title is traced, under the de-

signation as Maormors of Atholl, Angus,
Buchan, and Moray, the largest of them all,

the greater appears its dignity and power.

They were, in fact, provincial kings, who

gave but a slight obedience to the Ardrigh,
or supreme king of the ancient Gael of

Scotland.

In conclusion of these two prefixes, some

more examples will be given, as further prov-

ing the identity of language and people

throughout Scotland. In Atholl, Perth-

shire, occurs a place called
'

Achalane,' and

in Argyleshire and Inverness-shire, there is

'

Achalean;' also in the south-west of Scot-

land, in Kirkcudbrightshire, we find ' Auch-

lane.
1

These are all from the same Gaelic

etymology, namely,
(

Achadh-liana' which
c
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means '

the field of the plain.'
' Dalbrec' is

in Aberdeenshire, and in the county of Banff

is
' Achbrec.' In Perthshire ' Dalnabreck'

is found three times, in Argyllshire is

* AuchenbreckJ In the county of Ayr we
find

' Auchinbreck ;' and still further to the

south-west, in the county of Wigton, there

is
'

Auchabric;' all of which different places

derive their names from the Gaelic words

Achadh-breac
'

and '

Dail-a-breac' or
'

the

spotted field,' and
'

Achan-breac,'
' the spotted

fields.
1

In Strathclyde, Lanark, we find the

Gaelic designations of Auchenraith and Auch-

inraith, which last is also in the county of

Banff and in Elgin. In the southern county
of Dumfries we find an '

Auchenrath.' These

places are from the Gaelic
' Achan' '

fields ;

'

and *

rath,' an obsolete word, signifying
' a

fortress, and also
' a Royal seat! These

Raths, or forts of the Caledonian Gael, are

very widely dispersed in Scotland, as will

be shown hereafter, under the English

corruptions of 'Raith' and 'Both.' In

Kirkcudbrightshire is
'

Auchenfad' from
'

Achanfad,'
'

the long fields.' In Glentilt,

Perthshire, is
'

Achagowl,' from ' Achadh-a-

ghaoil,' or
'

the lovely field.' In the southern

county of Linlithgow, there is
'

Auchenhard,'
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from ' Achan-ard' meaning,
'
the highfields'

In Atholl, Perthshire, is Dalnameen, from
'

Dail-na-meannJ or
'

the kid field? In the

county of Inverness appears a place called
'

Dalmigavie' derived from '

Dail-mo-gabh-

aidh,'
1

meaning,
'

thefield ofmy jeopardy, or

triaV This name is clearly of heathen origin,

proving the remote time since it was given,

and refers to the trial by fire. In Glentilt,

Perthshire, there is
'

DalnagoihichJ from
'

Dail-na-coilltich' that is, 'field ofthe wood'

In Aberdeenshire there is
'

Dalnadamph?
from ' Dail-nan-damh' '

the field of the oxen'

In Glentilt, Perthshire, there is at the head

of that glen a place where the ancient Gael

assembled prior to their expeditions either

to the north or south. In English it is called

Dalchronichy. Her Majesty the Queen men-

tions this place in her '

Journal/ and there

taking luncheon
;
and as mentioned by her,

there is here a ford over the river Tilt. The

etymology of the name is from the Gaelic
'

Dail-a-chruinnicheJ and it signifies
'

the

field of the gathering or meetingJ In another

part of Atholl there is a very similar name,

1 The letters 6^, as before said, are sounded u, and the

letters dh are not sounded. The English corrupted spelling

is very near the Gaelic pronunciation.
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'

Dailwhinie,' from 'Dail-na-coinneamh,' which

likewise means '

the field of meeting!
' Dai-

guise,' Perthshire, is from '

Dail-guithas^

meaning
*
thefield of the fir trees.' Dalan-

spittal' is in Atholl, Perthshire, and was

founded in very remote times by the ancient

Celtic Earls of that district, and who also

gave the attached lands. It is situated on

the great north road of Scotland, in what was

at the time a most wild district, and consi-

derably removed from other human habita-

tions. It is derived from the Gaelic
'

Dail-

an-spideal,' literally, 'the field of the hospital,'

but it here means a place of entertainment,

and was founded for the good of travellers.

There are many other '

Spittals
'

in Scotland,

all from the Gaelic
'

Spideal.' Dalarossie is

a parish in the county of Inverness, derived

from the words '

Dail-a-rois,' which means
'

thefield of the point or projection.'
' Dal-

vuic,' is in Atholl, Perthshire, from '

Dail-

IthuicJ or
'

the field of the buck,' and refers

either to the red or roe deer.
*

Dalmahoy'
in the county of Linlithgow, is from ' Dail-

ma-thuath,'
'

the field to the north;' in Dum-

1 In the Gaelic word '

guithas,' the letters th are not

sounded. The English corruption is thereby far nearer

than the spelling indicates.
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friesshire, there is
(

Dalgarnock,' which has its

etymology from the Gaelic,
' Dail -

garbh-

chnoc,' and means '

the field of the rough

knoll' Near Kenmore, Perthshire, there is

a combination of the Gaelic
' Achadh

'

with

an obsolete word, and which proves the re-

mote, antiquity of the period when the name

was given. The designation of the place is

in English,
' Achomar.' Very few Gaelic-

speaking persons could readily give its ety-

mology it is from '

Achadh,'
' a field,' and

'

Comar,' an ancient but now obsolete Gaelic

word, which means ' a confluence,' thereby
the two signify,

{

the field of the confluence'

Cumbern&Mld (Dumbarton) is derived also

from this ancient word, namely,
' Comar-

n'uilt' meaning, 'the confluence of the streams.'
'
Dallceith' is in the county of Edinburgh,

and '

Dalketh,' in the parish of Fossoway,
Perthshire. The etymology of Dalkeith is

given by the Rev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan,
in his

'

Celtic Gleanings/ at page 45, where

he says it is from ' Dalche' '

the creamy dale.'

Here is a proof of what Skene says, how a

a person, who may be able to speak and preach
in Gaelic, yet falls into ridiculous blunders in

giving the etymology of Gaelic names. If the

word keith, in Dalkeith, was derived from the
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Gaelic
'

che,' meaning
'

cream,' as stated by
the before named writer of the c

Celtic Glean-

ings/ then the same word, which appears in
'

InchJceith,' would oblige us to believe it was
'
the island of cream' \ !

The author will now explain what is un-

doubtedly the true derivation of Dalketh and

Dalkeith (anciently spelled Dalketh), and of

all the other places which appear as
'

Keith/

joined in topography to Gaelic words. The

ancient Caledonian Gael had a pagan deity in

great veneration, named Ce or Che ; he was

considered as the god of the soil or earth,

which substance is of such value to all living

creatures. In the island of North Uist, there

is an immense upright memorial stone dedi-

cated to this heathen deity ;
it is called

' Clach

mhor a' Che,' which means,
' The great stone of

Ce ; therefore all the places named Keith and

its combination with Gaelic words, are from

this pagan god, and clearly evince the great

antiquity of the names ; proving, as they so

clearly do, that they were given prior to

Christianity.
'

Inchkeith' is derived from the

Gaelic Innis-Che, signifying
l The island of

Che,' of course dedicated to him. It must

have been a curious sight to have seen the

primitive pagan Gael going over to this island
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in their
'

curachs' or canoes, to hold their

worship of the heathen deity, and which, no

doubt, they did.
'

Dalkeith,' also
'

Dalketh,' is

from '

Dail-Che, or
' Thefield of Che,' that was

dedicated to him. There is a place in Ayrshire

called
'

D&nkeith,' which evidently is a corrup-

tion of
'

Dunkeith,' and means,
' The fort of

Che,' that is, placed under his protection. The

name Keith, derived from Che, appears, with-

out any combination, in the counties of Banff

and Forfar. There is a place in Perthshire

which also seems to come from this heathen de-

signation, namely, the place written sometimes
'

Pitkeathly,' and '

Pitcaithly,' derived from

a corruption of the Gaelic,
'

Pit-che-le,' and

signifying
' The hollow belonging to Che,'

of course intimating it to be a place where

the worship of this deity was held. In the

county of Fife there is a stream which appears

likely to have been named after Che. At its

confluence it is now called
'

Inverkeithing,' and

therefore the Gaelic would be ' Inbhir Ch&-an'

the word ' an and '

auin' occur very often

in topography, and are a contraction of the

Gaelic word '

abhuinn,' meaning
' a stream or

river/
'
Invirchethin' is the old spelling in

the chartulary of Holyrood ;
and we see that

the pronunciation of the above Gaelic words
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come very near to it, and means *

the conflu-

ence of the stream of Che. In the county of

Aberdeen, quite the same as happens in Perth-

shire, in Benledi, which was held sacred to the

god Bel, there is a mountain dedicated to

Che, called
' Benachie' very clearly derived

from ' Beinn-a-Che' meaning,
'

the mountain

of Che; the corrupted English word is very
near the same pronunciation as that of the

Gaelic. The word '

Caith' which appears in

the county name '

Caithness,' is also probably
derived from this heathen name. In the last

Statistical Account of Scotland, and in the

volume on the county of Sutherland, there is

mentioned in it that a battle took place at

Alltgawn, between the clan Gunn and the

men of
'

Caith/ whom the writer calls
'

Keiths,'

in Gaelic : this name is always
'

Che.' In

that part of Caledonia, very possibly the

the name and worship of
l Che had been held

in greater veneration than elsewhere, and

thereby got the name. It is however evi-

dent, that this heathen deity had places named
after him all over Scotland, and also in the

islands, and is a certain proof of the fact, that

the Gaelic topography of Scotland is of a far

greater antiquity than is generally supposed ;

and it likewise proves that the prefixes used
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in all these names are words now in daily use

in the language of the Highlanders, and that

therefore they must be the descendants of

the Caledonians, the people who gave these

names.

Another related root and test-word to that

of
'

Dail/ a field, is the Gaelic
'

Magh' and
'

Machair,' both signifying
* a plain/ and

sometimes 'afield;' the first occurs in very
numerous corrupted forms. Thus, in the coun-

ties of Aberdeen and Banffwe find it as
'

May,
in

'

B/othiemay/ from
'

Rath-a-magh' meaning
'

the Rath of theplain ;' in Perthshire it occurs

as
'

meath,' in
'

Invermeath,
l

Invermow/.'

We find this Gaelic designation in the

very centre of what was the country of the

Strathclyde Britons or Welsh, namely, very
near Hamilton, where there is a place called
1

Machan,' which is most clearly derived from

the Gaelic words (

Magh-an,' the last being a

very common Gaelic contraction for
' abhuinn'

(a river) ;
and in English, as will be shown

hereafter, auin is almost always contracted to
' an ;' the meaning of

'

Magh-an' is
'

the plain
orfield of the river.' In the Carse of Gowrie,

Perthshire, the name appears in another cor-

rupted form, in
'

Megginch' derived from
*

Magh-innis,' which means '

the island of the
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plain.'*
' Mauchline' in Ayrshire, is a very

ancient place : there was an old abbey at it,

and the name appears in the Annals of Ulster

so far back as A.D. 681 ;
arid from the spell-

ing used it becomes clear as to the Gaelic

words it is derived from, being designated in

the Annals as
'

Maghline,' from '

Magh-UnneJA
or

'

the pool of the plain;'
l

Machray' occurs

in the island of Arran, and '

Machry' in the

island of Bute, both are from '

Magh-reidh,'

meaning
*

the smoothplain,' the Gaelic
'

reidh
'

is pronounced the same as the English word

'ray.' The isle of
'

May' in the Firth of

Forth, is from '

Magh J,'
2 that is,

'

the island

of the plain field.' In old times it had

a priory on it, but around it there was what

was of infinite more use to mankind, namely,

very valuable fishings ;
and even in the time

of King David I. (whose reign began in 1 124),

they were known for their great abundance.
'

Maybole,' in Ayrshire, another old place, as

its name proves, being from '

Magh-baile,' that

signifies
'

the town of the plain or field.'
'

Meigle? Perthshire, a most ancient place.

1 To translate this as ' the plain of the island^ is contrary

to the Gaelic idiorn, and, according to the common phrase,

would be putting
' the cart before the horse.'

2 The letters gh in this instance are mute.
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Here are some of the finest sculptured stones

in Scotland. Its old spelling in the Register

of St Andrews, is
'

Migdele/ which shows it

must be a corruption of '

Magh-dhail,'
1 and

meaning
'

the field of the plain.'
'

Maxton,'
2

in the county of Roxburgh, is from '

Magh-
duin,' and signifies

'
the fort of the plain.

'

'

Methven,' Perthshire, was anciently spelled
*

Meqfin' clearly showing its Gaelic origin

from '

Magh-fionnJ It was at this place, on

the 19th June 1306, that King Robert Bruce

was surprised by the English forces, then

stationed in Perth. He had sent a challenge

to their English leader, who returned an

answer that he declined the meeting ;
but

treacherously came out the same afternoon

and defeated Brace's force. He then fled to

Atholl, where he was received, and for long
sheltered by Duncan de Atholia, the founder

of the Clandonachy, or Robertsons, of Atholl.

There is another instance where the corrup-

tion
' Meth' appears for

f

Magh,' namely, in
'

MethliCy in Aberdeenshire, which is from
'

Magh-a-lich, which means '

the plain or

field of the fiag stones.' Another corrupted

1 The letters dh here have, in pronunciation, an approach
to the English letter g.

2 The surname of Maxton is derived from this place.
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form of
c

Magh' is found in the places called

( Mochrum' and which occur in the southern

counties ofDumfries, Wigtown, Kircudbright,

and Ayr, and are derived from the Gaelic
'

Magh-dhruim' meaning
'

the ridge of the

plain orfield.' In the county of Perth there

is
'

Machany,'
1 which comes from the words

'

Magh-an-ni,' meaning
'

the plain of the wild

cattle;' the pronunciation of the Gaelic words,

is almost identical with Machany, the English

corruption. Strathallan Castle is built on

the exact site of the old house of Machany,
and there is a pretty considerable level plain

in front of it
;
there is also a small river near

the castle, which is named the '

Machany.'
Besides the corrupted forms of the Gaelic

'

Magh,' for
' a plain,' already noticed, there

is another where it is called
'

Moy.' In this

form it occurs in the counties of Elgin and

Nairn
;
in the latter as Lochmoy, or

' Loch

of the plain.'
'

Moy
'

occurs three times in

the county of Inverness as names of places-
one of them given to a loch, another to a

district in the county. Though now oftener

written '

Moid&rt,' it is more properly Moy-

1 This is the old name of the property and residence of

the Drummonds, who have the title of Viscount of Strath-

allan.
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dart, which is peculiarly descriptive of it.

The heights there, are considerable and very

barren, but the 'Magh,' or plain/ at their

base, is rich and level on both sides of the

hill called 'Irin,' a contraction of 'Aoriunn,'

hence comes {

Beinn-nan-Aoriunn,' meaning

literally,
'

the field or plain of the mountain.'

In the county of Nairn there is also
'

Moyness,' which is from the Gaelic Magh-
an-eas,' meaning, 'the plain of the cascade.'

There is in Perthshire a very similar name,
but very distinct in meaning, namely,
'

Moness,' from '

Mon,' a contraction of the

Gaelic
'

Jfimadh,'
' a hill,' and *

eas,' which,

together, 'Monadh-an-eas,' meaning
'

the hill of

the cascade;' the first part of the Gaelic word
for

'

hill
'

being alone retained. In the

island of Mull there also appears a place
named '

Moyl which is the residence of the

M'Leans of Lochbuy, a very ancient family,
and whose Gaelic title is,

( MacGhillain na

Maighe> or 'Maclean of the plain'
In the list of prefixes there occurs, along

with the word '

Magh,' that of
'

Machair,'

which also means 'a plain,' and it is found

more frequently than Magh. It appears

singly in the counties of Lanark, Aberdeen,
and Inverness; and as

' Machermore
'

in the
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county of Kircudbright ;
and as

* Macher in

that of Wigton, and island of North Uist.

The name of
'

Meggernie,' in Glenlyon, Perth-

shire, is derived from *

Machair-reidh,' which

signifies
*

the smooth plain,' and it is most

correctly and truly descriptive of this fine

Highland residence, the property of R
Steuart Menzies, of Culdares. Meggernie
Castle was built in 1579, and is situated on

a fine plain near the river Lyon. It is

approached by a magnificent avenue of trees

nearly two miles in length. Machair is also

found in Argyleshire, where there occurs

both ' Machrimore' and '

Machnbeg,' clearly

from ' Machair-mor
' and 'beag,' which sig-

nifies
'

the larger and lesser plain.'



CHAPTER III.

HE next prefix to be considered is

that of '

Aber.' Upon this single

word the most ridiculous theories

have been founded, and which

were first introduced by Chalmers in his
'

Caledonia/ asserting that it was British (that

is Welsh) and not Gaelic ;
also that where-

ever it appeared in Scottish topography,
there a people of Welsh descent had lived

and given the name
;
and he further invented

the idea, that the undoubted Gaelic word for a

confluence, called
'

Inver/ had begun to super-
sede '

Aber/ which has the same meaning.
Of this he was not able to find or offer but

one single instance, and which long passed
current as a confirmation of his fanciful

theory. It has now been wholly exploded

by the researches of Skene, who, in his

essay on 'The Celtic Topography of Scot-

land,
1

proves, that in this single charter,

1 See ' The Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin-

burgh,' vol. xxiv. page 213.
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quoted by Chalmers, and granted by King
David I. to the monks of the Isle of

May,
1

for the lands of 'Inverin qui fuit

Aberin,' that the true reading of these words

is, that the lands of
' Inverin

'

had belonged
to a proprietor named '

Aberin.' Thus, the

total failure of this single pretended piece of

proof of Invers intruding on the Abers, and

all that has been written by Chalmers, and

his two recent followers, the Rev. Isaac

Taylor,
2 and the Rev. Dr Thos. M'Lauchlan,

3

to the same effect, is unfounded and worth-

less. The word *

Aber/ as a prefix, appears

all over Scotland, from the extreme south to

north, from west to east. Thus we find it

in Dumfriesshire, which joins England, and

in the most northern county, that of Suth-

erland. 'Abers' occur likewise in Argyle-

shire, the most western part of Scotland, as

1 The records of the Priory of the Isle of May are now

printed, and this charter is given, and well commented on,

by J. Stuart, Esq., LL.D., and Secretary Antiquarian

Society. See the preface, page x.

2 The writer of ' Words and Places,' the second edition

of which is referred to.

3 Writer of 'The Early Scottish Church,' and 'The

Kymric Element in the Celtic Topography of Scotland.'

This last appears in vol. vi. part 2, of ' The Proceedings of

the Society of Antiquaries, Scotland,' but was only delivered

some months ago.
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they do also in the central counties of Perth

and Inverness, and of Forfar and Kincar-

dine on the eastern side. This being a fact,

which the writer will hereafter prove, by

giving both the names and counties, the

natural question arises, is this topographical

and very wide-spread name throughout all

Scotland, Welsh only, or was it not also a

word belonging to the Caledonians? a pure
Gaelic -

speaking race, who gave all the

ancient names of places. In reply to this,

the writer will very easily be able to prove
that

f Aber
'

is derived from the Gaelic lan-

guage; and, though this puts him in oppo-
sition to the two last-named writers he has

mentioned as following Chalmers, still truth

requires it must be done. The author of
' Words and Places,' in his mistakes, may be

excused, from not knowing the Gaelic lan-

guage, and following Chalmers, who he, of

course, supposed did
;
but the author of the

other two works1 cannot be so, because he

makes great pretensions to Gaelic know-

ledge, and, in a speech made by him, not

many months ago, and printed in the Edin-

burgh newspapers, he boasted of his great

i ' The Early Scottish Church,' and the Essay on ' The

Kymric Element,' etc.

D
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experience in Gaelic. The question is, there-

fore, are his statements true or false; and

whether in them he has done justice, or great

injustice, to the language of the Highlanders
of Scotland. In both ' The Early Scottish

Church,' and the more recent essay, designed
' The Kymric Element in the Celtic Topo-

graphy of Scotland
'

(this last only obtained

by the members some months ago), the

author therein asks the public to believe

that, in the county of Argyle, there is not

'one1
Aber.' No assertion could be made

more contrary to fact there are three Abers

in Argyleshire? The writer will hereafter give

their names ; but, even if it was true that

there were no places in Argyleshire named

Aber, is that poor barren county to rule all

Scotland, and that therefore the word ' Aber'

cannot be derived from the Gaelic language.
The writer of ' The Kymric Element/

makes in it two statements as to the prefix
'

Aber.' The first is in the following words :

8

1 See The Early Scottish Church,' page 28
;

and
'

Proceedings of Society of Antiquaries, Scotland,' vol. vi.

page 322.

2 And most likely more may appear when the survey of

the county is completed.
3 See 'Proceedings, Society Antiquaries, Scotland,' vol.vi.

page 322.
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'

It is worthy of notice, that the generic

"Aber" is, in Scottish topography, found

uniformly associated with specific terms

purely Kymric.' He then gives eight names

of places as instances, as he pretends, of pure
Welsh being joined to the prefix Aber. They
will be noticed hereafter, and all proved to

be of Gaelic, and not Welsh derivation. His

second statement, which immediately follows

the above quotation, is in these words :

* That " Inver
"

should be associated occa-

;sionally with Kymric terms is nothing to

the purpose ;
but it is to the purpose that

"Aber," the Kymric generic term, should

never be associated with a Gaelic word.' No
statements can be more contrary to truth and

act than these two are. The writer will

Drove, in the first place, that there is not in

all Scotland a single instance of the word

Aber being associated with Welsh ones ; and,

secondly, will give proof, in a similar manner,
)hat Gaelic words are always associated with

the word '

Aber.'

It was stated by Chalmers that ' Aber
'

was unknown in Ireland. He is followed in

,his by the writers of 'Words and Places'

ind ' The Kymric Element ;' but Dr Reeves,
me of the most learned Irish scholars of the
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present day, has discovered and made known
that there are Abers in Ireland ; and his

testimony is of the highest value, as it is

evident from his account of St Malrube1 and

the parish ofApplecross, in Ross-shire (printed

by the Society of Antiquaries, Scotland), he

had then held a different view. It is, there-

fore, a most audacious remark by the author

of
' The Kymric Element,' etc., although he

well knew that the authority for these Abers

in Ireland was Dr Reeves, to say that they
are

'

by no means well authenticated,' when

Dr Reeves quotes documents for them. Fur-

ther, these Abers in Ireland are not in a

place peopled by Picts. If even, as the

writer of ' The Kymric Element
'

pretends,

it was true, that the Abers in Scotland were

only associated with Welsh words, how is it

that no similar combinations can be found in

Wales ? and also, how comes it that (

the

purely Kymric forms
'

(as the writer of the

essay calls them), which are joined to the*

Scotch Abers, are also associated with Inver,

even sometimes on the same river : thus we

have Abergeldie and Invergeldie, Abernethy
and Invernethy, Aberuchill and Inveruchill,

1 See '

Proceedings, Society of Scotch Antiquaries,' vol. iii.

page 258.
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Aberlemno and Inverlemno, Abernyte and

Invernyte, etc. etc., and why is this 'nothing
to the purpose ?

'

proving, as it does, the use

of Aber and Inver indiscriminately to the

same names.

To all unprejudiced persons, we see from

the foregoing examples that the ancient Cale-

donian Gael most unquestionably used both

Aber and Inver, to signify
' a confluence

;

'

and the writer hopes, and indeed believes,

that a due consideration of the evidence of

that fact, which will be given in this chapter,
will satisfy all doubts to the contrary, and

settle the question. An exceeding clear and

direct proof of the Gael of Alban using
both these terms for a confluence, occurs in

Strathearn, Perthshire, which was a fully

peopled district by the Caledonians in the

first century, their armies numbering many
thousands, who frequently attacked the

camps the Eomans had formed in the valley;
and their descendants (afterwards called

Picts) had their capital within it. The
names of places and streams must have been

given by the inhabitants of this district prior
to the Roman invasion of it in A.D. 80.

Therefore, when we find both Abers and In-

vers upon the river that goes through it,
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how can it be doubted but that it was the

same people (namely, the Caledonians) that

gave each of the names, Aber and Inver, to

the confluences.

Commencing, therefore, in the valley of

Strathearn, a little to the eastward of the

village of Crieff, we have an Aber at Aber-

cairny ; next, on the river Earn, there is an

Inver at the confluence of the Powafiray,

contracted to Invenpeffry. Following the river

eastward and downwards, the next confluence

is an Aber in ^.freruthven. Further down

the next stream, falling into it, is, at its con-

fluence, an Inver in /^verdunning. Further

down, the next where there is a confluence

is also an Inver, where the May falls into

it, called Invermay, on which was the Pictish

Palace and capital of Forteviot. Following
the river, the next is an Aber in Aberd&lgie.
And lastly, close to where the Earn falls

into the Tay, there is an Inver on it, from

the confluence of the Nethy stream, called

Inverneihy. The proof here given is so very
distinct and clear, that it seems impossible
to doubt but these names of Aber and Inver

must have been given by the same people.

No doubt, the absurd view of Chalmers and

his followers is, that it was different races
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gave Aber and Inver ; but who can believe

that ? seeing that, in this short distance, on

the river Earn, how they are mixed, it must

have been a long peaceful occupation ere all

the names were given ;
and seeing the Gael

and Cimbri (that is, the Welsh) were ever

enemies, they certainly could never both have

held the country the one at the Invers and

the other at the Abers all within sight of

each other. Indeed, no absurdity is too great
to be believed for the views of Chalmers, and

those who agree with him
; yet they must

yield to
'

the logic offact.'
The writer will now speak of the Gaelic

etymology of the word '
Aber.' One deriva-

tion is from the two words ' Ath
'

and '

Bior.'

This literally signifies
*

the water ford' and

therefore is not satisfactory, as it obliges us

to belie've, wherever the word 'Aber' was

given, there must be a ford, and which, in

many cases, as in lochs, etc., is impossible.

The second word ' Bior
'

(pronounced
' Bir

'),

is certainly used in 'Aber' in its aspirated
form (

bhir,' and means '

water.' The first

part of
' Aber

'

is from an ancient Gaelic word,
'

Abh,' also meaning
c

water,' and now obso-

lete, except in ' Abhurnn.
'

(meaning a river),

being the foundation of that term. Thus we
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have the two words ' Abh-ir' which, trans-

lated, means ' water to water/ and is one of

the most natural and most truly descriptive

designations that could possibly be given to

a confluence, or any sort of junction of two

streams. It carries with it the clear impress
of truth and antiquity. The pronunciation of

the Gaelic
'

Abhir,'
1 whence comes l

Aber/ is

quite the same as that which occurs in the first

part of the English word,
'

average/ To satisfy

the reader that
' Abh '

is a pure Gaelic word,

the writer will produce many instances of its

use in the topography of the Highlands.
1 Abh '

is found in the county of Argyle,
in the words ' Avich' and 'Dalavich;' also

it appears in the counties of Ross and Inver-

ness, in the designation of
'

Avoch,' all these

being derived from the Gaelic
' Abh-ach

'

(the

last word being a contraction of ' achadh
').

The English signification is
'

the field of the

water or stream. 'Abh' occurs also in Inver-

ness-shire, in the river called the '

Aff-icick,'

and which gives the name to Glen Afirick,

from the Gaelic Abh-riach 9

(riabhach), mean-

ing
'

the greyish water.' In Atholl, Perth-

shire, there is a place called
' Stronahavie'

derived from *

Sron-na-h-abh,' which signifies

1 Eh pronounced like v in English.
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'

the point or projection of the water.' In the

same county there is
'

Craignahavie' from
1

Creag-na-h-abh,' that is,
'

the rock of the

stream or water.
J

Very close to Blair Castle,

in Atholl, Perthshire, also in the counties of

Argyle and Inverness, there is a stream called

the ' Banavie* derived from '

Ban-abhj' that

is,
'

the clear water a most truthful descrip-

tion, as all who know these streams can

testify. There is a place in Perthshire called
'

Inchaffray.
9

It is well known from having
been a very ancient abbey. In its etymology
'abh' enters, being from the Gaelic words
'

Innis-abh-reidh,' or
(
the island of the smooth

water or stream.' This abbey was founded

by the Earl of Strathearn in the year 1200,

who amply endowed it. The Abbot of Inch-

affray blessed the Scotch army under King
Robert Bruce, on the day of the great battle

of Bannockburn. The spelling of the name
in English is the exact pronunciation of the

Gaelic words, as f

reidh? though it looks so

very different, is sounded the same as
'

ray
'

in English. In Latin Chronicles, etc., this

abbey was called
'

insula missarum,' or '
the

island of masses.
9 On the river Spey, in

Inverness-shire, there is a place called
' Avie-

more,' from l

Abh-mor,
1

meaning 'the great
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water* or 'stream.' It is very possible the

name arose from the first sight of the

river being obtained at that spot by the

ancient Gael, or it may have got the name

from its here having become a broader and

larger stream. The foregoing examples are

conclusive proof that ' Abh '

is pure Gaelic,

and of great antiquity. As to the second

part of what completes the word e

Abhir/
whence 'Aber' comes, it is a contraction-

namely, 'ir/ or sometimes e

bhir/ derived, as

before said, from 'bior/ an ancient term for
' water ;

'

and in this last form (bhir) we have

it still in daily use in another Gaelic word,
which also signifies

' a confluence/ that is

'.InftA&r,' and pronounced 'Inver.' It may
be interesting to the reader also to be made

aware, that the French writer, D'Herbelot,

states, that 'Aber' is a prefix to several

towns and villages in the East, and the word,

in the aspirated form, appears very clearly in

the designation of the French town '

Havre/
which is the confluence of the river Seine.

Among the different topographical words

which enter into combination with that of

Aber, which we have just been considering,
are other ancient Gaelic terms for water,

the most frequent being those of '

dur,
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and 'dobhair.' They are now nearly obso-

lete, and as to which is the most ancient,

it is not worth contending, as they are

both genuine Gaelic. The following is what

appears in the Dictionary of the Highland

Society of Scotland respecting the word
'

dur.'
*

Dur,' substantive masculine (obso-

lete), water; Welsh, Dur, Dwfr ; Greek,

YSwp ; German, Dur.
1

Thus we learn, from

the very best authority, that this is a Gaelic

word, and that those who attempt to deny

it, only prove they do not understand the

language. It must be mentioned that,

strictly speaking, 'Dur' is not quite obso-

lete, as it is still used in the word '

Durlus,'

which signifies 'water-cresses.'
1

It is like-

wise very frequent in the Gaelic topography
of Scotland. It is, in general, corrupted in

spelling to
'

dour,' and '

der,' as a termina-

tion, but it also appears in its proper spell-

ing, in the counties of Argyle, Sutherland,

and Caithness. In the first-named (Argyle),

we find it in the stream called the ' Duror
'

Water. In that county there is a district

called DuroY, both from the Gaelic words
1

Dur-oir,' which signifies,
(
the water at the

edge or margin,' the situation of it being
1 See the Dictionary of the Highland Society of Scotland.
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nearly parallel to the shores of Lochleven,

an arm of the sea. Again, in Argyleshire,

we find another example of
'

Dur,' namely in

1

Z)imloman,' which is in the very centre of

the Isle of Mull, and appears very dis-

tinctly formed from the Gaelic words 'Dur-

domhain,' meaning
'

deep water.' In the

county of Sutherland we find the name of

ZWness,' which is from the Gaelic Dur-an-

eas, or,
'

the water of the cascade.' In the

county of Caithness there is a loch called

Loch Durao.. There are several streams in

which the word ' dur
'

(' water') is the foun-

dation. Thus, the '

Durj' occurs in the

county of Perth : the ' Dour '

in Aberdeen-

shire ;
and the '

Doury
'

in Kincardineshire.

In Atholl, Perthshire, we have it in the

name of a place called
'

Edradour, that being

derived from the Gaelic words, Eadar-da-

dur,' and means, 'between the two waters.

Nothing can be more truthful and descriptive

of its position. It is situated between two

streams, both of which are very close to it.

This example of the word ( dur
'

is so strong

and plain, in combination with the other

Gaelic words, that it is sufficient of itself to

prove it was given by a pure Gaelic-speaking

race, and that 'dur
5

is in no way derived
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from the Welsh or Britons, as has been pre-

tended by the Rev. Dr T. M'Lauchlan in his

'

Kymric Element/ etc. In the county of

Fife we find places named '

Dur,' and
* Durie ; and, in the southern county of

Dumfries, there is a parish called
l

Dur\$>-

deir/ It has been mentioned that, besides

appearing as
'

dour,' it likewise is very often

corrupted into
'

der.' Thus, in Atholl, Perth-

shire, there is a river, called in English the

Fencfer, but known in Gaelic as
'

FionncZwr/

that is,
'

Fingal's Water.' The ' Leader'

river, in the county of Berwick, is from
'

Leudc^r/ that being
' broad water.' Many

examples will be given, in connection with

the English prefix Aber, where ' der
'

is put
for 'dur/ which last all really good Gaelic

scholars admit as meaning
f water

;

' but there

is no such word in the language as 'der,'

though often found in the English spelling,

as in the AUancfer, the Calcfer, etc., to be

explained hereafter; and also in the river
'

Gelder,' Aberdeenshire, from Geal-dur,' or
*

the clear water,' etc. etc.

From what has been mentioned, it will

be perceived that the word '

dur/ or 'water/

is found in the furthest west county, that

of Argyle ; also, in the most northern,
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eastern, and southern counties of Scotland.

With regard to the word 'Dobhair, before

mentioned, as meaning
'

water,' it is not

found in the topography of Scotland, but very
often in ancient writings, and chiefly in

connection with the prefix
'

Aber,' as will be

hereafter shown. It is not quite obsolete,

as it appears in
'

Dobhar-chu? literally mean-

ing,
'

water-dog' but it is the Gaelic for
' an

otter.,'

The writer will now give the examples
of the various combinations which occur

throughout all Scotland of the prefix
*

Aber;'

and in deciphering them, he has been much
assisted by their ancient spellings, which

occur in the public records and chartularies ;

and most certainly they would not have been

written in them as they are, if it did not

represent they were so pronounced at the

time.

In the county of Perth, and near the

south-west end of Loch Tay, there is a place

named ' Aberachaoloch' Here is a pecu-

liarly clear proof, first, that to
' Aber '

there

is no Welsh words joined to it
; second, that

pure Gaelic words are joined to it, it being
derived from '

Abhir-a-chaol-lochJ meaning,
'

the confluence of the narrow loch' This in-
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stance is so strong, that it will satisfy every

Gaelic-speaking person in Scotland (except

the writer of
' The Kymric Element/ etc.),

that it is sufficient of itself to show the

falsity of the assertions made as to the

Welsh terms said to be always associated

with 'Aber;' and what great injustice has

been done by that writer to the language of

the Highlanders of Scotland, in trying to

make it be believed what is truly theirs, to

be Welsh. The situation of this
' Aber

'

has

been stated, and it will be found in Stobie's,

or any other large map of Perthshire. A
study of the topography of the whole northern

part of it will be useful to all who think

Welsh words are to be found therein. The

period when this name was given must have

been in very remote ages, and could not have

been derived from the language of any race

but the Caledonians, as the Irish-Scots colony
did not arrive in Argyllshire till A.D. 506,

being the sixth century; yet, in the first

century, the Romans found Caledonia fully

peopled, and this name occurs in the centre

of it, and a part of the ancient Earldom of

Atholl. Besides, we have the high authority
of Skene, that when they (the Irish-Scots)
did arrive,

' Aber
;

was an obsolete word in
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their language.
1 Another consideration is,

as to how these words joined to
' Aber '

could

have come down to the present day through
such a long course of ages, unless the inhabi-

tants of that part of the Highlands had been

a pure Gaelic race ;
and the whole three

words,
*

na-caol, and loch' are still in daily

use, and therefore it is clear that the High-
landers are the descendants of the Cale-

donians who gave the name.

In the county of Sutherland, there is a

loch called
' Lochmore ;

'

in the county of

Caithness, there is one of the same name
; and

in county of Kincardine, we find an ' Aberloch

more' derived from '

Abhir-loch-mor,' mean

ing,
'

the confluence of the large loch. Here is

likewise, no Welsh, but pure Gaelic words

joined to
' Aber/

In the county of Inverness there is
f Aber

tarff' the etymology of which is from ' Abhit

tairbh, and signifies
'

the confluence ofthe wild

bull's stream. Here also it is pure Gaeli

which is associated with 'Aber.' There ar

besides this instance of a stream called th
*

Tarff,' two others in Scotland of that desig

nation, namely, one in Atholl, Perthshire

1 See Essay,
< Celtic Topography of Scotland.' ' Trans

actions, Royal Society, Edinburgh,' vol. xxiv. page 214.
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and another in the county of Wigtown. The

English pronunciation of *
Tarff' is the same

as the Gaelic.

In the counties of Aberdeen and Inverness,

we find places named ' Aberarder ;' the an-

cient spelling is
' Abirardour.' l In this case

the Gaelic word ' ard' is clear and evident,

and the terminating word ' der
'

is a corrup-

tion (as already shown) of the ancient Gaelic

word ' dur ;' hence we have '

Abhir-ard-dur,'

and means,
'

the confluence of the water of
the height,' which, in the case of the Aberdeen-

shire instance of the name is very correct, as

the writer has seen it, and the stream descends

from a height. As to the Inverness-shire one,

two friends mention, that in the Aberarder,

which falls into Loch Laggan, the designation
is very descriptive of it : one of the two says, he

saw this stream constantly for near four years,

and that the Gaelic designation is most truth-

ful. Aberarder is one of the names brought
forward by the writer of ' the Kymric Ele-

ment,' etc., as of the eight instances wherein

he states, that it is pure
'

Kymric/ that is

Welsh, and that it is not Gaelic which is

joined to the '

Aber.' There is no such word

1 See Kegister of Retours of the County of Inverness,
No. 12.

E
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in the Welsh language as 'ard,' signifying
'

high' or
'

lofty.' The writer of
'

the Kymric
Element' ought to know, and does know, that
' ard' is a Gaelic word ; how then can he,

with a clear conscience, say it is Welsh ? and

thereby do great injustice to the language of

the Highlanders of Scotland.

'Aberdour occurs in the counties of Fife

and Aberdeen. Its etymology is very evi-

dently from the ancient word '

dur,'
' water ;'

and in the case of the Aberdeenshire one, this

is made more certain from its being anciently

written '

Aberckwar/
1 that last word being old

Gaelic
(' dobhair'), also

' water/ The deriva-

tion, therefore, of this example, is evidently

from Abhir-dur,'
2 which means,

'

theConflu-
ence of the water or stream.' This name is.

likewise brought forward by the writer of
'

the Kymric Element,' as proving Aber is

never joined to a Gaelic word ; but this is

placing his own private judgment of the old

word '

dur,' in opposition to the highest and

best authorities of the Gaelic language ;
and

still worse, that writer well knows that in

1 In the Charter by Eandolph, Earl of Moray, to Dun-

fermline.

2 Abhirdur is a duplicate (meaning water to water), like

Loch Lochy.
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the county of Argyle there are several places

named and formed by the word ' dur :' therein

is found the stream called the
'

Z^tror,' there,

is a place called
'

Dwrdoman,' and there, is

the district of
' Duror

-,'
but these examples

of
' dur

'

are, according to the Rev. Dr
T. M'Lauchlan, Gaelic, because they are in

Argyllshire; but when the very same word

occurs in Fifeshire, then he brings it forward

as pure Welsh. It is not possible for any
one to betray greater unfairness and prejudice
than is herein exhibited. It is manifest that

if the word '

dur/ which forms the name

Aberdour, is 'purely Kymric,' as is asserted

by Dr M'Lauchlan, so also are all the places

in Argyleshire named
'

dur,
9

and therefore that

county must have been inhabited and peopled

by a Welsh race, who gave names to localities

in their language.
'

Aberchirder' is in the county of Banff;

the ancient spelling is
'

AberkerdWr/ and still

stronger as
i

Abyrkerdur.' See ' Index Lo-

corum of the Register Aberbrothoc.' The

etymology is therefore very apparent from the

Gaelic
'

Abhir-chiar-dur,' and signifies
'

the

confluence of the dark brown water.
1 Yet

this is another instance brought forward of

no Gaelic being ever associated with ' Aber'
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by the writer of
' The Kymric Element/ etc.,

though there is not one of them hitherto

mentioned more evidently derived from Gaelic

than that of Aberchirder.
1

Aberfearg' is in Perthshire
;

it obtains

its name from the stream called the '

Fearg/
which comes down from the romantic glen

called Glenfearg. Aberfearg is undeniably of

Gaelic derivation from '

Abhir-fearg,' which

means '

the confluence of the fierce stream ;

and any person who has ever passed through

Glenfearg can testify to the truthful descrip-

tion of this Gaelic name, but which the writer

of
' The Kymric Element,' etc., would try to-

make the public believe is pure Welsh ! Aber-

fearg is mentioned in very remote times in

the Pictish Chronicle.
' Abercrombie' is found in the counties of

Fife and Edinburgh ;
therein the Gaelic word

' crom' is self-evident
;

its derivation is from
'Abhir-crom;' meaning

'

the curved confluence,'

again a clear proof 'Aber' 1
is always joined

to Gaelic.
' Aberbrothoc is in the county of Forfar,

and in modern times contracted to Arbroath.

This place derives its name from the stream

1 Even in Wales there are ' Abers ' which have a very

Gaelic appearance, as in ' Aberavon' and '

Abergele,' etc.
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on which it is situated, called the '
Srothac.'

Any one acquainted with this stream will

admit that the Gaelic name for it is most

truthful and applicable to it.
'

Brothac,' or
'

Brothach,' means l

fllthy,'
'

dirty,' whence
'

Abhir-brothac' signifies
'

the confluence of the

dirty or muddy stream.' The writer of ' The

.Kymric Element' brings this name forward

as being Welsh ; every Highlander in Scot-

land will say it is Gaelic. On the '

Brothac'

there is an '

Inverbrothac,' which is additional

proof that the Caledonian Gael used both

terms. It is right here to notice the very great
error of Mr Fergusson, in his

'

river names/

page 167, where he makes the ' Brothac' to

come from an obsolete word,
'

Breath,' mean-

ing
'

pure,'
'

clear,' which is the very opposite
of what the '

Brothac' is.

'

Aberargie' is in Perthshire, a corruption
from the Gaelic words '

Abhir-ard-gaoith,' or
'

confluence at or of the windy height.' The
letters th in this last Gaelic word, are not

sounded,wherebythe latter part ofthe English

corruption comes near the Gaelic. Thus, in

Ross-shire we have an '

Ardgay,' also from
'

Ard-gaoith,'
'

the windy height.' The sound

of '

argie,' in Aberargie, is almost the same as

Ardgay.
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Abercairney is in the county of Perth
;

Abercorn in that of Linlithgow, and ' Aber-

gairn' in the county of Kinross. All these

Abers very clearly have the Gaelic word 'earn

in their formation, and are English corrup-

tions from *

Abhir-a-chairn,' or
' Abhir-a-

chuirn' (both being the genitive of earn), and

signifies
'

the confluence of the stream of the

cairn.'
1 A pure Gaelic etymology is un-

doubtedly evident to all unprejudiced persons
in- these three last instances of ' Aber/

' Aberchalder
1

is found in the counties of

Inverness and Banff. Of the first named one

we have an old spelling in the Public Record

of Retours, No. 12, for the county of Inver-

ness. It is written ' Abirchalladour' which

is plainly the Gaelic words 'Abhir-choille-dur,'

meaning
*

the confluence ofthe wooded stream.'

This old spelling is a guide to the true ety-

mology of the whole of the rivers named
Calder. We find it also in this aspirated

form in Argyleshire, in the designation of a

place called
*

Achallader,' from the Gaelic

words ' Achadh 2
-choille-dur,' which signifies

1 There are streams at all these confluences, called Cairny
and Corny. Abercairny, in the year 1200, is written as Abir-

charny. See the Liber Insula Missarum, the Chartulary of

Iiichaffray.
2 The letters dh not sounded.
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*

the field of the wooded stream! There is a
1 Benchalder' likewise in Argyleshire, from

the Gaelic
'

Beinn-choille-dur,' meaning
'
the

mountain of the wooded stream.' The writer

of
' the Kymric Element/ in defiance of fact,

says there is not a Calder in Argyleshire, that

it does not yield one ;
1 here are two. He also

brings forward ( Aberchalder' as an instance

of pure Welsh joined to Aber ! If that was

true, then the '

chalders' of Argyleshire must

be Welsh also, which joined to the instance of

three Abers being in Argyleshire (and they,

according to Dr T. M'Lauchlan, are all Welsh),
and no less than four places in that county

(see the Index of Retours of Argyle) having
the prefix

'

Ian,' though this same writer has

asserted, in his
'

Early Scottish Church/ page
28, that there was not one. Argyle must

therefore yield, as being no longer 'Gaelic/

but ' Welsh Argyle.' The ancient spelling of

the rivers
'

Calder,' when not written in the

aspirated form, we find in a crown-charter of

King David II. to Walter Lesly, for the

Thanedom of Aberchalder, in the county of

Banff, to be ' Aberkeldoure' (see Robertson's

Index of Charters, page 65); and the Calders

1 See 'The Kymric Element,' page 320, vol. vi., Proceed-

ings of Scottish Antiquaries.
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of Strathclyde are written in the Chartulary
of Paisley as

( Kaledover' and '

Kaledour,'

most distinctly proving their Gaelic etymo-

logy has been rightly rendered '

coille-dur,'

meaning, as beforesaid,
'

the wooded stream.'

And it is a very remarkable and strong con-

firming piece of evidence, that in the last

statistical volume for the county of Lanark,
the Strathclyde Calders are stated as having
their banks richly covered with natural woods.

'

Abergeldie' is in Aberdeenshire. Very-
close to it is another stream called the '

Gelly,'

and its confluence at the Dee,
'

Invergelly ;'

and in Perthshire there is also a stream called

the '

Geldie,' and its confluence '

Invergeldie.'

In Fifeshire there is also a '

Gelly.' All these

derive their names from the Gaelic word '

Gile,'

which means '

clear or fair,' whereby
' Aber-

geldie,' etc., are from '

Inbhir-gile' and 'Abhir-

gile,' and signifies
'

the confluence of the clear

stream.' It is to be remarked, we have in

these names proof that both
'Aber' and 'Inver'

are applied to them.
1

Aberhill' is in the county of Kinross, an

English corruption of the Gaelic
' Abhir-

thuill, which means
'

the confluence of the holes

or pools.'
' A berbothrie

'

is in Perthshire. It appears
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several times in the charters of King Robert

II., and was the property of the Lindsays.
Its oldest spelling is

'

Abbirbothrie, the word
'

both,' in the Gaelic Dictionary of the High-
land Society, signifies a '

booth' or '

hut;' these

were anciently common among the Gael,

where they had their summer '

pasturages/ or

'shealings/ as theyare called in the Highlands ;

and the English corruption of one of the Gaelic

words for a shealing (' ruighe'
1

)
is always

'

rie,'

and which appears in this instance in the ter-

minating part of it. Thus, unquestionably,
' Aberbothrie' is from the Gaelic

(

Abhir-both-

ruighe,' and signifies
'

the confluence at the

booth of the shealing.' It will not be easy for
' The Kymric Element' writer to make good
his words from this example, that the terms

here joined to
' Aber' are, as he asserts,

'

spe-
cific terms purely Kymric.' Indeed, if his

statements were to be accepted as true, all

Scotland, except Argyle, is full of Welsh
names

;
but the writer has already proved,

and will still further prove, that the county
of Argyle is quite as much filled with what he
calls Welsh as all others.

'

Aberluthnot' is in the county of Kin-

cardine. The Gaelic words whence its ety-
1 The letters gh not sounded.
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mology is derived is made clear by its old

spelling, which was '
Abirlouihet' thereby in

Gaelic,
'

Abhir-luath-ait,'
'

confluence at the

place where the stream is swift.'
'

AberlourJ in the county of Banff, is from

the Gaelic ' Abhir-luath l
-ir' (bhir). This last

word ir is a common contraction from the

obsolete word '

BiorJ meaning 'water' The

aspirated form is
'

bhir/ and occurs, as already

mentioned, in the Gaelic spelling of Inver, as
'

Inbhir' in that of the ' Aber' we are con-

sidering,
'

Abhir-luath-ir.' The signification is,

*

the confluence of the strong water or stream.
1

The English pronunciation is very near to

the Gaelic for Aberlour.
' Abermilk

'

occurs in the county of Dum-

fries, which joins England. It is a very
ancient parish. It is probable not one Gaelic-

speaking Highlander in a hundred could give

its etymology, from being joined to a Saxon

word
;
and herein we have an instance of the

high value of the old spelling, whereby the

writer has been able to discover the original

Gaelic word which had been joined to this

Aber. In the chartulary of Glasgow, there is

printed the inquisition ordered by Earl David

ofCumberland (afterwards King of Scotland as

1 The letters th not sounded.
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David I.),
into the extent and possessions of

the See of Glasgow. The date is very ancient,

namely, 1116, and herein we find the word

joined to the Aber, is written ( melc' and in

the Scots Acts of 1448, it is 'mile' which

very clearly is a slight corruption of the Gaelic
1 l

milleac,' or 'miUeach,' which word signifies

'flowery,' or
'
sweet grass' therefore together

1

Abhir-milleach,' and meaning
*
the conflu-

ence of the flowery sweet grass.'
1

Abernyte
'

is in Perthshire, situated

north of the Tay. To the south of that river

(and same county) there is a confluence called

Invernyte. Herein is clear proof again of

Aber and Inver being joined to the same

word, and thereby the same race used both

words for a confluence. The idea that Aber
is older than Inver cannot be true, as in this

case the Inver being further south, was no

doubt given before the Aber. On this point,

the Gaelic topography in the large region of

Scotland, south of the two Firths of Forth

and Clyde, shows a great many Invers.

These, most unquestionably, must have been

given long prior to the Argyleshire
'

Abers,'

or before the same prefix was applied in the

1 This part of the word '

mill,' is pronounced as if spelled
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county of Ross or of Sutherland. The county
of Argyle was likely, from its barrenness and

outside position (also the islands), about the

last to be peopled. We obtain a guide to the

Gaelic spelling of the word '

nytej here joined

to the Inver and Aber, from an old crown-

charter dated in 1382, by King Robert II.,

wherein he granted the lands of Invemyte to

his son, Sir John Stewart (ancestor of the

Steuart Menzies's of Culdares), along with

Ballathie, and many other lands in the Thane-

dom of Kinclaven. It is recorded in the

Great Seal, Book i. No. 29 ; also, in Robert-

son's Index of Charters, p. 125, the spelling

given in that charter is
' Invernate,' and

this in pronunciation is almost identical

with the Gaelic, whence it comes, namely,
' Inbhir - neade, or neadach? which signifies
'

the confluence abounding in birds nests.'

'

Abernyte
'

has, of course, the same meaning,
it being joined to the same word.

'

Abernethy* is in the counties of Elgin

and Perth. The streams in both cases are

called the 'Nethy/ derived from a heathen

name, the ancient Gael called
'

Neithe/ or

'the god of the waters/ His name enters

into several of the streams and rivers of Scot-

land, as will be hereafter shown. At the
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Perthshire Aberueihy there is no confluence.

Though the stream is called the '

Nethy/ its

confluence is with the river Earn, upwards of

a mile further down, and which is called In-

vernethy. The Gaelic name for the Perth-

shire village of Abernethy, we find in both

the New and Old Statistical Accounts of that

Parish, is
' Obair-Nethan or Nechtan? mean-

ing
' Nechtan s work,' which designation very

clearly identifies it with the Pictish King
Nechtan, who sent, in A.D. 7lO, (/or architects

to Ceolfrid, Abbot of Jarrow, at the mouth of

the Wear, on Tyne, to build a church, etc.,

and which is recorded in Bede's History.
1

Therefore this Pictish King Nechtan, we

may be certain, was the founder of the new

church, also the curious round tower at Aber-

nethy, which building, the writer considers,

was a place for the security and accommoda-

tion of the new Saxon clergy this king intro-

duced, he having, as we learn, banished the

Irish-Scots clergy back to lona, the date of

which, the '

Irish Annals
'

inform us, was in

A.D. 717. The exploration of this ancient

tower, in very recent times, brought to light
human remains, a number of skeletons having
been found. There seems no reason to doubt

1
Bede, lib. v. cap. 21, and in A.D. 710.
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they were those of the new Saxon clergy, who

superseded the Irish-Scots. The before-men-

tioned Gaelic word ' Obair
'

(pronounced

Ob-er), meaning 'work,'
1 which being like-

wise joined with King Nechtan's name, it

seems perfectly clear, it must have been be-

stowed on the place at the period the work

was accomplished, and from the date, it could

only be in the language of the Picts. It is

still in use in the Gaelic language. Aber-

nethy continued, along with Forteviot, to be

a residence of the Pictish kings. Malcolm

III. occupied it
; and, in the summer of the

j

year 1072, there entered into a treaty ofj

peace with the King of England, William the!

Conqueror. The Gaelic etymology of Aber-

nethy, in Elgin, is
'

Abhir-neithe,' or
'

the con-

fluence of Neithes stream ;

'

but the one in

Perthshire is, as before mentioned, a corrup-

tion from '

Obair-Nechtan,' that is,
l

Nechtarit

work' But the junction of the stream or

which it stands, called Invernethy, is from
1

Inbhir-neithe,' also 'the confluence ofNeithe'\

stream.' Here again is very clear proof fron|

1 It was a very great work indeed for those remot

times. The round tower is still most perfect, and haj

endured so many ages without any lime, from its goo

masonry.
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this Inver, in Perthshire, which, without doubt,

was given long before the Aber in Elgin, that

Invers are just as old as Abers, and were used

indiscriminately by the Caledonian Gael, when

naming places. Abernethy is brought forward

by 'The Kymric Element
7

writer as being

Welsh; but the fact that the pure Gaelic root

and test word ' InverJ is applied to the con-

fluence of the (

Nethy' in Perthshire, proves

beyond controversy that this river's name was

given by the Caledonian Gael. Whether the

knowlege of the heathen god
' Neithe

'

was

common to both Gael and Cimbri, is probable

enough, but the Perthshire instance is con-

clusive that it was named by the Gael. Con-

nected with the designation which has been

thus considered, there is another almost iden-

tical name of a stream and '

Aber,' which will

now be mentioned. It is that of
'

Abernetie,'

in the county of Fife, undoubtedly also the

same in etymology as Abernethy, also mean-

ing
'

the confluence of Neithe s stream.' And

again, in the county of Aberdeen, we find the

same name in the confluence called
' Inver-

netie.' Here also it is proved this stream

could not have been named by the Welsh or

Britons.

Aberuchill
'

is in Perthshire. It is from
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the Gaelic words ' Abhir-ruadh l

-choille,'

which means '

the confluence of the russet or

red-wooded stream;' and it is very applicable,

as the banks of the ' RuchilT still abound with

natural woods. The English corruption of

the two last Gaelic words is not very remote

in the pronunciation of
'

ruachoille,' which

would easily, in the course of ages, become
1

Ruchill,' by those who are not a Gaelic-

speaking people. This Aber is brought for-

ward by the Rev. Dr T. M'Lauchlan as one

that is
'

purely KymricJ The only thing which

could have made him put it prominently

forward,
2

is evidently from mere sound,

namely, that the Welsh word '

uchel
'

(high)

was the etymology. But such a designation,

as calling this Aber *

the high confluence,' is

not only contrary to fact, but is absurd, as

all who know it can testify to its being very
low and flat. The Gaelic name above given
is the true one.

' Aberuthven
'

is in Perthshire. We find

a very ancient spelling of this place in the

1 In this word the letters dh are not sounded, being pro-

nounced 'rwa.'

2 It is put first in the list of the Abers, which are pre-

tended by that writer to be, all of them, pure Welsh. See

'Proceedings, Scottish Antiquaries,' vol. vi. p. 322.
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foundation charter of the Abbey of InchafFray

(see Liber Insula Missarum), by Gilbert, Earl

of Strathearn, which is dated in the year

1200, and therein written
'

Abirruotheven,'

which leads, in the clearest manner, to its

etymology.
' Abir-ruoth-even

'

is in Gaelic
' Abhir-ruadh l

-abhuinn,' and means '

the con-

fluence of the red river,' a most truthful

description of that stream. We have passed
i it hundreds of times, and it gets its designa-

j

tion from various places of red sandstone and

:ed earth appearing occasionally on its banks,

irorn its source till it falls into the river Earn.

The last Gaelic word ' abhuinn
'

is pronounced
as if spelled Avon or Aven. Nothing can be

Nearer than the Gaelic etymology of the words

oined to this Aber, refuting most completely
The Kymric Element' writer in his ridi-

culous assertion that in Scottish topography,
Aber' is

'

found uniformly associated with

specific terms purely Kymric.
' 2

'Aberdeen' and ' Aberdon' are both in

the county of Aberdeen, and were by old

writers always discriminated, but in recent

times, have come to be called Aberdeen, and

1 The letters dh not sounded.
2 See 'The Kymric Elements,' in Proceedings, Society

Antiquaries, Scotland, vol. vi. page 322.

F
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Old Aberdeen. In the end of the reign of

King David I., about 1150, Aberdeen was

considered a commercial town, and was then

pillaged by a king of Norway, called Esteyn.
In 1336 it was burned by Edward III.,

King of England, for being faithful to the

Scotch King, David II. The Highlanders
call Aberdeen in Gaelic,

'

Abhir-reidh-an,'
l

meaning
'

the smooth river confluence.' The

last Gaelic word, as has already been men-

tioned, is a contraction of
' dbhuinn

'

(a river),

it and ' auin
'

being very often found in topo-

graphy. This Gaelic designation for Aber-

deen is thoroughly descriptive, and cannot be

refuted. It does not apply to the river, but

to the nature of the confluence, which name

was, no doubt, given before the upper parts of

the river had been seen, or received any

designation. Aberdeen makes the eighth j

name which is given by Dr M'Lauchlan as an I

example of being purely Kymric. The signi- ;

fication of
'

Aberdon,' is also with reference to !

the confluence, being from '

Abhir-domhain$
which signifies

'

the deep confluence.'

1 The words ' reidh-an
'

are pronounced as if they were

spelled
'

ray-an.
1

2 The letters mh in this word are not sounded, thereby
' doan.'
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In the examples hitherto mentioned, they
have always been wherein * Aber

'

was used

is a prefix ;
but there are a great many

instances where it appears as an affix, and

tvhich will now be given. The author has

)nly found one case in Scotland where it is

ised alone : it is in the barony of Kilmaro-

[iock, and county of Dumbarton, and is rated

is a 3 land. It may be mentioned here, as

i very great confirmation of the etymology of

Aber
'

given by the writer, that in all old

Charters and public records
' Aber '

is spelled

Abir
'

or
'

Abyr,' also
'

Abbir/ down to the

ear 1450
; indeed, there is one case in the

Inverness-shire Ketours' in 1602, which is

very strong corroboration of its coming from

ae Gaelic
'

Abhir.'

A.uchaber s
is in Aberdeenshire. Here

he Gaelic term associated with ' Aber
'

is

If-evident, the word being
'

ach,' a con-

raction of
'

achadh.' The two Gaelic words

3gether are
'

Ach-abhirJ meaning
'
the field

t the confluence.'
1

Iimisaber
'

is in the county of Stirling,

lere again the Gaelic word joined to the

ber' is perfectly clear, namely,
'

Innis-

ir,' which signifies
'
the island of the con-

uence,' and is very descriptive of it, as it is
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situated very close and directly opposite the

confluence of the river
'

Enrick.'

' ~Kiimaber
'

is in the county of Argyle.

The very same name occurs in the county of

Forfar. The Rev. Dr T. M'Lauchlan has

asserted, over and over again, that there was

'not one Aber' to be found in Argyleshire,

and that wherever that prefix was found, it

' indicated the existence of a British (that is

Welsh) population.'
1

Therefore, if that is-

true, a Welsh population must have been the

settled inhabitants of the county of Argyle ;

and not only that, but had also peopled and

given Welsh names in one of the islands be-

longing to it. As this Argyleshire
' Aber'

is in the island of Islay, had Dr M'Lauchlan

put in practice what he wrote 2 for others to

do, he would not have fallen into the ridi-

culous blunders which he has written as to

Argyleshire, and in such a childish manner

as he does in
' The Kymric Element,' in a

parrot-like way repeating, every few lines,

' Ireland and Argyle /' his prejudices making
him exclude all the rest of Scotland. If we

1 See 'Early Scottish Church.' By the Rev. Dr T.

M'Lauchlan, page 26.

2 He tells his readers, at page 29 of his '

Early Scottish

Church,' to make ' a careful survey
'

of the topography of

Argyle.
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are to believe this writer, Argyle must be
'

purely Kymric.' As there are two more
' Abers

'

found in it, also no less than six

1

Lans,' although he (Dr M'Lauchlan), in his

usual most dogmatic manner, declared there

were none 1
in Argyleshire : two of them are

in the island of Mull, one of which is Lan-

gavill. Here again, according to what he

has said of many other parts of Scotland,

there is the indication of a Welsh population
in Argyleshire, and affixing names (as says

Dr M'Lauchlan) that are British, whereby it

becomes a county, according to his phrase,

purely Kymric! It has been suggested to

the author, that the reason there are fewer
' Lans

'

in Argyleshire than most of the other

Highland counties, is from its barrenness and

want of cultivation in ancient times.
' Lan '

means 'a fertile spot,'
2

also 'an enclosure.'

The name mentioned above,
'

Zemgavill,' is

undoubtedly an English corruption, but of

Gaelic derivation, from '

Lann-gabhadh-bheil,'

which signifies
'

the enclosure of the ordeal of
the god Bel;' or literally,

*

the jeopardy of

1 See '

Early Scottish Church,' page 28.

2 See Skene's Essay on the ' Celtic Topography of Scot-

land.' '

Transactions, Royal Society, Edinburgh,' vol. xxiv.

page 218.
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Bel.' The trial by fire was unquestionably
in use by the heathen Gael, and their

topography all over Scotland testifies to this

fact by numerous names of places. The

English corrupted word here joined in this

example of
*

Aber,' is
' Kinn.' All the

1 Kinns ' used as prefixes throughout Scot-

land, are derived from the Gaelic word
*

Ceann,' therefore this one is
' Ceann-

abhir,' or
'

the head of the confluence.' In

the Forfarshire instance, this name is most

correctly descriptive of it, as it is situated

exactly at the head of the confluence where

the North Esk river of that county joins the

sea. The people who gave the designation

of 'Kinnaber,' in Forfarshire,
1 must have been

the very same in race and language as those

who gave
'

Kinnaber,' in Argyleshire. The

words are identical. Therefore all that Dr

M'Lauchlan has written, in his
'

Early Scot-

tish Church,' and ' The Kymric Element,' as

to * Aber
'

being a proof that it was a Welsh

people who gave it, must be rejected as mere

trash
;
and all he has written as to Argyle-

shire being free from Abers, Lans, Dur,

Colders, etc. etc., turns out to be untrue.

1
Kinnaber, in Forfarshire, was anciently a Thanedom,

and was the property of the Grahams.
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This refutation, therefore, of that writer, is

all the stronger, from this Argyleshire
( Aber'

being identical with one in '

Pictish Scot-

land;' and the theories as to Aber and Inver,

as he himself says,
' must yield simply to the

logic offact.' It will also be a curious piece of

information to the public, should the Bev. Dr
Thomas M'Lauchlan, the writer of

' The Early
Scottish Church/ give the pure Welsh terms

.that are joined to this instance of
'

Aber.'
'

Bada&er?/
'

is in the county of Argyle.
Its Gaelic derivation is very apparent,

namely, from '

Bad-dbhir-reidh? which means
'

the grove of the smooth confluence? Nothing
even like a Welsh word can be found in this

example; but Dr T. M'Lauchlan, if he knows

Welsh so well as his
'

Kymric Element
'

wishes it to be believed he does, ought to be

able to give the Welsh words that are asso-

ciated with this Argyle Aber.

Locho&er is in the county of Argyle.
Most clearly this example, as all the

others already given, is of pure Gaelic

derivation. The loch, or lochan, of Loch-

aber, and from which that district takes

its name, is, as above said, in Argyle-

shire, in the centre of the great Corpach
moss, and opposite the ancient Castle of
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Inverlochy. The Gaelic is
'

Loch-abhir,
}

meaning
'

the loch confluence,' it being the

outlet of several waters to the sea. The

writer has now produced three places named

with the word 'Aber/ within Argyleshire;

there will be more found, most probably,

when the large map of the Government

survey is finished and printed; but what has

been already given completely and satisfac-

torily confutes the Rev. Dr T. M'Lauchlan,
in all his silly theories as to the Argyle-
shire topography, on which he must now

write a new account, as his former ones are

wholly contrary to truth. AU the various

pretended proofs of Welsh names said by
him to belong exclusively to the other coun-

ties of Scotland, are now found also in that

of Argyle. If he does not retract all his

former statements, then that county, to

which he arrogates so much, is as purely

Kymric as every other county of Scotland,

and is so upon his own reasoning, of the

terms '

Aber/
'

Lan/
'

Dur,'
'

Calder,' etc. etc.

' Yochabers
'

is in the county of Banff.

The most ancient spelling of this name which

the writer has been able to discover, is in a

charter dated in 1325 by King Robert Bruce,

to Randolph, Earl of Moray. It is fully copied
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out in the valuable MS. Collection of Charters,

by the Earl of Haddington, and now in the

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh. The charter

is also printed in full at page 49 of the Intro-

duction of Robertson's Index of Charters.

The spelling of this example there is
' Fouch-

abre.' There is no instance yet found of the

letter s being added to this
' Aber '

till after

1450. The Gaelic derivation of this place is

very clear. It is from '

Faich-abhir,' mean-

ing
'

the confluence of the fine meadow field.'

It is a very strong and remarkable corrobo-

ration of this etymology, that there is an

ancient Scotch word,
'

Fauch,' which also

signifies
'

afield;' and in the charter of 1325,

we find the Lowland scribe writes the word
'

Fouch,' which was, no doubt, his pronuncia-
tion of

'

Faich.' There is a small stream

close to Fochabers, which there falls into the

river Spey.
'

Slouga&er
'

is in the county of Dum-
fries. There has already been given another

example of ' Aber '

being found in that

county. The etymology from the Gaelic is

very apparent.
'

Slug,' in Gaelic, means ' a

miry puddle;
' '

Slug-abhir
'

therefore signifies
'

the miry or muddy confluence.' The English

pronunciation and the Gaelic are the same.
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'Aberdalgie
'

is in the county of Perth.

The ancient spelling is conclusive of its ety-

mology. In the year 1150 (see the Liber de

Scone), it is written '

Abirdalgyn.' We hence

learn what two Gaelic words are joined

to this
'

Aber/ namely,
'

Abhir-dail-chinn?

which means '

the confluence at the end of the

field^ which is a correct designation.

*Ab0rdolloch' is in the county of Fife,

and very certainly of Gaelic etymology,

namely,
'

Abhir-dol-loch,' meaning
*

the con-

fluence descending, or going into the loch!

It will be a hard task to give the pure Welsh

words joined to this 'Aber' here mentioned,

by him who would try and make it be be-

lieved Gaelic is never joined to
' Aber/

'

Aberfeldy
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire. The

ancient spelling, is in this example, of the

highest value in leading to the correct Gaelic

etymology. It is derived from an old charter

by John, Earl of Atholl, to Sir Alexander de

Meynes, ancestor of the present Sir Robert

Menzies of that Ilk, for the lands of Weem,

etc., being their first and oldest title for it.

The following are extracts. It is dated in the

year 1301: 'Ego Johanes Gomes Atholise,

dedi, etc. etc., Domino Alexandra de Meynes,
filio et heredi quondam Roberti de Meynes,
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totam terrain meam de Weem et Abyrfealdy-

beg in Atholia, videlicit duas davatas et

dimidiam davatam de Weem, et dimidiam

davatam de Abyrfealdybeg. . . . Salva

mini, et heredibus meis, advocatione et dona-

cione, ecclesie de Weem. . . . Reddendo
unum denarium sterlingorum, et unicam

sectam in curia mea de Rath, in Atholia.

Hiis testibus, etc. etc.;' the purport of which

charter is, that the Earl of Atholl gives to

Sir Robert de Meynes the whole of his two
and a-half davate lands ofWeem, and the half

davate lands of Abyrfealdybeg (now called

Aberfeldy) in Atholl, the Earl retaining the

patronage of the Church of Weem, and Sir

Robert is to render to the Earl and his heirs

one penny sterling, and one suit at his court

ofRath, in Atholl. The etymology of this

'Aber/ therefore, is evidently from 'Abhir-

feathaile,'
1 and meaning

'
the calm smooth

confluence,' which is a most correct descrip-
tion of it, as all those who, as well as the

author, have ever seen it, can testify. The
name applies only to the confluence, and not

to the stream, which is called the 'Moness

Burn/ which here falls into the Tay. In the

year 1740, took place at Aberfeldy, the first

1 The letters th are almost mute.
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muster of the 42d Royal Highlanders (Black

Watch), then consisting of only two com-

panies. M'Alpine, in his Gaelic Dictionary,

writes Aberfeldy in Gaelic
'

Qbaijc-feallaidh.'

Though very similar, the author ventures to

think the Gaelic spelling he has given is

the true one, taking into consideration how

rightly it describes the confluence, and also

adheres to the ancient spelling. A private

soldier of the 42d Regiment, called
'

Gregor
the Beautiful/ died at Aberfeldy, when on

his way to London to be presented to King

George III., who had heard of this hand-

some youth, only twenty years of age.
'

Aberfoyle' is in Perthshire, and most

unquestionably derived from the Gaelic.

Until 1485 it was always written 'Aberful,'
1

which is very close to the Gaelic pronuncia-

tion, it being
'

Abhir-a-phuill,' and signifies

the confluence of the pool;' a very correct

designation.
'

Aberiachan,' often contracted to Abri-

achan, is in the county of Inverness. This

English way of writing the name is the very
same in pronunciation as in the Gaelic ;

that is,

if the letter i in the name of the stream is

1 See the last * Statistical Account of the Parish,' which

mentions this ancient spelling.
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called as an e, which, of course, it invariably is

in Gaelic, the '

riachan
'

being, as if written
'

reachan,' which, though it looks so very dif-

ferent from 'riabhach,'
1 and the '

an' or
'

auin,'

a common contraction of 'abhuinn' (in English,

avon). On the stream there are some water-

falls, and the junction of it is called 'Abhir-

riabhach - an* which means '

the confluence

of the greyish stream.
1

It is impossible for

any one to believe there are Welsh words

joined to this instance of Aber, except the

Rev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan, who declares

Gaelic words are never associated with the

prefix Aber. His proving this statement to

be true, would show his fitness to teach Welsh,
and not Gaelic.

1

Aberlady
'

is in the county of Hadding-
ton. An English word is here apparently

joined to this example of the prefix
'

Aber,'

and few, if any, Gaelic-speaking Highlanders
could give its etymology. This proves of

what immense value the ancient spellings are

in deciphering such difficulties. The writer

finds in the Chartulary of Glasgow, and also

in the Liber Insula Missarum, that the old

spelling was 'Aberlevedy.' This at once leads

to its Gaelic origin being
'

Abhir-liobh-aite,'

1 The letters bh not sounded.
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which signifies
'
the confluence of the smooth

place,' and is most correctly descriptive of

this Aber and of the sea beach, it being level

and smooth no high rocks or cliffs. The

above Gaelic word,
'

liobh
'

is pronounced like

the English word '

leave;' thus we see how

closely the ancient writing conveyed the

sound of the Gaelic words joined to this

Aber.
' Aberlemno' is in the county of Forfar,

and is an ancient Thanedom. Here is another

case proved from the old spelling in the

Record of the Great Seal of King David II.,

Book i., and charter 121. It is there entered

as
'

Abirlemnach/ hence, unquestionably, the

etymology is
'

Abhir-leumnach. The word

here joined to the Aber is the Gaelic adjec-

tive, signifying 'leaping,' or 'bounding;' hence,

together they mean,
'

the confluence of the

leaping stream;' that having reference to its

falling from one shelving rock to another.
'

Aberlachuich,' or
l

Aberlachwich,' is in

the county of Kincardine, and was an old

Thanedom. Its derivation is from the Gaelic,

most evidently
'

Abhir-lachach,' meaning
f

the

confluence abounding in wild ducks.' This

place is mentioned in a charter by King
David II., to John Monteith (see Robertson's
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Index of Charters, page 23). The pure
Welsh words which are joined to this Aber,

are known to no one except 'The Kymric
Element' writer.

'Abertay' is opposite the coast of the

counties of Fife and Forfar. It is from
'

Abhir-tamha,'
1 which signifies,

'

the conflu-

ence of the still river.' The writer has proved
that the river Tay has always been derived

from the Gaelic
'

Tamh, pronounced
'

Tav,'

and called by Latin writers '

Tavus.' The

name of this Aber occurs where the river

joins the sea and becomes salt water.
1 Abergold

'

is in Forfarshire. Its Gaelic

origin cannot be refuted, being so evidently
from '

Abhir-gallda,' which signifies
'

the

strangers' confluence,' probably named during
the period of the Roman invasion, and the

place itself may have been occupied by that

people.

'Aberdargie' is in Perthshire. It is de-

rived from a reference to the appearance of

the water, namely,
'

Abhir-dearg,' meaning
1

the red confluence.' We have similar-named

streams elsewhere, as in Atholl, Perthshire,

the '

Alltandearg ;' and in Argyleshire, the

1 The letters mh are here sounded the same as v in

English.
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'

Deargan.' These both mean,
' the red

stream or river.'

'Aberdona
'

is in the county of Clack-

mannan. Here again is another example
wherein it is impossible to assert that the

word joined to the Aber is not Gaelic. It is

even identical in the spelling, thus,
* Abhir-

dona,' means '

the bad or evil confluence.'

Those who have but a very slight acquaint-

ance with Gaelic, will perceive there is

nothing
'

purely Kymric' joined to this

Aber.

'Abersky* is in the county of Inverness.

It is a duplicate name, and, like the different

rivers called
'

Esk,' is derived from the Gaelic

words '

Abhir-uisge* which signifies
c

the con-

fluence of the water or stream. 1

'

Arbirlot' is in Forfarshire. Its proper

name, and which it bore formerly, is
' Aber-

elliotj which last word is still the name oi

the stream which gives the designation oi

this Aber. Thus, it is from ' Abhir-leathaid*
e

the confluence of the declivity or slope,'

derivation from pure Gaelic ; and we lean

also from it whence came the surname oi

'Elliot.'

1 Aberbuthnot
'

is in Kincardineshire, and

1 The letters th nearly mute.
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was an ancient Thanedom. It is often con-

tracted to Arbuthnot. The writer has been

assured that Lord Arbuthnott is in possession

of old documents, wherein the designation of

the place is spelled in the same way as it is

in several of the chartularies, namely,
' Abir-

boihen.nothe.' This evidently appears a deri-

vation from the Gaelic
'

Abhir-bothan-neithe,'

that being
'
the confluence at the booth of

Neithes stream.' The situation of the house

of Arbuthnott corresponds exactly to this,

as it is close to the confluence of a rapid

stream, which, in remote times, may very

likely have borne the name of the Caledonian

god of the waters, called
'

Neithe.' It sub-

sequently, in a charter of Robert Bruce,

still bears its origin as the Thanedom of
1

Aberbothnet,' (see Robertson's Index of

Charters, page 18), and in the same index,

page 66, Philip Arbuih.net makes a grant to

the Carmalite friars of Aberdeen, out of his

lands of Axbuthnet, and confirmed by David

II., thus, 'Neithe' becomes '

Nothe;' then,

'Net;' and now, 'Not.' It is very interesting
thus to trace the origin of a highly ancient

surname; and the further we go back, the

nearer it becomes to the Gaelic name of the

place from whence it was taken.

G
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1 Abercross
'

is in the parish of Culmalie

and Rogart, county of Sutherland, the

furthest north-west part of Scotland. The

same name occurs in Fifeshire; and the

original name of Applecross, in the county of

Ross, was
'

Abercroisean/ and this is proved
both by the Irish Annals and the Annals of

the Four Masters. Here then we have three

Abers, with the same designation, very

widely apart from each other, and yet all

in the same language, and the same in mean-

ing, derived from '

Abhir-crois, and 'Abhir-

croisean,' which signifies
'

the confluence of

misfortune,' and (

of troubles.' This transla-

tion is necessary, from the two first examples

being in the singular, and the last in the

plural. Thus, the words '

croisean-a,n-t-

saoghail,' is the Gaelic for
'

the troubles or
,

afflictions of life.'

The writer has now given to the reader!

(the result of much search) the name of every
' Aber ' known in Scotland, not one has'

been omitted the consequence of which is.

as has been stated at the commencement oi

this chapter, that the assertions made by th*

Rev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan, in his tw(

writings, are contrary to truth andfact; tha

the evidence contained in it proves t<

i
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demonstration, that instead of
' Aber '

being

(as he says
1

)
in Scottish topography, always

joined to pure Welsh terms, the truth is,

that in all Scotland there is not a single
' Aber

'

which has Welsh words joined to it.

As to his second statement (which immedi-

ately follows the former), that 'Aber' is

never associated with a Gaelic word, the truth

is, that in the whole of Scotland, every
instance where words are joined to

'

Aber,'

they are Gaelic.

The testimony that has been given in

this chapter, also proves the fact that the

Abers are as invariably joined to Gaelic

words as are the Invers, and that both

Aber and Inver were used to signify a con-

fluence, by the Gaelic-speaking race, who

originally gave all the Gaelic designations
in Scotland, namely, the Caledonian Gael.

The proof is so direct and positive to this

fact, that it is impossible to deny it, when
the whole evidence is maturely weighed
and considered. All distinctions, therefore,

hitherto made by Dr M'Lauchlan, etc., about

those who gave the Abers and the Invers of

Scotland being different races, is all rubbish,

1 See 'The Kymric Element,' etc., 'Proceedings, Scottish

Antiquaries,' vol. vi. part ii. page 322.
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and by every unprejudiced person that

theory will be judged as destitute of truth.

The writer believes that the point in ques-

tion is herein settled that the prefix 'Aber'

was as common to the Gael as to the Cimbri,

therefore, the subject
' must yield to the logic

of fact.'

Lastly, another very important point is

proved in this chapter. Most of these Abers,

which appear, were, no doubt, given by the

Caledonians centuries before the time of the

Roman invasion of Scotland, which was not

later than A.D. 80 ;
and yet we find that

unquestionably these names are in the iden-

tical same Gaelic as the Highlanders of Scot-

land now speak, proving clearly that they

speak the same language as did their ances-

tors, the Caledonian Gael, who named all the

Abers which have been mentioned. It seems

impossible, by any fair reasoning or criticism,

to gainsay the truth of this fact.



CHAPTER IV.

HE next in order of the prefixes to

be explained is that of Airde or

Ard, and which are also verynume-

rous throughout Scotland. They

signifyheight, high, or lofty. 'Airde' likewise

means a degree in height, as
'

more, or most

high/ In the counties of Argyle and Ross,
' Aird 5l

is given to districts of the country.

The name ArdmoYQ occurs in the four coun-

ies of Argyle, Dumbarton, Ross, and Inver-

less. The Gaelic spelling is the same to a single

etter,
'

Ardmor,' meaning
'
the great height.'

[his name also occurs in the Isle of Skye,
^here took place one of the greatest of all

he clan battles, between the Macdonalds of

Dlanranald and the Macleods. The former

were defeated with great slaughter. Ardoch

appears in the five different counties of Kirk-

cudbright, Dumbarton, Forfar, Banff, and

Perth, derived from the Gaelic
'

Ardach,' a

3ontraction, meaning
'
the high field.' At the

ast-mentioned one in Perthshire, the Romans,
1 The surname of Aird is, no doubt, from this Gaelic word.
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under Agricola, had an important camp, which

they called
' Lindum.' It is perhaps as per-

fect as any that exists in Britain. Its site is

therefore interesting, and has been marked

in the map. Perhaps
' Lindum '

may be a

corruption of a native Gaelic name, and

should be '

Lindruim,' from '

Linne-druim,'

which means,
'

the pool at the ridge.
9 This

also is correct as to the stream near the camp.
' Airdrie

'

occurs in the counties of Fife,

and in Strathclyde, Lanark. Its etymology
is from the Gaelic words '

Airde-righ,' pro-

nounced very nearly as in the English spell-

ing, and means 'the king's height/ but in

some cases is likely to come from ' Airde-

reidh,' signifying
'

the smooth height.' Ard-

clach, a parish in the county of Nairn, is the

same in Gaelic, meaning
'

high stony ground'

^rcfaishaig, in the counties of Argyle and

Ross, is from '

Ard-driseach,' or
'

the height

full of briers.' The names of Aird and Ard

occur in the islands of Bute and Mull, and in

six other counties than the above ones given,

from Wigtown furthest south, up to Suther-

land, both included, and of which examples
will now be given.

In the county of Renfrew, there is

'

Ardgowan;
1 and in the county of Argyle
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'

Ardgowen.' Both these are derived from
'

Ard-gobhain,'
1 and means '

the blacksmith's

height.' John Stewart of Ardgowan got a

crown-charter from King Robert III., for

lands in the barony of Inverkip and barony of

Renfrew, which is mentioned in Robertson's
' Index of Charters/ page 141. 'Ardnamur-

chan,' is in the county of Argyle. The ancient

spelling of it is
' Ardnamorchin.' This at

once gives the true Gaelic etymology, namely,
'

Ard-na-mor-chinn,' meaning
'

height of the

great point or headland.' It is a very im-

portant headland, being the furthest west

point of Britain. Another Gaelic name has

been mentioned respecting it, but it is quite

unworthy of attention, calling it
' Ard-nan-

tonn/ or
' the height of the waves/ as if it

was the only height on the coast of Scotland

that the waves beat upon. Ardnamurchan, in

the year 1156, was the point which Godred,

King of Man, after a severe battle, fixed

upon as the division between the north and

south isles. To the latter he yielded all claim,

giving them up to the sons of the great

Somerled, founder of the Macdonalds, Lords

of the Isles. Ard occurs frequently in all

the islands. In the Isle of Skye there is

1 The letters bh not sounded.
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'

Ardstrath? from l

Aird-an-t-srathJ meaning
'

the height of the level plain.'
' The Kymric

Element
'

writer states (at page 322), that in

Montgomery, Wales, there is a place called
'

Gower,' but he does not tell his readers that

there is a district in Argyleshire wherein that

very word appears, namely, in
'

Ardgower,'

though he refers to the Carse of Gowrie, Perth-

shire, as if there it was Kymric, and the same

term in Argyleshire was Gaelic ; but, on the

contrary, at the page mentioned, he states, as

to Gower and Gowrie, as follows :

' The word

is a British one, derived from verdure, and

retains to this day its British form, although
there is a Gaelic form of it,

" Feur" grass,

following, as might be expected, the principles

that govern Gaelic enunciation.' 1 It is im-

possible to write more absurd nonsense than

the above. The B-ev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan

first states that Gower and Gowrie is British,

and then declares it is derived from '

ver-

dure!' and next he states, that there is a

Gaelic form of Gower and Gowrie, wherein

he teaches his readers to believe that the

above words take the form of '

Feur,' grass!!

This writer's attempts to turn Gaelic into

1 See this extract in 'TheKymric Element,' 'Proceed-

ings, Society Antiquaries, Scotland,' vol. vi. page 322.
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Welsh are ludicrous in the extreme. Gower

and Gowrie often occur in Scottish topo-

graphy. They are all derived from the Gaelic

jword
'

Gobhar,' or
' Gabhar' (as it is spelled

both ways), which means ' a goat,' and

has nothing whatever to do with verdure or

grass, as stated in
' The Kymric Element.'

Ardgower is a district in the county of

Argyle. It is also found in the county
of Inverness : the name is derived from

Ard-gobhar, and means 'the goat's height.'

I

There is also in Argyleshire a 'Glengower'
and '

Lochgower.' Therefore, if it was true

|

that the word was a British one, as says the

writer of
' The Kymric Element/ and not

derived from the Gaelic, then Argyleshire

[has a far larger share of it than most other

counties.
' Ardmanach '

occurs in the coun-

ties of Argyle, Inverness, and Ross, also in

the isle of Mull. It is a district in Argyle
and Ross, and is derived from Ard-lmheadh-

onach,' which signifies
*
the middle height.'

'

Ardtornish
' 2

is in Morvern, county

1 The letters mh pronounced v, and the dh in this word is

mute.
2 This residence of the Lords of the Isles is mentioned in

an old edition of Rymer's
'

Foedera,' vol. v. page 487, and the

spelling is very near indeed to the Gaelic, being
' Ardthornis.'

1

The pronunciation would be the same.
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of Argyle. It was the site of one of the

ancient castles of the Macdonalds, Lords of

the Isles. The ruins of it still remain. Here,

in the year 1461, the Lord of the Isles held

a Parliament. The position of the hall

wherein it was held is still pointed out, and

at this time he received at this castle the

ambassadors ofEdward IV., King of England.

They were the Earl of Douglas, and his

brother, Sir John Douglas of Balvany, who

were at that time under banishment from

Scotland. The treaty which followed after

the negotiations is highly curious, and is to

be found in the
l Rotuli Scotiae,' vol. ii. page

407, dated 1461, old style. The name of this

castle, in Gaelic, is most truthful, being 'Ard-

thor-rieas' which signifies
'
the high cliff of

the cascade,' which name correctly describes

the place.
' Ardross

'

is in the county of Ross.
1 Ardrossan

'

is found in the counties of

Renfrew, Inverness, and Ayr. In the two

last it is a parish. The Ayrshire Ardros-

san was an ancient property and castle, which

belonged to the family designed
' de Eglin-

toun.' The heiress married to Montgomrie
of Eaglesham, with whose descendants, en-

nobled as Earls, the estate still remai]
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e name of the place is from the Gaelic
1

Ard-rois,' and means '

height of the promon-

tory or point..'

' Ardchattan
'

is in the county of Argyle.
The ruins of a very ancient priory exist here.

It was the cell of the ancient St Catan, who
is said to have come over with Columba, in

the sixth century. Then, and for many
generations afterwards, the places of abode

and of worship were only built of wattles and

mud. In the year 1220, Dougal, of the house

of Lorn, built the original of what now re-

mains. In the year 1296 the Prior of Ard-

chattan signed the Ragman's Roll. In 1308

King Robert Bruce held a Parliament here,

to concert measures to attack M'Dougal of

Lorn. This was the last occasion where the

proceedings were conducted in the Gaelic

language. The priory was burned by the

Macdonalds, under their leader Colkitto, in

1644, and has never since been restored.

The name of the place signifies
'

the height of
St Catan.'

'

Ardcoille' is on the borders of both the

counties of Perth and Argyle. It belonged, in

ancient times, to the M'Gregors, being joined
to their Glenurchy property. It was also

the war cry of that clan, who have suffered
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more from * the greed of the Campbells
'

than any other in Scotland.
'

Ardcoille
'

is

a correct spelling, and signifies either
'

the

high wood,' or *

the woody height.'
' Ardersier

is a parish in the county of Inverness. We
could not (but at great uncertainty) make out

the Gaelic derivation, if we had not a refer-

ence to its ancient spelling. At so remote a

period as 1226, it is written in the 'Ilegis-

trum de Moravie
'

as
'

Ardrosser,' which at

once leads to its etymology in Gaelic being
'

Ard-ros-iar,' and means the '

high western-

promontory.' This is correct, as it rightly de-

scribes it.
'

Ardeonog
'

was an ancient parish

on the south bank of Loch Tay, Perthshire.

It had belonged to the old Earls of Lennox,
and was divided, when the partition of the

lands of that Earldom took place, between

the Haldanes of Gleneagles, and Napier of

Merchiston. The family of Gleneagles being
the eldest heirs portioners got, besides the

half lands of the parish, the patronage of the

church of Ardeonog, which was afterwards

united to that of Killin. In another part of

Atholl there is a similar very ancient-named

parish, and where for ages there has been a

place of worship. It is called
'

Kilm&veonog.'
Both these designations appear evidently to
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refer to the same Christian founder, whose

name had been '

Eonog.' There is a notice

of the parish of Kilmaveonog in 1275, among
others of the diocess of Dunkeld, which had

contributed that year to a tax imposed on

the Scotch churches by the Pope of Rome.

Ardeonog means '

Eonog's height/ and the

other name '

Eonog's Church/

'Ardgay
'

is in the counties of Ross and

Elgin, and '

Ardgie' in Atholl, Perthshire.

These all come from the Gaelic words ' Ard-

gaoith,
1 and mean '

the windy height.
1 {Ard-

lui
'

is in Dumbartonshire. The derivation is

from 'Ard-laoi,' or
'

laoigh,' which signifies
1

the height of the fawns.'
(

Ardverikie' is in

the county of Inverness, and appears to be

an English corruption from 'Ard-a-bhuiridh,'
2

which signifies
'

the height of the roaring,'

either of wild deer, cattle, or perhaps wolves,

when it was first named. Her Majesty and

Prince Albert remained at this place for some

weeks. 'Ardincaple
9

is in the county of

Dumbarton. Its etymology is
'

Ard-a-capuil,'

meaning 'the height of the horses or mares.'

the Gaelic word '

Capull/ originally meant a

horse
; it is now commonly applied to signify

1 The letters th are mute.
2 In this word the bh is r, and the dh at the end mute.
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a mare, but is always construed as a mascu-

line noun. In many other languages there

is a great affinity to this Gaelic word, wherein

also the application also means a ' horse/ In

Welsh it is 'Ceffyl;' in French,
'

Cheval;'

in Italian and Spanish, it is
' Cavallo ;

'

in

Latin, evidently borrowed from the Gaelic,

the termination
* us

'

(being the only differ-

ence in pronunciation), it is
'

Caballus ;' the

Greek is the same KaaXXoe. 'Ardblair
'

is

in Perthshire. It is from the words ' Ard-

blar,' which means *

the high field or the high

battle-field! It for many generations was the

property of a very old family of the name of

Blair, and who disputed the chiefship of the

family of Balthayock, also in Perthshire. A
reference being made to James VI., he found

himself unable to pronounce which had the

best title, and his decision was that whic

ever of the two families was the oldest

son, should have the privilege of precedei

at Court and elsewhere.

'Ardtulach
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire, am
' Tulachard

'

is in Boss-shire. This last was

the war-cry of the M'Kenzies, and is close to

the ancient castle called
'

Donnan,' one of

their strongholds.
' Ardsheil

'

is in Argyle-

shire, and, like all the other '

sheils,' is from
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'

Ard-shileadh,
1

or, 'the height of the drizzling

rain.' There is not a more rainy quarter to

be found, whence the name. '

Ardceenacon,'

is in the county of Perth; and from the

Gaelic
l

Ard-ceann-a-chnocain,' which signifies
'

the height at the head of the small knolV

'Ardvorlich' is found in the counties of

Dumbarton and Perth. In this last one its

situation is very picturesque on Loch Earn,

and the name very naturally describes it,

'

Ard-mhor^-loch,' and is
'

the lofty height of
the loch.' The property gives the title to

an old family of the Stewarts. 'Ardephuble
is in Cowal, Argyleshire. Its etymology is

from '

Ard-a-phobuill,' which means 'the height

of the people.' This place is mentioned in a

very old retour, dated 1 5 74, wherein Duncan

Campbell is retoured heir to his father, Colin

Campbell of Ormidale. In Atholl, Perth-

shire, there is a place which is much corrupted
in English from the original name, being
called

'

Ardhullary,' derived from * Ard-

tulach-aridh,'* and means 'the high knoll of
the shealing.'

(

ArdJcinglass
'

is in Argyle-
shire. It belonged, for several generations, to

1 The letters dh are mute.
2 The mh in this word is sounded v.

3 The letters dh are mute.
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a family of the Campbells. Its name is

derived from '

Ard-cinn-ghlas? meaning
'

the

height of the grey point or end! ( Ardmore'

is very frequent. It is found in no less than

five counties, namely, those of Argyle, Dum-

barton, Inverness, Aberdeen, and Ross, and

also the isles of Bute and Arran. How

clearly this example proves the one race and

language giving the same name. It is

derived from '

Ard-mor,' meaning
'

the great

height.' The opposite designation, 'Ardbeg,'

from '

Ard-beag,' or
'

the small height,' is not

at all common; it appears, however in

Argyleshire, and the isles of Arran and

Bute.
1

Ardentinny
'

is in the county of Argyle,

and it unquestionably is of heathen origin,

referring to where fires had been specially

lighted to the god
' Bel/ In the county of

Renfrew we find the very same name. Its

Gaelic derivation is most clear, being from
' Ard-an-teine,' which signifies

f

the height of

the fire.' Precisely similar names, referring

to the heathen superstitions as to fire, are

found elsewhere besides these in the counties

of Argyle and Renfrew. Thus, there is in

the county of Edinburgh,
*

Craigentinnyf
which is from '

Creag-an-teine,' that is,
'

the
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rock of the fire.' In the same county is

'

Auchendinny;' also 'Auchteany,' in Kinross-

shire, both from ' Achadh-an-teine' or
(

the

field offire.' In Rannoch, Perthshire, there

is a place called
'

Lasintulloch,' from ' Las-an-

tulach' meaning 'the knoll of the flash offire,

which, according to tradition, was caused by

phe heathen priests or Druids (who were

regarded as magicians), and very likely they

paused it by putting dried rosin of the pine
tree into their fires. Again, in the same

county (Perth), there is a place called 'Tullie-

belton.' The most common pronunciation is

Tulliebeltone, very near indeed to its Gaelic

rigin, which is,
'

Tulach-Beil-teine] meaning
the knoll of the fire of Bel* This example,
ombined with all the others, proves the

bject of these places of fire
1
being for the

worship of the heathen god Bel. It also

)roves the immense antiquity of the Gaelic

opography of Argyle, Perth, etc., and that it

nust have been given long prior to Chris-

ianity, and yet it is all in the same Gaelic

anguage as the Highlanders of Scotland now

peak. How is it possible for the fabulous

writers to be believed, who say a new language

1 That is, at these places they lighted their fires, and

vorshipped the pagan god, Bel.

H
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was brought into Scotland in the ninth cen-

tury, when this fact so clearly confutes them ?

It must be mentioned, also, with regard
to these designations in these counties, that

they were undoubtedly given by the heathen

ancestors of the Gael, being worshippers of

the pagan god, Bel. His greatest day was

the 1st May, called in Gaelic '

Beilteine' or
1

Bel's fire,' and in English
'

Beltane? which

approaches closely the pronunciation of the

Gaelic words. At the very end of last

century (in 1794), and in the Highlands of

Perthshire, it was then customary, as men-

tioned in the '

Statistical Account of Scot-

land,' by the clergyman of the parish of

Callander, for the people to assemble in the

moor, round a fire, where, he says,
'
the

baked a cake, which they divided into

many portions, as similar as possible to one

another in size and shape, as there

persons in the company. They daub one oi

these portions all over with charcoal, until il

be perfectly black. They put all the bits

the cake into a bonnet. Every one, blind-

folded, draws out a portion. He who holds

the bonnet is entitled to the last bit. Who-
ever draws the black bit is the devoted

person who is to be sacrificed to Baal (or
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3el), whose favour they mean to implore, in

endering the year productive of the susten-

ance of man and beast. There is little doubt

>f these inhuman sacrifices having been once

>ffered in this country, as well as in the East,

although they now pass from the act of

sacrificing, and only compel the devoted

person to leap three times through the flames,

with which the ceremonies of the festival are

closed/ The above will be found in the old

Statistical Account/ vol. ii. page 621.

With reference to this notice of persons
:hus passing through or undergoing 'the

yrial by fire/ there is a place in Atholl,

Perthshire, which most undoubtedly got its

name from this ancient heathen custom, and

evincing very strongly the Eastern origin of

the Gael of Alban. It is called 'Dochann-le-

j meaning,
'

the agony pertaining to the

flame,' and which constituted the trial by
fire. The name of this heathen deity of the

ancient Gael of Alban, now Scotland, is men-

tioned in the Scriptures, the Septuagint copy
of which calls him BrjX, Bel, meaning

' Lord

or
'

ruler;' in the Chaldee language it is also

'Bel;' and in Greek often BrjXoc; and in

Latin 'Belus.' Beltane fires, on the 1st of

May, are still kept up in the Isle of Man
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(see Train's
'
Isle of Man/ vol. i. page 328).

The 1st of May, that is, May-day, is called in

Gaelic
'

la buidhe Belteine,' that being
'

the

fortunate day of Bel's fire;' literally,
'

the

yellow day,' which colour was also in the

highest esteem with the Gael of Alban,

whereby the ' Fait buidhe' or
'

yellow golden

hair,' was the most admired. The word
' buidhe

'

also signified
'

propitious/ or
'

for-

tunate.' The surname '

Bowie/ undoubtedly
comes from this Gaelic word. It is nearly

identical in pronunciation with '

buidhe,' as

the letters dh in it, are quiescent. This

word is almost universal in Scottish topo-

graphy, and applied to lakes, hills, passes,

etc. etc.

The English prefixes
' Auchter' and I

0ch-

ter,' are next to be explained ; they are both

corruptions derived from the Gaelic word
'

Uachdar,' meaning
*

upper' or '

top' Names

of places with the prefix
'

Auchter/ occur in

seven different counties, commencing with

Strathclyde, Lanark, in the south, and ending

with Ross, in the north.
' Ochter' occurs in

the counties of Forfar and Perth, in addition

to both of these having instances of the other

first named English corruption. The great-

est number of
'

Auchters' in any county i
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Scotland is in the county of Fife. There is in

the counties of Ross and Forfar, and also in

Perthshire,
'

Auchtertyre,' derived from the

Gaelic words Uachdar-tire,' meaning
'

the up-

per lying land.' In Perthshire there is a town

and a parish named
'

Auchterarder,' from the

Gaelic,
'

Uachdar-ard-thir,' which signifies
'

the high upper lying land,' which is very

descriptive of the place, and known to be so

by all who have ever approached it by the

!

north or south. It is a very ancient place, as

in 1296 it is called the shire of
'

Ochtirardor'

by Prynne (at page 6 63), in his History ofKing
Edward I.

' Auchteraw' is in the county of

[nverness; it is derived from Uachdar-a, mean-

ng
'

upper water
'

or
'

stream.' The single

a' is pronounced broad, exactly like the

English word ' awe ;' hence we find it in the

river
'

Awe/ and Loch ' Awe/ It is now

>bsolete, but is given with this signification

n the Gaelic Dictionary of the Highland

Society of Scotland. Related words to it are

the French ' Eau ;' the Welsh ' Aw/ liquid ;

orerman, 'Awe' and 'Ach;' in Persian ' Au'

s 'water.
5

For these see the work above

nentioned. '

Auchterblair,' in the county of

nverness, is from '

Uachdar-blar,' meaning
the upper plain or field, or field of battle.'
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' Auchtercairn is in the county of Ross, and

derived from ' Uachdar-carn' which means
'

the upper cairn' '

Auchtergaven,' a parish

in the county of Perth, and *

AuchengavenJ
in Dumbartonshire, are of very similar origin.

The first is from '

Uachdar-gamhainn,'
1 and

means '

the upper land of the yearling cattle!

A great part of the parish lies very high.

The last named place is from ' Auchan-

gamhainn;
1

that is,
*
the fields of the yearling

cattle.
' '

Auchterless
'

is in the county of Aber-

deen, and derived from the Gaelic
' Uachdar-

shlios,' or
'

the upper side.'
'

Auchtermuchty'
is in the county of Fife

;
its etymology is from

'

Uachdar-muic,' meaning
'

the upper land of

the wild sow.'
' Auchtertool

1

is in the county

of Fife, and is derived from '

Uachdar-tuitt,'

meaning
' over or above the hollow.'

'

Ochterlony' is in the county of Forfar ;
it

is from '

Uachdar-loinne,
9

meaning
'

the elegant

top or summit.'
'

Ochtertyre' occurs in the

counties of Perth and Stirling; it is from

*

Uachdar-tire,' which signifies
'
the upper

lying land.'
' Auchter' is found also in the

islands of Skye and Benbecula.

1 The letters mh sound as v in English.



CHAPTEE V.

HE next and very important prefix

to be mentioned is that of Avon,
under which and the other Gaelic

root and test words for river,

stream, brook, etc. etc., full information and

most numerous examples, throughout the

whole of Scotland, will be given in this

chapter. None of the Scotch rivers or

streams are composed of Welsh words, as the

writer will show
; and all being of Gaelic de-

rivation, the Gael must have been the first

inhabitants of the country. There are only
two exceptions, and that is in the county of

Argyle, in the rivers called the ' Neant
'

and
the '

Liver,' which last, Mr Fergusson, in his

river names, derives from the Welsh '

Lliffo,'

to pour. The former is in the parish of

Muckairn, and the largest belonging to it.

The name is sometimes spelled
'

Naant.' In

Welsh the word ' Nant '

or
'

Neant/ signifies

'a stream.' No Gaelic words seem to give

any satisfactory meaning for these river names
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in Argyleshire : the Welsh significations alone

appear to be intelligible. Perhaps hereafter

it may be discovered the words were used in

both languages. The *

Kymric Element
'

writer mentions two rivers found in Wales,

the Dee and Nith, and that there are in

Scotland rivers of the same name. As to the

Dee, it is as much an English river as a

Welsh one. This writer evidently fancies

that it is enough if he shows a similar name

in Wales, forgetting the important fact, that

many words which enter into topography are

common to both the Gaelic and Kymric lan-

guages ; therefore he ought to have shown

not only that the name appears in Wales,

but that it is Welsh. Of course (as might be

expected), this he has failed to do.

The Gaelic for a river is in pronunciation

very nearly identical with that of the Eng-
lish

l Avon.' The correct Gaelic spelling is

' Abhuinn.' Its derivation, by good Gaelic

scholars, is from ' Abh '

(the same as forms

Aber), an obsolete word for 'water,' and
'

inne,'
' a channel,' thereby it is

'

the water

channel,' which is very expressive. In Ger-

many there is a river called
'

Abhinne,' and

which must have been given by the Gael.

For full information and the authorities as to
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the prodigious number of pure Gaelic names of

places in the north and east of Germany, the

reader will find them in the Kev. I. Taylor's

admirable work,
' Words and Places/ second

edition, 1864, at page 204, where, in a note,

he says, that in North Germany almost every
river name is Celtic

;
and again, at page 205,

he says, that
'

there is, in fact, hardly a single

Celtic word meaning stream, current, brook,

channel, water, or flood, which does not enter

largely into the river names ofEurope.' This

fact is therefore of special interest, by in-

forming us the direction from whence the

Gael first arrived in Europe, namely, from

.he east, and settled as the primitive inhabi-

ants in the north and east of Germany, and

rom thence gave a population to Gaul, Great

Britain, and Ireland.

The name ' Avon '

occurs as a river in

seven counties of Scotland; once in the coun-

ies of Banff and Ayr, twice in those of

uanark, Linlithgow, Stirling, and Argyle ;

also in the latter twice, and in Inverness

3nce, as
'

Abhuinn^mor,' that is,
'

the large

~iver,' and they are the largest in the parishes
in which they occur. In the county of

1
In English called Avenmore. In Ireland the same

iver name occurs.
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Sutherland there is the ' Aven '

river. In

the islands of Jura and Skye there is the
'

Abhuinn-dhu,' or
'
the black river.' The

same name also occurs in Perthshire. In

Argyleshire there is also
' Gearr Abhuinn

}

'

or

'

the short river.' The town of
*

Girvan,'

Ayrshire, derives its name from ' Gearr

Abhuinn.' Abhuinn is also often contracted,

and represented by
'

Auin,' and 'An;' in

proof of which, in Kincardineshire, there is a

small river called the '

Aan,
}

the meaning

being also
'

the river.
9 The river Earn,

1

Perthshire, appears to be derived also from a

contraction of
'

Abhuinn,' namely,
'

Ear-an]
or

'

the east flowing river,' from its course

and direction being so directly east to the

Tay, into which it falls. The author was

misled by the old writers calling this river

* lerna' that it came from the Gaelic
*

lar,'

that is
' west/ In the county of Renfrew,

there is an f Earn
'

burn, and in Morayshire
there is, also a Strathern. The river

'

Awe,' in

Argyle, and the ' Ewe' in Ross, is apparently
an evidence of the last-named contraction

from ' Abhuinn.' The river
'

Tian,' in the

island of Jura, the Rev. I. Taylor thinks (p.

1 The common pronunciation of this river name is k

tical with the Gaelic '

Ear-an,"
1

'Eastern river.''
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225), is related to the Tyne, in Haddington,
and Northumberland, but far more probably
it is connected with the Gaelic 'Dian,' 'rapid,'

or
'

impetuous' being significant of the flow of

its current. The letters d and t are often

put for each other. The rivers called
'

Almond,'
in the counties of Edinburgh, Linlithgow,
and Perth, appear also to be a corruption of

'Abhuinn.' They are in old chronicles

written Awmon, and by Winton '

Awyn' evi-

dently 'Auin.' The confluence of the Perth-

shire, Almond, was called '

Inver-Awmon,'

very near to another corrupted form of Avon.

In the county ofRoxburgh there is a river

called the 'Ancrum.' It is derived from
'

An-crom.' It has already been explained,
that the word 'An' very often occurs as a

contraction, representing
'

Abhuinn/ 'a river/

and l crom
'

means '

curved,' or 'crooked,
9

thereby
' An-crom '

signifies
'

the curved

river,' which is very descriptive of it. In

the year 1544, a battle took place at Ancrum,
when the Scots defeated the English. In

the county of Ayr there is the river
*

Irvine,'

which gave the name to the town that is

situated upon it. This river's ancient spell-

ing was
'

Irewin.' Its designation is derived

from 'Iar-an,' and means 'the western-flowing
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river,
1

it runs almost due west. In the

county of Dumfries there is a river called
'

the Annan,' which likewise gave the similar

name to a town. There is an obsolete Gaelic

word,
'

An/ which signifies
'

quiet/ or
'

still,'

and joined to the contraction
'

An/ the com-

pound word is
(

Anan,' and signifies
'

the still,

quiet river.' Near the mouth of this river, a

battle took place between the Scots and

English, in the year 1332, when the Scots

were the victors. The town was anciently
the capital of Annandale. The river

' Doun
is in Ayrshire. It was anciently written

'Dune' and 'Don/ It is mentioned in the

charter of King William the Lion to the

town of Ayr, which was dated in the ye*

1202. The derivation of the ' Doun 1

is froi

the Gaelic words 'Du-an,' and meaning
'

ti

dark river,' which is most truthful, as it

a good deal through dark mossy grounc
Burns has immortalised this river by hi*

song of
' The Banks and Braes of Bonni(

Doun.'

The river
' Enrich '

is in the county

Stirling. It has most improperly been called

of British (that is Welsh) origin. It is truly

Gaelic. The ancient spelling makes its ety-

mology very clear. It was 'Ainric,' which
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undoubtedly comes from 'Auin-riach' (or

'riabhach'), and meaning
t
the greyish river.'

This is another example of the great import-

ance of the ancient spellings. The river

'
Teviot

'

is in the county of Roxburgh, and is

from the Gaelic words ' Taobhl
-aite,' or

'

the

riverflowing at the side,' that is, of the ridge

or hill next it. The river
'

Tarff' appears in

the most southern county of Scotland, that of

Wigtown, and also in the north part of Atholl,

Perthshire. It is derived from the word
*

Tarbh,' which is pronounced quite the same

as the English spelling, and means,
'

the wild

bull's river.' The ' Eden '

river appears in

the counties of Berwick, Fife, and Roxburgh;
and in Atholl, Perthshire, there is a river,

called in English
'

Edendon', and in the

county of Lanark, a stream called the
' Dun-

eaton.' In all these the Gaelic word 'Sudan?
is the foundation. It means '

the front,' as

well as 'face;' therefore, in the Highlands, it

is a common expression to speak of the '

face

of the hill.' The name, therefore, of these

south country rivers, is best rendered by
1

Eudan,' or
'

the front river;
'

and the two

others,
' Eudan-dun' and '

Dun-Eudan,
'

the river of the hillside or face.' A river

1 This word is pronounced as if spelled
' Taov.'
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called the
(
EttricJc' is found in a very remote

part of the Highlands of Perthshire. It is

near to Tyndrum ;
and the other well-known

one of the same name is in the county of

Selkirk. 1 In Perthshire there are two rivers

called the '

Ericht;' and in Atholl there is

the '

Erichie.' These designations are from

the Gaelic
'

Eirich,' and 'Eiridh,' and means
'

the stream from the rise,' or,
(

high-ascent

river,' and which well suits them all.

The river
' Tweed' is in the counties of

Peebles, Selkirk, Roxburgh, and Berwick.

This river is named by a very ancient writer,

namely, Bede, who, though no authority

whatever for any language except his own,

yet, for the name of a very large river, which

he must have very often heard pronounced,
his rendering of it deserves attention. H<

calls it the
*

Tuid,' which is a very greal

approach to the Gaelic pronunciation, as it i*

evident that from this river going north-

for a great part of its course, all the way froi

Kelso to the sea, the name would have refer-

ence to this fact, hence it is from ' Tuath2
-aid,

'

meaning,
'
the riverflowing to the north side,'

1 St Cuthbert is said to have lived the life of a sheph<

on the banks of this river.

2 The letters th not sounded.
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which correctly describes its direction; and the

pronunciation of Bede's word,
'

Tu-id,' is very
near the Gaelic. Also, in the time of King
William the Lion, in the year 1185, as men-

tioned in the first volume of the Scots Acts of

Parliament, the name still kept pretty near

the original language, as it is then written as

the river
'

Tuede.'

The river
' Kelvin

1

is in Lanarkshire. All

the Kels and Kellys, which occur often as

English prefixes, are from the Gaelic
'

Coille,'
f a wood.' The termination of this river name
seems to be a contraction of one English form

of
'

Avin/ or
'

Aven,' derived from the Gaelic,
' Abhuinn' ' a river ;' hence this name, though
much defaced and corrupted, is from '

Coille-

abhuinn,' and means '

the wooded river;' or

it may also be translated as
'

the river of
the wood.' Most Scotchmen have heard of
1

Kelvin Grove.'

The river
' Forth' is in the counties of

Perth and Stirling, before it becomes an arm
of the sea, called the ' Firth of Forth/ The
name appears to be derived from '

Fort,
9 and

is a slight contraction of the obsolete Gaelic

word '

Fortail,' which signifies
'

strength,'

thereby
'

the strong river;' and the word
seems allied to the Latin '

Fortis.' What
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very mucli confirms this derivation, is the fact,

that the Forth, at its source in Perthshire, is

called the '

Abhuinn-du,' or
' Black river,' and

is so designed for upwards of three miles
;

but on its being joined by another river, the

'Duchray,' the two together are then called

the '

Fort! or
'

Forth,' and meaning, as above

mentioned,
'

the strong river.
1

In the ancient

Irish Annals, the ' Forth' is called
' FortrenJ

' Fort' is found in the Gaelic topography, of

which we have examples in the word ' Fort-

rose,' county of Inverness, and which appears
to be from '

Fort-ross' or
'

the strong point ;'

and in Argyleshire there is
'

Mel/or / from
*

Meall-fort' or '

the strong hill.
9

It is very
common throughout the Highlands of Scot-

land to find strength ascribed to hills, and is

a great proof of their names having b<

given by heathens.

The river
'

Tay' rises in and runs througl

Perthshire, till it joins the sea. It is unque

tionably one of the finest and grandest
Scotch rivers. Its name is undoubtedly from

the Gaelic, though the Eev. Dr Thomas

M'Lauchlan asserts it is from the Welsh lan-

guage. He says, in his
'

Early Scoti

Church '

(page 27),
' The Tay is the Taw ii

Wales.' In answer to this very dogmatic
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assertion, the best refutation is to produce
what he has himselfelsewhere written,namely,
in his

'
Celtic Gleanings,' wherein he tells the

public that the river Tay and its Loch are

both from the Gaelic, and not the Welsh ;
so

that if it is at all possible, by any means, to

convince this author, surely a writing under

his own hand ought to do so. He says,
' The word " Tiber" contains in it the Celtic
"
tabh,"

"
water," a word which we have in

our " Loch Taibh" and "
Uisge Thaibh,"

" Loch Tay," and the " Water of Tay." It

was not without reasons of more kinds than

one that the Roman soldiers could exclaim,

as they beheld the Tay,
" Ecce Tiberum!"'

This extract is from the book,
'
Celtic Glean-

ings,' by the Eev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan,

pages 37, 38. It is impossible to believe this

last statement, and that also of the river

Tay being the Taw of Wales, the contradic-

tion is so gross and evident. Even Chalmers,

in his Caledonia, proves the Tay is not the

Taw or Taws mentioned by the Roman author

Tacitus
; yet no writer was ever more anxious

than Chalmers, to have made out the ancient

Highlanders to be a Welsh race ; he proves

clearly the Taw of Tacitus to be the Solway
Firth. (See Chalmers' Caledonia, vol. i. page

i
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113). Another very recent and high topo-

graphical authority is the Rev. Isaac Taylor.

He says,
' Some of the names of rivers, from

the Gaelic,
" Avon" (Abhuinn), may be from

" Ta-on" "
the still river."

' And in another

place, speaking of the roots of river names, he

says that the word '

Tarn,' is one meaning

quiet and still, and is related to the Gaelic
' Tav (so pronounced, but written '

Tamh') ;

and he adds, that it appears in the Tay (an-

ciently the Tavus) in Perth. 1 Here we have

an unprejudiced high modern authority, who

makes the etymology of the river Tay to be

from the Gaelic, and not the Welsh. The

derivation of the name is from '

Tamh-d,' the

full pronunciation being Tav-d; but it is

locally almost always contracted into Td-d.

The signification is,
'

the still quiet water,' and

which any one at all acquainted with the

noble river Tay can testify, is highly appli-

cable to its calm flowing current, particularly

when in full flood. The single letter
'

a' in

the Gaelic is pronounced broad, and signifies
'

water/ or
'

river/ Besides the above moderD

topographical authority, our own Scotch his-

torians, Pinkerton and Chalmers, both give

1 See 'Words and Places,' by the Rev. Isaac Taylor

pages 209 and 216, 2d edition. 1864.
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the name ' Tav' to the Tay, for which see

their maps, wherein they only add the Latin

termination '

us' to the Gaelic pronunciation
of the word, and thereby it is

'

Tavus.' Rit-

son, another Scotch writer, likewise calls it

Tavus. There is a river called the Tav in

Ireland, in the county of Waterford.

The river
'

Clyde* is in the counties of

Lanark, Renfrew, and Dumbarton. Its most

ancient spelling is by Bede (who wrote A.D.

731), and he writes it
'

Cluith,' supposed to

be derived from the Gaelic
'

Clith,' or
'

Cli,'

meaning
'

strength ;' thereby it would be '

the

strong river.' Another very similar named

river occurs in the county of Sutherland, the
'

Clyth.' A. very ancient spelling of the Clyde
is found in the chartulary of Paisley, where

there is a grant of a fishing in the river by
the Steward of Scotland to the Abbey of

Cupar, dated so far back as the year 1200.

It is there written '

Cliid,' that is, with two

letters i, and would be pronounced
'

deed,'

which is very confirmatory of the Gaelic de-

rivation. In the county of Sutherland there

is a river called
' The Helmsdale,' in English ;

but this is not its Gaelic name, which is

'

AWminn-ileachy meaning
*
the variegated

river.' It has been identified with the '
Ilius
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Flumen' of Ptolomey. It is sometimes writ-

ten *

High,' but this does not appear correct
;

yet it is singular that such a difference of desig-

nation should exist between the English and

Gaelic, and that the name retained in that

last language leads to the identification of

this river, mentioned so far back as A.D. 120.

In the county of Ayr there is the river
' Gar-

nock,' which is very evidently of Gaelic origin,

namely
'

Garbh-chnoc,' and means '

the stream

of the rough knoll.' The river named the
' Dusk' is also in Ayrshire, and likewise of

Gaelic derivation, from the words '

Du-uisgeJ

which means '

the dark water.' The river

' Tummel' is in Atholl, Perthshire. It comes

out of Loch Kannoch, and for some miles after

leaving, it is called
'

Uisge Raineach? that is,

' the Hannoch water,' and flows gently, but

before reaching Foss, its character alters,

it becomes rapid, and gets the new name
'

Teth-thuil,' which signifies
(

thefierce streai

and is very descriptive of it.

The river
'

Ayr
'

gives name to a town

county. The ancient spelling is
'

Are.'

very same name occurs in Argyleshire, in
'

Ary,' at
'

Inverarz// They are both derive

from the obsolete term for 'water/ sigi

by the single letter
'

A/ and pronounced bi
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like the English word '

awe,' and the Gaelic

'reidh,' (pronounced 'ray,') meaning 'smooth,'

whereby the compound word designing both

these streams is
(

A-reidh,' 'the smooth water.'

The above old spelling mentioned,
'

A'-re, is

of the period 1197, when King William the

Lion built a castle on the river then called

the
' Are ;' and it is again, in 1202, the same.

In 1316 it is written with two letters 'a,'

(to bring in the broad sound) in a charter of

King Robert Bruce, namely,
' Aare.' In the

furthest southern county, that of Wigtown,
there is the river

'

Luce,' and in the county
of Argyle, the

'

Lusa/ both from '

Abhuinn,

IMS or Lusach,' meaning the river
'

of herbs or

abounding in plants.' The English name of

the Wigtown river is the exact pronuncia-
tion of the Gaelic word '

Lus/
'

a plant or

herb.' These two river names must have

been given by the same Gaelic-speaking race.

The river
' Forn

'

is in the county of Ross,

and is a corrupted contraction of the Gaelic

words '

Feur-an,
'

which signifies
'

the grassy
river.' A river named the 'Bran' (some-
times written Braan) is hi the counties of

Perth and Ross, and derived from the Gaelic
'

Braon,' which means,
'

the river of small

showers or drizzling rain.' The '
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is in Atholl, Perthshire. It is a strong

example of the use of the contraction
'

An,'

for
'

Abhuiim/
* a river/ and pronounced

'Avon.' Its spelling is correct, 'An-a-breac'

which signifies
'

the river of the trout,' or

'

abounding in trout.' The ' Ythan
'

is in

Aberdeenshire. Its name appears to be de-

rived from part of its course being through

boggy soil. The aspirated Gaelic word for

' a bog/ or *

morass/ is
'

Fheithe,' in which

the two first letters are mute, and joined to

'

An/ is pronounced
'

JEithe-an,
9 and signifies

'

the boggy river.' In Gaelic there is the

well-known proverb, 'Am fear a bhios 'san

fheithe cuiridh gach duine a chas air/ that is,

'

every one has a kick at him who sticks in

the mire/ meaning that those who fall into

misfortunes have many slanderers.

The ' Girvan
'

is in the county of Ayr.

It gives name to the town situated on it.

By a charter of Edward, Earl of Carrick

(brother to King Robert Bruce), who was also

designed King of Ireland, it appears to have

been the capital of the Earldom of Carrick.

The Gaelic etymology of this river is very

evidently from
'

Gearr-abhuinn,' which'means
'

the short river.' It must be apparent to the

reader, the river names of Ayrshire being all
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Gaelic, that it is impossible the
'

Cimbri,' or

Welsh, could have been the first inhabitants

of the county. River names prove not only

a long, but the earliest occupation, by the race

to whose language they belong. In the

county of Roxburgh there is the ' Jed '

river.

It has been stated that its ancient name was
' Gad '

or
'

Gada.' A common corruption of

i

the Gaelic
' Teud

'

is to pronounce it like the

English word
* Jade ;' and this appears to be

the derivation of the '

Jed/ from *

Tend,'

\ (pronounced Tayd, which would easily be-

come Jade and Jed), and meaning
' a string,'

and thereby it is
*
the straight running river,

like a string' The ( Bervie* is in Kincar-

dineshire. The first part of the word seems

very clearly from the Gaelic
'

Bir,' or
'

JBior,'

an obsolete word for
'

water,' and the termi-

nation from '
Bhuidhe.' In this last word

the letters bh are sounded as v, and the dh

are mute
; therefore

' Bir-bhuidhe
'

together

signify literally that it is
*
the yellow stream,'

or rather '

the pleasant or agreeable stream.'

The ' Findhorn
'

is in the counties of Inver-

ness, Nairn, and Elgin. It was anciently
called the '

Earn,' as appears in a charter of

Alexander II., and part of it is still called
'

Findearn/ which also leads to its etymology
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being from '

Fionn-ear-an,' and signifies
'

the

clear east flowing river,' which arises
'

from

the direction it takes in its course, likewise

that it is due east of the river Nairn, to which

it runs exactly parallel, and thereby confirm-

ing the etymology.
'

Finzean,' in Aberdeen-

shire, is very similar, being from '

Fionn-an,'

or
'
the clear stream,' which is very correct.

The ' Oich '

is in Inverness-shire ; it comes

out of a lake of the same designation, and

falls into the south-west end of Loch Ness.

Very few Highlanders can be acquainted
with the etymology of this name. l

Oich,
}

or

Oiche' (as it is spelled both ways), is an

ancient and now obsolete Gaelic word, mean-

ing
l

water,'
1 and therefore quite the same as

the Esks or
'

Awe,' etc., and, like them, was

used for the designation of '

the water or

stream.' The author considers there are other

names of streams, etc., which derive from this

old word, namely, the '

Oichel,' or
l

Oikel,' of

the counties of Sutherland and Eoss. There

is also the ' Duich' and Loch '

Duich,' in

the county of Ross, which evidently appears
to be from '

Du-oich,' and meaning
'

the dark

water: The ' Eck ' and Loch ' Eck '
of

Argyleshire, seems also to be a corrupted
1 See the Dictionary of the Highland Society.
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contraction related to and derived from 'Oich,'

which was, no doubt, pronounced
'

Q-ech.'

The '

Ey? anciently always written the '

Ay,'

is a river in the county of Berwick. It is a

very clear example of the oldest and most

primitive form of
' A' meaning

'

water.' The
' Brerachan

'

is in Atholl, Perthshire, and

gives the name to a valley of the district

ailed
'

Glenbrerachan.' The etymology of

ais river name is derived from '

Braighe-

iach-(riabhach)-an,' meaning
'

the greyish

tream of the heights.' In the first word the

tters gh are mute. The low country Scotch

language has the word '

Brae/ meaning

height' or 'hill,' from the above Gaelic

erm. In the valley of this stream there

;vas a battle fought (the site of it is well-

known), in 1391, between the Clandonachy
r Robertsons of Atholl and the Lindsays,
ho were led by Sir David Lindsay. It was

he second battle between them. The Atholl

Ian were the victors on both occasions, and

Sir David was wounded in the last one. The

Yarrow '

is in the county of Selkirk. It is

learly a corruption of the Gaelic
'

Garbh?
pronounced '

Garv,
9 which is often in English

.urned into
' Garrow ' or

' Yarrow.' Thus,
lear Dunkeld, there is a hamlet always called

w
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in English Tomgarrow, but the Gaelic is

lomgarbh. Also, in Rannoch, one side of

the loch is always called in Gaelic '

Slios-

garbhj but in English
'

Slessgarrow.' Torr-

garrow is in Nairn, from '

Torrgarbh.' The

Gaelic word ' Garbh
'

signifies
'

rough,' and

which is extremely correct and applicable to

the Yarrow in the greater part of its course,

from being rapid. Sir J. Simpson is certainly

in a mistake in supposing this river name to

be a proof of the language of a prior race in

Scotland to that of the Gael. Mr Fergusson,
in his river names, much more properly

classes it with the rivers Garry of Scotland,

which are certainly derived either from ' Gath-

ruith,' that is,
'

rapid running like a dart,

or from '

Garbh-ruithJ
'

rough running.'

In the county of Peebles there is the river

'

Leithen? most evidently of Gaelic origin,

namely,
*

Liathl-an,' and meaning
*

the grey

river.' A very similar (now) named stream

occurs in the county of Edinburgh, and is its

port, the (

Leith.
}

The most ancient spelling

of it is in the charter of King David I., when

founding the Abbey of Holyroodhouse, in the

early part of his reign, which began in 1124.

In this charter it is written '

Invirlyth,'

1 The letters th are mute.

:
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which would lead to its having been con-

sidered a boundary stream by some of the

earliest tribes of the Gael, and that it comes

from 'Leith' or 'Leth,' meaning 'the dividing

water, or boundary stream.' The river 'Awe'

is in Argyleshire, and is a very clear and

certain example of the ancient use of the

single letter
' A '

being given, and meaning
'

water,' as before said. This letter ought to

be pronounced the same as the English word
1

awe.
1

'Islay
9

is a river in the counties of

Banff, Aberdeen, and Perth; also, an island

in the county of Argyle. This designation
was anciently spelled

* He' and '

Yle,
1

and
it exactly leads to its etymology being from

the Gaelic word 'Isle,' which is a degree of,

and comes from, 'losal,' and means *

low.'

In the case of the Perthshire river
'

Islay/ it

is impossible to describe it better, because

its general character and appearance is that

of a '

low/
'

flat
'

running river ; so also the

island of Isla is most truly described as flat

and low-lying, compared to Jura, which

almost joins it, with its lofty mountains, and
also Mull, the same; whereas Isla has no

large mountains; but, when viewed from

Kintyre, has a comparatively flat appearance.
In the first edition of Eymer's

'

Fcedera/
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vol. iv. page 711, the name is written '

Ysle,'

which is identical with the Gaelic word
'

Isle,' given above.

Another very general term for a river is

'
JEsJc.' It is derived (as has already been

made known in the list of prefixes) from the

Gaelic word '

Uisge,' meaning 'water.' A
river Esk appears once in three counties,

those of Peebles, Kincardine, and Dumfries
;

and in the counties of Edinburgh and Forfar

twice. The river named 'Carron,' is from

the Gaelic words ' Car-auin
'

(the last a

common contraction, as already shown, fo:

Abhuinn), meaning,
'

the winding, or mea

dering river.' It occurs once in the counties

of Dumfries and Kincardine; and twice in

those of Boss and Stirling. This river is

mentioned in the third century by Ossian.

The Annals of Ulster mention the battle of

Carron, in A.D. 641, and where a petty king
of the Irish Scots, called Donald (

Breac/ or

Donald ' the Spotted,' it is said, was killed.

The work called Nennius (in the tenth chap-

ter), written A.D. 796, and finished in 858,

also mentions the Carron. The Don,
1 a con-

siderable river, occurs in the county of Aber-

deen
;
and also another smaller one in th

1 There is also a river called the ' Don '

in England.

;
,,
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county of Banff. Dr Armstrong, a learned

Gaelic scholar, states it is an obsolete Gaelic

word for
'

water.' The Rev. I. Taylor, in his

work on *Words and Places,' mentions, at

page 218, that Don, in the language of the

Ossetes, a tribe in the Caucasus, who have

preserved a very primitive form of the Aryan

speech, to which the Gaelic is considered to

be related, the word ' Don '

means '

water,'

or
*

river.' Many good Gaelic scholars con-

sider the etymology of the river
' Don '

to be

either from '

Du-an,' 'dark river,' which is a

correct description; or 'Domhain,' the '

deep
river.' The names of the rivers

' Devon '

and
'

Deveron,' are derived from a contraction of

the words '

Da-abhuinn,' or 'the double river,'

being formed by the junction of two streams.

It is pronounced Da-Avon, or Devon. 'Da/
in Gaelic, means two. Rivers named Devon
and Devern occur in the four different

counties of Aberden, Banff, Stirling, and

Perth. In a similar manner to the word

'Da,' entering into the formation of the river

Devon or Da-von, so also it appears to do in

the case of the Esk river; as we find in the

county of Elgin the
'

D-eskie '

burn, that

evidently is
'

Da-uisge,
1

or the '

two waters;

and in Aberdeenshire there is the '

Deskey'
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water, which may be from '

Da-esk,' (Da-

Uisge),' whereby it easily becomes D'Esk,

meaning also
'
the two waters.

1

The river

named the 'Dee '

appears in the five counties

of Aberdeen, Elgin, Kincardine, Berwick,

and Kirkcudbright. It was anciently (in

A.D. 120, by Ptolemy, written 'Deva,' which

is clearly 'D'eva' from the old Gaelic words,

'Da-dbhJ meaning
'
the double water' that

is, formed by two streams joining each other.

This old name Deva, very strongly con

the contracted use of the Gaelic word

along with '

eva? that being the corrup

part of the word 'Avon
'

(properly ^frAuinn),

for 'a river.' The 'Kymric Element' writer

brings forward the Dee as being in Wales,

but appears to be ignorant that it is as much

an English river as it is Welsh.

The foregoing names in this chapter con-

tain all the most important rivers of Scotland.

There are, however, numerous others, of pure

Gaelic etymology, which the writer will now

also endeavour to explain, but would first

wish, even though it may be called repetition,

to point out to the reader these river names,

being so very similar to the Sanscrit and Per-

sian, namely, in Gaelic, Da-abh, and in the for-

merlanguages Do-ab, bothmeaning 'tworivers-
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The '

NitJi is in Ayrshire and Dumfries-

shire
;
it is of Gaelic etymology, as the writer

will prove ; quite in a similar manner to the

Nethys. This river name comes from the de-

signation of the god of the waters, called
'

Neithe,' of which this one is a slight contrac-

tion. This etymology is established by the

ancient spelling, as proved by a crown-charter

of King Eobert Bruce, which states that the

lands of Durrisdeir are in the valley of the
'

Neith' (See Eobertson's Index of Charters,

page 13). This is conclusive to the correct-

ness of the derivation, as Durrisdeir is situ-

ated close to the river
'

Nith.' The '

Kymric
Element' writer states

1
that, by Kymric au-

thority, this name is derived from the Kymric
word '

Nedd,'
'

anything that twists or curls]

but which is entirely wrong as to the Scotch

river Nith, as it is a strait running one. And,

besides, the above crown-charter evidence

puts it beyond cavil what is the true origin
of the name. It is most probable the Cimbri,
as well as the Gael, knew of the water god
Neithe,

5 and thereby also named a river

after him
;
and Mr Fergusson, in his work on

'

River Names,' refers (at page 53) to a repre-
sentation found in Tuscany, of Neptune (the

1 See page 320.
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Roman god of the waters), and that the name

written over the figure was Nethun/ and

gives as to this name the following extract :

( There can be little doubt that nethu means

water, in the Tuscan language ;' and he adds,

that Nethun must contain a related word, also

meaning water. From these sentiments, it

is manifest that had Mr Fergusson been aware

of
'

Neithe' being a Celtic god of the waters,

he would have assigned the derivation of the

river Nith to its true origin. The
'

Nethan,' in Strathclyde, Lanark, is undoul

edly from the same source, namely, froi

'

Neith-an,' meaning
'

Neithe's river.'

'

TeithJ of Perthshire, also derives, no doubt,

in the same way. These rivers having there-

fore received their names from this heathen

god of the Gael, they must have had their

knowledge of him long ere they trod the soil

of North Britain ;
and their designation being

of a heathen origin, proves their immense an-

tiquity in the Gaelic topography of Scotland.

Further, it may safely be considered that

these river appellations were probably given

not less than four or five hundred years before

the Christian era, as most others in Scot-

land were also, considering this, and the con-

nection they have with the language of the

I
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Caledonians, we learn how ancient that speech

is, which is continued by the Highlanders of

this present day, speaking the very same lan-

guage that extends throughout the whole

Gaelic topography of Scotland.

The river called the ' Ness' must not be

supposed to be connected in any way with
c

Neithe/ the heathen god, though there is an

apparent resemblance. The ' Ness' is from

the Gaelic
'

Neas,' meaning
*
the river of the

cascade;' and Loch Ness, whence it issues,

seems undoubtedly to have derived its name
from '

eas,' it being in Gaelic
'

Loch-an-eas ;'

that is,
'

the loch of the cascade.'
1 The river

called the *

Spey' is also a very consider-

able one, and its current considered the most

rapid in Britain. The etymology of it is

uncertain
; perhaps it may come from a con-

traction of the Gaelic word '

Speid,' meaning
'

activity,'
l

force' (which is applicable to

this river), and pronounced like the Scotch

word (

speat,' which signifies a 'flood/ the

letter d appears dropped for ease in pro-

nunciation.

The author must here notice an assertion

made by the '

Kymric Element' writer, re-

1 The cascade is called '

Foyers,"
1 one of the highest in

Britain.

K
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specting Strathclyde, which he (at page 320)

calls
'

the purely Kymric district of Strath-

clyde.
1

It is hardly possible for words to have

been written which could more mislead and

deceive the public. If what the Rev. Dr

Thomas M'Lauchlan here says was true,

every name in all Strathclyde must be in

pure Welsh
;
but the map proves that his

statement is not true : instead of nothing but

Welsh names, they do not appear, but those of

undoubted Gaelic origin are numerous. There

is not a single name with the prefix
' Aber' ii

the whole district ; but, on the other hanc

the Gaelic
' Inver' is found in it. There

three streams in it called the
'

Douglas' (froi
'

Dubh-ghlas.') Are these purely Kymi
names ? Then, if so, how is the

l

Dougk
of Argyleshire purely Gaelic ? Nothing bi

gross prejudice can maintain that the same

name in both places are in different language

Again, the principal tributary river of the dis

trict, and which falls into the Clyde, is nam<

the
' Aven.

'

It is derived from the Gaelic

and is the pronunciation of'Abhuinn,' 'a rivei

It passes through a valley, to which it gr
the name of

'

Strathaven,' from the
'

Strath-abhuinn.' And lastly, where tl

river falls into the Clyde, the name of tl
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lands is
' Inver&vexi (from the Gaelic

'

Inbhir-

abhuinn).' Here there is a certainty that the

names of the river, the valley, and the con-

fluence, were all given ~by the Gael, and not

the Cimbri. And further, these Gaelic names

occur in the very centre of the district of

Strathclyde, proving the assertion made by
the '

Kymric Element' writer respecting it, is

contrary to truth and fact. Likewise these,

and the whole of the other very numerous

Gaelic names that occur in the rest of the

territory which was held by the Strathclyde

Britons, proves that the Gael had preceded
them. Still further, to confute the '

Kymric
Element' writer in his assertion, as to Strath-

clyde being altogether Welsh, and to prove
the falsity of it, the author will append to this

chapter a selection of names of places in

Strathclyde and its neighbourhood, all of

them proving they are of a pure Gaelic origin.

The many attempts of the Eev. Dr Thomas

M'Lauchlan, to turn names of places, that

belong properly to the Gaelic language, into

the Welsh, deserves the severest reprobation
of all Highlanders, from the injustice thereby
done to their language. Of this, his bringing

forward, among other Gaelic prefixes which

occur within Strathclyde, that of '

Lan,' as
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'

purely Kymric,' is an example. What are

the * Lans' of Argyleshire ? Are they
'

purely

Kymric' also ? The number of
' Lans' that

occur in that county has already been given

(two
' Lans' likewise are in the Isle of Bute,

almost a part of Argyle), also the etymology
of one of them in the Isle of Mull (Argyle) ;

but there is another ' Lan' on the mainland of

that county; it is near to Strontian, and

called in English
'

Landle,' no doubt from the

Gaelic
'

Lann-dail,' meaning
'

the enclosed

field? It is absurd of the '

Kymric Element'

writer bringing forward Lanark, (copied from

Chalmers), or other ' Lans' of Strathclyde, as

Welsh,and yet callthem Gaelic inArgyleshire!!

The river called the 'Dusk' is in Ayr-

shire, which adds another Gaelic derivation

to the former river names of that county.

Its origin is very clearly from '

Du-uisge,'

which signifies the
' dark water.' The river

' Nairn
'

is in the counties of Inverness and

Nairn. Its etymology is from '

Near-an]

that means '

the easterly flowing river.' The

first word is a contraction for
'

An-ear,' and

the second the common one for 'a river/

The description given by the name is correct,

and the English pronunciation of
' Nairn

'

is

the very same as the Gaelic
'

Nearan.' Mr
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Fergusson, in his 'River Names' (page 47),

gives
' Near

'

(as connected with the Nairn),

and says it is an obsolete Gaelic word, mean-

ing
'

water,'
'

river,' and thinks the Gaelic
'

Nigh,'
'

to wash,' related to it
; but

'

Nigh
'

means also
'
to purify,' and evidently shows

it derives rather from '

Neithe,' and used in

a religious sense, as being
'

purified
'

by the

heathen god of the waters. Another word
'

Narrunn,' said to signify
'

rough,' was sug-

gested to the author, but he has been unable

to verify either of these words as obsolete or

belonging to the Gaelic. There is the river

called the '

Ore,' in the counties of Fife and

Kirkcudbright. There is also a river of the

same name in the county of Suffolk, England.
The derivation of the name of these rivers is

from the Gaelic word '

Oir,' which signifies
'

the river of the edge or margin.' Nothing
can better describe the river

' Ore
'

of Fife-

shire, which runs parallel with the margin of

the sea coast. The '

Orchy
'

of Argyleshire,
which gives the name to Glenorchy, seems

related to the same Gaelic derivation, being
from '

Oir-achaidh,'
1 that is,

'

the stream at

the edge of the field.' Old spellings of this

river very often have the name as
'

Orchay,'

1 The letters dh are mute.
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which supports the etymology, it being an

evident contracted pronunciation of the

Gaelic words. The '

Urie' is in Aberdeen-

shire, and is also connected with the same

Gaelic derivation as the immediately preced-

ing rivers, having formerly been written as

' Ure
'

and '

Ore.' It is therefore from the

Gaelic '

Oir,'
' a margin,' which is descriptive,

as its course is a good deal near and parallel

to a ridge. It is a tributary of the river Don,

into which it falls at Inverurie, close to an

artificial mound called the '

Bos? derived

from that Gaelic word, which signifies
'

death,'

whereby we learn it must have been a place

of execution for the criminals of the ancient

tribes of the Gael. In a very old charter of

King William the Lion, dated in 1180, a

castle being at Inverurie is mentioned. A
battle took place here very early in the reign

of King Robert Bruce, in the year 1308, when

he was victorious.

The '

Keltic
'

is the name of two streams

which appear in the counties of Perth and

Kinross. They derive from '

Coille? meaning
'

the wooded stream.
1 The streams called the

'

Keltnie,' and '

Keltnig,' are very similar, and

are from '

Coilltc,' and '

Coilltean.' All these

are connected with the Gaelic word for
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'woods' or 'forests/ The river named the
'

Cullen
'

is in the county of Banff, and falls

into the sea at Cullen, formerly called
' In-

vercullen.' The ancient spelling of this river

was '

Culan,' being pure Gaelic words ' Cul-

an
'

(abhuinn contracted), meaning
'

the hack-

lying river.' In the year A.D. 962, King

Indulph was killed when fighting at the

battle of Invercullen with the Norsemen.

The river
' Shin

'

and its loch are both in the

county of Sutherland. The name certainly

appears to be a corrupted contraction of the

Gaelic words '

Sith l-an '

(pronounced in Eng-
lish Shin), and signifies

'

thepeaceful stream,'

and which is its general, though not its exclu-

sive character. The river is well known for

its good salmon fishing, though it has but a

short course. The * Finnon
'

is in Inverness-

shire. It is derived from '

Fionn-an,
1

mean-

ing 'the white or fair-looking river.'

There are other rivers which derive from

contracted compounds of
' Abhuinn '

(in Eng-
lish called

'

Avon/ and, as before said, very near

to the proper pronunciation). The Gaelic word

ealy meaning
'

white,' contracted into
'

al,'

and joined to
'

an,' also a common contraction

for
'

Abhuinn,'
'

river,' there is formed the

1 The letters ih are mute.
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compound word f

Allan,' or
'

the white river.'

It occurs in the counties of Roxburgh and

Stirling once, and in the county of Perth

twice. The water of Allan, near the Roman

Camp of Ardoch, Perthshire, was by them

called the '

Alan-na,' which comes very near

indeed to the Gaelic name, as when we take

away the Latin termination '

a,' the word

becomes 'Alarm. 9 The Allan appears com-

pounded with the additional obsolete word
' Der' for

' Dur' evidently in the Allancfer

(properly Allanc^r), which we find as rivers

in the counties of Dumbarton and Stirlin

Being a duplicate, it would signify
' the whi

river water'

In contradistinction to
'

the white river,'

there is the '

Douglas
'

river or water (which

have been adverted to). It is derived from

the Gaelic
'

Dubh-ghlas,' meaning 'dark grey!

Small fresh water streams are very often

called
'

burns,' derived from the Gaelic
' burn

'

(or, as spelled in England,
'

bourne,' which

conveys the precise pronunciation of the term

in the Highlands), and, by that name, are

well-known in all Scotland ;
and this is the

case in many instances applied to those named
'

Douglas.' Thus there is a
'

Douglas
'

burr

in the three counties of Argyle, Ayr, an
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Selkirk, two in Dumbarton, and three, as

mentioned, in Lanark
;
also in the parish of

Blair-Atholl, Perthshire, there is a stream

called
'

Alltan-du-ghlas.' The renowned sur-

name of Douglas was, no doubt, taken from

this river name, it being within the earliest

possessions of the first ancestors of that great

race of Scotch heroes, as also that on the

banks of one of these streams was their oldest

place of residence. They were first Lords of

Douglas, and in 1341, William Douglas is

designed Earl of Atholl.
1 The creation of the

Earldom of Douglas was granted at Edin-

burgh, so far back as the 4th February
1357.

2

There are several rivers and streams

derived from another compound of Gaelic

words, namely,
'

Liath-abhuinn,' being 'the

grey or misty river.' In the first word the

letters th are not pronounced, but both nearly
' Lee -

aven,' whence comes the English
'

Leven? Rivers of this name have by some

etymologists been considered as derived from

the Gaelic word '

Leamhan] or
'

the elm tree;'

but this is very unsatisfactory, and highly

improbable, as it obliges us to admit that

1 See Robertson's ' Index of Charters,' page 48.
2
Ibid., page 31.
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wherever rivers or streams named the 'Leven

occur, there we must believe the primitive

Caledonian Gael of Alban, when they first saw

them, found elm trees, which is impossible,

because the elm tree is not a native tree of

Scotland, as is the fir, birch, and others, but

is an imported tree. This fact refutes the

rivers Leven being from the elm, and if ever

they were so written, it is erroneous; but the

calling them by the colour grey suits them

all, and is in accordance with the practice of

the Gael, in designating rivers by their

colour, whereby we have in Gaelic topo-

graphy,
' the white river/

' the black river,'

etc. etc. There is a ' Leven ' water in the

county of Argyle. It is pretty certain that

stream never abounded in elm trees. There

is a ' Leven
'

water, or river, in the island of

Bute
;
as also one in the counties of Dum-

barton, Fife, and Kinross; there is also a

Loch Leven in the counties of Inverness and

Kinross
;

also a ' Leve^strath '
in Argyle.

The Levern, in Renfrew, appears to be a

corruption of
'

Liath-bhurn,' contracted
'

Libhurnj pronounced nearly as in Englisl

In the counties of Inverness and Perth thei

is a river
'

Lyon,' which is derived from th<

same two Gaelic words (Liath-abhuinn), onh
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farther contracted into
(

Li-an,' and meaning,

also,
(
the grey river.

1

Those who would

bring the etymology of the rivers named

Leven and Lyon, in Scotland, from the Welsh
'

Llyvn,'
*

smooth/ do injustice to the Gaelic

language, and greatly err, as in that case the

Scotch Gaelic word 'Liobh,' meaning 'smooth,'

and pronounced as in the English word 'Leave'

would have been used, had it been a truthful

: description of them. Besides, had the Welsh

word been used for the rivers, so, also, it

must have been used for the lakes from

whence they come, and the Gaelic,
' Loch-

Leven' would not appear, but the Welsh
'

Llwc-lyvn
'

would be the name. Now, it is

worthy of the reader's most mature attention

to consider the important fact, that in the

ivhole topography of Scotland and the islands,

there does not occur one single lake with the

British or Welsh appellation of
'

Llwc,' nor

that of the Irish
'

Lough.' They are in

number many hundreds, and all named in

the pure primitive mother tongue of the

Gael of Alban, as
'
Loch.' The object of

those etymologists who thus give Welsh

derivations to words of pure Gaelic origin,

only do it for the purpose of endeavouring
to show that the Caledonian and Pictish
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Gael spoke a language mixed with Welsh,

which the writer is now demonstrating in this

work to be as unfounded as the fable that the

Highlanders of Scotland got their language

from the insignificant colony of Irish of

Argyleshire.

The river called the ' Ken '
is in Kirkcud-

brightshire. All the prefixes of words in

Scotch topography beginning with '

Ken/

derive from the Gaelic,
'

Ceann,' meaning
1

head,' or
*

extremity.' This river, no doubt,

gets its name from that word, and is the

head water or source of the river Dee, and

its situation fully agrees with the designa-

tion, as it rises at the furthest north part

of the county, and falls into a loch, called

Loch Ken, at Kenmore. The Dee falls into

the same loch, and the river that issues

from it is still called the Dee. The river

' Conan
'

is in the county of Boss, and derives

from ' Caoin-an' meaning
'
the soft or gentle

river' The *

Cona,' of Ossian, would be

from ' Comhnanl
-a,' or

'

the narrow water.' A
stream called the '

Logie
'

is found in Strath-

clyde, Lanark
;
also in the counties of Lin-

lithgow and Banff. It is from the Gaelic,
1

Lagan,' thereby meaning
' stream of the

1 The letters mh are mute.
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allow' The two streams in the county of

nverness, called the t

Trom,' and the

Truime' are both in Gaelic, and mean,

the water of sadness, or heaviness,' probably
rom some severe battle, in pre-historic ages,

aving taken place in the neighbourhood.
he river

'

Tyne
'

is in the county of Had-

ington. The same name occurs in North-

mberland. It appears to be from *

Teth-an,'

tiat is
' warm river,

'

and is pronounced as if

celled
'

Tayan.' The river 'Gala '
is in the

ounties of Edinburgh, Selkirk, and Eox-

urgh. Its termination was often formerly
written

*

Gallow,' quite in the same way as

jochawe was written Lochow. The l Gala
'

from 'Geal-a,' which signifies
'

the clear

uter.' On this river, at some miles north of
rhere the Leader stream joins it, is the com-

mencement of that curious and ancient struc-

ture, called the '

Picts Work/ or
' the cat-

ail.' This last is said to be from the Welsh

Oud-rhail,' or
'

ditch fence.' It goes for

early fifty miles to the source of the Lid, or

iddle, in Northumberland. It was, no

oubt, a frontier line between the Pictish

*ael on the east, and the Britons on the

est. There is in Caithness a small river

ailed the '

Wick,' and at its mouth the
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town of Wick. It was anciently written
'

Vik.' It has been said that this name was

not known till the tenth century, when the

Norsemen took possession of Caithness, after

having previously occupied the Orkneys, etc.
;

but it appears impossible for this to have

been the case. There are three other small

streams in Scotland called 'Wick;' one, in

the county of Haddington, falls into the sea

at Innerwick ; another, in the centre of

Glenlyon, Perthshire, and which falls into the

river Lyon at IimerwicJc; this last is from

forty to fifty miles inland, and that distance

from the sea. Thus it cannot have any con-

nection with the Norse word '

Vic,'
' a bay.'

There is also an Innerwick in the county of

Renfrew. The derivation of all these streams

appears clearly to be from the Gaelic woi
'

Bhuic,' pronounced the same as if spelle
'

VuiCy which word very easily glides inl

' Wick' in English. The meaning of

Gaelic term is
'

the stream of the buck,' either

of the red deer, or of roe deer. There are two

small rivers called the '

Cart,' in the count]

of Renfrew. They enter the Clyde toget)

hence we see their etymology clearly is fr

the Gaelic word ' caraid,' or
' a pair.' The

Ruthven is in Perthshire. The termination
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of this name most clearly contains a con-

tracted part of the word ' Aven 9

(Abhuinn),
'

river/ The derivation is very evidently
from the Gaelic

'

Ruadh^-dbhuinn,' which sig-

nifies
'

the red stream or riverS The '

Kymric
Element' writer brings this name forward as

Welsh,
2
because, he says, there is in Wales a

'

Ruthin,' as if this childish reason was suffi-

cient to rob the language of the Highlanders
of what truly belongs to it. He also asserts

that the Ruthvens are
' numerous ' '

in Pictish

Scotland
;

' and this he does that he may bring
in his usual cuckoo note of ' Ireland and

Argyle.' Now, what he calls
'

Pictish Scot-

land' was the kingdom of the Caledonian de-

scendants, which included the whole of Scot-

land north of the Forth and Clyde, except
the southern corner of it, forming the south

of Argyle, where there was a paltry insignifi-

cant colony of Irish Scots ;
and it is this

obscure place that is to be the criterion for

all Gaelic names of Scotland. It is right
to inquire here, What is the Gaelic of

Argyle ? It is the most Irish corrupted Gaelic

spoken in Scotland, particularly in the dis-

trict of Kintyre ;
and if the Rev. Dr Thomas

M'Lauchlan had ever read the introduction

1 The letters dh mute. 2
Page 322.
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to the Book of the Dean of Lismore, he would

have seen such is the fact. But as all the rest

of the Gaelic spoken in Scotland is free from

this Irishised corruption, it is an infallible proof

that in Argyle, the barren corner of Scotland,

where the Irish colony was, there alone is

found this corrupted form. It is neither the

pure Gaelic of Scotland, nor that of Ireland.

The kind of Gaelic spoken in Argyle is

carefully concealed from the public by the
'

Kymric Element' writer ; yet it is a proof

of the clearest description, that the descend-

ants and language of the Irish colony remain

there, and are nowhere else in all Scotland.

The next prefixes to be considered, and

connected of course with the rivers of Scot-

land, are those of 'Alt,'
'

Auld,' and ' Burn'

The two first from 'Alt' and 'Altan' ' a brook,'
' a small brook'

' Burn' is the same in Gaelic,

namely,
* Burn' and signifies

' a stream,' and

sometimes is applied to very small ones. The

occurrence ofthese names throughout Scotland

is of course almost innumerable, seeing they

amount to many thousands, and are found,

not only in every county, but in every parish

in the kingdom. 'Alt' is more in use in the

Highland topography than
' Burn. ' The word

' Burn' is used to signify fresh water, it is
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never applied to salt water, whereas
'

uisge' is

generally so. When asking for a drink of

water in Gaelic, it is,
* Thoir dhomh deoch

bhuirn ; that is,
' Give me a drink of water.'

The writer will now furnish the reader with

examples of the prefix Allt.

There is a stream in the county of Had-

dington called
' Garvald' but that is not the

only place where it appears ; the very same

name occurs also in the four counties of Argyle,

Dumfries, Lanark, and Peebles, and is applied
to streams. It is from the Gaelic '

GarbTi allt'

pronounced Garvallt), and means, in the lan-

guage of the Highlanders,
'
the rough stream.'

[n Braemar, Aberdeenshire, there is the well

mown and romantic stream called
* Garbh-

illt.' This name is most clear proof that the

^resent language of the Highlanders was that

f the Caledonians, who bestowed the same

name upon these many different streams in the

south of Scotland as well as the north, as it is

:he same in meaning now as when given up-
wards of two thousand years ago. A stream

named the '

Garbh-allt' is in the island of

talonsay. There is a stream called the

Garve' and occurs in Ross-shire ; it is also

from Garbh: In Perthshire there is the

Garbh-uisg ;

'

that is,
'

the rough water.' In
L
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the county of Sutherland there is an '

Alltan-

fearn,' meaning the stream of
'

the Alder tree!

In the same county there is a ' Lochfearn.'
This name is also found in an ancient barony
called Fearna, and Fearnan in English, that

belonged to the Robertsons of Strowan for

many ages ; it is situated on the banks of

Loch Tay, along which it extends two or three

miles. This property was sold by Govern-

ment to the Earl of Breadalbane after the

unfortunate civil war of last century, the

Strowan estates being then forfeited. In this

barony we find the names of
'

Lag-fearn,'
'

the hollow of the Aider tree;' and '

Sron-

fearn,
'
the Alder tree point,' occurring in it.

In the county of Caithness there is ar

Alltan-a-chait,' which means 'the stream ofthi

wild cat.' These animals are now nearly

everywhere extinct; the names of streai

mountains, and ridges derived from them

numerous in the Highlands ; they and

wild dogs must probably have been, next

the wolves, the most destructive of the

animals in Caledonia. In the county of Eos

there is an '

Allt-nam-broc,' or
'

the stream o

the badger.' In the county of Nairn there i

'

Altanarie,' and in Atholl, Perthshire, ther

is the same in Gaelic,
'

Alltan-airidh,' bot

1
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meaning
'
the stream of the shealing.' This

name '

shealing' is the English one, for the

high summer pasturage places in the High-

lands, and where the families in very ancient

times removed to from the lower grounds.

I

There is a stream in the county of Sutherland

called in English
'

Alltnagawn,' but is in

Gaelic 'Allt-nan-gamhna,'which is from 'Allt,'

r a stream,' and 'gamhna'
'

calves;' so named,
no doubt, because young calves, when sepa-

rated from their mothers, were wont to be

! pastured there. Its banks is the site, accord-

ling to tradition, of a severe battle between

he clan Gunn and the Caithness men, that

,ook place about the year 1480, and in which

he latter, by treachery, overcame the former,

he agreement having been made to meet

at this spot and decide their disputes in a

contest of twelve horses and their riders.

The Gunns arrived first, shortly they saw the

nen of
'

Caith,' that is of Caithness, approach-

ng, but with^wo riders to each horse. The

Gunns, notwithstanding, did not retire,though
the odds were too great, and they were de-

feated. A son, however, of the chief of the

clan Gunn, to revenge his father's death,

shot the leader of the Caith men the same

night, while he was partaking of a feast
;
and
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at the time when he shot the arrow, said ir

Gaelic,
'

lomachar, na Guinach gu Caith;

that is,
' Gunn's compliments to Caith.' 1

In the county of Elgin is a stream called

'

Aulderg,' also an Allt-ruadh.' In Blair-

Atholl parish, Perthshire, there is an '

Allt-

an-dearg,' and in Argyleshire there is a stream

called the ' Deargan,' all from the Gaelic
*

Dearg,' meaning
' red stream,' which gene-

rally arises from the white stones and pebbles

of the channel being tinged with a red colour,

probably from the water being impregnated
with iron. In the counties ofRenfrew and For-

far there is an '

Auldbar,' derived from '

Allt-

barr,' signifying
'

the stream at the point.
'

Aldivalloch' is found in the county of Aber-

deen, also in Atholl, Perthshire, and comesfron
'

Allt-a-bhealaich,' which means '

the strean

of the opening or pass.' The English pronun-

ciation of this stream is very near indeed t(

the Gaelic, notwithstanding the great differ

ence of spelling. This name is well known

from a song set to a very sweet Scotch air

caUed '

Eoy's Wife of Aldivalloch.' Tb
' Aldourie

'

is in the counties of Invernes

and Aberdeen. It is a duplicate, bein;

1 The Gaelic is even more expressive, as it bears the sens

of ' This goes, bearing Gunn's compliments,' etc.
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'

Allt-dur,' that is,
'
the water stream.' In

the counties of Cromarty and Ross there is

the '

Alness,' derived from '

Allt-an-eas,'

signifying
'

the stream of the waterfall.' The
'

Alltsigh
'

is in the county of Inverness, and

comes from '

Allt-suidh,'
1

being 'the stream

of resting or sitting.' It was the scene of a

great clan battle, in the year 1603, between

the M'Kenzies and Macdonalds of Glengarry.
The latter attacked the former while in a

hurch called
'

Killchrist/ and set fire to it
;

ut the M'Kenzies fully revenged their clans-

en, as subsequently almost every one of the

acdonalds were overtaken and killed by
hem. In Atholl, Perthshire, there is an

Alltclune,' and in the counties of Kincardine

d Aberdeen there is the '

Cluny,' derived

rom '

Allt-cluaine,' or
'

cluanaidh,' which

eans '

the stream of the good pasture.' In

tholl, Perthshire, there is the '

Alltnaba;'

the county of Ross there is the
*

AultbeaJ
th being from '

Allt-na-ba,' meaning
'

the

tream of the cows or cattle.' In the island of

.ull there is a stream called the '

BaJ that

3 also
'

the cow's stream.'
1

Auldcambus' is in the county of Berwick.

t is the site of a very ancient church, but is

1 The letters dh are mute.
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now in the parish of Cockburnspath. Even

Chalmers admits that Auldcambus is of Gaelic

derivation. It is from 'Allt-Camus,' that being
*
the stream of the bay,' and which is a truth-

ful description, as it falls into a bay of the

sea. In the county of Sutherland there is

the '

Alltanagealgach,' from the words 'Allt-

an-na-gealagach,' which means '
the stream

abounding in the salmon trout.' In the

county of Dumbarton, and in Atholl, Perth-

shire, there is an (

Alltmore,' from '

Allt-mor'

meaning
'

the large stream.' In the eight

counties of Ayr, Berwick, Roxburgh, Dum-

fries, Stirling, Renfrew, Wigtown, and Aber-

deen, there is a stream called in English the
' Allton' which is the exact pronunciation of

' Alltan' the diminutive of Alt, and means
*
the small stream.'

' Alltnaharra
'

is in the

county of Sutherland, and comes from '
Allt-

na-charra' which signifies
*

the stream of the

stone pillar or monument.' '

Altyre
'

is found

in two counties, those of Inverness and Moray,
and comes from the Gaelic

'

Allt-tir,' which

signifies
'

the stream of the land or region.'
(

Alltnaguish
'

is in the county of Inverness,

and '

Aultnguisach,' in the county of Aber-

deen. This last one appears very often

the Queen's
'

Journal.' Both are derived froi
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6

Allt-na-guithais' or 'the stream ofthefir tree,'

and 'Allt-na-guithasaich
'

(contracted guisaich),
which is

'

the stream of thefir wood.
3

In the county of Aberdeen, and on the

way from Castletown of Braemar to Rothie-

murchus, Inverness-shire, the road goes for

ten miles alongside of a stream called the
' Alltdruidh' which means '

the Druid's

stream.' Here is another topographical proof

respecting the Druids, ofwhom we find notices

throughout the whole of Scotland, and how

strongly such names establish the vast anti-

quity of the Gaelic topography. In Glenlyon,

Perthshire, there is a stream with a very

singular name : it is called the 'Alltandaghob*
that is,

'

Alltan-da-ghob,' meaning
'

the stream

of the two beaks ,'
and arises from two streams

coming from two points of land and then

joining. The ' Aldie is found in the counties

of Aberdeen, Perth, Stirling, and Kinross.

At this last, the stream has its source at an

extensive moss, and which probably is the

natural cause of the whole of these streams

obtaining their designation of ' Allt-du'

which means '
the dark stream.' At the

Kinross-shire
'

Aldie,' there is a fine old

castle, which for many ages gave the title to

the ancient family of the Mercers of Aldie and
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Meiklour. The * A lltdavie
'

is in Glenfernate,

Perthshire, and is from the obsolete word 'Abh'

(pronounced av); thus the (

Allt-da-dbh, which

signifies
'

the stream of the two waters.' This

name is very descriptive, as two small streams

descend from the mountain, called in English
'

Benavurich,' and after being united, receive

the above name. The '

Glasalt
'

is in the

county of Aberdeen. It is very frequently

mentioned in the Queen's
'

Journal.' It derives

from 'Glas-allt,' that meaning 'the greystream.
1

* Cumbernauld
'

is in the county of Dum-
barton. Its etymology is from x' Comar,' an

n^i '< obsolete Gaelic word, which signifies
( a con-

fluence,'
and the plural word '

uilt,' meaning
.

*

streams,' whereby we obtain the compound
term (

Comar-n'-uilt,' signifying in English
'

the confluence of the streams,' which is very

truthful, as several streams unite at Cumber-

nauld. The value of ascertaining the signifi-

cation of the vast number of obsolete words,

which abound in the Gaelic topography of

Scotland, is very great, as otherwise it would

be almost impossible to discover what mean-

ing had been intended. They also prcn

the high antiquity of the names. Th(
'

Alltchonich' is in Atholl, Perthshire, and als

in Argyleshire, derived from (

Allt-choinneach,'
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which signifies
'

the stream of assembling or

meeting' The stream called the 'Auldcathie'

is in the county of Linlithgow. It is very
remarkable how the names of rivers and

streams retain the original language of the

people who first gave them, even though a

different race occupy the country. Thus, to

the south of the two Firths of Clyde and

Forth, the Gaelic has not been the spoken

language for upwards of one thousand three

hundred years, yet the Gaelic names existing

in that extensive region are still easy to be

recognised and proved as the same Gaelic as

now spoken by the Highlanders of Scot-

land, demonstrating that they must speak
the same language as did those who gave
the names. The * Auldcathie

'

appears

evidently to be from '

Allt-catha,' meaning
'the stream of the battle-field ;' no doubt of

some very remote, and probably pre-historic

period. The small stream called the
fFillan

'

is in Perthshire. It is from '

Foil-an,' mean-

ing
'

the slow river.' 1 The (

Alltgirnaig' is

in Atholl, Perthshire; rises in the Benagloe

mountains, and gives name to a glen called

lengirnaig, and then falls into the river

1 This name was given, no doubt, many centuries before

St Fillan existed.
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Garry. It is from '

Allt-giornag? or '

the

gurgling stream.' In the counties of Ross

and Nairn there is a stream called the

'Auldearn,' derived from 'Alltfeam,'
'

the

stream of the alder tree.' The place in the

last-named, county was the site of very
ancient battles, also of a more modern one.

In the year A.D. 900, as we learn from the

Annals of Ulster, King Donald II. was killed

there in a battle with the army of the men

of Moray, whom he was endeavouring to

bring into greater subjection, the northern

Gael objecting to the foreign Irish rulers.

Again, at almost the same spot on the

Auldearn, the Annals of Ulster inform us

that in the year A.D. 954, King Malcolm I,

son of King Donald II., was slain there.

But this place, in more modern times, became

the scene of one of the battles of the cele-

brated Montrose, he having gained here a

great victory over the Covenanters. They
had been very considerably reinforced, and

marched down on the Royalist army, think-

ing easily to overcome them. The battle

was fought on the 9th May 1645. Montrose's

army was almost altogether composed

Highlanders, and of whom the Atholl m<

were a large body. They were complel
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victorious. The total of the numbers engaged
amounted to upwards of 8000 men.

With regard to the name 'Burn? for a

stream, as already stated, it is found all over

Scotland. It means *

water/ but never

proper to apply it to rain, or rain water. In

the southern counties it is very often com-

bined with English words, as in Burnhead,

Burnside, Burnfoot, etc. To all Scotchmen

none can hardly have more interest than the

name of Bannockburn.

4 Dread Bannockburn ! to Scots the dearest boast,

Of fields most fatal to an English host
;

Where Bruce claimed freedom, or a glorious grave.

Nor victory could desert a band so brave
;

And Norman Edward saw his standards fall,

Like Rome's proud trophies on the Roman wall.'

Extracted from a poem called the Clyde,

composed by a Mr John Wilson, who pub-
lished it first in 1764. It was reprinted at

Edinburgh in 1803, along with some others.

The third of the above lines has very evi-

dently been followed by 'Burns,' in his
'

Scots wha hae.
}

The place named ' Ban-

nockburn
'

lies in the county of Stirling, and

is, to a single letter, in the present Gaelic lan-

guage, namely,
'

Ban-chnoc-burn,' and signi-

fies,
'

the burn or stream of the white knoll.'
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The ' Torrburn
'

appears in the counties

of Lanark and Renfrew, and twice in the

county of Banff. The meaning is from the

Gaelic
'

Torr,' signifying
' a conical hill' In

the county of Fife there is a (

Burntuire,' or
'

the burn of the wild boar.'

A very ancient heathen deity of the Cale-

donian Gael, was called 'Annat
'

(or Andate),
and is often named in the Gaelic topography
of Scotland, and has come down to the

present time. We find a stream called the
(Annat water, or burn,' in the parish of

Kilmadock, county of Perth
;

also in Ban-

noch, there is a place called
'

Annaty,' and

in the same county (Perth), in the parish of

Scone, there is a stream called the '

Annaty
burn ;

'

also, on the river Beauly, Inverness-

shire, and in Fifeshire, there is a place called
'

Annat.' It is undoubted that all these

localities must have received their names

from the Caledonian Gael long prior to th<

Christian era, and, certainly, long ere thej

had reached and peopled the remote islan(

of Skye, and raised the upright stone t]

now exists there (and will be noti(

again), called by the Highlanders
'

Clach-na-

h'-Annait,'' or '

the stone of Annat.'

In the county of Ayr there is
'

Hurnoch,'
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which is from 'Burn-ach' (achadh contracted,

meaning
'
the field of the burn.' In Strath-

clyde, Lanark, we find
'

Auchter&wm,' from
'

Uachdar-burn, that meaning,
'

the upper
burn.

1 '

BurnaunJ in Ayrshire, is from
lBurn-auin (abhuinn contracted), meaning,
'

the river burn.' Burnbane, near to Dun-

keld, Perthshire, is from ' Burn-ban' that is,

'

the clear water or

As before intimated, positive and clear

proof will now be given to the reader, how
untrue is the assertion of the '

Kymric
Element' writer, stating that the district of

Strathclyde is 'purely KymricJ
l

First,

then, to be mentioned, is that the Gaelic

names of places are so numerous in Strath-

clyde, that the author would only very need-

lessly cumber this work to name all that exist,

but examples under different Gaelic prefixes,

to be given, will at once convince the impartial

reader. The names begin at the source of

the Clyde, and follow its near neighbour-

hood, ending with Greenock. In the first

1 See page 320.
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place, the streams that fall into the Clyde
are all Gaelic. There are three named

Douglas.; there is also the Nethan; and the

largest tributary of Strathclyde is the Aven.

There are three Calders, and the Kelvin, and

two Carts. The Gaelic etymology of all

these rivers has been given in the last chap-

ter, and their pages in the index. They are

not Welsh. Of the prefix
'

Ard,' we find it

in
'

Ardintiimy,' from '

Ard-an-tiene,'
'

the-

height of the fire' Aird, as in Airdrie, from
'

Ard-righ,'
f

the Icing's height.' Auchter, in
'

Auchterburn,' 'the upper burn or water.'

'Avon/ from Abhuinn, 'a river,' appears in

the valley of
'

Strathavew-.' 'Burn,' in 'Craig

burn,' from *

Creag-burn,' or
'
the burn at the

rock.' 'Car,' as in '

Carfin,' from ' Car-

fionn,'
'
the white or fair-looking curve or

bend.' This example is very descriptive. The

Calder here makes a considerable bend or

curve, very close to the river Clyde. Craig
we find in

'

Craignethan,' from (

Creag-

Nethan,
9

or
f

the rock on the river Neithe'

Cut, in Culter, a parish at the head of Strath-

clyde, from the Gaelic '

Cul-tir,'
l

the

lying country or region.' This is very trut]

When this place got its name it must hai

been a most desolate waste place.
'

Cam,
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in Carn-broe, from '

Carn-bro,'
'

the cham-

pion's cairn
'

the last word now obsolete.

Dal is found in
'

Dalbeth,' from '

Dail-beith,'
(

the birch tree field.
1 Dun appears in Dun-

glas, from '

Dun-ghlais,' 'the grey fort.'

One of the most striking features in the

whole district of Strathclyde is the falls of

the river Clyde. Here, if anywhere, we ought,
for such a prominent natural object, to have a

Welsh designation, ifthere was the very slight-
est truth in the statements of the '

Kymric
Element' writer ; but what is the fact, the

name is from pure Gaelic, being called in C s^^u*

English
'

Corrie-linn,' that being the pronun- <K *"-

ciation, and a slight corruption of the Gaelic t\**

1

Coire-linne,' meaning
'

the ravine of the ca-

taract.' This example, even if there had been

no other, is sufficient to refute the nonsense

of the Eev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan calling

the district of Strathclyde 'purely Kymric!!'
It will be evident to the intelligent reader,

that this important proof establishes that it

is impossible a Kymric race could have been

the first inhabitants of Strathclyde. Also,

taking into consideration the other additional

fact, that there is an ' Inver
3

on the banks of

the Clyde, proving, along with the foregoing,
that it was a Gaelic speaking race who had
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lived within the district, and named the

places which have been already, and are still

to be given.

Drum is in Drumbog, from '

Druim-bog'
'

the soft ridge.' Glas in Glasgow, from
' Glomhasl-du ;' that is, 'the dark ravine'

Lan in Lanark (old spelling Lanrik), from
1

Lann-larigS
(
the enclosed fine pasture!

Inver is found in the parish of Hamilton,

where the river Avon or Aven, falls into the

Clyde. This is as clear a refutation to the

pretended assertions of Dr Thomas M'Lauch-

lan, that Strathclyde is 'purely Kymric' as

can possibly be conceived, being on the river

Clyde, and in the very centre of the district.

The lakes are all called Lochs. Mach is found

in Machan, from the Gaelic
'

Magh-an,'
'

the

field or plain at the river.' Pol appears in

Polmaddy, from '

Poll-madah,'
'
the wolf's

pool.' Strath is in
'

Strath&ven.,' etc.

Here, then, we find the whole district of

Strathclyde filled with Gaelic names ofpL

or, to use Dr M'Lauchlan's own phrase,
'

th<

crop up everywhere.' There has been give

no less than eighteen different Gaelic prefix*

with examples to each of them. What a d<

parture from truth and fact, to call a distric

1 The letters mh mute.
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under such circumstances 'purely Kymric //'

It is a deception on the public thus to assert,

as if every name to be found in it was pure
Welsh; yet this is what the writer of the
'

Kymric Element' has done. Had he said

that Strathclyde was purely Gaelic, he cer-

tainly would have been nearer the truth, as

Welsh names of places seem to be nowhere.



CHAPTER VI.

i

HE number of river names in Eng-
land identical with those of Gaelic

origin in Scotland, is a very in-

teresting fact, because it gives a

clear proof of the Gael having been the pri-

mitive inhabitants of England, and that it

was that race who unquestionably gave those

river names. There are no lofty mountains in

England, else, no doubt, many a ' Ben ' would

have appeared ;
but still the writer will give

such information on the subject of English

rivers, which he hopes may prove interesting

to those who live on both sides of the Tweed.

In Scotland, as mentioned in the last

chapter, there are seven rivers named Avon.

In England there are four rivers called Avon,

and one Evan, which is the pronunciation of

the Gaelic word '

Abhuinn,' and means 'a

river.' These names must have been give

in both countries, by a people speaking
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same language as the Highlanders of Scotland

now do, as it is still their word for
' a river ;'

also the ' Aune ' of Devon, is a contraction of

Abhuinn, and so is the * Ehen ' of Cumber-

land. In Yorkshire there is a river
'

Esk.'

In Cumberland there are two rivers called

'Esk;' and the ' Eskle' is in Hereford. In

Scotland the same name (the Esk) appears in

eight counties. This designation comes from

the Gaelic word '

Uisg' or
'

Uisge' meaning
1

water.' There are also the two rivers called

'Exe' of Devon. The ' Usk 9 of Wales, the
' Ouse

'

of Yorkshire, the two '

Ouses
'

of

Norfolk, and the ' Axe ' of Somerset, are all

from the same Gaelic word. In Yorkshire

there is a river
'

Leven,
9 and another of the

same name in Lancashire. These are, of

course, identical with the Scotch ' Levens'

derived from the Gaelic
'

Liath-abhuinn,' and

pronounced
'

Leea-aven,' whence comes Leven

contracted, and means '
the grey or misty

river? In Lancashire there is a '

Douglas
'

river, identical with the Scotch river called
'

Douglas,' from '

Du-glas,' or
'

the dark-grey
river.'

In Yorkshire there is the '

Don,' which is

the very same name as the Don of Aberdeen-

shire; and so also in Yorkshire is the ' Dim '
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with the ' Doun '

of Ayrshire. The first-

named (the Don) is derived either from
(

Domhain,'
1 that is,

'

the deep river,' or from

Du-an (abhuinn contracted),
'

the dark river.'

In Yorkshire there is a ' Colder
'

river, of

which there are very many in Scotland, and

derived from the Gaelic '

Coilledur,' which

means '
the wooded river/ The ' Ure' in

Yorkshire, and the ' Ore
'

of Suffolk, is the

same as the ' Ure ' and ' Ore
'

rivers of Scot-

land, whose etymology is from the Gaelic
'

Oir,' and means the river
'

that flows by the

edge or margin' In Yorkshire there is also

the '

Aire;' on it is Leeds. This river name

is in the old spelling for the river
*

Ayr
'

of

Scotland. The Gaelic words whence they
both come is from the simple primitive word

for 'water,' which was represented by the

single letter 'A,' and pronounced broad lik(

the English word
'

Awe,
9 and to this is joine

another Gaelic word 'reidh' 2
(pronoun*

the same as the English word 'ray,
9

)
am

means 'smooth;
9 therefore 'A-reidh' signifi*

'

the smooth water.' In Northumberland thei

is the '

Tyne
'

river, which is the same as th<

'

Tyne
'

of Haddington, from the Gaelic words

1 The letters mh are mute.
2 The letters dh are mute.
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'Teth l-an' (pronounced
'

Tay-an,') and mean-

ing
'

the warm river.' The rivers
'

Teane,'

and the
'

Teign
' of Devonshire, appear to

have the same etymology. The river 'Aide'

of Suffolk, is unquestionably identical with

the
' Aldie 9 of Scotland, where there are four

streams so called, derived from the words
'

Allt-du,' which signifies
'

the dark stream.'

The small rivers called the '

Ock,' in Berk-

shire, and the
' Oke

'

of Devonshire, are, no

doubt, from the obsolete Gaelic word '

Oich,'

which means '

the water.'

In Cumberland there is a river called the
'

Eden,' on which is Carlisle. There are

several rivers named f Eden '

in Scotland.

The ancient spelling is
'

Edan,' which ap-

proaches nearer to the Gaelic, whence it is

derived, namely 'Eudan,' meaning 'thefront

river,
9

probably from being conspicuous.
' Eudan '

means also
'

the face.' That would

arise from a river running along the edge or

slope of a ridge. Mr Fergusson
2
errs in bring-

ing the ' Eden '

from the Welsh. The '

Dow,'
of Yorkshire, is most evidently of Gaelic

origin, from '

Du,' or
'

Dubh,'* meaning

1 The letters th are mute.
2 In his ' River Names,' page 35.

3 The letters bh are mute.
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' dark or black.' The surname of
'

Dow/ in

Scotland, is always pronounced
' Du.' The

'Arun,' of Sussex, is from the obsolete Gaelic

word '

Ar,'
'

slow,
1

and the contraction 'An,'
' a river,' thereby 'Ar-an,' or

'

the slow

river.'

The rivers called the 'Rea,' in Worcester,

and the '

Wrey,' of Devonshire, is almost

the exact pronunciation of the Gaelic 'Heidk*

meaning
(

the smooth river.' The 'Lee,'

of Cheshire, is apparently from 'Liath' 1

(pronounced Leea), and signifies
'
the grey

river,' very similar to the Levens of England
and Scotland. The '

Leen,' of Nottingham,
seems to have the same origin, with the

addition of the contraction 'An' (for Abhuinn,

a river) ; thus, it is
*

Liath-an,' and is also

'

the grey river' The river
'

Lidden,' of

Worcester, was anciently spelled
'

Leden,'

and therefore appears to be derived froi

'

Leud-an,' or
'
the broad river.' The 'Nar,'

of Norfolk, seems, no doubt, to come froi

the Gaelic
' Near' (a contraction of 'An-ear'),

and meaning
'

the east-flowing river' The

Nore, a part of the estuary of the Thames,

appears related to this word.

There are in England no less than six

1 The letters th are mute.
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different rivers called the '
Stour.' In

Ptolomey's Geography of the year A.D. 120,

the name is given as
*

Sturius.' This desig-

nation clearly shows a Gaelic etymology, as

when the termination of the word is removed,

Stur(ius) remains, being from the Gaelic
'

Sturr,' meaning
'

Rough,'
'
uneven.' And

this is applicable to all these rivers in some

parts of their course, but particularly so to

the
'

Stour,' which rises in the most northerly

point of Dorsetshire, passes into Hampshire,
and flows into the river Avon, at Christ-

church. That river name being unquestion-

ably Gaelic, it is impossible to deny but that

it was the same people who gave both rivers

their designations. From the Gaelic word
' Car

'

or Char
'

(aspirated), meaning
' a bend

or curve,' we have the etymology of three

English rivers, namely, the f Char
'

of Dorset,

the '

Chor,' Lancashire, and the lKerr '

of

Middlesex.

The 'Nene,' in the county of Northampton,

appears a corruption from the name of the

Celtic god of the waters, called Neithe ; the
'

Nid,' of Yorkshire, seems also corrupted
from the same source, and was therefore
1

Neith' anciently, as was the Scotch river
:

Nith.' In Glamorgan, Wales, there is a
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river called the 'Neath,' which is clearly from
'

Neithe,' the Celtic heathen god of rivers,

etc. etc. The 'Anker,' of Leicestershire, is

clearly from the Gaelic 'An-Ciar,' which

signifies the *

the dun or russet-coloured river.
1

The '

Duddon,' of Westmoreland, appears to

be from '

Dubh-an,' that is,
'

the dark river.'

The 'Alt,' of Lancashire, is identical with the

Allts of Scotland. 'Allt,' in Gaelic, means 'a

stream,' and ' Alltan' is the diminutive,

meaning a smaller stream. The '

Gelt,' of

Cumberland, appears plainly to be a contrac-

tion of the words '

Geal-allt,' or
*

the white or

fair stream.' In Scotland there are several

rivers named the '

Geldie,' and '

Gelly' which

have the same meaning. The ' Conder
'

is in

Lancashire, derived from '

Caoin-dur,' mean-

ing
'

the gentle river.' The (

Bere,' of Dorset,

is the exact pronunciation of the ancient

Gaelic word,
*

Bior,' which signifies
'

water.'

It is very remarkable the affinity of the

Gaelic to other Eastern languages; thus

'Beer,' in Hebrew, also means '

water;' and,

in Arabic,
( Bir' is 'water.' The '

Ver,' of

Herefordshire, is evidently the aspirated form

of the Gaelic *

bhir,' which occurs all over

Scotland in
' InverJ Mr Fergusson, in his

work on 'River Names/ clearly errs
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making the derivation of the name of
' Dover'

to come from a stream called
i Duburis.' Its

etymology is correctly traced to the Gaelic

language, being from the ancient word,
'

Dobhair,' which means '

the border of a

country.
1

Nothing can be more truthful and

correct. The letters bh in this Gaelic word

are sounded as v in English. The pronun-
ciation is exactly the same as

'

Dover.' For

the Gaelic term itself, see the Dictionary of

the Highland Society of Scotland, under the

word ' Dobhaidh.'

The '

He,' of Somerset, seems to be of

quite the same derivation as the Scotch
'

Isla,' which was anciently written '

He,'

and is from the Gaelic
'

losol,' and means
'

the low or fiat-flowing river.
1

In France

there is a river called the '

Isole;' and in

Spam an '

Esla.' The '

Cam? of Cambridge,
is identical with the Gaelic

'

Cam,' meaning
"'

winding or curved river.' The '

Cann? of

Essex
; the '

Ken,' of Westmoreland ;
and

the
'

Kennel of Devonshire, are all from
'

Ceann,' meaning
'

head,' or
f

extremity.'

There is a river
' Ken '

in Kirkcudbright,
Scotland. The '

Cover,' of Yorkshire, is from

the Gaelic word,
'

Cobhar,'
1 or

'

the frothy
1 The bh has the same pronunciation as v.
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river.' That fine English river, the 'Severn],

is, no doubt, derived from the Gaelic,

namely,
'

Seimh-bhurn,' and meaning
'

the

gentle or tranquil-flowing river.
9 In the

above first word, the letters mh are pro-

nounced the same as v in English, so also is

the bh in the next word
; thus, the two

together, though they look so very different

to the name of this river, are in fact very-

close to it, the pronunciation being as if

written '

Save-vourn] which, after the course of

many ages, is not very differently represented

by the word Severn. There are two different

rivers, both called the '

Colne,' in the counties

of Essex and Gloucester, which comes from
'

Caol-an? and signifies
'

the narrow river.'

The river 'Cole,' of Warwick, and the 'Coly,'

of Devon, have their derivations from the

same Gaelic words. The whole of the small

streams in England cailed 'Bourne,' are from

'Burn,' 'water.'

The writer ventures to think that when

the subject of the vast number of English

river names, which has now been given, is

maturely weighed and considered, it becomes

impossible to deny that it was the race of

the Gael who gave these names, and that

they, and not the Cimbri or Welsh, were
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first inhabitants of Britain, and they are truly

'the ancient Britons/ and not the Welsh.

The evidence is so clear from the English
rivers being in many cases identical with the

Scotch ; therefore, with submission, it is con-

tended, from these proved similar instances,

that it must have been the same people who

gave the river names of both countries, and

which people are now represented by the

{j-ael or Highlanders of Scotland, the de-

scendants and representatives of the valiant

Caledonians, and still speaking the same lan-

guage they did.



CHAPTER VII.

K
HERE is in the list of prefixes

be next treated of, that of the

English
'

Bal' and '

Bel/ from the

Gaelic ' Bailed It means not only

a town or village, but also a farm, home, or

dwelling ; it is of course therefore very fre-

quent in Gaelic topography. It is calculated

there are upwards of two thousand places in

Scotland and the islands which bear this pre-

fix. In the county of Perth alone there are

nearly three hundred. It is found in the ex-

treme south counties of Berwick, Wigtown,

Kirkcudbright, and Dumfries, and all others

to the north of them, up to Sutherland,

eluded. The name of '

Balnagowan,
1

Balgowan? appears in the map of five coi

ties, namely, Wigtown, Aberdeen, Perth,

verness, and Ross. It is also in the isles o

Skye and Mull, and is derived from the Gaeli<

'

Baile-ghobhainn,' which signifies
'

the black

smith's town;'
'

Balgonie in Fife and Perth
'

BalgoneJ in Aberdeen and Haddington

I
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'

Balgownie in Forfar, Aberdeen, and Perth,

are all from the same, and is therefore the

reason it is found in so many different parts

of Scotland. The blacksmith being of course

a very important personage in the remote

ages of the Caledonian Gael, particularly in

making their arms, the swords, dirks, etc.,

stc., with which the Romans under Agricola,

n thefirst century, found them fully provided.

In the above Gaelic word,
'

gobhainn* the

etters bh are not sounded, whereby the Eng-
ish pronunciation approximates very nearly
the Gaelic.

In the parish of Little Dunkeld, county
f Perth, there appears a hamlet, called in

lish
'

Balnaguard,' but the spelling in

.cient writings is BalnaAmrc?, which is nearly
he pronunciation for the proper Gaelic for

name '

Baile-nan-ceard? or
'

the tinker or

ith's town.' In the parish of Blair Atholl,

'erthshire, there is a '

Dalnacardoch,' which

from '

Dail-na-ceardach' or
'

thefield of the

ithy orforge .' The surnames of
' Gow' and

Caird' are both evidently derived from the

lie words, signifying a blacksmith.

Ballindalloch' occurs in the five counties

f Fife, Perth, Stirling, Lanark, and Banff

which last there is an ancient castle) ; it
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is from the Gaelic words '

Baile-na-dalach,' or

1
the town of ihefieldj and which is identical

in meaning with Ballynach, in the county of

Kinross, from
'

Bail-an-achai.'
' Balmeanacti

occurs in the counties of Argyle, Inverness,

Ayr, and Perth ;
in the latter at least ten or

j

fifteen times ;
also in the Isle of Mull, and

from (

Baile-meadhon,' which means '

the

middle town.
1

In the county of Elgin there

is a '

Ballantomb;' and in Monteith, Perth-

shire, there is a '

Balintuim;' and in Atholl,

in the same county,
* Balintuim' occurs no

less than four times. These are all from
'

Bail-an-tuim? meaning
'

the town of the knoll.'
|

The following examples are from places

south of the Forth and Clyde, where the

Gaelic language has ceased to prevail as the

spoken tongue of the inhabitants for the long

period of upwards of one thousand three hun-

dred years, and yet they are as clearly derived

from the present language of the Highlanders
as any others in Scotland. They are not

more corrupted than vast numbers of names

that appear in the map of the country where

Gaelic is now the prevailing language. In

both of the counties of Haddington and Lin-

lithgow, there is a place named
'

Ballencrief' \

which is also common to the Highlands, and i
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is from
'

Baile-na-craoibhe,' meaning
'

the town

of the trees.
1

In Ayrshire, and also in Ross-

shire, there is
'

Balantrae,' derived from the

Gaelic
'

Bail-an-traigh,' or
'

Baile-na-traighJ

meaning
'

the town on the shore,' which is very

descriptive of it ; the pronunciation of the

Gaelic name is very nearly as written in Eng-
lish. There is a '

Balgrie' in Fifeshire, and a
'

Balgray' in the four counties of Ayr, Dum-

fries, Lanark, and Forfar; its etymology is

from the Gaelic
'

Baile-na-greigh,'
1

meaning
*

the town of the flock,' such as of sheep or

goats. The English is very near the Gaelic

pronunciation.
1

Belcraig,' which is in the county ofDum-

fries, and '

Balnacraig' in Aberdeenshire,

and Balnacraig, which often appears in Perth-

shire, are all derived from 'Bail-na-craige,'
'

the town of the rock'
'

Balfour,' in Fifeshire,

Aberdeen, and Forfar, is from '

Baile-fuar,' or
'

the cold town.' The English word is very

nearly the Gaelic pronunciation. The sur-

name of '

Balfour' is very evidently from the

Gaelic.
'

Ballater,' in the counties of Kincar-

dine and Aberdeen, is derived from ' Baile-

na-leitir,' meaning
(

the town near the slope of

1 The Latin, borrowed from this Gaelic word, that of

^
1

'gregis^ for a flock.
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the hill, and which is very applicable indeed

to the Aberdeenshire one.
'

BalnaJdel,' in the

counties of Sutherland and Argyle, is from
'

Baile-na-cille,'
'

the town of the cemetery or

burial place.'
'

Balnakilly' in Atholl, Perth-

shire, is from '
Baile-na-coille' or

'

the town of

the wood' This last named locality is an ex-

ample of the changes in the face of nature

since these ancient designations were given;

the original wood on account of which the last

place received its name having disappeared

ages ago. In the Monteith district, Perth-

shire, there is a '

Ballinluig ;' and in Atholl,

in the same county,
'

Ballinluig' occurs no

less than four times ;
it is derived from the

Gaelic
'

Bail-an-luig,' meaning
'

the town of

the hollow.
}

This name is very descriptive in

every case.

A name now become very familiar through-

out all Britain, must not be forgotten, namely,

that of 'Balmoral,' in.Aberdeenshire. Its Gaelic

etymology is from '

J3aile-morail,' and which

signifies
'

the magnificent or majestic town ;'

and it is extremely singular that so very ap-

propriate a designation for our sovereign's

Highland palace should have happened. The

proper pronunciation in English is precisely

that of the Gaelic, there not being, as often
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used by our southern fellow-countrymen, any
difference in the length of the syllables. In

Balmoral the final
' aV is not pronounced

longer than the two first. It is worthy of

remark, to consider what great changes have

happened in the space of little more than one

century. In the year 1745 there was, in one

of the regiments of Prince Charles' army, a

company ofHighlanders called
'

the Balmoral
'

iFarquharson's (the property had long been in

possession of a branch of that name, descended

from the Inverey family), but now our so-

jvereign is often residing at the very same

spot, whence the native Gael went forth, only
last century, to risk their lives against Her

ajesty's forefathers, and yet now, in all her

dominions, she has not more loyal, peaceable,
r affectionate subjects, than the Highlanders.

'

Balblair' appears in no less than four

ounties, namely, those of Nairn, Cromarty,

nverness, and Hoss. It is from '

JSaile-blair,'

hich signifies
'

the town of the plain.'
( Bal-

ay is in the counties of Forfar and Perth,
d '

Balgie
' in those of Boss and Stirling,

th appear to be from the Gaelic '

Baile-

aoith,'
1

meaning
'

the windy town.'
(

Balhary,'
>

erthshire, is from '

Baile-na-tiairidh^ or

1 The letters th mute. 2 The letters dh mute.

N
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'

the town of the shealing.' The places called
'

shealings' were the high upper pasture

grounds, used and resided on by the Hig
landers, with their families, flocks, and he

during the summer months, after having sow<

the corn fields in the low grounds.
'

Bal-

greggan in Wigtown,
'

Balgregie in Fife

also
(

Balachraggan,' in the counties of Stir-

ling, Perth, and Inverness, are all from (Bai

chreagain,' which signifies
'

the town of t

small rock'
'

Ballichulish,' in Argyle, now

become well known in this century from its

slate quarries, is from '

Bail-a-chaolais,' that

meaning
'

the town of the ferry or strait?

'

Bellaty,' in Forfar, and '

Ballathie,' Perth-

shire, appear to be both from '

Bail-aite,' or

1

the pleasant or joyful town.' The English

corrupted names of
' Balmore' and 'Bailie-

more,' are very numerous, being found in six

different counties in one of these spellings,

namely, in the counties of Argyle, Inverness,

Elgin, Perth, Stirling, and Ayr. There is

also
' Bellmore' in Dumbarton. All these

places so named are from '

Baile-mor,
}

which

means f
the large town.'

c

Balquhidder,' a small village, and also a

parish in Perthshire, is derived from '
Baile-

chul-tir,' meaning
'

the town of the back-lying
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country? which, when it first received its

name, must have been a most truthful de-

scription of it. The district was formerly

occupied by the
' Clan Lawren/ that is, the

M'Larens, who are mentioned as a clan in the

Act of Parliament of 1594. Balquhidder was

also the place where the celebrated Rob Hoy
M'Gregor was buried.

'

Balthayock' is in

Perthshire. The termination anciently was
'

och/ and is therefore from '

Baile-teth l
-ach,'

(from achadh contracted), which signifies
'

the

town of the warm shelteredfield,
' and the situ-

ation of it well merits this descriptive de-

signation. There is here a very fine old castle

built by the Knights Templars ; it is still in ex-

cellent repair, and quite habitable. This place

belonged for many ages to the Blairs of Bal-

hayock.
c

Balgarvie
1

occurs in the counties

f Perth, Forfar, and Fife, also
'

Belgarven.
3

th come from '

Baile-garbh,' meaning
'

the

ugged or rough town.'
'

Balgair,' in the

unties of Stirling and Perth, and '

Ballin-

ear,' Kirkcudbright, appear clearly to be

rom '

Baile-gearr,' which signifies
'

the short

own.'
(

Balfron is in the county of Stirling,

here was anciently here a
c

clachan/ or stone

ircle, where, according to tradition, whilst

1 The letters th not sounded.
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the people were (in heathen times) holding

worship, and had left their infant children at

their homes, on their return found they had

all been killed by wolves, and that from this

event comes the Gaelic designation of tl

place, namely,
'

Baile-bhroin,'
1 that meanii

'

the town of mourning.' The English word i*

pronounced the same as the Gaelic.

The name '

Balgreen
'

occurs frequently,

and the writer considers it must be con-

nected with heathenism and sun-worship, the

last part of the name being from the Gaelic

word '

grian
'

(pronounced greean), or
'

the

sun.' It is found in the counties of Banff,

Aberdeen, Renfrew, Ayr, and twice in Perth-

shire. At one of these, in the last-named

county (on the estate of Strathallan), there is,

close to the place, a very large artificial

mound, whereon, it is thought, the sun-

worship was held, and which very strongly

confirms the derivation being correctly give

from '

Baile-greineJ or
' town of the sun,' tl

is, where sun-worship had been held.

nabruach' in Ross-shire, and '

Balnabriech,

in Forfar, are from '

Bailenabruaiche,' tha

meaning,
'

the town of the bank or si

' Balbardie' in Linlithgow;
'

Balbaird,

1 The letters Ih sounded the same as v.
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Fife;
'

Bcdvaird,' in Ross, Inverness, Fife,

and Lanark, are all derived from '

Bail-a-

bhaird,' that meaning
'
the town of the bard.'

The bards were a most important profession

among the ancient Gael of Alban. They
handed down from one generation to another

all the ancient poetry, songs, etc., and always

accompanied the different warlike expedi-

tions, which, however small, always had a

bard along with them.

'Balcarras
'

in Fife, comes from '

Baile-

carrais,' meaning
'

the town of the strife or

contest;
7

of course referring to some very
remote pre-historic battle.

' Balmerino '
is

in the county of Fife. Its oldest form of

spelling is in the foundation charter of the

ancient abbey that was situated at it, and is

'

Balmorinach,' from '

Baile-mor-riach,' that

is,
'

large town of thefold.'
'

Ballogie
'

is in

Aberdeen
;
and a 'Ballaggan

'

in the counties

of Stirling and Dumfries. Both are from
'

Baile-laganJ which signifies
' town of the

small hollow.'
'

Baldoon,' in the county of

Wigtown, is from '

Baile-duin,' that is,
'

the

town of the castle or fort.' 'Balbirniej in Fife,

comes from l

Baile-bearrna,' that is,
* town

of the cleft or notched place.'
'

Baldernock,'

is in Stirling, from '

Baile-dur-chnoc,' that
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being
' town of the water (or stream) at the

knoll.' In the island of Tiree, there is

'

Ballephuil,' from '

Bail-a-phuil,' that is,

' town of the pool.'
'

Balfern
'

is in the county of Wigtown,
which is from *

Baile-fearna' and signifies
'

the town of the alder tree' The reader

will observe that there have been given

several other Gaelic names for towns in this

county, and it is the furthest south-west part

of Scotland.
*

Balgerran
'

is in the county

of Kirkcudbright, and comes from '

Baile-

gearr-an,' which means *

the town on the short

stream.'
'

Ballicoul' occurs in the island of

Bute, and is derived from 'Baile-cul,' or
'

the

back-lying town.'
'

Ballicurrie' is also in the

island of Bute, and comes from '

Baile-coire]

or 'town of the ravine."
1 ( Balnamoon

'

ap-

pears in Forfar, and is from '

Baile-na-moine,'

that being
'

the town of (or at) the moss!
'

Ballintoid' in Atholl, Perthshire, comes

from '

Bail-an-t-sabhail, or
( town of the barn.'

t

Ballancleroch
'

is in the county of Stirling,

and is from '

Baile-cleirich,' that being 'the

town of the clerk or clergyman.'
In the county of Ayr, which is one of

those where the Gaelic language has ceased

for many centuries to be spoken, there is a
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named '

Balsagart? which is from a

pure Gaelic source, namely, 'Baile-na-sagartJ

and means *

the priest's town.
9 This Gaelic

word *

Sagart,' is not borrowed from the

pLatin,
as the author of ' The Early Scottish

Church
'

states,
1 and it is far from being a

proof of scholarship for any one to derive

Gaelic words and terms from a dead lan-

guage, when they have it in the living one

of their fellow-countrymen ; indeed, it is the

very reverse of showing true classical know-

ledge. The writer would not venture to

pave put forward his views on this, or any
>ther doubted Gaelic word, unless he found

.hey were supported by competent authority,
md this he had most kindly afforded to him

>y the opinion of the Rev. Donald Maclntyre,
f Kincardine, county of Ross, who is a very

.uperior Gaelic scholar. The true etymo-

ogy of the Gaelic word,
'

Sagart' (a priest),

nay shortly be stated as follows : The root

>f the word is
'

Sag-fhear,'
2 or

' man of
he robe,' the letter t being only a forma-

ive.
*

Sag,' or
*
the outer robe,' has, for its

1 See ' The Early Scottish Church,' page 176.
2 The pronunciation of these two words is

'

Sager' the
ch being quiescent. We thus see how close the word

Sagart
'

is to the root.
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derivatives,
'

saigean' and '

Sagach,'
1 and is

the root of the Greek <rayr/, 'a cloak,' and like-

wise of <raypa,
' a covering.' When the Greek

affixes in these two words are taken away,

namely, the rj and /m, we then find the

Gaelic root 'Sag' remains, thus having

proved the Greek has derived, in this instance,

from the Gaelic. So also did the Latin, in

the word '

Sacerdos,' which the Rev. Dr

Thomas M'Lauchlan, writer of 'The Early

Scottish Church,' gives as the one whence,

he says, comes the Gaelic
'

Sagart,' but the

contrary is the fact and truth.
'

Sacerdos
'

is a compound word. The termination 'dos'

(which means dowry) being taken away,
' Sacer '

is left, and which is easily resolved

into
'

Sagfhear' (pronounced
'

Sager'), the

letters g and c being convertible consonants,

whereby it is evident that the Gaelic
'

Sag
'

is the root whence the Latin * Sacer
'

comes.

At the same page, already quoted,
2
as to this

word, there are, among others, the Gaelic
'

Ifrionn
'

(hell), stated to be ' derived imme-

diatelyfrom the Latin,
9 and the Latin word

given is
'

Avernus.' In what possible way

1 See Essay on ' The Antiquity of the Gaelic Lang
by the Rev. D. Maclntyre, Kincardine.

2 See ' The Early Scottish Church,' page 176.

uage,'
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the writer of 'The Early Scottish Church'

can show any derivation between '

Ifrionn'

and '

Avernus,
9 would be a curious piece of

information. The Gaelic has no name for

hell, as such, except the idea of an island with

constant rain.
'

Ifrin,' that is, 'I-bhuirn.'
1

We see here a complete and satisfactory

refutation to the strange and fanciful deriva-

tion from ' Avernus.'

The author of 'The Early Scottish

Church '

also gives out, on another occasion,

that the Highlanders' language borrowed

from the Latin, namely, in the Gaelic word

'Bach ul,' which the really good Gaelic scholar,

Dr Armstrong, translates as
' a staff,'

' a

crosier.' A Latin derivation for this word

appears as much a blunder as the previous
ones noticed, it being asserted2 'that it is

from "Bacillus"
'

which itself is clearly de-

rived from Gaelic, as is manifest when the

Latin termination 'us* is taken away, there

remains ' Bacul' derived, most evidently,
from '

Bachul,' the Gaelic primitive word.

All persons who fancy the language of

1 See Essay on * The Identity of the Present Gaelic and

that of Ancient Times.' by the Rev. D. Maclntyre, Kincar-

dine, and published by W. P. Xinuno, Edinburgh, 1866.
2 See Note, -Book Dean of Lismore,' page 8, by the

Rev. Dr Thomas M'Lauchlan.
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the Highlanders has borrowed, or been de-

rived in any way from the Latin, will he

convinced that such is highly erroneous, il

they only peruse two works which prove the

contrary, namely,
' The Report of the High-

land Society of Scotland on the Poems of

Ossian,' and also the very clever work, entitled

'Regal Rome,' by Professor Newman, of the

University College, London. In this author

we find a learned professor of the Latin lan-

guage declaring and proving, by numerous

examples of Latin words, the Scottish Gaelic

ones from whence they were derived
; also,

he states, in most distinct and positive terms,

that the Irish Gaelic is more remote from

the Latin, and especially in the numerals

is the derivation apparent to be from the

Scotch Gaelic. He likewise shows that

the Greek, German, and Saxon languages

have not furnished to Latin so much as

that dialect of the Gaelic known as Scotch

Gaelic. Thus, he instances
'

dies,' a day, from

the Gaelic
'

Di,' meaning the same ;

'

Bos,' a

cow, from ' Bo' Gaelic ;

f

Rota,' a wheel, from

the Gaelic word meaning the same, and pro-

nounced Ro,' though spelled
'

Roth,' the th

is quiescent. The cause of the Latins de-

riving a foundation in their language from
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the Gaelic Celts arose from several tribes of

the latter having conquered them about three

centuries before the Christian era
; and,

finally, the professor states that even so late

as the time of Cicero, his writings abound

with Celtic elements. For these facts see

Professor Newman's '

Regal Borne,' pages

16, 17, 56, 57, and at 61, an interesting

example is given of the GJ-aelic words ' Cath-

tabhair (pronounced as if Katavall), and

meaning
'

the battle sling? as the words

whence the Latins got their
*

CatapultaJ

Taking away the '

ta'
'

Catapul
'

remains,

which is almost identical in pronunciation to

the Gaelic CatabhaV (Katavall).

The Rev. Isaac Taylor also makes men-

tion, in his learned work, of this invasion of

the Gael into Italy, in the third century
before Christ, and took possession of Home.

They remained in considerable numbers per-

manently, whence arose their language in the

Latin
; but the greater portion went on, and

broke into Greece, plundered the treasures at

Delphi, and eventually migrated to Asia

Minor, where they took possession of a very
extensive region of country, to which they
gave their own name, that of

'

Galatia,' or

the land of
'

the Gael' To them is addressed
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the Epistle to the Galatians, by St Paul. They
were the only race of people who had evei

been able to break and defeat the Macedoniai

phalanx. This branch of the great Celtic

family retained their Gaelic speech and cus-

toms, even to the time of St Jerome, which

he mentions in his
'

Commentary on the Gala-

tians.' The Rev. Isaac Taylor also mentions

that the Gaelic root and test word '

MaghJ
1 a plain,' is found in Galatia, and many other

Gaelic names. The authorities are very ample
and numerous, and will be found named in

Taylor's 'Words and Places,' pages 246, 247,

for the whole of the foregoing, as to this very

ancient historical movement of the Gaelic

tribes ;
and we thus learn how fully it estab-

lishes the high antiquity of the appellation

of the Celtic branch called the '

Gael,' and it

also distinctly refutes the assertion of Sir

Francis Palgrave, and all others who say it is

a modern designation.

Before proceeding to consider the next

prefixes, it is right to mention the corrupted
* Bal '

sometimes becomes '

Bol,' but only in

the counties of Argyle, Caithness, and parts

of Ross, or wherever the Scandinavian in-

fluence became predominant.
' Bel '

is

sometimes used as a prefix in English insl
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of
' BaV Of this examples will now be

given. We find
' Beladrum' in Inverness-

shire, from '

Baile'n-droma,' meaning
' town

of the ridge;' also
'

jBefaiaboth' in Aberdeen-

shire, from '

Baile-na-bothanJ or
'

the town of

the hut.'
'

Belgarven
'

is in Perthshire, from

Baile-garbh-an,' or
'

the town on the rough

streams.
9 The English writing makes it very

near as pronounced in Gaelic.
' Belivat

'

is

in the county of Nairn, derived from '

Baile-

Kobh-aity which signifies
(

the town at the

smooth place.' 'Bellabeg
'

is in the county of

Aberdeen, from '

Baile-beag' or (
the small

town.'
' Bellmore

'

is in the county of Dum-

barton, and comes from '

Baile-mor,' that is,

'

the large town' (

Belli/more,' that appears
twice in Ayrshire, has the same etymology.
(

Belleport' is in the counties of E/oss and

Inverness, and is derived from l

Baile-phuirt,'
>

meaning 'the town of the port or harbour.'

The surname of
'

Bailie,' in all its different

spellings, is, no doubt, derived from the

Gaelic word '

Baile,' as is also the town

authority called
' a Bailie.' Besides the

signification of a town, hamlet, or farm,
1

Baile
'

has the meaning of a home
}

it being
in the Gaelie a common expression to ask,

'am bheil t-athair aig baile
}

'

that being,
'

is
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your father at home' literally,
(

is your father
at the town.

1

The next prefix to be explained, with

examples, is that of
'

Bollock.' It is very

largely spread over Scotland. We find it in

counties south of the two Firths, namely, in

Lanark and Ayr, also in Stirling and Dum-
bdrton. Among the northern counties it

occurs in many : in those of Perth, Forfar,

Aberdeen, Banff, and Sutherland, also in the

Isles of Skye and Mull, and others. It is

derived from the Gaelic word '

Bealach?

meaning
' a pass

'

or
'

opening
'

between two

hills, and to which it is very often applied.

It is found in the map of several counties in

its proper Gaelic spelling, namely, in Perth,

Argyle, and Ross. The following are the

counties where this English prefix
'

Balloch
'

appears singly : in those of Perth, Aberdeen,

Argyle, and Inverness. The following are

examples of it as a prefix:
'

Ballochairn' is

in the county of Stirling, and comes from
'

Bealach-a-chairn,' meaning
<
the pass of the

cairn.'
'

Ballochgoy
'

is in the Isle of Bute.

It is derived from '

Bealach-ghaoith' that

being
'
the windy pass.'

'

Ballochmyle
'

ap-

pears in Ayrshire. Its etymology is from
'

Bealach-maol,' or 'the bare opening or pass.'
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'

Ballochray' is in Argyleshire, from 'Bealach-

reidh] or
l
the smooth pass.' The last part of

the English word and the last Gaelic one are

identical in pronunciation, though from the

spelling they look so very different.
' Bal-

lochbuie
'

is in Aberdeenshire, and has become

well known now from being so often men-

tioned by the Queen in her '

Journal.' It

comes from the Gaelic words '

Bealach-

buidhe,' meaning literally
'

the yellow pass,'

but it may also signify
'

the fortunate pass,

from its situation, and being discovered op-

portunely whilst the early tribes of the Gael

were traversing the country for the first time.
'

Ballochcraggan
'

is in Glenshee, Perthshire.

It is from 'JBealach-a-chreagan,' meaning
'

the

opening of the little rock.'
'

Ballachroy
'

is

in the islands of Mull and May, and comes

from '

Bealach-ruadh,'
1

moaning
'

the red

pass'
'

Ballochgair' is in Argyleshire, from

'JBealach-gearr,' and signifies
(

the short pass.'

The name of the residence of the Earls of

Breadalbane was only changed last century
from '

Balloch' to
'

Taymouth/ It is on the

exact site of the old castle of the family, who
were designed Campbell of

'

Glenorchy,' and
was built in 1580. The present castle was

1 The letters dh mute.
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begun by the first Marquis in 1801, and the

last addition was made to it by the second

Marquis, in 1842, and who here entertained

the Queen in a princely style. In the Gaelic

form 'Bealach,' the foliowing examples appear
in the map :

' Bealach-nam-bo
'

is in the

counties of Perth and Inverness. The Perth-

shire one is well known now to tourists and

artists, from its fine scenery. Its spelling is

rightly given.
' Bealach-nam-bo

' means '

the

pass ofthe cattle.' It is situated at a consi-

derable height above Loch Katerine not

less than 800 feet above it.
'

Bealach-an-

duine
'

is also in the parish of Callander,

Perthshire, derived from '

Bealach-an-duine,'

which signifies 'the pass of the men or people.'

It is also considered a very fine romantic

pass. By it the ancient Gael passed along

upon their southern expeditions. 'Bealach-

nafaraidh
'

is in Ross-shire, and means '

the

ladder pass,' from its great steepness and

difficulty.
' Bealach' likewise occurs singly in the

county of Ross, and, in its proper Gaelic

spelling, and means '

the pass or opening.'
' Bealach magha' is in the county of Dum-

barton. It is derived from the same words,
' Bealach magha, and means '

the pass or
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opening ofthe plain!
'

Bealachintie' is in the

ounty of Argyle, and comes from ( Bealach-

m-tighe,' that being
'

the pass at the house.
J

Bealochan is in the county of Argyle. It is

rom ' Beul-lochan' which signifies
'

the open-

ng of the small loch.
' ' Bealachandrean '

is in

Argyleshire. It is from '

Bealach-an-droigh-

wnn,' meaning
'

the pass abounding in thorns.'

The next prefix to be considered is that

'Bar' and '

Barra/ from the Gaelic '

Barr,'

neaning a 'point,'
l

extremity','
or 'upper part.

9

It occurs in almost every one of most of the

[southern counties
;

in those of Wigtown,

Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, Ayr, Lanark, and

jBaddington ; also, it is found in six coun-

ies north of the Forth and Clyde. In the

ounty ofWigtown there is a '

harness/ which

derived from '

Bar-n-eas,' or
'
the point of

he waterfall' or
'

cascade.' In the county of

Renfrew ' Bar' occurs singly, and to which is

dded the translation in the place called 'Barr-

iead.' Barr is found also singly, and in its

jaelic spelling, in many instances ; thus, in

tVyrshire as a parish ;
also in the counties of

)umfries, Renfrew, Inverness, Stirling, and

Kirkcudbright. In these cases the meaning
f the word will be best rendered as signify-

ing
'

the uplands'
o
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In the county of Argyle
' Barr' often

occurs, from the nature of its coast. There is

in Kintyre a '

Barr,' and a l

Glenbarr.' In

the same county there is
'

Barrbreac,' or
'

the

spotted point.' This place is the site of a

severe battle with the Danes, who were de-

feated there.
' Barra' generally appears

singly, and not as a prefix. Thus, in the

county of Inverness, there is the island of

'

Barra,' or
'
the island at the extremity,' it

being situated at the furthest southern point

of the cluster of western islands called
'

Innis-

fada,' meaning
'
the long island,' from a

popular idea that they once formed a single

island, the sea being so shallow between many
of them. This Gaelic name is very descrip-

tive of the situation of the island of ' Barm.'

It belonged for many ages to the M'Neils.
' Barrie' occurs in Forfarshire, and means
1

the extreme head or source ofa stream.' In

Aberdeenshire there is a hill called
{

Barm,'
where the Cummings had a camp, and were

there defeated by King Robert Bruce. The

surname of Barrie and Barry are very clearly

derived from the Gaelic words above men-

tioned. The following are additional examples
of where this prefix appears :

( Barcaldine'

is in Argyleshire, from *

Barr-Calltuin,'
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meaning
'

the hazel point ;'
' Bargaily' is in

Kirkcudbright, derived from '

Bar-geal,' that

is,
'

the white orfair point ;'
'

Barbeth,' Aber-

deenshire, and ' Barnbeth' Renfrew, are from
'

Barr-beith,' which signifies
'

the birch tree

point ;' Barleith,' in Ayrshire, is derived from
'

Barr-leudy or
'
the broad point ;'

'

Barglass'

is in the county of Wigtown, and is from
'

Barr-glass,' that is,
'

the grey point ;'
{ Bar-

loch,' in Stirling, and '

Barlochan,' Kircud-

bright, are both from ' Barr-loch and lochan,'

which is
'

the Loch, and the little Loch at the

point.
' In the Isle ofBute there is

'

Barnauld]
rom '

Barr-n-uilt,' meaning
'

the point of the

stream.''
'

BarnbougaV is in Linlithgow,
derived from '

Barr-an-boglain,' which means

the point of the marsh.' ' Bardarroch' ap-

pears in three counties, in Argyle, Ayr, and

Kirkcudbright, and is from '

Barr-darach,' or
'

the oak wood point.'
( Barness' is in the

counties ofWigtown and Dumfries, and comes

from '

Barr-n-eas,' meaning
'

the point of the

waterfall or cascade.'
' Barniken is in the

county ofBerwick, from l Barr-na-cinn' which

means '

the po.int of the headland. ' l

Barcaple
'

is in Kirkcudbright, and is from '

Barr-capull,'
or

'

the horsespoint or uplands.' Ofthis last

word, it has already been explained, that
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originally 'CapulT signified 'ahorse/ but now

it is almost always applied to
'

a mare.' 'Bar-

naline' is in the county of Argyle, and is from
'

Barr-na-linne,' which signifies
'

the point of

the pool.
9 l Barjarg' appears in the map of

the county of Ayr, and is from '

Barr-dearg'

meaning
'

the red point.'
'

Barvalla,' in

Argyle, appears to be from '

Barr-bhaile,'

which signifies
'
the high or upper town.

1

' Barskeoch' is in the counties of Kirkcud-

bright and Wigtown, and is from ' Barr-

sgitheach,' and means '

the point abounding in

thorns'
' Baravourich' is in Argyleshire,

and derived from '

Barr-o^-bhuiridh,' meaning
'

the point of the roaring,' that is of wild ani-

mals, either of wolves, deer, etc.
(Barrachan'

is in the counties of Stirling and Wigtown ;

and it is somewhat singular that it is in the

exact spelling of the Gaelic words, namely,
'

Barr-achan? which means '

the top or upland

fields.'



CHAPTER VIII.

|

HE next prefix to be mentioned is

' Ben' from the corrupted English
form of ' Beinn

'

('
a mountain

'),

one of the most important of all

the Gaelic root and test words. It is found

throughout all Scotland and the islands.

There is not one single instance of any of the

large mountains being named by the Welsh, a

certain and sure proof that they were not the

first inhabitants of the country. There is not

an instance of any mountain having the prefix
'

Pen.' They are all named with the Gaelic
'

Beinn.'

The author will now adduce numerous

examples from this prefix, showing the iden-

tity of race and language, which the designa-
tions of the mountains so conclusively prove ;

and it is to be remembered, they formed the
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most conspicuous objects in nature to those

who were the primitive settlers, and from

them only could they have derived their

names.

In the four counties of Argyle, Ross,

Sutherland, Perth, and in the isles of Mull,

Lewis, Bum, and South Uist, we find a

mountain in each of them under the designa-

tion of
'

Benmore,' derived from the present

and most ancient Gaelic words ' Beinn-

mor,' which signifies
'

the great lofty moun-

tain' and they are all so in the respective

districts to which they belong. It is hardly

possible to adduce a stronger proof of the

identity of the language of the Highlanders
and the ancient Caledonians, than this, the

name which these widely separated moun-

tains conveys. It cannot be denied that

they must have been the earliest and most

prominent objects first beheld by the primi-

tive Caledonians, and to which, as they came

in view, the name was undoubtedly given.

How clearly, therefore, does this name estab-

lish that it was a pure Gaelic-speaking race

who bestowed the name. It is not the Welsh
' Pen '

(as before stated), but the primitive

Gaelic test word ' Beinn' Thus we learn

that the names of these mountains having
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descended to us, for a period of nearly two

thousand five hundred years, the whole

generations of the people thai occurred therein

must have been a pure Gaelic-speaking race,

else if they, the Caledonians and Picts, were,

as the Rev. Dr Thomas M/Lauchlan pretends,

a
i

Gallo-Cymbric race,' then the Gaelic
' Beinn

'

must have been corrupted by them

into the Welsh 'Pen;' so also that race of

people who gave the name '

Beinnmor,' in

the Island of Mull, were in every respect the

same as those who gave it in Perthshire,

Sutherland, Eoss, etc. etc.

In the county of Sutherland, and in Ross

twice, there is a '

Bendearg.' In Perthshire

there are two mountains of that name. In it

also there is
'

Carndearg,' in the extreme

north-east, as likewise there is close to Glen

Bruar (Perthshire) a l

Carndeargmor.' The

whole of these designations signify
'

the red

mountain,' the last one having the Gaelic

addition of 'Mor,' to mark its greater size

and height from the first one with the prefix
1

Cam,' which, as has been stated, is applied
as well as

' Beinn
'

to the very highest moun-

tain in Scotland, as we find in
' Cairn-na-

goibhre' (one of the Benagloes), or
'
the

mountain of the goat,' in Atholl, Perthshire,
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which is 3720 feet above the level of the sea;

also in
'

Cairngorm,'
l or

'

the blue mountain,'

in the county of Banff, which is not far from

4000 feet in height, for which reason the

author has joined the examples of these two

prefixes together. In the work,
'

Geo-

graphical Illustrations/ by D. Macpherson,
the author has identified

'

Beinn-cfear*// in

AthoU, Perthshire, as the site of the battle

of '

Di'umderg,'
'

Blathag/ of the Annals of

Ulster, in the year A.D. 729, and which will

be fully adverted to hereafter.

The above-named author makes known

also that the reading in these Annals is pro-

perly
'

Clachag,' which was an inhabited

place in Glentilt till the beginning of the

present century. The site of this battle is

preserved likewise by a local designation
in Atholl, namely, that of

'

Blar-uachdar,'
1

the upper battle field* and from its ne*

neighbourhood Benderg (properly Bew

dearg} can be seen. The above Gaelic nam<

where this battle took place, is corrupted in

English into
* Blair-wachter ;' and it is some-

what curious that a similar name in Gaelic,

which occurs in the Isle of Skye, has also

1 The surnames of Cairns and Carns, appear to come from

this Gaelic prefix.
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been rendered into English, by the precisely

same corrupted name.

In the counties of Ayr and Kirkcudbright,
and the Isle of Bute, we find a mountain

called
'

Bennan,' and in Perthshire a 'Benan,'

both of which come from 'Beinn-n'an,' and

signifies
'

the mountain of the river.
9 ' Ben-

bui,' in the counties of Argyle, Dumbarton,
and Dumfries, also

'

Benvui,' in Inverness,

are derived from ' Beinn-bhuidhe' 1

(literally)
'

the yellow mountain,' but may also signify
'

the mountain of good omen,
9 that is, pro-

pitious, fortunate.
' Benleod

'

is in Suther-

land, and comes from '

Beinn-a-leothaid,'
2

meaning
' mountain of the sloping surface.'

'

Benwyvis
'

is in the county of Ross, and is

derived from '

Beinn-uabhais,
)3 that is,

f

the

stupendous mountain.' The English pronun-
ciation is not remote from the Gaelic.

' Ben-

deraloch
'

is in the county of Argyle. Its

etymology is from ( Beinn-eadar- da-loch,'

meaning
'

the mountain range between the two

lochs,' which is correctly descriptive. The
lands of Benderaloch were granted by
King Robert Bruce, about 1314, to a Sir

1 The 6ft -as v.

2 The letters ih mute.
3 The letters Ih as v.
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Donald Campbell (see the Index, 'Robertson's

Charters.')
' Benavourd

'

is in Aberdeen-

shire, is of great height, being 3940 feet,

is from '

Beinn-a-Wiuird,'
1 or

'

the flat-

shaped or table mountain.' ' Benlochan' is

in Argyleshire, and derived from '

Beinn-

lochain' and means '
the mountain of the

small loch.
1 ' Morven' is in the counties of

Aberdeen and Argyle. In the first-named

it is a mountain at least 3000 feet in height.
' Benavourich' in Atholl, Perthshire

;
and

(Bendbhurich
'

twice in Kintyre, Argyleshire,

is from '

Beinn-na-bhuiridh,'
2 and signifies

'
the mountain of roaring,' that is, of wild

animals.
*

Benagloe
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire ;
con-

sists of five towering summits, to which, as

to one mountain, the name is applied. Th<

word is derived from the Gaelic
' Beinn-i

ghlo, and to which is generally added

eag,' meaning
'
the dim hazy mountain of

pointed tops or clefts.' The Gaelic woi
'

gleoj which enters into the designation

this mountain, is, in some parts of the High-

lands, used as to dimness of sight ;
but tl

Atholl name shows it was applied to obj<

1 The letters bh as v.

2 The letters IJi as u, the dh mute.
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where a haziness appeared frequently, as it

does on these mountains in summer, and

mist in autumn and winter. The name is

very descriptive of these mountains ;
as also

their five different designations. The most

southern one, which is 3600 feet high, is

called the
'

Carn-Uath,' or
'

the grey mountain;'

the adjoining one, north of it, and not less

in height, is named in English
'

Benvoule,'

from 'Beinn-mhaol,'
1 '

the bare round moun-

tain;' next to this, eastward, is the smallest

of the five, though it is upwards of 2000 feet

in height, whereby it is called the t

Bendbeg
'

in English, from '

Beinn-beag,' or
'

the little

mountain;' the next one is named 'Airgiod-

Beinn,' or
'

the silver mountain,' from the

greater part of its steep sides being covered

with whitish stones, which, when the sun is

shining on it, gives it a bright glittering

appearance ; the most distant one is on its

north side, at the head of Glentilt, and is the

highest of them all, being upwards of 3700

feet; it is called in English 'Carngower* from
'

Carn-gabhar? or gobharj meaning
'

the

goat's mountain.' These five distinct mem-
bers combined, form a majestic group of

1 The mli as v.

2 The bh mute.
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mountains, the base of which is not less than

thirty to forty miles in circumference, which

will give the reader the best idea of the

magnitude of this,
' the mountain of the

pointed tops.' They are all situated withii

the district of Atholl, Perthshire.
1 Benantiurk

'

is in the county of Argylt

and comes from '

Beinn-an-tuirc? whk

signifies 'the mountain of the wild

Here is a name most clearly connected wit

the sow, and which is stated by the Rev.

Thos. M'Lauchlan (at page 31,
' Book Dean

of Lismore'), as a proof, when found in

topography, of sow-worship. He also there

states that with the Welsh the sow is a

national emblem. The leek and the goat are

allowed to be so, but it is very improbable

the Welsh will admit of this writer's' asser-

tion, when he says: 'Among the Welsh it

(the sow) is a national emblem, and hence

one argument for the ancient Picts being

British;'
1
and, at the same page, he asserts

that
' the word " muc "

(a sow) enters largel)

into Scottish topography.' To prove this, he

gives but four examples, which, when the)

come to be examined, one of them belongs t(

Argyleshire, namely, the Isle of 'Muck;' anc

1 See page 31,
' Book Dean of Lismore.'
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m the three other names that he gives for

Scotland, the public are by him called

ipon to believe that sow-worship prevailed

herein among the Picts. If Scottish topo-

aphy, as this writer pretends to show,

ves any intimation of such being the fact,

hen the Picts and inhabitants of Argyle-
ihire were more addicted to sow-worship than

xny other county; for the reason that the

word '

muc,'
' a sow,' enters more largely into

t than any other county ;
hence one argu-

nent for the Picts (of Argyle) being British ;'

and they have thereby the best claim to

considered sow -
worshippers, upon this

iter's own argument, from the nature of

heir topography. Besides the Isle of Muck,

bove-named, there are two other islands in

llshire, called
lEilan nam muc,' or

*

the

island of the sow
'

one in North Knapdale,
nd the other at the Sound of lona. In

rn, Argyllshire, there is a (

Torrantuirc,'

eaning
'

the hill of the boar,' as well as the

resent instance of 'the mountain of the boar.'

here is also, in Jura, Argyleshire, a glen
ed 'Gleann-nam-muc,' meaning 'the valley

of the sow.' There is also a mountain in

rgyleshire that, properly rendered, must

be put down as connected with the sow,
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it is called
' Beinn mac monaidh,' which is

evidently nonsense, to call a place
' the son

of a hill.' It, no doubt, ought to be l Beinn

muc monaidhj or
' the mountain at, or of, the

sow's hill,' which would be intelligible. In

Cowal, Argyleshire, there is
'

Dunamuc,'

meaning 'the mound or small hill of the sow!

This place, in the year 1663, belonged to,

Archibald M'Lauchlan, who was that year

served heir to his father, Lachlan. Lastly,

there is a whole parish of Argyleshire con-

nected with the sow, named 'Muckairn,' mean-

ing
(
the sow's cairn.

9 Thus we see, from the

foregoing topography of Argyleshire, all con-

nected with the sow, that if any people

could thereby be called sow-worshippers, or

Britons, the Pictish inhabitants of the county

of Argyle have the best claim to it, and

evidence of a Welsh descent. Indeed,
' The

Pictish Wave ' must have been very strongly

concentrated in that county for centuries;

as, from its nearness to the north of Ireland,

it must have furnished that country with

the colony of Picts, who were the earliest

inhabitants of Ulster and north of Leinster.

Having thus proved that Argyleshire, ac-

cording to the theory mentioned, has the

claim (from its topography) to be considei
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sow-worshippers, and thereby Britons, beyond

any other part of Scotland; yet that theory
as to the Picts is ridiculous, and wholly
refuted by the fact that the Britons have

always designed and called the Picts
'

Gael?

which it is impossible to suppose they would

have done had they been 'Britons.' The proof
of this has been given by all our modern

historians by Skene, by Gregory, and by
E. William Robertson. The first-named

authority has also more recently written as

to what settles this point, as follows :

' The

testimony of the entire literature of Wales

s to the fact that the Picts belonged to the

race of the Gwyddyl (Gael) and not to the

Kymric race.' (See
' Race and Language of

the Picts,' page 13, by W. F. Skene, Esq.)
In the counties of Stirling, Argyle, and

Dumbarton, there is a '

Benweoc&, in Perth-

shire a '

Benwac%,' and in Sutherland and

Inverness a '

Benabhreagie ;' also in the former

a
'

TSenclibrecJc.
1

All of these are derived

from the Gaelic
'

Beinn-bhreac,
1
meaning

'

the

spotted mountain? which is to the Perthshire

one very applicable (and no doubt to all the

thers), when the purple heather is in full

)loom, and contrasted with the grey rocks

i The bh as v.
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and stones. It ought to be mentioned, that

the last named example, that occurs in Suther-

land, has the additional Gaelic word '

clith,'

contracted to
'

cli,' introduced into its desig-

nation, whereby it means '

the strong spotted

mountain.' The heathen Caledonian Gael

appear, in this instance, to have paid to moun-

tains, as well as to rivers, a superstitious

reverence, by ascribing a power and strength

in them. Of this many other examples could

be given ;
but the writer will only adduce a

very few. There is in the extreme north-east

boundary of the royal forest of Benachrombeg,
in Atholl, Perthshire, and close on the county

march of Aberdeenshire, two very remote

mountains called
' Beinn-urrainn-mor' and

'

Beinn-urrainn-beag ,' which means
'

the moun-

tain of power or strength ;

'

and they are also

distinguished by being called
' the greater

and lesser.' The situation ofthese two moun-

tains is very solitary, and far removed from

any human habitations. They, and the whole

neighbourhood, is also unoccupied by either

sheep or cattle, whereby it is probable that

not a dozen people have ascended their tops

during the whole of this century.

In the county of Sutherland, and Isle of

Mull, Argyleshire, there is a mountain called
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Beinn-spennie ;
' and in the same county

nother named '

Ben-spionnaidh ;
' and at the

.ead of Glenloch, in Atholl, Perthshire, there

3
'

Meall-spionnaidh,' all meaning
'

the moun-

ain or hill of strength.' Here are five moun-

ains, far removed from each other, and evi-

.ently of heathen origin, yet the names and

neaning thereof are in the language of the

Bighlanders, as spoken at this day, though
will be manifest to any one that they must

ave "been named by heathens, who ascribed

power or virtue in them, which proves the

mmense antiquity of the names.

In Argyleshire there is a mountain called

Ben Cruachan,' but more generally
' Crua-

wn-Beann.' In Perthshire there is also a

Ben Cruachan j'
1 and in the Island of Mull

lere is a Beinn-cruachan-garbh, they all

.ean
'

the cone-shaped mountain,' the last

ne having the additional designation of

rough' or
'

rugged.' In the county of Argyle
lere is a '

Benvan,' and one also in the county
f Inverness, where likewise there is a ' Ben-

nhian;' and in Aberdeenshire there is a

Benavon.' The names of these mountains

1 The Rev. DT T. M'Lauchlan does not seem to have

een aware of this fact when he wrote the note, page 54, of

ie Book of the Dean of Lismore.

P
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are all derived from the same Gaelic words,

namely,
'

Beinn-abhuinn,' meaning the 'moun-

tain of the river.'

The highest mountain in Great Britain is

'Bennevis.' This name has nothing to do with

the Gaelic word for snow, as the Rev. I. Taylor

supposes, possibly from a fancied resemblance

to the Latin. Its name is from ' Beinn-nimh-

bhathais,' meaning
'

the mountain of the cold

brow.' 1 The height of Bennevis 2 above the

level of the sea is 4406 feet.
' Benmacdui'

is the second highest mountain in Britain,

and at one time was thought to have exceeded

Bennevis. The Gaelic name for this moun-

tain is
'

Beinn-muc-dubh? which signifies
'

the

mountain of the black sow.' Its height is

4295 feet.
' Ben Ormen is in the county of

Sutherland, and is from '

Beinn-or-mheinn]

that is,
'

the mountain of the yellow or golden

ore.'
'

Benlegiral,' in the Island of Lewis, is

from '

Beinn-le-gaireal,'' that being
'

the moun-

tain abounding in sand stone,' OT
'

thefree stone.

1

Benserval' is also in the Island ofLewis,

1 See page 14, Essay by the Rev. D. M'Intyre on

Gaelic Language. 1866.

2 Ben nevis is much nearer the Gaelic pronunciation
it appears from the spelling.

3 The letters bh mute.
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es from l

Beinn-searbh-mheall,'
1

meaning
1
the mountain of steep heaps or projections,'

causing great difficulty to ascend it. There

are very few mountains in the county of

Caithness, but they all have Gaelic names.
' Benduan' is on the borders of Caithness and

Sutherland, derived from '

Beinn-dubh^-an?
or

'

the mountain of the dark stream.'
' Ben-

dovery'' is in Caithness, and appears to be

from '

Beinn-da-bhearradh,' or
' mountain of

the two pointed edges or
clefts.''

(

Bencheilt'

is also in Caithness, derived from ' Beinn-

chleit,' or
'

the rugged mountain. 1 The Gaelic

word l

cleit' gives names to several places ;

the parish of '

Clatt,' in Aberdeenshire, is

from it.
* Benbeeula' is one of the Western

Islands. Its Gaelic name is
' Beinn-na-

faoghail,' and by the natives is called
' Beinn-

usi-faoghla
'

(the
'

Kymric Element
'

writer,

page 318, calls it 'faodhla')', the meaning
of the native term is

'

the mountain of the

fords,' which is very descriptive, as there is a

ford on both sides of the island.
'

Bennacoir is in the county of Perth, de-

rived from '

Beinn-na-coille,' or
'

the mountain

of the wood.'
' Benaw' is in Aberdeenshire,

1 The letters bh and mh as v.
.

2 The bh is mute.
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and comes from ' Beinn-a' meaning
'

the

mountain of the water or river,' the letter a

sounded the same as
'

awe/ which has al-

ready been explained, is an obsolete term for

'
water.'

' Bencochan' is in Perthshire, it

is from '

Beinn-caochain,' or
'

the mountain

of the little streams.'
' Braeriach

'

is in

Aberdeenshire, and is a very large and lofty

mountain
;
its exact height has not yet been

ascertained, but it will no doubt be near 4200

feet
;

its designation is from '

Braighe-riach'

(riabhach), meaning
'

the greyish height or

mountain.' '

Benachony
'

is in Perthshire, at

the foot of this mountain. According to tra-

dition, the Caledonian tribes resorted, after a

desperate conflict they had with the Romans

at Blairanroin, in A.D. 84, and here lamented

the bereavement of their countrymen. The

name in Gaelic is quite expressive, 'Beinn-

a-chaoinidh,'
l that is,

'

the mountain of weep-

ing.' The English word is pronounced pretty

near to the Gaelic.
' Bendoran '

is on the

borders of Perth and Argyle ;
it gets

Gaelic name from the singular fact, that i

prognosticates coming storms, from soun

caused by the wind, from certain formati

in its rocks
;

hence it is named ' Bein

1 The letters dh mute.
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loireann,' or
'

the stormy mountain,' or
c which

ells of the coming storms/ As there is no

iver at this mountain, it is impossible to

nake it to be derived from the word '

doran,'

in
'

otter/ as without a river otters could not

xist. The best Gaelic poem of modern times

by M/Intyre) is named after Bendoran. 'Ben-

ulbin is in Perthshire, from
'

Beinn-ghubhein,'
hat is literally

'

the mountain of the little

eak;' perhaps the best translation is, 'the

)omted or forked mountain.'
'

Benhee,' in Sutherland, and '

Bentee,'

i Inverness-shire, are from '

Beinn-'ti,' or

the pointed mountain.' The second word,

til is now obsolete in Gaelic : it means ( a

)oint/ or
'

pointed projection :

'

it appears
the well-known mountain Schichallien,

D
erthshire, which is from '

Ti-chailin ;
' the

ast word is the Gaelic for 'a maiden;' and,

iterally, the two together are
' the maiden's

projecting point,' hence, it signifies
'

the

laiden's pap,' and which well describes the

orm of Schichallien. Nothing could be more

xpressive. Its height is about 3500 feet,

joch Rannoch lies close to it, and is about

welve miles long, and greatly increases the

>eauty of the scenery. Opposite to the foot

>f Schichallien, on its north side, is the place
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where King Robert Bruce and his Queen
took refuge in 1306, in a small castle that

then existed in a wood. There is a pool close

to it, on the river, which comes out of Loch

Rannoch, still called
' The Queen's Pool/

Last century, Schichallien was selected hy
the Astronomer-Royal, Dr Maskelyne, to

make observations as to the power of
'

high

mountains in attracting the pendulum,' and

which it was found considerably to affect.

Besides the native Highlanders of the district

knowing and always calling this mountain
'

Ti-chailin,' the Lowlanders of Perthshire

also always name it as 'the maiden's pap,'

though they know not one word of Gaelic.

The name which the author of
' The Early

Scottish Church
'

gives
1 for Schichallien, 'the

mountain of the forests,' is quite unknown to

the native Highlanders of Rannoch and

Atholl. In the 'Book of the Dean of

Lismore '

(page 30), he gives quite another

etymology.
'

JBenloi,' in Argyleshire, and '

Benlui,

in Stirling, are both from '

Heinn-laoigh,'
2
or

1

the mountain of the fawns.
1 '

Benlawer? or
'

Benlawers,' is the highest mountain of the

1 See 'Early Scottish Church,' p. 11.

2 The letters gh mute.
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Highlands of Perthshire. It has a very

majestic appearance, rising from Loch Tay,

and in height exceeds Snowdon, in Wales,

by upwards of 500 feet. It is only 16 feet

less than 4000 above the level of the sea;

its name is derived from '

Beinn-labhra,'
1

which signifies, literally,
'

the speaking moun-

tain,
9

or also
'

the echoing mountain/ There

is a mountain in another part of Atholl which

has a very similar name, called
'

JBenchuala,'

or Benchualach, which means '

the mountain

which heard, or did hear.' 'jBenan' is in

Aberdeenshire, and comes from '

JBeinn-an,'

(abhuinn contracted), that is,
'

the mountain

of the river.' Benlomond is in the county of

Stirling, is a noble mountain and very con-

spicuous, and has been the most frequented
of any in the Highlands of Scotland during
the present century. The name of both the

mountain and the loch is said to be from an

ancient Caledonian hero, named '

Laomain,'
and in English called

' Lomond.' The Rev.

Dr Thos. M'Lauchlan gives this name as the

origin of this mountain's designation (see

Book Dean of Lismore, page 139), but now,
in his 'Kymric Element* (at page 321),

gives a quite different one, as he there wants

1 Letters bh mute.
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it to be believed it comes from the Welsh
' PlinlimmonJ This is ridiculous ; because,

if the
' Ben '

of Ben Lomond is not from the

Gaelic
'

Beinn,' but from the Welsh '

Plin,'

then the whole Bens of Argyleshire, and of

all Scotland, must be from
' Plin

'

also ;
and

further, if the Ben of Ben Lomond is from

the Gaelic
'

Beinn?
' a mountain/ which no

reasonable person can deny, thereby the

Welsh had nothing to do with naming it.

But such is the eagerness of 'The Kymric
Element

'

writer to attempt and do injustice

to the language of the Highlanders, that he

makes the most absurd assertions.
' Benvenue

'

and '

Beneveny
'

are both in

Perthshire. The last-named is in Glentilt.

They are both from the Gaelic
' Beinn-

mheadhonaidh,'
1

meaning 'the middle or

centre mountain.
1

This designation is pecu-

liarly correct. Benvenue is exactly in the

centre, and equi-distant from Ben Lomond

and Ben Ledi. The scenery of the Trosachs

and Benvenue is very beautiful, and now

familiar to most tourists.
e Benmacdui' is

on the confines of the counties of Aberdeen,

Banff, and Elgin. It is the second highest

1 In this word mh is
t>,

and the letters dli, in both cases,

mute.
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mountain of Britain, and at one time believed

to be the highest. It is within 5 feet of being

4300 above the level of the sea. It being

often written Benmacdu is an error. Its

origin is from Beinn-muc-dubh,
1 that is,

'

the

mountain of the black sow.'
' Benauler' is

in Inverness-shire, and is unquestionably a

very high mountain, in proof of which, the

writer may mention, that he has, in the end

of July of many different years, seen patches

of snow on it ;
and though 1868 was one of

the driest and hottest summers known to the

present generation, in the end of July there

were two distinct patches of snow on Ben-

auler
;

the name is derived from ' Beinn-

aolar?
'

the mountain abounding in lime or

limestone.' 'Bencloich' is in the county of

Clackmannan, and is from '

Beinn-cloiche,'

that is, 'mountain of the stone or 'rock! 'Ben-

gair
'

is in the county of Kirkcudbright, and

comes from 'Beinn-gearr,' meaning
'
the short

mountain.'
' Benbeither' is in Argyleshire,

and is derived from '

Beinn-bheithir,' which

is
'

the thunderbolt mountain.' This name

arises from its two pinnacles having a scorched

or burnt appearance, as if done by a thunder-

bolt. 'Ben Carigen
'

is in the island of Bute,
1 The letters bh mute.
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and derived from '

Beinn-Carraigean' mean-

ing
'

the mountain of the little rock'
' Bena-

chat' is in Atholl, Perthshire, and is from

'Beinn-a-chait,' that is,
' mountain of the wild

cat.
1

It is lofty, and its situation is very re-

mote. 'Benmagh
'

is in the Isle of Mull, and

derived from '

Beinn-magha,' meaning
'

the

mountain of the plain'
'Benavrochan

1

is in

the county of Aberdeen ;
it appears to he

from f

braoch,' an obsolete word, signifying
'

border/ or
*

margin,' and the contraction

'an/ for 'a river/ thereby it is
' Beinn-a-

bhraoch-an,' meaning
'

the mountain at the

border of the river.
1 '

Bengarlagan] is in

Glenlyon, Perthshire
; it is upwards of 3000

feet high, and comes from '

Beinn-garUi-

lagan.'
' Benacastle* is on the borders of

Perth and Argyle, is from '

Beinn-a-chaisteal,'

or
'

the castle-looking mountain.' 'Bendeery'

is in Glentilt, Perthshire, and comes from

'Beinn-direadh,'
1

meaning
e

the perpendicular
or ascending mountain,' which is very de-

scriptive, as it is extremely steep.
i

Benledi, is in Perthshire, a very pic-

turesque mountain, and a particularly good

view of it is obtained from Stirling Castle.

The name ' Benledi
'

is a very slight alteration

1 The letters dh mute.
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from the original designation
' Beinn-le-

dia,' or
'

the hill of God,' that is, the god
Bel or Baal, who thus had this mountain

specially dedicated to him
;
and according to

the universal tradition of the country, it was

here on, Beltane-day, that the whole people
of the adjacent country assembled to worship
this deity, and receive from their Druids

(who were their magi or magicians), the
'

Teine eigin' that is,
'

the need fire' or
f

fire

of exigency;' the heathen custom being to put
out their fires throughout the whole neigh-

bourhood, and have them relighted from the

sacred fire of the god Bel on his day, namely,
on the Beltane-day, or 1st of May, which was

also considered the first day of summer, when
this solemn meeting took place on the top of

Benledi. Any one who has ever been at its

summit must have noticed how very different

it is there to almost every other Highland
mountain

; instead of a mere heap of bare

stones or rocks, it is remarkably verdant,

having been evidently cleared of stones and

smoothed by the hand of man, which is fully

accounted for by its Gaelic name, and which,

though undoubtedly given more than two

thousand years ago, it is still at this hour

the language of the Highlanders of Scotland.
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How distinctly, therefore, does this name
'

Beinn-le-dia,' or, as in English,
'

Benledi,
9

prove the language of the Caledonians (who
had given the designation), and the High-

landers, to be identical ;
and nothing but a

continued succession of a pure Gaelic-speak-

ing race, could have preserved the name

through such an immense space of time ;
and

that although the inhabitants have ceased to

be heathen for one thousand three hundred

years. Another clear corroboration in regard
to the heathen sanctity of this mountain is,

that on its north side there is a hollow, called

in Gaelic, 'Coire amfhaidh' or
'

the prophet's

dell,' being undoubtedly of Pagan origin, as

no one in Christian tunes could possibly pre-

tend to foretell future events
;
but it is most

consistent with the heathen name given to

this mountain.

The author will now give some more

examples of large mountains being designed
with the prefix

' Carn
'

and '

Cairn,' which

also means a monumental heap of stones.
' Carntoul

'

is in Aberdeenshire, and very

lofty, being 4245 feet above the sea level.

It comes from '

Carn-tuil,' which means
(

the mountain of the hollows or ravines.
1

'Carnlia' is in Caithness, and also Atholl,

i
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Perthshire, and is 3660 feet in height, and

comes from '

Carn-liath,' meaning
'

the grey
mountain.'

'

Carntaggart,' in Aberdeenshire,

is from '

Carn-an-t-sagairt,' or '
the priest's

mountain.'
'

Carn-righ
'

is in Atholl, Perth-

shire, and means '

the king's mountain.' Its

height is not less than 3500 feet ; it is situ-

ated in the very centre of the royal forest of

Benachrombeg, and of which the Duke of

Atholl is forester, and within it he has a

right of forestry.
*

Carntorkie,' in G-lentilt,

Perthshire, comes from '

Carn-nan-torc,' that

means,
(

the mountain ofthe wild boars.'
(Carn-

clavan
'

is in Glentilt, Perthshire, and is from
'

Carn-a-chlamhain,' or
'

the mountain of the

kites.' Cam nam Fionn
'

is in the county of

Ross, and means '

the Fingalian's mountain.'
'

Carncailleach
'

is in Argyleshire, and means
'

the old ivomaris mountain,' from a fancied

resemblance of some of the scors or rocks,

having the appearance of an old bent woman.
'

Scarsach,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is from the

Gaelic
'

Sgor
'

or
'

Scor,' meaning rocks pro-

jecting out from the hill
e

Scorsach,' whence

the name, means '

abounding in projecting

rocks.'

t

( Cam a chath
'

is in the county of Ross ;

signifies
'

the cairn of the battle;' and the
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name corresponds exactly with the tradition,

that in very remote ages, a great battle here

took place between the tribes of Ross and

Inverness. Ancient stone coffins have also

been found at the place.
*

Cairngall
'

is in

Aberdeenshire, derived from '

Carn-a-gaill,'

meaning
'

the cairn of the strangers,' that

is, where the native Gael had buried them,

and probably alludes either to the Romans or

Danes. ' Cairndow' occurs in the coun-

ties of Argyle, Dumbarton, Lanark, and in

Perthshire ; it is frequent, and derived from
'

Carn-dubh,' and means (
the dark cairn.'

'

Cairnglass' is in the counties of Aberdeen

and Inverness, and means '

the grey cairn!
' Cairnmore appears in four counties, those of

Banff, Aberdeen, Perth, and Kirkcudbright,
from '

Carn-mor,' that is,
'

the large cairn!
1

Cairnquheen' is in Aberdeenshire, and si-

tuated within Strathdee, in a narrow pass

leading from the Highlands to Aberdeen.

Its etymology is from '

Carn-a-cuimhne,'
1

which signifies
(
the cairn of remembrance,'

and no doubt got its name from the ancient

tribes of the Gael when proceeding on their

expeditions in remote ages, placing a stone on

this cairn, that the numbers missing on their

1 The letters nth mute.
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return would be ascertained. In compara-

tively recent times it has been adopted by the

Farquharsons as a rallying cry.
l Cairn-

maddyj sometimes even more corrupted in

English as
'

Cairnbaddy,' is in Atholl, Perth-

shire
;

it comes from '

Carn-madadh,'
1 which

means '

the wolf's cairn.'
'

Cairnie and
'

Caimies* appear in the counties of Aber-

deen, Perth, Fife, and Edinburgh, derived

from '

Carnan,' which is the diminutive of
'

earn,' and thereby is
' a small cairn.'

' Carn-

brock' is in the county of Ayr, and is from
'

Carn-broc,' meaning
'

the badger's cairn.'
'

Carnsore,' in the county of Argyle, is from
'

carn-sobhraich,' and signifies
'

the cairn of
the primroses.'

i The dh mute.
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k
HE next prefix to be explained is

'

Blair,' from the Gaelic <

Blar?

which signifies a battle-field, etc.,

The most ancient one is undoubt-

edly the one already mentioned as the site

of the conflict between the Caledonians and

Romans at
'

Blairinroan] from ' Blar-an-

roinn,' and is in Perthshire, which took

in A.D. 84. Our best Scotch antiquary on

Roman antiquities is Gordon, who publishe

the result of his labours in his
'

Itinerary/

He thoroughly investigated into the proofs

the site of this battle. He was so complete!]

satisfied with the authentic evidence he de

rived from an accurate survey of the Rom*

camp at Dalginross, close at hand
;
and bj

the clear strong testimony of the above Gaeli(

name, and the traditions of the country,
he was of opinion that here probably

fought the great battle between the Caledonian
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Gael and the Romans, called 'Mons Grampius/
At page 39 of his

'

Itinerary
5

he gives engrav-

ings and plans of the Dalginross camps, etc.,

which are near Comrie, Perthshire.

In the Annals of Ulster, under the date

of A.D. 729, we find (as before mentioned), at

this very remote period, the notice of a battle

between the great Angus M'Fergus, King of

the Picts, and Talorgan M'Drost, the provin-
cial King or Maormor of Atholl

; the sites of

their battles (as they appear to have had two)
are preserved in the only places in the district

called
'

Blair.' The first conflict appears to

have been at
'Blar-uachdair (in English Blair-

wachter). The second and deciding one was

fought on the level plain, close to where Blair

Castle stands. Long before it existed this

battle field was known, and called the '

Blar

of Atholl ;' and the village close at hand, for

the last few hundred years was, in English,

always designed 'Blair in Atholl;' and it is

only a little more than forty years since that

was given up. The name of course arose from

the high import of this last battle, whereby
the district of Atholl (which anciently was

larger than some Scotch counties) came to

belong to the great Angus M'Fergus and his

descendants, in either the male or female line.
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Peace of course followed after these conflicts,

and the place where it was ratified by the

ancient Atholl Gael appears to be identified

by the name of a large artificial mound on a

commanding situation at Clunemore, within

a couple of miles of Blair, and is called
* Dun

sith,' or
'

the mound ofpeace.' This mound is

mentioned in Wilson's Prehistoric Annals.

It was opened in the end of last century, and

a fine bronze bracelet was found in it, and of

which an engraving is given in Wilson's work.

After the direct male heirs of King Angus

failed, Kenneth MacAlpin succeeded to the

throne by his female descent from that mo-

narch ;
and in a like manner, when the male

heirs of Kenneth failed, the district of Atholl

belonged to that royal family which d<

scended from Crinan, who was Abbot

Dunkeld and Abthane of Dull, who

married the eldest female descendant an<

heiress of King Kenneth M'Alpin, and hei

this race of kings, the greatest of the Celti<

monarchs, was called
' the Atholl family.

King Malcolm Canmore was the grandson
the above mentioned Crinan, and four

his sons were, after his death (in 1093), kin

of Scotland.

The English form of this prefix ap]
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singly as
'

Blair' in a good many counties,

and more so in those south of the two firths,

namely, in those of Aberdeen, Argyle, Fife,

Lanark twice, and in Ayr four times. In

these the signification is likely to be often a
'

plain' or 'field ;' those places called
'

Blair,'

which have a surname added to them, are evi-

dently very modern
;

for instance, those of
'

Blair-Drummond,' and '

Blair-Adam/ the

last only given in the present century. When
Blair is joined to other words, it almost always

signifies a '

plain,' or field, and of this the

author will give numerous examples in differ-

ent parts of Scotland.
'

Blairkgie' is in the counties of Aber-

deen and Stirling, is from '

Blar-lagan,'

meaning
'

the plain of the hollow.'
(
Blair-

gowrie' is in Perthshire, and derived from
l

B1ar-ghobhar,'
1 or '

Blar-gaibhre,' which sig-

nifies
'

the plain ofthe wild goats.
'

Blairburn

is in Perthshire, and comes from '

Blar-burn,'

meaning
'

the plain of the stream.'
'

Blair-

doff' is in the county of Aberdeen, and is

from '

Blar-daimh,'
2 and is

'

the plain of the

oxen.'
'Blairinroan' as has been before men-

tioned, is from ' Blar-an-roinn
}

}

or Battle-field

1 The letters bh mute.
2 mh as v.
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of the division or separation,' from the Cale-

donian forces being divided after the battle,

inA.D. 84.
l Blairgowan

' and '

Blairingone
'

are in the county of Stirling, and come from
'

Blar-a-gobhain,'
T
meaning

'

thefield of the

smith.'
' Blairmore' appears in the counties

of Renfrew, Dumbarton, and in Perth four

times, also in the Isle of Arran
;

it is from
'

Blar-mor,' or 'the large field'
'

Blaircreen'

is in Argyleshire, and from '

Blar-crion,'

meaning
'

the little field ;

'

the sound in

English of the second word is similar to the

Gaelic.
'

Blaircreich '

is in Perthshire, de-

rived from '

Blar-criche,' which means '

the

field of the boundary or march.'
' Blairglass,

'

in the county of Dumbarton, is from '

Blar-

glas,' or
'

the grey field.'
'

Blaircraig
'

is in

Ayrshire, comes from '

Blar-creige' meaning
'

the field of the rock.'
l

Blairline
'

is in the

county of Lanark, derived from '

Blar-linne,'

that being
'

the field of the pool.'
'

Blairbeth
'

is also in Lanarkshire, from the words '

Blar-

beithe,' or
{

the field of the birch trees.' Thus

we see this county (Lanark), which formed

the very centre of the territory of the Strath-

clyde Britons, has very numerous Gaelic

names in it under all the different prefix*

1 The bh is mute.
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and proving the untruth of the assertion

that it is 'purely Kymric !'

In the county of Eoss there is the site of

a battle field retained in the Gaelic name

'Blur-na-pairc' or
'

the battle of the park'
It was fought in the year 149 1,

1 between the

Macdonalds, under Sir Alexander de Insulis

of Lochalsh, and the M'Kenzies, under their

chief, Kenneth of Kintail. The latter had

married an aunt of Sir Alexander. She was

half-sister of his father, who was Celestine,

designed
' dominus de Lochalsh et de Locheil,'

as proved by one of his charters, to Ewen
MacDhonuil duibh2 of Lochaber, captain of

the Clan Cameron. The M'Kenzie chieftain,

for some trifling cause, got his wife divorced,

and, tradition states, sent her back in a very

nsulting manner to her nephew. The lady,

it appears, had the defect of being blind of

an eye ; she was placed on a blind horse led

by a man blind of an eye. Sir Alexander

raised his forces, and proceeded towards the

M'Kenzie country. He had encamped for

the night at the place where the battle took

place, but had been watched and observed,

and the M'Kenzies completely surprised and

1 See Gregory's
'

Highlands and Isles,' p. 56.

2 The letters bh mute.
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defeated the Macdonalds, and are said to have

abused their victory by beheading their pri-

soners, so that this battle came also to be

called in Gaelic 'Blar-na-Cinn,' which means
'

the battle of the heads.' The origin of

Blair, in Blair-Atholl, has been explained,

but not the name of that extensive district.

Its most ancient spellings are
'

Atol' and
1

Adholl,' which clearly lead to its etymology

being from '

Ait-oil,' and means 'great plea-

santness or joyfulness.'
'

Oil
9

is an obsolete

word. The designation, of course, applies to

the district, and signifying it to be a pleasant

country. Towards the end of last century
the letter e began to come into use instead of

writing the name, as it always ought to be,

with the double II. . In Gaelic pronuncia-
tion now the letter t is almost mute.

With regard to the title, from the . vei

earliest period of 1115 down to 1840, il

was invariably
( Atholl' by all who ev<

held the dignity of either Earl, Marquis, or

Duke.

The site of another battle is preserved by
the Gaelic name ' Blar no coi? which is in

the county of Ross. It was between the

men of Ross and Inverness, and took place

about the year 1350, and is from ' Blar-na-
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caoidh,'
1
meaning

(
the field of lamentation.'

Another great clan battle took place at the

head of Loch Lochy, in Inverness-shire. The

date of it is 1544 ; it was between the

M'Donalds of Clanranald and the Frasers.

The latter were wholly defeated, indeed,

nearly cut to pieces : the heat was so ex-

treme, that both parties laid aside their coats,

whereby the conflict is at the present day
called in Gaelic

e

J3lar-na-leine,' or
'

the battle-

field of the shirts.' We here see in all these

instances that have been above given of the

Gaelic word '

BlarJ meaning
' a battle

'

or
'

battle-field/ that it has been used by the

Highlanders of Scotland, from their ancestors

the Caledonians in A.D. 84 (as in
' Blar-an-

roinn'), down to present times, and topo-

graphy thus proves to us that the Gaelic now

spoken is the same language as that of the

first century.

The next prefixes are in English Cam,

Car, Com, Crom, and Crum, all derived from

the Gaelic words,
'

Cam,'
'

Car,' and <

Crom,'

meaning 'a bend,'
'

crooked,' and 'curved.'

Of these examples will now by given in their

rotation.
'

Cammach,' in Atholl, Perthshire,

and ' Cammach more,' in Kincardine, are from

1 The letters dh mute.
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'

Cam-maghJ which means '

the curved plain.'

The second example having the addition of

being
e

large/ In the Island of Islay this

prefix is used in the opposite sense in the

place called
'

Cambeg,' which is from ' Cam-

beag,' meaning
'

the small bend or curve.
1

'

Camlachie,' in the county of Lanark, comes

from '

Cam-lathaiche,'
1 or

(

the miry or muddy
bend.'

l

Camlarg,' and t

Camlary,' both in

Ayrshire, derived from ' Cam-lairich
}

'

being
'
the curved locality or spot.'

'

Camisky' in

Inverness-shire, and '

Campsie,' in the coun-

ties of Lanark, Dumbarton, Stirling, and in

Glentilt, and two other places of Perthshire,

are all from having in their neighbourhood
'

Cam-uisgeJ which signifies
'

the curved water

or stream.'
'

Camserny' Atholl, Perth, from
'

Cam-iarnaidh,'
2

meaning
'

the dun or russet-

coloured curve.
9 ' Camstraddan' is in Dum-

bartonshire
;

it applies to a stream, from
'

Cam-stradan,'
'
the curved leaping rill'

'Camseught,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is from
'

Cam-sith-ait,' that is,
'

the peaceful bend.'

' Camnethan '

is in Strathclyde, Lanark, and

from 'Cam-nethan,' or 'the bend on the Nethan!
1 Cameron '

is in the counties of Lanark,

1 The letters th mute.
2 The dh mute.
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Argyle, Fife, and Edinburgh ; it is derived

from '

Cam-sron,' meaning
'

the curved pro-

jection.' The surname of
'

Cameron/ un-

doubtedly, comes from this local designation,

and is almost the only large Highland clan

who took their name from the appellation of

any place ; besides, the title of the acknow-

ledged chieftains was anciently of
'

Strone?

which is the English corruption of the Gaelic

'Cardney,
1

in the county of Perth, and
'

Cardona,' in the county of Stirling, are

both derived from the Gaelic words ' Car-

|

diona,
3

which means,
'

the sheltered bend.'

This is particularly correct and applicable to

the first-named one, as at it there is a slight

curve in the hill, and still, also, much natural

oak wood around it. This property has long
been in the possession of a very ancient

family, designed 'Steuart of Cardney.' Their

first ancestor was a son of King Robert II.

He got a charter from his brother, Robert

III., for the two Cardneys (see Robertson's

'Index of Charters,' page 146). The estate

is still with his direct male descendant, R.

Steuart Menzies, Esq., of Culdares and

Cardney.
* Cardarroch

'

is in Lanark, de-

rived from '

Car-darach,' or
'

the curved oak
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wood.'
' Cardross

'

appears in the three

counties of Dumbarton, Stirling, and Perth.

It is from '.Car-rois,' that is,
'

the curved

point.' At the Perthshire example, King
Hobert the Bruce died in 1329.

'

Cardrum,'
in Aberdeenshire, is from '

Car-drum,' mean-

ing 'the curved ridge.' 'Carfin' is in Strath-

clyde, Lanark, comes from '

Gar-Jwnn] or
'

the fair or white curve.
9 This example is

very correctly named, as this
l

Carfin
'

is

situated on the river Calder, where it makes

a very great bend, and very near where it

falls into the Clyde. It is ridiculous non-

sense to render this name, or the preceding

ones, as in any way derived from the Gaelic
'

Cathair.' The natural features give the

designation in the above instances, and

where a bend occurs.
1 Carlibar '

is in the county of Renfrew,

and comes from '

Car-le-barr,' meaning
f

the

curved extremity.'
'

Carlogie
'

is in the

counties of Aberdeen and Forfar, derived

from '

Car-lagain,' which means '

the curved

hollow.'
' Comrie '

is in the county of Ross,

and^ also appears in no less than four different

places in the county of Perth. It is found

in the district of Rannoch, at the farthest

inhabited west part of it, where it occurs at
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the confluence called
'

Invercomrie,' which

unquestionably proves its being of pure Gaelic

origin, from its connection with the root and

test word '

Inver,' from '

Inbhir.' The author

of
' The Early Scottish Church' lays it down,

in a very dogmatical manner, that ' Comrie
'

is derived from the Welsh language (see
'

Early Scottish Church,' page 27), and is

from '

Cium,'
' a hollow.' This writer is so

anxious to make out places to be of Welsh

derivation, that his copying and following

Chalmers, causes him to commit many absurd

blunders. The word '

Comrie' cannot be

from the Welsh, signifying
(a hollow,' for the

Invercomrie, above mentioned, is a positive

proof no Welshman ever gave that name ;

and there is still stronger evidence from the

topography of Perthshire, wherein there

occurs a '

Sroncomrie,' which fully refutes the

etymology of the above-named writer of its

being British or Welsh, because, instead of

being
' a hollow,' it is

' a ridge.' Besides,

the pretended word '

Cwm,' would only
account for one-half of the name of all the

different places called
'

Comrie.' The true

derivation of this name is from the Gaelic
'

Crom-reidh,' which means 'the curved plain
or field' and this most exactly describes the
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plain where Comrie, on the river Lyon,

occurs, round which it makes a bend. The

pronunciation of 'reidh,' or '

aplain,' is 'ray,'

and identical with the last part of the word
1

Comrie.'

The name Crombie appears in five different

counties in those of Banff, Aberdeen, Fife,

Ayr, and Wigtown and derives from

'Crom-ath,' which means (

the curved ford.
9

' Cromdale
'

is in the county of Elgin, and

derives from *

Crom-dailJ that is,
{
the curved

field,' and is quite the same as if written,
'

Dail-chrom.'
'

Cromlet,' in the county of

Aberdeen; and ' Crumlet* in Lanark, both

come from '

Crom-a-leothaid,'
1

meaning
'

the

curved slope.'
' Cromra '

is in the county of

Inverness, and is derived from *

Crom-reidh,'

or *
the curvedfield or plainj being identical

with the Perthshire Comrie. ' Crummock '

is in the county of Ayr, and is derived from
1

Crom-magh, and means '

the curved plain.'
'

Crumhaugh' is in the county of Lanark.

It is derived from ' Crom-ach '

(achadh con-

tracted), and means '

the curvedfield.
9

1 The letters th mute.



CHAPTER X.

|ROM the Gaelic word f

Cathair,'

which means e a city/
'

town/
fortified place, also

' a seat/ come

the several English prefixes of
l

Car/
'

Caer/
and '

Keir/ which occur in several parts of Scot-

land. The Gaelic word itself is pronounced
without sounding the th, and the ' Ca '

is

exactly like the
' Ca '

in the English word

Calm
; thus, though the spelling is

'

Cathair,'

it is as if written 'Ca-ir' or 'Cahir.' This word

is a genuine primitive one of the Gaelic lan-

guage. It is in constant use by Highlanders.

Thus, hi the Gaelic of the present day, it is

used in speaking of attending a Sheriff Court

of a county town. The words would be
'

Ca^AaiV-an-t-Siorraim/ which means '

the

city or seat of the Sheriff.' It also occurs in

the topography of Ireland, in the name of a

pretty considerable town called
' Cahir/ This
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proves it is also a word belonging to the Gael

of that country, and they could not have got

it either from the Romans or Welsh. A
further proof that it is a genuine Gaelic word

is, that it is contained in that very old writer

Gildas, about A.D. 560
;

also in the work

called
'

Nennius,' which was written so far

back as A.D. 796, and finished, with some ad-

ditions, in A.D. 858. The word 'Cair,' and
1

Kair,' is therein given in several instances

for towns and a fortified place. It may be

interesting to the reader to learn that this

Gaelic word corresponds exactly in meaning
with both the Hebrew and Phoenician lan-

guages.
1 This we find in the name 'Kartha,'

and in the Hebrew also
'

Chader,' signifying
' a city or fortified place.' The contracted

part of the former word is
' Kir

'

and (

Car.'

Of these we have examples in the places

caUed '

^Vjath,' and '

JTerioth,' but still

plainer in
'

Carthage,' which is almost iden-

tical with the Gaelic, and proving its high

antiquity and connection with the most un-

cient known language.
The author's attention has been called to

a most astounding statement made in
' The

1 See also the Second Edition 'Words and Places,' by

the Rev. I. Taylor, pages 275, 276.
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Early Scottish Church,' at page 114, by the

author, where he tells his readers that
'

Cathair
'

is a British, that is, a Welsh

word. Of all the assertions that have been

made by this writer, and hitherto noticed,

none are so flagrantly contrary to truth and

fact as this one.
l Cathair

'

has been proved
a Gaelic, and not a British word. The

corresponding one in Welsh is
' Caer

'

and
'

Cadair;
' and in the Gaelic Dictionary of the

Highland Society of Scotland full proof will

be found of what is here said. Calling a

Gaelic word Welsh is a gross injustice to the

language of the Highlanders of Scotland,

and displays both ignorance and presumption.
It is quite the same as if a Welshman
stated that ' Cadair ' was a Gaelic word.

And who has done this ? A person who
boasts of his great experience and teaching
in Gaelic, and a would-be professor of the

language. But this assertion witnesses to

his total unfitness
;
for he would teach, as

being Welsh, what he ought to have known
was Gaelic. There is another remarkable

fact connected with this statement of this

writer. He, at the same page (114),
asserts certain names of places come from

the word '

Cathair,' by which he deceives
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his readers in endeavouring, to make

them believe it is Welsh. Yet, while

he does so, he outwits himself, because,

instead of his giving the proper Welsh

word, he gives a Gaelic one, whereby he

himself proves the etymology of the places

he names is not British (that is, Welsh}.

They are Carlaverock and Carmunnock,
which he never hereafter can say come from

the Welsh language ; because, at the above-

mentioned page of his book, he makes them

both, and Glasgow also, to be of Gaelic origin,

from '

CathairJ and which word he mentions

twice in the same page. But this is not the

only instance, when speaking of the topo-

graphy of Scotland, the writer of
' The Early

Scottish Church
'

gives as Welsh what is not

so. At page 27 of that book, he names
'

EcclefechanJ and he translates it as
'

the

little church.' Now,
' Fechan' is not Welsh

for 'little
;

'

in that language it is
'

Vechan;'

and further, in old documents the place is

called 'JEcdesie S. Fechani,' or 'the Church

of St Fechan.' This fact is confirmed by the

last Statistical Account of the Parish to

which it belongs. Likewise, it is an import-

ant corroboration that there is no existing

instance of the name of the place being ever
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spelled
c Ecclevechan' as it must have been

had it derived its name from the Welsh, as
'

the little church.' It always bears the name

of the saint it was dedicated to, that is,

'

Fechan,' and whose day is the 20th of

January.
' Ecclefechan

'

is also brought
forward as Welsh in

' The Kymric Element
'

(at page 320). There is in the county of

Linlithgow a parish which seems to be a

precisely similar case. It is called
'

Eccle-

machan/ to which the above writer, by
the same rule, might give the meaning as
'

the church of the little field,' and not ' the

church of St Machan.' It is from the great

anxiety of the Rev. Dr Thos. M'Lauchlan to

turn the Gaelic topography of Scotland into

Welsh,which leads him into so manyblunders ;

but they must be exposed, so that the public
he not deceived.

' Garden
'

is in the county of Peebles.

It is from ' Cathair-diona' which means '

the

fort of defence or shelter.' The surname of
'

Garden
'

appears to come from the English
name of this place.

' Carriden 'is in the

county of Linlithgow. There are few places
in all Scotland that we have such an ancient

notice of as this. It is mentioned by the

K^est

British writer, namely, by Gildas, in

'
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the ninth chapter of his history, which was

written about A.D. 560; and the name he

gives it is very near the sound of the Gaelic

for it
;
he also calls it as being, even at

that time,
' a most ancient city.' His words

are
*

Kair-eden, civitas antiquissima.' The

name very clearly, therefore, is from the

Gaelic * Cathair- eudan,' which means '

the

town at the front or face,' it being removed

from others in the interior, and close up to

the front of the coast, or margin of the sea.

In the Island of Orkney we have an instance

of this prefix, in the name of the place called
'

Carlin,' which comes from the Gaelic
1

Cathair-linne,' and which signifies
'

the fort

at the pool.' The numerous Gaelic names for

places in the Island of Orkney, which the

author has given, most irresistibly prove that

it was a pure Gaelic-speaking race that first

occupied Orkney, and not Welsh or Britons,

as has been asserted. Besides, the name is

derived from an old Gaelic word,
'

Ore,' andj

signifies
' a whale,' which had, no doubt,

abounded when named. '

Cargill
'

is in th

county of Perth. It is from '

Cathair-geal,

meaning
'

the fair or white-looking town.
'

Carlanrig
'

is in the county of Roxburgh
It is derived from '

Cathair-lan-larig','
that
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is,
'

the town at or ofthefine pasture.'
' Car-

more
'

is in the county of Fife, derived from
'

Cathair-mor,' and meaning
'
the large town.'

' Carnervon
'

is in the county of Aberdeen.

It is very clear the English corruption,

'avon,' for 'abhuinn/ terminates this name,

whereby it is resolved by being derived from

the Gaelic words ' Cathair-an-ear-dbhuinn '

(or to write it phonetically, it is,
'

Cair-

near-avon
'),

and means '

the city or town of
the east river.'

'

Carmyle
'

is in Strathclyde,

Lanark, and comes from '

Cathair-maol,' and

means (

the bare town.'
'

CarluJce
'

is in the

county of Lanark. It comes from ' Cathair'

'a town,"
1

and the obsolete Gaelic word c

leog,'

which signifies
' a marsh? therefore

(Cathair-

leog
'

is
'

the town at the marsh.'
' Carlave-

rock
'

occurs frequently. It is in the counties

of Perth, Haddington, Ayr, and in Dumfries

twice, where there is the remains of a very
fine ancient castle that belonged to the

Maxwells. It was granted by charter of

King Robert Bruce to Eustace Maxwell, in

the year 1325 (see 'Lord Haddington's

Collections,' vol. ii. page 88). Carlaverock

was anciently spelled
'

Csxlanerock,' and

thereby shows its etymology is from ' Cathair-

lian-larig,' and means '

the town at, or of, the
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fine pasture!
f Carmunnock

'

is in Lanark,

and derived from '

Cathair-Wiun-chnoc' or

'

the town at the foot of the knoll.'

Besides the prefix
'

Car/ that of
' Keir

'

is also from the Gaelic
'

Caihair,' and the

surnames ' Keir
'

and '

Kerr,' no douht,

come from this word. We find it in the

following counties south of the two Firths of

Forth and Clyde in Wigtown, Dumfries,

and Ayr. Of those to the north of them, it

is found most frequently in the counties of

Stirling and Perth. Its meaning is almost

always to be taken as signifying
' a fortress,'

or where stationary camps had been erected.

Thus, one in Perthshire has the additional

English words of 'Keirhead watchpost,' which

is one of the meanings of
'

Cathair,' anc

having the translation added to the English

corruption of it. On the lands of Gask,

Strathearn, Perthshire, the prefix 'Keir

occurs, along with another corrupted Gaelic

word, in 'Keir-pron,' the real Gaelic name

being
' Cathair-sron' which means '

the

fortress at the projecting point.' This name

is exceedingly correct and descriptive of the

place. 'Keir' appears singly in the county oi

Dumfries, in which it is a parish; and also in

Perthshire and Aberdeenshire. It is from
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'

Cathair,' meaning
*

the fortress.'
' Keir-

brae
'

is in the county of Stirling, and comes

from '

Cathair-braighe,' and signifies
'

the

fortress of the heights.'
' Keirallan is in

Perthshire ; its derivation is from '

Cathair-

aluinn,' meaning
'
the handsome fortress.

1

1

Keirsbeath
'

is in the county of Fife ; it

comes from '

Cathair-beith, that is
'
the birch

woodfortress.'

The next prefix is one of much interest,

as it is such clear proof that almost all the

names were given in heathen times. It is

that of
'

Cla'ch
' and '

Clachan,' meaning
' a

stone,' and a '

circle ofstones.
9 But 'Clachan'

besides meaning that last, is a distinctive

appellation for a fane, or place where heathen

worship was held. Since Christianity was

introduced, churches came to be built where

the pagan stone circles had existed
; and

still later, in many cases where the '

Clachans'

had been, houses, as well as a church, came
to be built, and so those not acquainted
with Gaelic, fancied

' Clachan ' meant a

hamlet, or village, which is a mistake. There

is an expression still used by Highlanders,
which has reference to the point now spoken
of, and which proves very strongly the Gaelic
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language of the present day being the same

as spoken by the heathen Caledonian. This

is in the expression employed in asking the

question as to going to a place of worship,

when it is common to say,
* Am bheil thu'dol

do'n clachan? the meaning being,
' Are you

going to the stones.' No reference to a church,

but '

to the stones.' From whence is it possible

for this expression to have arisen, except it

had been in use by the heathen ancestors of

the Highlanders, when going to their stone

circles, stones of sacrifice, and others dedi-

cated to their deities ? and of course the

meaning of the expression is
'

are you going

to the worship to be held at the stones of

sacrifice, and such like/
* Clachans' occur in four counties south of

the two firths, and in several to the north of

them
; they appear in Lanark, Ayr, Wigtown,

and Kircudbright. There are also examples
of Clacks, of which many will now be given,

and that appear in different places.
;

Clach-

naheala is in the island of Lismore, county

of Argyle ; it is
'

Clach-na-h-eala,' or
'

the

stone of the swan;' and the superstition re-

garding it was, that being sacred, any one>

who had committed a criminal act, and was

able to get to and touch this stone, he was
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safe, a clearly heathen invention, and similar

to the '

Comraich,' or
(

protection stones,' of

the parish of Applecross, Ross-shire. In the

parish of Blair Atholl, Perthshire, there is a

large upright stone, the principal or centre

one left of a Druidical circle ; it is known and

called bythe Highlanders the
'

Clach-riiobairt,'

that meaning
'

the stone of sacrifice.' It is

mentioned in both the Old and New Statistical

Accounts of Scotland. 1 It is indisputable
that this stone was not erected by Christians,

and that they never could have given such a

name
;

it was therefore placed and designated

by heathens. The part of the country also is

nearly the centre of what was ever the do-

minions of the Picts ; by them or their fore-

fathers, the Caledonian Gael, the name
'

Clach-

n'iobairt,' or
'

stone of sacrifice,' must have

been given. No other people than the Cale-

donians and their descendants (now called

Scotch Highlanders) ever were the inhabit-

ants of Atholl, Perthshire; and among the

Jirst things the earliest settlers of the Gael of

Alban would of course do, was to raise a place
of worship ;

and here we have it in this
'

stone

of sacrifice.'

1 See the New Statistical Account, vol. x. page 568
;
Old

Account, vol. ii., Parish of Blair Atholl.
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Perhaps, therefore, there does not exist in

Scotland anything done by the hand of man
of higher antiquity than this heathen stone

of sacrifice, and which, by its name, clearly

shows it to be of the very remotest ages ; and

how very applicable to it are the words of

Ossian :

' We raised the stone, and bade it speak to other years.'

Therefore,when the above facts are considered,

it becomes clear and manifest that the people

who raised this stone, and gave it the name

it bears, were heathens, but they spoke the

same Gaelic language as the Atholl High-

landers, and all others, now do
;
and the three

words,
'

Clach-riiobairt,' must have been part

of the Pictish language, and in use among
them for many hundred years. Lastly, this

name could not have been given by the Irish

Scots, as they never were in Atholl, Perth-

shire ;
and further, were Christians.

In the parish of Strath, in the Isle of

Skye, and close in front of the parish clergy-

man's house, there stands a very interesting

monument, also relating to and connected

with the heathen religion of the Gael ofAlban

in very remote times. It is a rude obelisk of

granite, about ten feet high, perfectly erect ;
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it is known to the Highlanders, and called by
them '

Clach-na-h'Annait,' that is,
'

the stone

of Annat,' a goddess mentioned by mytholo-

gists. A notice of this highly curious stone

will be found in the New Statistical Account,
in the volume of the county of Inverness

(page 315). This deity, called by the ancient

Caledonian Gael '

Annat,' was the goddess
' of

victory;
7

and the name is known and men-

tioned byveryancient classicalwriters,who call

her very slightly different, namely,
'

Andat,'
and ' Andate ;' and, according to the custom

of the Gael of contracting proper names, they
called it

' Annat/ This heathen goddess, and

another called
*

Andraste,' or
' the god of

justice/ are both mentioned by the ancient

author Dio (as appears in the Report of the

Highland Society on Ossian's Poems, page 35 ;

also Logan's Scottish Gael, vol. ii. page 332).
The date of his work is A.D. 230, and he

states them to be deities worshipped by Celtic

nations. Baron Bunsen also, in his very
learned work on Egypt, shows that ' Annat

'

was known and worshipped by the Assyrian
and Persian nations, which is another, among
many proofs, ofthe eastern origin of the Gaelic

Celts. Annat had, it appears, a temple dedi-

cated to her at a place called Camalodunum,
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and which the Rev. I. Taylor considers was

in the county of Essex (see Words and Places,

page 234), which gives another proof of the

Gaelic race being the earliest inhabitants of

Britain. There would of course be a great

veneration paid to this deity on the invasion

of Caledonia by the Romans, in the first cen-

tury. There is also another place of worship

named after her in the Isle of Skye, close to

the Castle of Dunvegan. Near Perth there

is a stream and a place called
' Annat.' Also,

on the north side of Loch Rannoch, Perth-

shire, there is a large farm called 'Annat,'

and sometimes in that locality it is pro-

nounced '

Annaty/ or
f Annate/ which is very

close to the classical writers' spelling. At all

these different places thus named, there had,

no doubt, been stones or heathen places of

worship, dedicated to propitiate this goddess ;

they may certainly be assigned, as to date, of

not being later than the first or second cen-

turies
; nay, it is not impossible they might

all have been given long prior to the Christian

era. In the lona Club Transactions, there is

another place mentioned, and called
'

Annat,'

and where it appears that a bond of friend-

ship was entered into in the year 1673, be-

tween Lord M'Donnell (formerly ofGlengarry)
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and M'Pherson of Cluny, and mentioned

at page 207. This deity was likewise re-

verenced by the heathen Gael of Argyleshire ;

as in the district of Morven there is a place

called
' Achnahannat ;' that is, from

' Achadh-

na-h-Annait,' and means '

the field of Annat,'

signifying where the worship of Annat was

held. In the Statistical Account of the parish

of Strath, already quoted, there is mentioned,

that close to the large obelisk there is a well

which, by the native Highlanders, is called by
the Gaelic name of'Tobar-na-h'Annait,' or 'the

well ofAnnat.
9 This well, no doubt, would be

used by the heathen worshippers for purifi-

cation, when assembled there to pay divine

honours to this pagan deity, and the situation

for placing the stone monument was most

probably chosen on account of the well.

We are made acquainted by the works of

the learned Archbishop Ussher (in his
' Pri-

mordia,' page 2), that another very ancient

author, namely, Origen, who wrote so far

back as the year A.D. 230, likewise mentions
' Annat

'

or
'

Andate,' as a heathen goddess
of the Celts ;

and it is a very remarkable fact
to consider, that at the very time, both this

last and the former mentioned one of these

extremely ancient authors were writing (in
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A.D. 230) respecting the heathen goddess
'

Annat,' there was, without doubt, this and

many other monuments, then existing among
the Caledonian Gael, dedicated to her, one

even in the remote Isle of Skye, and which

remains to this day.

Everything that has been said respecting

the ' Clach n'iobairt/ or
l

stone of sacrifice,'

in the parish of Blair-Atholl, applies equally

to this pagan monument, and also to the

well, as proof beyond question, that the name

must have been given by the ancient Cale-

donians, subsequently called Picts ;
and it is

therefore most clear evidence, that their lan-

guage (as it is the same Gaelic as now spoken)
was identical with the present Highlanders.
How is it possible to conceive that the name

of this stone and well, and all the other

numerous places in different parts of Scot-

land dedicated to this heathen goddess
'

Annat/ could have come down through
the immense space of time since they
were first given, and through so many

generations, unless the people had always

been a pure Gaelic -
speaking race ? and

so thereby passed from one age to another ;

and this fact shows what a fable it is of

the writer, in his
'

Early Scottish Church
'
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(page 31), to state a new Gaelic language
was brought in, but not till the ninth cen-

tury.

The author of
' The Statistical Account of

the Parish of Strath/ where stands ' AnnatV

obelisk, mentions one of those highly curious

Druidical remains, called in English,
'

rocking

stones,' but very differently named in Gaelic.

He says (at page 316 of the Inverness volume

of New Statistical Account),
'

there is an im-

mense block of granite on the glebe, weighing
at least six tons, which is so nicely balanced

on a level lime rock, that it moves by the

slightest pressure of the finger. It has been

evidentlyplaced there by the ingenuity ofman,
but in what manner, or by what mechanical

power, is a subject for the antiquarian to

discover.'

These extremely curious Druidical stones

are known in the Gaelic language as
'

Clach-

bhrath,'
1

meaning
'

the stone of information,'
or

'

of knowledge,' and which name is unques-

tionably of heathen origin ; yet it is still the

spoken tongue of the Scotch Highlanders.
It is likely the origin of this designation had

reference to the vibrations the stone would

make after the pressure had been applied to

1 The letters bh as v.
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it, and which would cause superstitious

pagans to consider as an answer. These

stones of information occur in different parts

of Scotland besides in the islands. There is

a very large one on the mountain in Inver-

ness-shire called Mealfourvounie
;
another in

the parish of Abernethy, Perthshire ; another

large one in the parish of Kirkmichael, same

county, was, within the memory of some now

alive, maliciously broken by two masons, so

that it no longer moves. There is also one

on the stream caUed Fearg, near Balvaird,

county of Fife. In the parish of Harris there

is an island named Bernera, on which there

is a Druidical circle of stones, and in the

centre of it a larger one, which is named
' Clack na greine,' and means '

the stone of

the Sun.' This is. another of the highly

numerous proofs of sun-worship having been

universal among the heathen Caledonians.

It is alluded to in the first Statistical Account

of Scotland (volume x. page 374).
'
Clach-

an-t-sagairt,' which signifies
'

the priest's

stone,' is a large stone, or rather rock, on the

north bank of the Tay, about two miles above

Dunkeld. It clearly belongs to heathen

times. Christian priests would never encou-

rage pagan superstition or reverence to stones.
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In Glenalmond, Perthshire, there is a large

upright stone called
' Clock na tiompan,' that

means,
'

the stone of the timbrel or cymbals,'

and is supposed to have got its name from

these instruments being used to drown the

cries of those who were sacrificed. It is

situated where there is a very large oblong
artificial cairn of stones, and which is sixty

yards in length. There are also several other

large upright stones adjoining. There is a

notice given of this
'

Clach/ in the last Sta-

tistical Account, and will be found in the

Perthshire volume, page 272.
' Clach mhor

a Che,' or
'

the great large stone of Che,' has

been already noticed, as being situated in the

Island of North Uist, as also of many places

named after and dedicated to this heathen

deity of the Caledonian Gael.
1

Clach Ossian,' or
'

the stone of Ossians

grave,' is in Glenalmond, Perthshire. It

covered the remains of the great national

bard, who was buried at this spot. During
last century, General Wade formed a road

through the valley. It is called
' the small

glen.' The English soldiers, who composed
the working party, hoping to find some trea-

sure hid in the grave, removed the stone,

(which is of great size, being fully eight feet
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high and four to five in breadth), and found

beneath it a stone coffin containing bones,

which fully corroborated the universal tradi-

tion.
' Clach an tuill

'
is in Inverness-shire,

and means '

the stone of the hole or hollow.'

1 Clach a mhoid
'

is in the parish of Little

Dunkeld, Perthshire ;
it means '

the stone of

the place ofjustice.'
' Clach an Obain' is in

the county of Inverness, and of great size,

and of not less than eight tons weight ; the

meaning is, 'the stone of the creek.' The

village in Argyleshire called
'

Oban,' derives

its name from '

the creek
'

on which it is

situated.
' Clach sgoilte,' is in the county of

Inverness ;
it is the source of the river

Findhorn, and signifies
'

the cleft or split

stone.' The water comes pouring out of the

cleft, and is a great natural curiosity.
'

Clach-

ahara '
is in Lochaber, county of Inverness ;

and another appears also in that of Kincardine.

The correct spelling is
'

Clach-a-charragh,'

and means (

the stone of remembrance.'

In the town of Inverness there is still

preserved a stone called
' Clach na cudainn,'

meaning
l

the stone of the tubs,
1

and was

looked upon as a sort of city palladium. It

got its name from the female servants placing

the wooden vessels which they had gone to
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fill with water, upon it, and resting there.

These were not shaped like what is now

generally known as tubs, but were called
' water stoups/ in Scotch. They were about

a foot in diameter at the bottom and round
;

they were not less than two feet in height,

and tapered towards the top till their

diameter did not exceed five or six inches,

and a straight piece of wood passed through
both sides within an inch or two of the top,

whereby they were carried
; to prevent the

water spilling over, an inside piece of wood
was used, that floated at the top of it. At
the beginning of last century there was not

a town in all Scotland that had the houses

isupplied with water by pipes, it was all car-

ried by hand in
' water stoups ;

and in the

nverness case, the female servants appear to

aave had this particular stone in use to place
hem on, and of course there held many an

die gossip.
' Clach n'eisdeachd

'

is in Inver-

less-shire, and it signifies
'

the stone oflisten-

ng or hearing.
1

It is near a church, but

lever could have been placed or named by
Christians.

'

Clach-buidheann,'
1 which means

\the stone of the congregation or company;'

p
is in the parish of Blair-Atholl, Perthshire.

1 The letters dh mute.
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The tradition as to how it got its name is very-

curious ;
it arose from the hand-bell of the

ancient church of Strowan, in Atholl (and

which^bell was called the 'Buidheann'), being

carried off by a man in the neighbourhood,
for the benefit of its supposed high power in

bringing to the possessor of it great pro-

sperity ; and, while resting on his return to

his place of abode, he put down the bell on

the stone; but when he arose to continue his

journey he found it fixed to it, which con-

vinced him he had incurred the wrath of St

Fillan, to whom the church of Strowan was de-

dicated. He therefore determined to restore

the bell, and on his turning to go in the direc-

tion of Strowan, it at once became loose, and

he hastened to return it. This story was, no

doubt, an invention during the dark super-

stitious ages, to cause a belief in the pre-

tended miraculous powers of this curious bell

It must be of very remote antiquity. It ifi

not round, but nearly square, is four-sided

about a foot in height, and some bronz*

metal appears to be mixed in its composition

It would, when perfect, have had considerabl

power of sound. The method of using it

bring the congregation into the church, wou

be by strongly swinging it from side to sid
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[t is now in possession of J. P.M'Inroy, Esq.,

}f Lude, Perthshire, who gave a new bell.

* Clachbreak
'

is in Argyleshire ;
it is from

:

Clock - breac,' and signifies
*
the speckled

itone.'
'

Clachag
'
is in Glentilt, Perthshire ;

appears also in the county of Argyle and

Island of Arran. Its proper spelling is

Clachach,' meaning 'the stony place.' 'Clach-

len' is in the county of Banff; it is from

Clach-dion,' and means 'the sheltering stone,'

:hough on one occasion it unfortunately
oroved the reverse, as six women, who had

^one to it for protection in a snow storm, all

Derished.
'Clachenturn '

is in Aberdeenshire,

pm 'Clach-an-tuirean
t

'

meaning 'the stone

if mourning or lamenting.
' 'Clachnadarroch

'

in Aberdeenshire, and comes from ' Clach-

n-daraich,' and which signifies
'

the stone of
he oak wood.'

'

Clachan
'

has been before alluded to,

nd found in Wigtown, the most southern

ounty of Scotland, and it extends through
arious others, up to the extreme north,

utherland included. Finding
' Clachans

'

i the counties of Lanark and Ayr, which
ras the centre of the Strathclyde Britons'

ountry, proves the Gael must have preceded
hem in heathen times, and had given the

i
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name. ' Clachans
'

appear more frequently in

Perthshire than any other county. Argyle-

shire comes next. They are found also in

the islands in Skye, Arran, Bute, etc. It

is a very great mistake to say they mean

a hamlet next a church. There are in Scot-

land an immense number of parish churches,

with houses alongside of them (quite suffi-

cient to be called a hamlet), that are never

designated
( Clachans.' That was only appli-

cable where there had been Druidical stone

circles, and hence the name was derived. It

was a piece of good policy, of the early

Christian teachers, to first preach and then to

place the church at the l

Clachan,' which was

looked upon as sacred ground. One of the

'Clachans' of Scotland has become well-known

everywhere, through Sir Walter Scott, name

ly, the ' Clachan
7

of Aberfoyle, Perthshire.

The next topographical names to explain

are those of 'Clune,' 'ClunieJ and Cluny] th

two last being the same. They are derive(

from the Gaelic
'

Cluan,'
'

Cluain,' an(

'

Cluaine,' all of them meaning
'

good ano

sheltered pasture.'
' Clune

'

appears in the

northern counties of Banff, Inverness, anc

Perthshire
;
and in the southern ones of Ay:

and Renfrew. In Atholl, Perthshire, w
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find a
' Clune more,' and ' Clune beg,

9 both

large farms, and derived from '

Cluain-mor,'

and 'Cluain-beag,' meaning,
'
the larger and

lesser good pasture lands.'
' dunes'* occurs

in Inverness-shire, and in Atholl, Perthshire ;

it is also from '

Cluain,' or
*
the good sheltered

pasture.'
l

Clunie,' and '

Cluny,' both appear
in the counties of Perth, Fife, and Banff, in

which last there is
'

Cluny more,' and '

Cluny

beg/ from 'Cluaine, and meaning,
'

the place

of the good pasture.'
'

Cluny Castle
'

is found

in three counties. The one in the county of

Perth is very ancient
;
and the edition of

Skene (dated 1609), of the '

Eegiam Majes-

tatem/ mentions that it was the head or

capital of the district called 'The Stormount.'

It was once the property of the Crichtons ;

and at this castle, was born that prodigy of

tiuman attainments, called
' The Admirable

Crichton.' Prince Charles Stewart, in the

1745, confined the English prisoners here.

The castle is situated in an island of Loch

Cluny. The other prisoners were chiefly at

Logierait. There are two other places where

we find a Cluny Castle in the county of

Aberdeen and county of Inverness. At the

jlast
is the residence of the representative

family of the heirs-male of the Clanchattan.

!
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The next prefixes to be explained are in

English,
'

Cony/
'

Come,' and 'Currie/ all of

which are derived from the Gaelic
'

Coire,'

in which word the letters oi are sounded the

same as the English letter u in the words
'
fur ' and '

cur.' The meaning of the Gaelic
6
Coire

'

is that of
' a ravine,' or

'

deep

hollow.
1

The English prefix 'Come,' appears

singly in the southern counties of Stirling,

Lanark, and Renfrew
;
also in the islands of

Arran and Bute. It is a prefix in the

counties of Argyle, Inverness, Aberdeen,

Perth, Stirling, and Dumfries, and the Island

of Arran. '

Corry,' another English spelling

of
'

Coire,' appears in all the above-mentioned

counties, in those of Ross, and the southern

ones of Lanark, Renfrew, and Wigtown.
Another spelling is

' Currie' which occurs in

the counties of Edinburgh, Dumfries, Perth,

and Stirling. Of all these varieties, examples
will now be given.

' Corriedow' is in the county of Dumfries,

and is derived from '

coire-dubhj
*

meaning
*

the dark ravine.'
'

Corriegarth' is in the

county of Inverness
;

it is from *

coire-gort;'

the words 'gort' and 'gart' are now obsolete

they mean ' a field' or
'

enclosure/ therefore

1 The letters bh mute.
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the signification is
'

thefield or enclosure at the

ravine!
'

Corrimony' is in Inverness-shire,

and comes from '

Coire-monadh,'
1
meaning

'

the ravine of the hill'
'

Corriecrevie' is in

the island of Arran, and comes from '

Coire-

craoibhe,'
2 or '

the ravine ofthe trees.'
'
Corrie-

lea' is in Perthshire, and is from '

Coire-liath,'

which signifies 'the grey ravine;' as ex-

amples of the spelling this prefix
*

Cory,' we
have '

Corrybeg] in the county of Inverness,

from f

Coire-beagJ which is
*

the small ravine!
'

Corryclerich' is in Atholl, Perthshire, situ-

ated on the east side of one of the Benagloe
mountains

;
it is very large, and is derived

from '

Coire-cleireach,' and signifies
'

the clerk's

ravine.'
'

Corrycharmaig'
1

is near Killin,

Perthshire, and comes from '

Coire-charmaig,'
and means '

St CormacJcs ravine.' The period
of St Cormac was A.D. 635 ; he was an Irish

Scot of lona.
*

Corrycholle' is in Inverness-

shire, derived from '

Coire-choille' which sig-

nifies
*

the wooded ravine.' In the county of

Argyle, and close to the Island of Jura, there

is an example, where 'Coire' means 'a whirl-

pool ;' in English it is written and called
'

Corryvrecain,' but its proper Gaelic spelling

1 The letters dh mute.
2 The letters llh as t>.
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is
'

Coire-bhreacain' and signifies
(

the speckled

or grey-looking whirlpool' Another significa-

tion of * Coire
'

is that of
' a cataract,' which

occurs on the river Clyde, in the very centre

of Strathclyde, which the '

Kymric Element
'

writer ignorantly calls
' a purely Kymric dis-

trict.' The name '

Corrielin' appears there,

and is the name given at the Falls of the

Clyde ; it is derived from the Gaelic
'

Coire-

linnej which means either
'
the cataract at the

pool,' or
'

the pool of the ravine.' Through
the Queen's Journal there is now well known

a (

Corrie
'

of Aberdeenshire being often men-

tioned ; it is named the '

Corrie-buie,' derived

from the Gaelic
'

Coire-buidhe* l and literally

is
'

the yellow or auburn ravine,' but may also

be translated as
'

the fortunate or propitious

ravine.
1 '

Corryghlo
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire;

the last part of this name is from a Gaelic

word not now much used except in the High-
lands of Atholl it is

'

gleo' the name of theo
mountain '

Benagloe
' comes from it, therefoi

'

Corryghlo
'

is from '

Coire-ghlo,' and me
'

the dim hazy ravine! '

Corryloch
'

is in In-

verness-shire, from
'

Coire-lochJ or
'

the ravine

ofthe loch.'
'

Corgarf,' Aberdeenshire, is from
'

Coire-garbh,'
2 or

'

the rough ravine.
9 '

Cor-

1 The dh mute. 2 The bh as v.
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and it occurs in no less than eleven other

counties to the north of them, up to Suther-

land inclusive. In the county of Banff there

is a '

Coulalt,' from the Gaelic
*

Cul-alU*

that means ' the stream at the back.' In

Perthshire
' CouU and '

Cul* are very frequent.

A place, and also one of the Ochill Hills, is

called
' Coul ;

'

and in Ross-shire there is a

large property of the same designation. Both

these are from the Gaelic
'

Cul? meaning
'

the

back-tying place or country'
(

CWgask,'

Perthshire, is that part of the Gask lands

which '

lies back or behind/ and is a very

truthful description of them. ' CouT is also

found singly in five different counties : in those

of Inverness, Fife, Aberdeen, Perth, and

Ross.
' Coulbum' is in Strathclyde, Lanark,

derived from the Gaelic
'

Cul-burn,' meaning
*

the back-lying stream or water.
1 '

Coul-

mony' is in the county of Elgin, from '

Cul-

monadh,' and means *
the back-tying hill.'

1

Coulvoulin is in Atholl, Perthshire, comes

from '

Cul-mhuilean,' meaning
'
the mill which

lies back or behind.'

Examples will now be given of places

where this prefix appears in its proper Gaelic

spelling,
l

Cul.' In the county of Inverness

there is
'

Culaird,' from '

Cul-airde,' and
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means '

the 'back-lying place of the height.'
' Culardo' is in the county of Kincardine,

from ' Cul-ard-dubh' 1 and means *
the dark

height behind.'
'

Culbin,' in the county of

Elgin, is from *

Cul-beinn,' which is
'

the back

hill'
'

Culblair' is in the county of Inver-

ness, it is from '

Cul-blair,' or
'
the back-

lying plain.' The town in Perthshire called

'

CulrosSf is all in pure GaeHc, from the two

words (

Cul,'
{

back,' and '

ross'
' a point or

projection/ thereby signifying
'

the point lying

back or behind.
9

'Culbo,' Ross-shire, correctly

spelled, means (
the back place of the cattle.'

'

Culcaim,' in the counties of Inverness and

Eoss, and
'

Culchurn,' in the county ofArgyle,
are from '

Cul-cairn,' and meaning
*

the back

of the cairn.'
'

Culduthel' is in the county of

Inverness, and comes from '

Cul-du-thuil,'

and meaning
'
the back of the dark stream.'

'

Culloden' is in the county of Inverness ;

its name in Gaelic is considerably different,

yet it has nothing whatever to do with the

Scandinavian language, as has been im-

properly said ; it derives from the Gaelic
'

Cul,'
l back or lying behind/ and '

oitir,'
' a

ridge or promontory near the sea/ therefore
c

Cul-oitir,' or
'

the ridge lying backfrom the

i The bh mute.
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sea coastJ Here was fought the last battle of

the civil wars of Britain, in the year 1746.

With regard to calling this name Scandi-

navian, there occurs in the county of Kin-

cardine another example of this Gaelic term,

in the well-known castle of
'

Dunottar,' from
i

Dun-oitir,' meaning
'

the castle on the pro-

montory or sea beach.' This is a most

romantic situation, and the ruins are highly

interesting. It was built on the same site as

that of an ancient Caledonian '

Dun,' by the

ancestor of the Keiths, Earls Marishall, in the

year 1394. Its ancient spelling was ' Dun-

otyr,
9 which to those even in the least con-

versant with old charters or writings, will at

once perceive is identical with the Gaelic

spelling, as the letter y, it is well known, was,

in writing, often put for that of i.

In Perthshire there is a place named in

English
'

Culdees! It is a great error to

suppose it has any connection with the clergy

who were called the '

Culdees.' The name is

clearly derived from the Gaelic
'

Cul-deas,'

which may be translated as
'

the southern back-

lying ground,' or as
'

the back-lying place at

the south.'
'

Culloch' appears in the counties

of Ayr and Perth, and comes from '

Cul-

loch,' which signifies
'

the back-lying loch.'
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'

Cul-nacloich' is in Perthshire, and is from

Cul-na-cloiche,' meaning 'the back place ofthe

stones,' which very probably was applied from

being near a stone circle.
*

Culnakyle' is in

Inverness-shire, and is derived from ' Cul-na-

coille] which signifies
'
the back of the wood.'

'

Oultullich
1

is in Perthshire, and comes from
'

Cul-tulach,' and means '

the back of the

knoll.
1

Another form of this prefix in English, it

has been mentioned, is singly as 'Cult,' which

appears in three different places in Perth-

shire
; also, there is 'Culter,' which appears in

diiferent counties, namely, in Aberdeen,

Peebles, and Strathclyde, Lanark. It is from

the Gaelic words '

Cul-tir,' which signifies

'the back- lying land.'
'

Cultalonie' is in

Perthshire, and is from '

Cul-a-loin,' meaning
'

the back of the marsh.'

The very commonEnglish prefixes, 'Craig,
3

and '

Craigie,' are from the Gaelic
'

Creag,'
'

Craige,' and Creagach,' which means ' a

rock,' and ' a rocky place.' It appears singly
as

'

Craig
'

in seven counties in those of

Perth, Dumfries, Boss, Forfar, Strathclyde

Lanark), Argyle, and Wigtown. In a

ilar manner '

Craigie
'

appears singly
six counties in those of Perth, Ayr,
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Edinburgh, Forfar, Fife, and Aberdeen. In

this last county alone, it appears further cor-

rupted from the Gaelic as 'Craigo.
9

Examples
and explanations of this wide-spread name
will be given.

In the two southern counties of Lanark

and Eenfrew, there is a place named
'

Craig-

enfeich,' which very plainly must be from the

Gaelic
'

Creag-an-jitheach,' meaning
'

the

ravens rock?
'

Craigengower,' in the counties

of Argyle, Ayr, and Isle of Bute
;
and 'Craig-

ower,' in Atholl, Perthshire, are from '

Creag-

nan-gabhar
'

(or gobhar), and signifies
'

the

rock of the wild goat.' In the southern

counties of Kirkcudbright, Lanark, and Stir-

ling, we find
'

Craiglowm,' from the Gaelic
'

Creag-burn,' that being
'

the burn or stream

at the rock.'
'

Craigdarroch,' and '

Craigen-

darroch,' appears in no less than five counties

in those of Dumfries, Ayr, and Eenfrew,

south of the two Firths, and in Aberdeen

and Boss, to the north of them. It is derived

from '

Creag-an-daraich,' which means '

the

rock of the oak wood.' The English spelling

is very close to the Gaelic pronunciation. In

the county of Ayr there is a '

Craigdowf
and in Aberdeenshire,

'

CVm^-duloch.' In

Perthshire,
'

Craigdu
'

occurs three times.
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'Craigdubh is in Inverness-shire. The whole

of these are from '

Creag-dubh,' meaning
'

the

black or dark rock.' The last-named one (in

Inverness-shire) is the war-cry or rallying

words of the M'Phersons, called in Gaelic the
' Clann Mhurich,' whose chief is designed
'

Cluny M'Pherson,' and represents the Clan

Chattan in the male line.

In the Isle of Skye, and parish of Kilmuir,

there is a natural representation of the dress

of the Gael, and occurs in a rock which is

named '

Creag an fheilidh,'
1 which means

'

the rock of the kilt,
9 and which it bears from

its exact resemblance to a Highlander in his

native dress. This name proves two things

first, its high antiquity, as it must be coeval

with the first arrival of the Caledonian Gael

in Skye, which was probably not less than

four centuries before the Christian era, and
the name itself would be one of the very
earliest likely to be given on so striking
an object to the primitive inhabitants. It is,

secondly, a clear proof that the earliest

settlers wore the Highland dress, and must
have brought it with them. It likewise

proves they must have spoken the same Gaelic

as the present Gael.
'

Craig<engar' is in the

1 Thefh mute.
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county of Lanark, and derived from '

Creagan-

garbh, meaning 'the rough rocks.
' '

Craigendall
'

is in the county of Aberdeen, and comes from
'

Creag-an-dail,' that is
'

the rock of the field.'
'

Craigdearg' appears in the counties of Perth

and Inverness, and is from '

Creag-dearg,' or
'
the red rock.'

'

Craigrossie
'

is in Strathearn,

Perthshire ;
it is, by 200 feet, the highest of

the range of hills called the Ochills, and is of

pure Gaelic origin, namely, from '

Creag-rois,'

which means '

the projecting rock,' or
'

the rock

of the point,' either of which are most correctly

descriptive. On the top of this hill there is

the remains of a vitrified fort. This Gaelic

name refutes the '

Kymric Element' writer in

his assertion, that the Ochills got their names

from the Welsh. '

Craigantaggart' is in the

counties of Argyle and Perth
;
the name is

from '

Creag-an-t-sagairt,' meaning
'

the

priest's rock.'
'

Craigkelly' is in Fifeshire,

and is from '

Creag-coille* or
'
the wooded

rock.' Craigmore is found in many places,

namely, in the southern counties of Kircud-

bright and Renfrew ;
also in those of Stirling,

Dumbarton, and Perth, and in the islands of

Arran and Bute
;

the derivation is from
'

Creag-mor,' meaning
'

the large rock.' On

the shore of Loch Eannoch, Perthshire, there
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is a headland named '

Craignish' Here is the

strongest and clearest proof possible that the

name was not given by the Scandinavians, as

wrongly stated by the Rev. I. Taylor, in his

'Words and Places/ when speaking of the

identical same name in Argyleshire. The

Norse men never were in Rannoch, and could

not have given the name
;

it is from the

Gaelic
'

Creag-innis,' and signifies
*

the rock of
the headland'

In the counties of Banff and Elgin there

is
'

Craigelachie,' from
c

Creag-eagalach,' that

meaning
'

the rock of alarming' which is the

war-cry of the ancient clan Grant of Strath-

spey, etc.
*

Creag-an-fhitheacti is in Inver-

ness-shire
;

it is the ancient war-cry and

rallying words ofthe Macdonalds ofGlengarry,
and signifies

'

the raven's rock.' In Glenbruar,

Perthshire, and in the county of Elgin, we
find

'

Creag-na-ti-iolaire,' or
*
the rock of the

eagle'
(

Craigiebarns,' Dunkeld, Perth, and
'

Craigievairn,' in Dumbartonshire, are both

from '

Creag-a-bheirn,'
1

(or
(

Creag-a-bhearna),

meaning
'

the indented rock,' or
'

rock of the

gaps.' This is particularly truthful as to the

craig behind Dunkeld ; it was planted in the

end of last century, and the fissures thereby
1 The 111 as v.
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do not appear so much as they must have

done previously, but even the name is evi-

dently still very applicable.
'

Craigieburn,'

is in the counties of Dumfries and Stirling,

and is from '

Creag-a-bhuirn,' and which

may be translated
'

the rock at or ofthe stream]
also as

l stream of the rock'
'

Craigvinean is

close to Dunkeld, Perthshire ; it is from
'

Creag-binnean,' that is
'

the rock of the sum-

mit,' which is very correct and descriptive.
1

Craigentinny? in the county of Edinburgh,
and '

Craigendinny ,'
in the county ofAberdeen,

are both corruptions from the Gaelic
'

Creag-

an-teine,
J

meaning
(
the rock offire,' clearly

of pagan origin, as being a prominent place

where the heathen worshippers had assembled

and lighted their fires to the god Bel. The
'

Kymric Element' writer should account for

the origin of this name (if not heathen) corre-

sponding, as it does, with Axdentinny, Ach-

antinny, and so forth in Argyle and elsewhere.

When was the name given ? and by whom ?

'

CraigievarJ in Aberdeenshire, and
1

Craigievairr,' in Stirlingshire, are both from
'

Creagach-bharr,' meaning
'

the rocky point.'

In the county of Stirling there is
'

Craig-

maddie,' which is a very close resemblance in

pronunciation to the Gaelic word, which is
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*

Creagmadaidh,'
1 the final dh of it is not

sounded
;

it means '
the rock of the wolf.'

Here is an enormous Druidical altar or dolmen ;

the top stone is eighteen feet long, and not

less than three to four feet in thickness. It

is far the largest in Scotland ; it is in the

present low country language called the 'Auld

wives'
lift,'

which is very far from being appro-

priate, as all the old women in the kingdom
could not have lifted it. The surnames of
'

Craig' and '

Craigie,' are evidently derived

from the last Gaelic words we have been

considering.
1 The dh is mute.



CHAPTER XL

HE English prefixes 'Drum' and

'Drummen,' are from the Gaelic

'Druim,' meaning
' a ridge,' and

is found all over Scotland. It is

in the most southern counties which join

England, up to the two extreme northern

ones of Caithness and Sutherland, both in-

cluded. It appears hi the map singly in

four counties to the south of the two Firths

in Dumfries, Edinburgh, Stirling, and Kirk-

cudbright ; and in seven to the north of

them in Fife, Perth, Argyle, Forfar, Aber-

deen, Banff, and Nairn. Examples will now

be given and explained where it occurs as a

prefix.

In the counties of Stirling, Ayr, and
j

Perth, there is both a ' Drummore '

and a
j

'

Drumbeg.' Each of these are from the
(
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Gaelic 'Druim-mor,' and *

Druim-beag','
which

means '

the great and lesser ridge.'
' Drum-

more,' and '

Drumore? is also in the counties

of Wigtown, HMdington, Dumfries, Kirk-

cudbright, and Argyle.
'

Drummuir,' in

Banff, and '

Drumour,' in Strathbran, Perth-

shire, both also appear corruptions from the

Gaelic
' Druim-mor.' '

Drumbeg
'

is also in

the county of Linlithgow. One of the best

known ' Drums '

in Scotland is on the con-

fines of the counties of Perth and Inverness,

as the great north of Scotland road passes

over it. The Gaelic name for it is
' Druim-

uachdair,' meaning,
'

the top or highest ridge.'

The great range of mountains that go from

east to west of this ridge was always called

anciently
' Druim Alban,' or

'
the great ridge

ofAlban.' In the county of Lanark there is

a hill called
' Drum Alban.' In Glentilt,

Perthshire, and also in Boss-shire, there is a
'

Druirnra-chait,' or
'

the ridge of the wild

cat.' Close to Glentilt there is also a high
mountain called 'Beinn-a-chait,' that is,

'

the

mountain of the wild cat.' At the above

last-named place in Boss-shire, a battle took

place in the year 1497, by the Macdonalds,
under Sir Alexander of Lochalsh, who there

encountered the M'Kenzies and
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Munros, who had joined them. Sir Alex-

ander was again defeated, and driven out of

Ross.
'

Drumbane,' in the county of Stirling,

and '

Drumbain,' in the counties of Ayr and

Elgin, are both from '

Druim-banJ meaning
1

the white or fair ridge.'
' Drumblair

'

is

found in the most southern county, that of

Wigtown, and also in Aberdeenshire. It is

from '

Druim-blair,' and signifies
'

the ridge

of the plain.'
'

Drumbow,' in the county of

Lanark ;

'

Drumbowie,' in Linlithgow, Ayr,
and Lanark ; 'Drumboy,' in Ayr and Dum-
fries

;
also

( Drumbuie' in Argyle, Perth,

and Kirkcudbright, are all of them derived

from the Gaelic words,
'

Druim-buidhe,'
1

meaning
'

the yellow ridge.' It will be evi-

dent to the reader how very wide-spread is

this designation over Scotland. 'DrumbraJce,'

in Lanark; and 'Drumbreck,' in Kirkcudbright,

Aberdeen, and Lanark
; also,

'

Drumbreg,'
in Dumfries, are all from '

Druim-breac,'

which signifies
(

the spotted ridge.'
' Drum-

cairn
'

occurs in the counties of Fife, Perth,

and Forfar. It is from '

Druim-a-chairn,

meaning,
c

the ridge of the cairn.' 'Drum-

burn' appears in the southern counties of

i The letters dh mute.
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Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, and Stirling, and is

from '

Druim-burn,' that being
'
the ridge at

the burn or stream.'
'

Drumfad
'

appears in

three counties in those of Kirkcudbright,

Dumbarton, and Perth. It is derived from
'

Druim-fada' or
'
the long ridgeJ

( Drum-

lanrick,' in the counties of Perth and Stir-

ling; and 'Drumlanrig,' in Dumfriesshire, are

from the Gaelic
'

Druim-lian-ruighe,' being
'

the ridge of the summer pasture field or

shealing.'
'

Drumsargard? in the county of

Lanark, was the ancient name of Cambus-

lang. It was also the title of the ancestor ofo

that very old Perthshire family, the Morays
of Abercairney, prior to their acquiring

that estate ;
it is from the Gaelic

' Druim-

sagairt,' or
'

the ridge of the priest,' that is,

where he had his allotted pasture.
' Drum-

nadrochet,' in the county of Inverness, comes

from '

Druim-na-drochaidj' or '
the ridge of

the bridge.
9

'DrymenJ a parish in Dumbar-

ton, is from '

Druimfhionn,' meaning
'
the

white ridge.
9 '

Drem] in Haddington, is

from ' DruimJ '

DrimoreJ in the island of

South Uist
;
and '

Drimvorej Argyle, are

from '

Druim-mor,' and '

Druim-mhor,' or

'the large ridge.'
' Drumontullich' is in

Atholl, Perthshire, and is a corruption of
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'

Druim-an-tulaich,' which, means '

the ridge

of the knoll.'

In the county of Banff there is a ridge

called 'Drumen;' and (as before noticed) in

the county of Stirling there is the parish of
'

Drymen' or
' Drumen* a part of which is

called the barony of
' Drummond' and is

within the Earldom of Lennox. Here was

the seat of the early ancestors of the Drum-

monds (and the name appears to be terri-

torial), who were Seneschals of that Earldom;

and, according to General Hutton, who is a

trustworthy antiquary, and his drawings and

collections, etc., are in the Advocates' Library,

Edinburgh, they prove that the first armorial

bearings of the name was not, as now, three

waves, but a single waved ridge, or
* Drum.'

The stone carving from whence the drawing
was taken, is in the island where was the

Monastery of Inchmahome, and is on the

tomb of the first Sir John de Drummond,
that meaning, of or belonging to the district

of '

Drymen,' or
' Drumen.' There is a ridge

close behind Taymouth Castle, Perthshire,

that in English is called 'Drummond,' but

the Gaelic name of it is
*

Druim-Fhinn,'

or '

Fingals ridge.' This name was given

many hundred years before the surname of
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' Drummond '

existed. The pronunciation of

it is, however, near it, being
' Drumen.' The

lettersfh are mute. In Inverness-shire there

is also a large ridge of hills called
'
the Drum-

mond hills.
'

In this part of Scotland the family
of Drummond were never located, or had any

possessions, therefore it appears reasonable

to conclude, as before said, that the name is

territorial, and a Hungarian origin a mere

fable.

The next prefixes to be treated of are Don,

Doon, Doune, and Dun, all corruptions from

the Gaelic
'

Dun,' which means ' a castle/ a

fort, or fortification, and sometimes l a heap,

or mound/ Places with the prefix 'Doon,'

are in the counties of Dumfries and Hadding-

ton, but more frequently in Ayr ;
it is also in

the Isle of Bute. 'Doune' occurs in two

counties south of the Firths, namely, in Box-

burgh and Ayr ; and of those to the north of

them, it is found in Dumbarton, Perth, Aber-

deen, Elgin, Nairn, and Sutherland.
' Dun '

occurs in the counties of Forfar, Aberdeen,

Perth, Stirling, and Kinross. Of those coun-

ties south of the two Firths, it is in Dumfries

and Ayr.
'

Dun,' in its proper spelling, ap-

pears singly in the county of Forfar (where it

is a parish), and this Gaelic word, as a prefix,
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is used in almost every one of the counties

south of the two Firths, namely, in Wigtown,

Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, Berwick, Ayr,

Lanark, Haddington, Linlithgow, Renfrew,

and the Isles of Bute, Skye, Mull, and May.
' Dun '

appears in every county to the north

of the two Firths, Sutherland and Caithness

included, and even in remote Shetland it ap-

pears in
' Dunross-ness' The two first words

are from pure Gaelic, the last part was, no

doubt, added by the Scandinavians. The

Gaelic derivation is
'

Dun-rois,' meaning
'

the

fort at the point,' which, beyond doubt, was

the original name given by the Gael, and

who must have been the first settlers, and

of course the place and name continued with

them till the ninth century, at the beginning

of which would be the very earliest period

the Danes or other Norsemen could have been

settled so as to give names ; and after learn-

ing the Gaelic designation of the place to be

'

Dun-rois,' and not knowing the last word

signified
' a point,' they added their own

word, which means the same.

The intelligent reader cannot but observe

over what a very extensive district of country

the ancient Caledonian Gael had made use of

the root and test word ' Dun.' With regard
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to its occurrence in that part of Scotland

south of the two Firths, it is found in no less

than nine counties, as above specified. Here

then, we may be assured that we have positive

proof, in such a topographical fact, of there

having been a long and peaceful occupation

by the Gael as the primitive inhabitants.

These
'

Duns/ or
*

forts,' must have been

named prior to the Roman invasion, in the

first century, because it is certain that the

Romans, who occupied the south of Scotland,

after their coming in that century, and more

than three hundred years besides, would

never have allowed the Caledonians to build

them; likewise, in about another century

after the departure of the Romans, the

Angles came in and occupied the territory,

then Gaelic ceased to be spoken in it
;
there-

fore, all the fabulous writers, who say there

was no Gaelic spoken in Scotland till the

ninth century, excepting in that part of

Argyleshire where there was an Irish colony,

are bound to explain how the entire south

of Scotland gives topographical proof of a

Gaelic race having inhabited the whole of it,

and given Gaelic names, to such an immense

number of places, and is the same as the lan-

guage of the Highlanders at this day. It
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must also be mentioned the Gaelic prefix
'

Dun,' appears in the names of many places

in England, in the counties of Kent, Essex,

Bedford, Somerset, and Suffolk ;
herein is

further proof the Gael were the first in-

habitants.

The town and parish named Dunbar, is a

very clear example of the prefix we are con-

sidering, and is also in the exact Gaelic

spelling to one letter.
'

Dun-barr,' means
'

the

fort on the point ,' which is most truly applic-

able and descriptive of the castle of Dunbar.

It is a place of great antiquity. It is men-

tioned by the writer named Hedii, in his

'

Life of S. Wilfrid,' a Saxon Bishop, with

whom he was contemporary, and who, he in-

forms us, was imprisoned in the castle of

Dunbar in A.D. 678. Also in the '

Pictish

Chronicle/ in the year A.D. 849, we are told

Dunbar was burned by Kenneth M'Alpin,

King of the Picts. It is impossible Dunbar

could have got its name from a St Bar, as

mentioned on respectable authority to the

writer, for the following, among many other

reasons : because, before Christianity had

become so far established as to name places

after religious teachers, the Gaelic speaking
race were dispossessed by the Angles or
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Saxons, and had retired to the north of the

two Firths of Forth and Clyde, so far back as

the year A.D. 547, and none but a Gaelic

speaking people could bestow the Gaelic root

and test word '

Dun,
1 on any place. Besides,

there is this further reason, that even if there

had been a Gaelic speaking population to give
names to places, it would have been *

Kil-

Bar' (Cill-Bar), and not 'Dun-bar.'

It has been mentioned, that ' Doon is one

of the English corrupted spellings ofthe Gaelic

word '

Dun,
1

but as pronounced it is perfectly
similar

;
for example, we find '

Doonbrae,'
in the county of Ayr, which comes from
'

Dun-braighe,' or '
the castle on the height.'

'

Doorikolm,' in Ayrshire, appears clearly as
'

Dun-tholm,' or 'the fort on the round knoll,'

the last word being merely the aspirated
form. In the case of the corrupted form
'

Doune,' it sometimes has the word 'the'

prefixed to it, as 'the Doune' of Eothie-

murcus, etc. This spelling (Doune) is found
in the counties of Inverness, Ross, Argyle,
Dumbarton, Stirling, and Perth. 'Doune
Castle' was a noble building, and the capital
of the ancient Earldom of Monteith. ' Dum'
is another corruption, of which the

following
are examples :

'

Dumbane,' which is found in
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Perth and Argyle, comes from 'Dun-ban,'

meaning
'

thefair or white fort.'
'

Dumfries'
is from '

Dun-phreas,'
1 that meaning

*

thefort

of the copsewood.
' '

Dumfin
'

is in Dumbarton,
and comes from *

Dun-Jionn,' or
'

the white

castle.'
'

Dumnaglas' is in Inverness, and

derived from *

Dun-na-glas,' or
'

the grey

castle.'
'

Dumbarnie,' in Perthshire, is from
' Dun-bear'na,' meaning

'

the fort at the gap.'

'Dun' appears singly in several places.

In the county of Forfar it is a parish. In

one of the most ancient parishes of Atholl,

Perthshire, there is
'

the Dun' of Dull, and
' the Dun' of Fintry is in Stirling ; also there

is
' the Dun' of Kilmorie, in the Isle of Bute.

The following are examples where it appears

as a prefix :

'

Dunad,' in Knapdale, Argyle,

is mentioned at a very remote date in the

Irish Annals, in the year A.D. 734. It was

captured (as they mention) by the Great

Angus M'Fergus, King of the Picts. Its

derivation appears to be from '

Dun-ait,'

meaning
'

the pleasant castle,' or it may be

from '

Dun-jhad,'
2
meaning

'

the long castle.'

' Dunard' is in the county of Dumbarton, and

is correctly spelled
'

Dun-ard,' or
'

the high

1 The letters jft the same as/.
2 The lettersfh mute.
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fort or castle.'
' Dunavon' is in Strathclyde,

Lanark, and Dumbarton, and is among many
other places already enumerated, proof of

that district being Gaelic and not Kymric, as

stated ;
it is from the words '

Dun-abhuinn,'

which means '

the castle of the river.'
' Dun-

heath,' in the counties of Sutherland and

Forfar, is from '

Dun-a-bheithe,' or '

the castle

of the birch wood or trees.' 'Dunblane,
9 in

Perthshire, is from '

Dun-Blane,' or
'

the fort

of St Blane.'
(

Duncraig' is found in the

counties of Ross and Argyle ;
comes from

1

Dun-Creige,' meaning
'
the castle of the rock.'

!

'

Dundavie,' in Atholl, Perthshire, appears

clearly to be a corruption of
(

Dun-da-abh,'

that being
'

the castle of the two waters or

streams.'
( Dunderav' is a ruined castle in

Argyleshire ;
it probably got its name from

some accident having happened while it was

building, perhaps of some of those employed
on it having tried to reach it by sculling,

with a single oar, as the Gaelic words whence
it comes is

'

Dun-da-raimh,' which means
'

the castle of the two oars.' It being easier

reached by water than land, makes it likely
it got its name while being constructed.
4

Dundalav' is in the county of Inverness
;

its remains are very large, the walls being ten
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and twelve feet thick, and built without mortar

a great proof of antiquity. The English

pronunciation is the same as the Gaelic for it,

'

Dun-da-laimh,'
1 which signifies

'

the castle

of the two hands.
9 The usual cause given

for this name is, that it arises from two

little knobs or eminences that are on the

top of the hill upon which it is built;

but the writer considers a more satisfactory

reason is, that its name arose from the cir-

cumstance, that as there were no stones on

the hill itself, they had to be conveyed from

a distance, and as the side of the hill is very

steep, it would have been a very slow process

to have carried the stones singly up to the

top ; that in all probability a large number of

persons were employed, and being stationed

in a line from the bottom to the top, the

stones were handed from one to another,

thereby employing the two hands] and the

necessary supply of building materials would

very soon be completed.
In Kintyre, Argyleshire, there is another

very ancient fort, called
'

Dunaverty' in

English. It has been often visited by th

writer, from its fine romantic situation, on ;

steep rock overhanging the sea, in a small ba)

1 The letters mh as v.
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to which it gives the name
;
as likewise its

frequent mention in ancient history makes it

highly interesting. This Dun was a fortress,

which came into possession of the Irish Scots

tribe of Kintyre. The Irish Annals mention

it so far back as the eighth century, when it

was besieged by Selvac, who was a petty
ruler of the other Irish tribe of Lorn (in one of

their many miserable fightings with each

other), and was taken by him. It was at

this Dun also that Angus, Lord of the Isles,

gave shelter to King Robert Bruce in his

adversity, in the year 1306 ; here, likewise,

in more recent times, took place a cruel mas-

sacre of the Macdonalds by the Campbells,

after they had surrendered to them. The

itymology of
'

Dunaverty' appears very clearly

;o be from the words '

Dun-a-bhaird,'
1 which

shows how close the English comes to this, as

/he Gaelic is pronounced as if written ' Duna-
the signification of the name is

'

the

bard's fort or castle;' a very strong corro-

wration of this being the correct derivation

is, that we find the ancient name of it was

DundbardynS as appears in the work of that

old Scotch writer Barbour, in his History of

Robert Bruce. This fact, therefore,

1 The letters bh as v.

U
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appears conclusive to the etymology given

being correct.

The ancient name of Edinburgh, prior to

the arrival of the Saxon invaders, was ' Dun-

monaidh,'
1
meaning

'

the fort or castle on the

hill)
9 not the castle in the moor, as some would

have it, though, no doubt, in these ancient

times, the moor came very close to the Castle-

hill
; yet it was that singular rock and hill on

which Edinburgh Castle stands, to which,

unquestionably, the Gaelic word ' monadh'

refers. The author of
' The Early Scottish

Church' states (page 205), that a place also

called
' Dumnonaidh' belonged to the petty

rulers of the Irish colony of Argyleshire ;
but

any map of that county, as yet published, does

not show it. The present Gaelic name for

Edinburgh is from 'Dun' (the word which

answers to the Saxon '

Burg'), and '

Edin,'

the contracted form of
'

Edwin] whereby we

have '

Dunedin,' that is
' Edwin's Castle,' by

which name the Highlanders always designate

Edinburgh.
'Dundee* is found in the counties oi

Forfar and Banff. Its ancient spelling was
' Dunde.' This name is apparently of heather

origin, being from '

Dun-de,' which means

1 The letters dh mute.
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'

the fort of the god,' that is, the fort dedi-

cated to the god
'

Bel! and which, no doubt,

was situated at the top of the hill which is now

called
' the law/ ' Dunearn

'

is in the coun-

ties of Elgin and Fife, at which last there

has been found the remains of an ancient

camp ;
it is from '

Dun-ear-an,' which signi-

fies 'the castle on the eastern water or stream.'

'Dunrobin' is in the county of Sutherland,

and is the well-known castle of the old Earls

of Sutherland, and which got its name from

Earl Robert, who built his residence on the

site of an ancient Caledonian fort, in the year

1197; the Gaelic name is 'Dun-Rob,' that

is, 'Robert's Castle.'
' Dunree' is in the

county of Ayr, and must, from its name, be

of a vast antiquity. It is derived from

Dun-righ,'
1 which is

'

the king's castle.'
'

Dunskey
'

is in the county of Wigtown and

the Island of Skye. The last one is famous,
from a very ancient Gaelic poem, called 'Bas

Conlaoch,' which belongs to the third century ;

it means '

the death of Conlaoch,' who had
been brought up at the castle of Dunskey, in

Skye, and was killed by his father, Chucullin,
who did not know him

;
the name of this

place is from '

Dun-sgeithe,' meaning literally

1 The letters gh mute.
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(
the winged fort' that is, like a shield, or

which spreads out.
'

Duntaggart,' in Atholl,

Perthshire, is from '

Dun-an-t-sagairt* or

'
the castle of the priest'

' Duntarvie' in the

county of Linlithgow, and '

Duntervie/ in the

county of Argyle, are from '

Dun-tairbh,' or
1

the castle of the wild bull.'
' Dunure '

occurs

in the counties of Perth and Ayr ; the last

one is the ancient seat of the chiefs of the

Kennedys. In the year 1371 John, Lord of
'

Dounonur/ granted a charter for eighteen
marks worth of land, and eighteen bolls of

wheat from his lands, to found a chapel and

cemetery next to the parish church of May-

bole, in Ayrshire, to which his eldest son and

heir, Sir Gilbert Kennedy, attached his seal.

The charter is dated at Dunure, 29th Novem-

ber 1371, and it was confirmed by King
Eobert II., at Dundonald, on the 4th Decem-

ber following. (See Robertson's Index of

Charters, page 93.) 'Dunure' is the exact

pronunciation of the Gaelic words whence it

comes, though, of course, it looks so very

different, namely, from '

Dun-iubhair,'
1 which

signifies
'

the castle of the yew trees.'
' Dun-

aveg,' in the Island of Islay, is a very ancient

castle of the Macdonalds, head of the Ian

1 The letters bh mute.
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More branch ; it is from the words ' Dun-a-

bhaigh,'
1
or

'

the castle of the bay,' which is

descriptive of its situation.
'

Dunvegan,
9 in

the Isle of Skye, is the seat of the M'Leod

chieftains. The name must have originated

long ere their times ;
it is from 'Dun-bheagan,'

or
'

the little castle,' but to which the Mac-

donalds, in more recent times, applied to the

name, as if there was a want of hospitality,

that it was the hard, small, dried up castle.

' Dundrome
'

is in the county of Ayr ; it is

from '

Dun-droma,' meaning
'

the fort of the

ridge.
9

It must have already been apparent
to the reader the great number of places in

the most southern counties of Scotland where

the Gaelic prefix
' Dun '

is found. ' Dun-

machie,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is from ' Dun-

magha,' or
(

thefort oftheplain.
1

'Dunmore* oc-

curs at the head of Glentilt, Perthshire, also in

Glenalmond, and two other places of the same

county. The Glenalmond one is on the top of

a small hill. There are the remains of the

ancient Caledonian fort which bore this name
;

it commanded and overlooked a Roman camp
that was situated close to the outside en-

trance of the glen or valley. This Cale-

donian fortress consists of a stone wall, parts
1 The letters Wi sounded as v.
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of it are double. Several portions of this fort

are vitrified, but all of them only on the

western side of it, being that which was

hidden and out of sight of the Roman camp,

yet was, of course, perfectly visible to their

fellow-countrymen, the Caledonians. The

author considers that this fort, being vitrified

only in the manner which has been explained,

fully substantiates what he has elsewhere

written respecting the vitrified forts of Scot-

land, namely, that their being so, arose from

watch-fires being lighted as signals at different

places against the walls, and where these had

any iron stone, they thereby became vitrified

only at those parts. There is not an instance

in Scotland, among all the numerous vitrified

forts that exists, of any one of them being

wholly and completely so. The primary date

and origin of most of them was, no doubt,

contemporary with the Roman invasion, and

their names and designations given at that

period.
' Dunmore '

is also in other counties

besides Perth, namely, in those of Argyle,

Forfar, Fife, and Stirling.
' Dunmuir

'

also

is a corruption from the same etymology, and

appears in the counties of Kirkcudbright and

Fife, and is, as
'

Dunmore/ from 'Dun-mor,'

or
'

the large fort.'
' Dunnichen' is in the
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county of Forfar ;
it is from ' Dun-Nechtan'

meaning
' Nechtaris Castle.

9 There were

several Pictish Kings called Nechtan ;
there-

fore, and herein we have it proved that 'Dun '

was a word used by the Picts. This place

also is famous in the ancient history of the

Pictish Gael, who here achieved a great vic-

tory over the Saxons, and of which very full

particulars
* are given in the (

Irish Annals.'

It took place, they state, on the Sabbath

day, and the 20th May A.D. 686. Egfrid,

the Saxon King, and almost his whole army,

were killed. The Pictish Gael were, under

their king, named '

Bruidhi.'

'Dunnikeir,' in Fife, is from '

Dun-ciar,

and means,
'

the dark brown fort.
9 'Dunnin-

aid,' in Forfarshire, is from '

Dun-an-uilt,' or

*

the fort of or at the stream.'
'

Dunollyl in

Argyleshire, is generally considered to be

from 'Dun-aille,' that is,
'
the beautiful or

handsome fort.' This place is of great anti-

quity ;
it is mentioned as a stronghold of

the Irish colony of Argyleshire, in the year

A.D. 731, when it was captured by the Great

Angus M'Fergus, King of the Picts, when

he subdued the whole country of the Irish

Scots, and placed a Prince of his own family

over them. '

Dunbeg
'

appears in the county
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of Argyle, and Glentilt, Perthshire, and

comes from 'Dun-beag,' that is,
'

the small

fort.'
'

Dunfermline,' in Fifeshire, is from

'Dun-fearn-linne,' which means either
'

the

fort at the alder tree pool/ or
'

the fort at the

pool of the alder tree.
1 '

Dunglass' is most

pure Gaelic words
;

it is found in Berwick-

shire, the furthest south-east county of

Scotland, and which joins England ; also, in

the adjoining county of Haddington ; and,

besides these, it appears in the more northern

counties of Ross, Argyle, and Dumbarton;
it is from the Gaelic words *

Dun-glas,' or

'the grey fort' 'Dunliath,' in Inverness-

shire, has the very same meaning. 'Dunira'

is in Perthshire
;

it is pronounced in English
as if spelled 'Dun-ear-a,' and this is the same

as that of the Gaelic words,
' Dun-iar-a*

which means,
'

the fort at the west water'

'Dunscore,' in the county of Dumfries, is from

'DwtrsgoirJ meaning
(

the fort of the sharp
rock.'

'

Dunavourd? in Atholl, Perthshire,

is from '

Dun-a-bhuird,' and means (

the

fiat-shaped fort,' literally, like
' a table or

board.'

'Dunan
'

is the Gaelic word for
' a small

fort or castle.' It appears in the counties of

Hoss, Inverness, and Hannoch, Perthshire,
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at which last place, in or about the year 1336,

Duncan de Atholia (the founder of the Clan

Donachy, or Robertsons of Atholl), had a

battle with the Lord of Lorn, whom he

wholly defeated, took him prisoner, and

confined him in an artificial island at the

head of Loch Eannoch. The place called

'Dunning,' in Perthshire, seems to be a cor-

ruption of 'Dunan,' or
'

the small fort,' which

probably was given to it, as a larger one was

at 'Duncrub,' and which is very close to it.

In the county of Linlithgow there is

'Dundas,' which is identical with the Gaelic,

to one letter, namely, 'Dun-deas,' which

means,
' the south or southern fort.' The

surname of Dundas is derived from this

Gaelic-named place, and of which they have

been the proprietors for the extraordinary

long period of upwards of seven hundred

years.
( Dundonald' is in Ayrshire ; it is

from '

Dun-domhnuill,'
1 and means 'Donald's

Castle.' This ancient stronghold came into

the possession of the royal family of the

Stewarts
; and Wynton, in his

'

Chronicle '

(Book ix. chapters 10 and 26), tells us that

both King Robert II. and King Robert III.

died there.
'

Duncrub,' in Perthshire, has

1 The letters mh are mute.
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been alluded to above
;

it is derived from

the Gaelic '

Dun-craoibhe,'
1 the sound of

the last word is as if written ' Cruive ;

'

it

means 'the fort of the trees' It is the seat

of the old Perthshire family of Hollo, who

were raised to the Peerage in the seventeenth

century. It is a very ancient place, and is

mentioned so far back as the year A.D. 965,

as the site of a battle that year, between
e

Duff/ son of King Malcolm I., and Colin,

who was son of King Indulph. The former

represented King Kenneth M'Alpin's eldest

son, and the latter his youngest. Colin was

defeated by Duff, but he lost two of his

supporters in this battle of Duncrub, namely,
the Maormor of Atholl, called

'

Dubh-du?
and Duncan, the Abbot of Dunkeld. The

writer of the '

Early Scottish Church/ page

311, makes Duncrub to be Crieff; they are

twelve miles distant from each other.

In the county of Kirkcudbright there is

'

DundrennanJ which was the site of a very

ancient abbey. It comes from ' Dun-nan-

droigheann,' that meaning,
'

the fort of the

thorn bushes.' Shakspeare's celebrated 'Dun-

sinane '
is in Perthshire

;
it was a royal

castle, and the residence of King Kenneth

1 The bh pronounced as v.
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II., who reigned from A.D. 971 to A.D. 975;

and also of the well-known Macbeth, who

reigned from 1040 to 1058. The name of

this castle (remains of which can still be

traced at its lofty position), is from the Gaelic

words,
'

Dun-siona,' which signifies,
'
the

weather-beaten castle.'
'

Dunlop
'

is in Ayr-
shire, and comes from '

Dun-luibe, meaning,
'the fort at the bend or angle.'

( Dunkeld
'

is in Perthshire
;

it is un-

questionably of the most remote origin ; few

if-any towns in Scotland can compete with it.

From tradition it has been always held as the

capital of the Caledonian Gael when the

Romans first entered, and its name certainly
favours that opinion, it being, until very
modern times, always written and called

'Duncalden.' The Rev. Isaac Taylor, a high

authority on the etymologies of places, says

(in his second edition in 1865, of
' Words and

Places/ page 65), it is his opinion that the

word Caledonia appears to contain the root

of the word '

Gael/ although he also states the

usual etymology is 'the men of the woods'

(from the Gaelic
'

Coille-daoine'}. The idea

of this writer seems perfectly feasible, be-

cause the ancient name ' Duncalden
)

certain-

ly appears to be a corruption of the Gaelic,
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signifying the fort or stronghold of the Gaelic

people. The letters g and c are interchange-

able, therefore, instead of 'Gael/ we have
1

Gael,' and the word formed is
l Dun-cad-

daoine,' and in course of time would easily

become in English,
'

Duncalden,' which it did.

The signification of the above Gaelic words

is,
'
the stronghold of the Gaelic people,' the

etymology for Dunkeld being from hazel

woods (called in Gaelic,
'

Calltuinn
'),

is ab-

surdly wrong, from the well-known fact that

there are no hazel woods at Dunkeld, though
there are plenty ofoak and other natural woods

near it. Indeed, the oak copse of the lands of

Fongarth, may be said almost to touch the

town. No doubt, anciently both sides of the

river Tay, at and opposite Dunkeld, there

had been large oak woods ;
and if hazel woods

had ever existed at Dunkeld, even if cut

down, they would have grown up again;

but there are none, which fully shows the

idea to be impossible ; but it is hoped, on

the other hand, that either of the two etymo-

logies the author has furnished, will be con-

sidered correct.

St Columba, in or about the year A.D.

5 70, is stated to have resided at Dunkeld for

some time. He had also with him Drost, or
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Drostan, who was his reputed nephew;
and this great apostle of the Pictish Gael

(Columba), here founded a Christian estab-

lishment. Constantine, the King of the

Picts, founded, and no doubt largely endowed,

a royal monastery at Dunkeld. This was in

consequence of the barbarous ravages of the

Danes on lona. The date at which this

Pictish King thus showed his piety and re-

gard for the Christian Church, was likely to

have been in or soon after A.D. 806, as in that

year the whole clergy of lona were murdered

by the Danes, which the Ulster Annals tell

us. In them we are also informed ofthe death

of the Primate ('Primus Episcopus') of the

Pictish kingdom, and who was also the

Abbot of Dunkeld ;
he was called Tuathal

(which name is now considered to be repre-

sented by that of Dugald) ;
his death was

in the year A.D. 865. These Annals also in-

form us of another death of a Bishop of

Dunkeld (called in the original
'

Princeps

Duincaillden'), in the year A.D. 873. These

very ancient notices seem clearly to establish,

that the Abbots of Dunkeld preceded St

Andrews, as holding the Primacy. There

was, at a later period, between the years
1005 and 1034, an Abbot of Dunkeld named
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Crinan. He married Beatrice, the eldest

daughter of King Malcolm II., and from

them descended the last and greatest of

Scotland's race of Celtic Kings. In the year
A. D. 905, as we learn by the Pictish Chronicle,

Dunkeld was burned by the Danes. The

events of A.D. 995, relating to Dunkeld, have

been already mentioned.

Early in the reign of King David L,

namely, in 1127, the monastery of Dunkeld

was made the seat of a very large diocese,

embracing not only the greater part of Perth-

shire, but also the whole county of Argyle
was annexed to it. The present Cathedral

of Dunkeld was begun in 1318, but was not

wholly completed till 1464. The oldest tomb-

stone remaining within it is that of Prince

Alexander Stewart, Earl of Buchan, and son

of King Robert II.
; he was known and called

as
' The Wolf of Badenoch,' from his fierce

disposition ;
he died in 1394, as the inscription

states. The Bishops of the See had palaces

at Cluny Castle (near Dunkeld), also at Perth

and Edinburgh ;
it was endowed with most

ample revenues. Dunkeld gave a higher tax

to the Pope, from the year 1270 to 1280,

than most of the other dioceses in Scotland.

This appears from the MSS. in the Vatican
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Codex at Rome ; they were inspected there

in the year 1861, by Professor Munch; the

tax was collected by a person named Baia-

mundus, and the MSS. show the amounts

paid by each parish ofthe diocese ofDunkeld ;

the largest contribution was from the parish

of Dull, Perthshire. The scenery about Dun-

keld is very picturesque ;
and within the Duke

of Atholl's grounds, which adjoin it, are two

of the first seven larch trees brought from the

Tyrol, in a portmanteau, by Menzies of Cul-

dares, in 1738, in which year they were

planted, and are now the largest in Britain ;

the five others were planted twenty-four
hours sooner, at Monzie Castle, near Crieff,

Perthshire, but only four ofthem now survive.

It is impossible to close this short notice

of Dunkeld, without drawing attention to its

being one of many strong proofs of the piety
of the Caledonian Pictish kings, and how

favourably they contrast with the petty rulers

of the two tribes of the Irish colony in

Argyleshire, whose employment and chief

efforts was the barbarous occupation of shed-

ding each others blood, the only record left

of them. No Christian churches endowed,

nothing to evince they were Christians but in

name alone, and who, as is well known, and
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has been proved, after having existed as rulers

in the district of Kintyre, Argyleshire, for

nearly a hundred years, allowed the population

to remain in heathen ignorance, whereby arose

the only martyrdom of a Christian missionary

within the mainland of Scotland
;
but to the

liberal piety of the Pictish monarchs was due,

first, the gift of lona to Columba, by King

Bruidhi, the metropolis of the ancient Pictish

church, and its greatest support. To King
Nechtan is due the Christian institution of

Abernethy, which became a royal capital, with

a university ; and a rector of the schools there,

as mentioned in the Register of the Priory St

Andrews (page 116). There also the great

Pictish King, Angus M'Fergus, founded and

endowed St Andrews ; and, as has been

already shown, Dunkeld arose from the Chris-

tian zeal of King Constantine I. All these

are great proofs of the Christian piety of the

monarchs of the Pictish kingdom. But ofthe

paltry barbarous rulers of the Irish colony of

Argyleshire (ridiculously called kings), their

names come down, known only for strife and

bloodshed with each other.



CHAPTER XII.

HE next name, in alphabetical order,

which occurs in the Gaelic topo-

graphy of Scotland, is
'

Eilean;'

it signifies
* an island,' but in

general is applied to smaller ones, than

mother word which will be explained in due

3ourse. We find examples in most of the

Eighland counties.
'

Eileanach,' in the

county of Boss, is from 'Eilean-ach
'

(achaidh

contracted), or
'

the island of the field*

Eilean an JRighe,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is

correct Gaelic, meaning
'

the King's island;

it is formed by the river Garry.
(Eilean

nam muc,' signifying
'
the island of the sow]

occurs no less than three times in Argyle-

shire, as before mentioned, which, with the

other numerous places of that county named
after the sow, makes it, according to the

x
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reasoning given, to have the greatest claim

of being more British than any other county
of Scotland.

(Eilean aigas
'

is in the county
of Inverness, appears to be a corruption of
'

Eilean-aig-uisg,' or
'

the island by reason

of the water or stream.'
(Eilean Tyrich

'

is

in Inverness-shire, and comes from '

Eilean-

tigh-riabhach,'
1 or

'

the island of the greyish-

looking house.
9 ( Eilean da Far,' in Argyle-

shire, comes from (

Eilean-da, bhar,' meaning,
'
the island of the two points.' 'Eilean nan

Con,' or '

the island of the dogs,' is in Inver-

ness-shire.
' Eilean nan ron,' or

'

the island

of the seals,' is in the county of Sutherland.
(Eilean Tyrim

'

is in Inverness-shire. It is

from '

Eilan-tioram,' which signifies
'

the dry

island,' arising from its being no longer sur

rounded with water when the tide is out

It is a very ancient place, and was buil

about 1360, by Amie M'Huarie, the first wife

of John, Lord of the Isles. In later times i

came to the M'Donnells of Clan Hannald

In 1715, the then chief burned the castle

rather than it should fall into the hands o

the Government.
' Eilean na goibhre,' or

'

the goat's island

is in Argyleshire.
(

Eileandonan,' in th<

1 The letters bh mute.
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county of Boss, appears to be a corruption of

IJSilean-dunan,' meaning,
'

the island of the

small castle.' King Alexander II., about the

year 1220, built a castle here, on the site

of a former ancient Dun, and gave the keep-

ing of it to the head of the family named

'Mathieson.' His daughter and heiress is

stated to have married the Chief of the

M'Kenzies, and it was thus they acquired
Castle Donan.

The next prefix to be explained to the

reader is in English written 'Ess' and

sometimes 'Essie,' derived from the Gaelic
'

Eos,' and to which the first is very similar

in pronunciation. This prefix is chiefly found

in the counties of Argyle, Perth, and Forfar.

The general meaning of
'

Eas,' and '

Easan,'

is
( a cascade or waterfall,' and the last

means a small one
;
but the writer is assured,

on most competent authority, that in very
remote times this was not its primary mean-

ing, when it had that of ' a ravine,' and came

to signify
' a waterfall/ because such are

usually found in ravines, and it is used in

the latter sense as well as the former. In

the county of Perth there is a place called
(

Eas-gobhainj
l which means,

'

the smith's

1 The letters bh mute.
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cascade.
1

In the county of Inverness there

is the l Eas nam brae,' or '
the badgers water-

fall.' In the Island of Bute there occurs
' Essmore' from '

Eas-mor,' or
'

the large

cascade.' The name occurs, also, singly in

the county of Perth, as
'

Eassie;' and in

Aberdeenshire, as
*

Essie' both from *

Eas?
and 'Fasa,' or

'
the waterfall.'

(

Fassan'gall'

occurs on the river Garry, Atholl, Perthshire,

and is from 'Fasan-geal,' meaning, 'the small

white 'cascade.'
' Escart

'

is in Argyleshire,

and comes from *

Fas-gart,' or
'

Fas-gort,

meaning,
'
the field at the cascade.'

The next prefixes are written in English
'Fin' and ' Fon' which is the pronunciation
of the Gaelic. These prefixes are found in

many counties south of the two Firths

namely, in those of Dumfries, Ayr, Renfrew,

and Stirling, and is also found in the Islands

ofBute and Arran. They are also in the maps
of the following counties : Argyle, Perth,

Forfar, Elgin, Inverness, Banff, and five

others, including Ross-shire, being altogether

eleven counties north of the Firths. This

word ' Fin is from the Gaelic
' Fionn' which

means l

Fair,' white, and also
'

Fingal.' We
find in each of the four counties of Argyle,

Renfrew, Perth, and Dumbarton, places
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called
*

Finart,' which is from '

Fionn-aird,

and means either
'

the fair height' or
' Fin-

gal's height'
'

Findlater,' in the county of

Banff, is from '

Fionn-leitirJ or
'

the white

slope.' In the county of Ayr there is
' Fin-

gartj which is from '

Fionn-gortJ or
(
the

white orfair-looking field.' The word '

GortJ

or
' Gart' is very common . in Gaelic topo-

graphy, and is now obsolete.
' Findon' ap-

pears in no less than four counties, in those

of Boss, Banff, Aberdeen, and Perth, and

clearly must be from '

Fionn-donn,' meaning
*

the white or fair brown field.'
'

Fingask' is

in three counties, namely, Fife, Aberdeen,
and Perth

;
its etymology appears to be

from e

Fionn-gasag,'meaning the place abound-

ing in
' small white herbs,' such as daisies,

etc. The word '

gasag' is the diminutive of
1

gas'
' Finhaveri is in the county of Forfar.

Here is the remains of an ancient Caledonian

vitrified fort, and also of a fine old castle.

It is from the Gaelic words ' Fionn-abhuinn'

which means e

the clear or white river.,' The

English spelling in this place of the Gaelic

for a river
'

aven,' is very near, indeed, to the

original name. '

Fintray,' in Aberdeenshire,

and '

Fintry,' in the counties of Stirling and

>rfar, also in the Isle of Bute, are from
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<

Fionn-traigh,'
1

meaning,
'

the white margin
or coast.

9

1

Fon/ as a prefix, occurs frequently in

Perthshire. Thus, close to Dunkeld, there is

*

Fongarth,' from '

Fonn-gortJ meaning
'

the

land of the field or enclosure.' In Atholl,

Perthshire, there is a valley called Fincastle,

properly
'

Foncastle,
'

from the Gaelic,
' Fonn-

caisteal,' which means '

the land or district

abounding in castles,' and which name was

most applicable, as the remains of no less

than fifteen are within the short distance of

three or four miles. Stobie's Map of Perth-

shire, and which is the best ever made of the

county, was compiled in 1785, and the name

of the valley therein is written 'Foncastle.'

'FonvuicJc,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is from
*

Fonn-a-bhuic,'
2

meaning,
'

the land of the

wild buck.'
'

Fonab,' in Perthshire, is from
1

Fonn-an-aba,' which signifies
'
the land

of the abbot.'
'

Fondachoil,
' in Atholl,

Perthshire, is from * Fonn-da-choille' which

signifies
'

the land of the two woods.'
( Fon-

garrow,' occurs in the county of Nairn ;
it

is from '

Fonn-garbh* or
'

the rough land.'

1 The gh mute.
2 The bh as v.

3 The bh as v.
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The English corruption of '

garrow
'

for

'

garbh,' is found in several places, as will

be shown in that designation. The prefix
'

Fin,
9

it has been mentioned, occurs in names

which relate to the celebrated Caledonian

hero, Fingal : thus, in an ancient Gaelic MS.

poem, written in 1238 (and now in the Ad-

vocates' Library, Edinburgh),
'

Dimfinn,' or

'

FingalV Castle appears. The topography
where this noble Gael is commemorated is

chiefly in the counties of Perth, Argyle, and

Inverness, likewise the Isle of Bute. As he

lived and died in the kingdom of the Picts

(his grave is in the parish of Killin), and

among the Pictish people, who gave the

names of so many places in their country re-

lating to him, and of necessity in their lan-

guage ; and when we find those names re-

garding Fingal are in the same Gaelic speech
of the Highlanders of the present day, this

becomes a sure and certain proof that the lan-

guage of the Picts was identical with that now

spoken by the Highlanders, or Gael of Alban.

The next prefix to be mentioned is, in

English, written
'

Gar,'
c

Garv,' and 'Garrow,'

all derived from the Gaelic
'

Garbh,' of which

the above second named corruption is the

exact pronunciation; the meaning of the word
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is 'rough/ or 'roughness.' It of course ap-

pears very extensively. We find it in the

furthest southern and northern counties.

South of the two Firths it is in the maps of

six counties, namely, Wigtown, Ayr, Lanark,

Stirling, Haddington, and Edinburgh; and in

eleven counties to the north of the Firths,

Sutherland included, and also the Isle of

Skye.
' Garve

'

appears singly in the county
of Ross ; and as a prefix the following are

examples :

c

GardrumJ in the county of Ayr,
is from l

Garbh-druimJ or
'

the rough ridge.'
1

Garlogie,' in Aberdeenshire, is from 'Garbh-

laganj or
'
the rough hollow! 'Gargunnock

'

is

in Stirling ; comes from '

Garbh-cuinneag,' or
'

the rough pool! 'Garioch,' in Aberdeenshire,

the name of a very ancient Earldom, held as

such by David, brother to two Kings of

Scotland, and joined with that of Mar after-

wards. The first Maormors and Earls of that

district were most probably of Royal Pictish

race. The old spelling of '

Garioch
'

was
'

Garvyoch/ showing its etymology is from

the Gaelic '

Garbh-chriochy and signifies
'

the

rough bounds or district.'
'

Garmond,' in

Aberdeenshire, and 'Garmony,' in Argyle,
are from '

Garbh-monaidh,' or
'

the rough hill.'

'

Garrach,' in Dumfries, and '

GarrochJ in
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Ayr and Wigtown, come from ' Garbh-ach
'

(achadh contracted), meaning
'

the rough

field.'
'

Garnock,' in Ayrshire, is from
'

Garbh-chnoc,' or
'

the rough knoll.
1 ' Gar-

scube,' in Dumbartonshire, is from ' Garbh-

cuib, meaning
'

the place of the rough bend or

curve.'
' Garvald

'

occurs often, as we find it

in the six counties of Dumbarton, Hadding-

ton, Lanark, Edinburgh, Stirling, and Peebles;

also
'

Garbhallt,' in Argyle and Aberdeen,

and as
'

Garrald,' in Stirling. The whole of

these names are from '

Garbh-allt,' meaning
'

the rough stream.
1 ' Garvock

'

is in the

counties of Perth and Kincardine, from
'

Garbh-ach '

(achadh contracted), and means
'

the rough field,' and which may have formed

part of that ancient measurement of land

called a '

davoch,' which was in extent as

much as a yoke of oxen, that is, six, or never

less than four, could plough in a season, hence

called in Gaelic
' Damh ach '

(achadh), pro-

nounced very nearly as
' Davoch.' The name

'

Garvock
'

may therefore refer as to its being
the rough part or field of the Davoch.'
'

Garline,' in Inverness-shire, is from f Garbh-

linne,' which signifies 'the rough pool.' 'Gar-

more,' in the county of Dumbarton, is from

'Garbh-mor,' meaning
'

the large rough place.'
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'Garvamore' in Badenoch, Inverness-shire, is

from ' Garbh-ath^-mor' or
'

the rough broad

ford.' A very similar-looking word to the

two last examples is found in
'

Garrymore]
but its etymology is quite distinct from them.

It comes from a term (perhaps provincial) in

the islands, etc., called
'

Gearraidh,' which

signifies
' a preserved piece ofpasture] hence

in English there is
'

Garrymore/
'

Garry

Iain/
'

Garry fada,' and '

Tigh-ghearraidh]
all of them in Inverness-shire. Again, in

Argyleshire and Inverness, we find 'Calgarry,'

that is, from '

Cala-ghearraidh' The first

of these words '

Cala,' is the Gaelic for

harbour/ or
'

haven;' thus 'Cola-mara} means

literally
' a harbour of the sea ;

'

and to show

the affinity of the Gaelic language to that

of others, it is here given for the information

of the reader. In Spanish, almost the iden-

tical words and spelling is used to express

the same meaning. It is in that speech

called 'Cala de mar ;' again, in Hindostanee,

'a harbour' is 'Kol;' in Italian 'Cala' is 'a

bay;' in Greek it is
' KtXXw/ The English

meaning of '

Cala-ghearraidh
'

is
'

the pre-

served pasture at the harbour'

Next to be explained is the English prefix

1 The letters fh mute.
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Grart, Garth, and Gort, which last is the

correct Gaelic word, though now obsolete,

and means ' a field.'
'

Gart/ and '

Garth/
hoth appear singly in the counties of Perth,

Forfar, and Edinburgh, also in Caithness and

Shetland, as a prefix ; it is in five counties

south of the two Firths, namely, in Renfrew,

Stirling, Lanark, Linlithgow, and Ayr, also in

the islands of Bute and Islay ; it is also, of

course, in others to the north of them, namely,
in Argyle, Perth, Clackmannan, and Fife.

The following are examples of this prefix :

1

Gartban,' in the county of Stirling, and
'

Gartvane,' in Argyleshire, are from ' Gort-

ban,' which means '

the fair field?
' Garta-

choil,' in Stirlingshire, and
(

Gartnachoille? in

the Isle of Bute, are from '

Gort-na-Coille,'

which signifies
*

the field of the wood' ( Gart-

farran,' Perthshire, and '

Gartnafuaran,' in

Atholl, and same county, is from ' Gart-na-

fuaran,' which signifies
'

the field of the well.
9

'

Gartbreck' appears in the Island of Islay ;

it is from '

Gort-breac,' or
'
the speckled field.'

1

Gartnatra is also in Islay, and is from ' Gort-

na-traigh,'
1
or

(
the field of the beach or shore.'

rrtsherrie

9

is from '

Gort-sear-ruighe,'
2

1 The letters gh mute.
2 The letters gh mute.
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which signifies
*
the field of the eastern pas-

ture.'
'

Gartgeir is in Ayrshire, and comes

from '

Gort-geal,' or
e

the white field'
'

Gart-

lach' in Stirlingshire, comes from
'

Gort-clach,'

meaning
'

the stony field.'
'

Gartloch' is in

Lanarkshire
;

it is from '

Gort-loch' or
'

the

field ofor at the loch.'
' Gartmore' is in both

the counties of Perth and Stirling ;
it comes

from '

Gort-mor,' meaning
'

the large field.'
(

Gartnagrenach
'

is in Argyleshire ;
it is

clearly a name of heathen times, being from
(

Gort-na-grianach,' meaning
'

the field of the

sun,' or where sun worship was held.
' Gart-

ness' appears in three counties, in Islay,

Argyleshire, and the two southern ones of

Lanark and Stirling ;
it is derived from

'

Gort-an-eas? meaning
(
the field of the cas-

cade.
9 '

Gartur,' in Stirlingshire, comes from
'

Gort-tuir,' or
(
thefield ofthe tower.' There

are also instances in the Gaelic topography of

Scotland where the correct prefix
' Gort' is

used. In Perthshire there is Gorthy and

Gortie, both from (

Gort,' a field. 'Gortlecti is

in Inverness-shire; comes from 'Gort-leac,' or

f

thefiagstone field.'
' Gortanean' in Argyle-

shire, is from '

Gort-nan-eun,' or
'

the field of

the birds'
' Garteun' is the Gaelic also for

' a Quail,
9

or Hterally,
l

the bird of the field.'
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The next English prefix to be treated of,

and explained with examples, is the very
common one of '

Glen,' from the Gaelic word
'

Glean,' which signifies
' a small valley.' The

whole of them appear to the writer to have

originally derived their appellations from the

streams that almost invariably flow through

them, and that the valley never gave the name
to the stream. The designation

' Glen
'

is com-

mon throughout every county, and indeed,

perhaps, of almost every parish of Scotland
;

it also appears in the northern counties of

England, indicating a Gaelic race there as the

first inhabitants. The reader's attention is

kindly requested to the very important fact,

that from the extreme south to the furthest

north point of Scotland, there is not one single

instance of the Welsh l

Glyn;' their word for
'

Glen,' which, along with what has been

before mentioned, of the total absence, within

all Scotland, of their name '

LwycJ for a lake

or loch, proves, and establishes the fact, that

the Caledonian Gaelic speaking race must

have been the first inhabitants
; that it was

them that had been the earliest settlers, and

given Gaelic names to the whole of the great
features of nature that occur in Scotland.

The writer will now give examples where
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similar combinations with the word '

Glen'

occurs, and which proves such an identity of

Gaelic topography, prevails within the whole

extent of Scotland.
'

Glen' appears singly

in four counties, namely, Stirling, Eenfrew,

Peebles, and Dumfries. ( Glenmore' is found

in the counties of Argyle, Ayr, Elgin, and in

Perth it occurs four times. It also appears
twice in Inverness-shire, one of which, from

the great length of the valley, is called
*

Gleann-mor-ri-Alban,' or
'
the great glen or

valley of Allan,' which it undoubtedly is.

Alban invariably is the Highlander's name for

his native country, he never calls it Scotland.
' Glenmore' is also in the Islands of Skye and

Bute.
'

Glenbeg,' from '

Gleann-beag,' or
'

the

small glen,' is in the counties of Inverness and

Perthshire, where it is found three times ;

also it is in the Isle of Bute. '

Gleanan,' in

Dumbarton and Aberdeen, is also
' a small

glen.' In Ayrshire we find a '

Glenbuck;' in

Aberdeenshire a '

GlenbucJcet ;

'

and in Perth-

shire there is a ' Glenbuckie ;

'

all of these are

from the Gaelic
'

Gleann-a-bhuic,' which means
'
the glen of the buck,' either of the roe or red

deer. Glenavon, in the county of Banff, and
j

Glenesk, which is found in Kincardineshire,

and elsewhere, all mean '

the valley of the
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river,' and of 'the water,' from the two Gaelic

words ( Abhuinn' and '

Uisge*

In Argyllshire there is the well-known
1 Glencoe ;

'

it is derived from ' Gleann-

cumhann,
1 and meaning,

'

the narrow glen
or valley,' which is very descriptive of it.

During the reign of King William III., in

the year 1691, there took place the cruel

murder of many of the name of Macdonald,
which was committed here in the most

treacherous manner by the royal forces, and

is known in history as
*

the massacre of
Glencoe.' The effect which this dark deed

had on the mind of the Highland clans was

very great, and led to a feeling of hatred

towards a Government that they believed

were the authors of such an atrocity. It

likewise greatly contributed to the readiness

of the Highlanders to join their chiefs in

1715 and 1745, for the restoration of their

native royal family. The etymology of
1

Glencoe,' above given, is the present gener-

ally received one, and the spelling is now
*

Cumhann,'
'

narrow;' but a Highland friend

of the author, and who knows Gaelic well,

tells him that in his grandfather's time the

K3rd

was always pronounced and written,

1 The mh is mute.
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'Comhann.' In both words the letters mh
are mute, and the latter one would sound as

if written '

Coan,' and this, no doubt, is the

more correct, as Ossian calls the stream that

goes through Glencoe, the
'

Cona,' that being
from the Gaelic

' Comhann-d' (pronounced

'Coana'), and means '

the narrow water.' It

has been clearly explained to the reader that

the single letter a is sounded broad, like the

English word '

awe,' and, as in Lochawe, it

was an ancient Gaelic term for
'

water.' We
thus find that topography authenticates the

name '

Cona,' as given by Ossian, and the

writer considers this is a very interesting

fact for all Highlanders, and shows the value

of the meaning of obsolete Gaelic words.
' Glenburn

'

is in five counties those of

Argyle, Lanark, Roxburgh, Renfrew, Stir-

ling, and the Isle of Bute. *

Glenburnie,' in

the three counties of Ayr, Fife, and Aber-

deen. The whole of these come from the

Gaelic '

Gleann-buirn,' which signifies
'

the

valley of the burn or small stream.' Another

very frequent combination with this prefix is

'

Glencairn.' It is found in five counties

in those of Renfrew, Lanark, Dumfries, Edin-

burgh, and Aberdeen, and is derived from
'

Gleann-cairn,' which signifies
'

the valley of
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the cairn.
9 '

Glenamon,' in Ayrshire, and
'

Glenalmond? in Perthshire, are both from

the corrupted spelling of the word '

Avon,'

which derives from its being very nearly the

pronunciation of the Gaelic word for
' a river.'

These names are from *

Gleann-abhuinn,'
1

that is,
'

the valley of the river/
(
Glen-

bervie
'

is found in the counties of Stirling and

Kincardine, and comes from f

Gleann-barr-

bhuidhe,'
2 which means '

the valley of the

yellow point,' which may have arisen from

furze, wood, or such like, being on the point
or upland.

' Glenbarr '

appears twice in the

county of Argyle, and is from 'Gleann-barr,'

or
'

the valley at the point or extremity.'
1

Glenbog,' in the county of Lanark ;

' Glen-

boig,' in Stirling ;
and '

Glenbogie,' in Aber-

deensliire, are all from 'Gleann-bog,' meaning,
'

the marshy or boggy valley.'
'

Glenbrear-

aclmn
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire, and is derived

from '

Gleann-braighe^-riabhach^-an,' and sig-

nifies
c

the valley of the stream of the grey

heights.' The stream going through the

valley is called the Brearachan. Within this

glen, in the year 1391, the Clandonachy,

1 The Ilk as v.

2 The lih as v, and the dh mute.
3 The gh mute, also the bh.

Y
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or Robertsons of Atholl, gained a second

victory over the Lindsays, who had followed

them to their own country, after the battle of

G-lasscluny, where the Lindsays were also

defeated, and which is known in Scotch

history as
' The Eaid of Angus/ The Clan-

donachy were under the leadership of Patrick

de Atholia, the first designed of
'

Lude,' and

ancestor of the Robertsons of that designa-

tion. He is named first in the Act of Par-

liament 1392, when, with many others of

the clan and their adherents, are forfeited

(see
' Scotch Acts of Parliament/ vol i. page

217), and, unless he had been the principal

leader in these clan battles, he would not, in

an Act of Parliament, have been placed

before all the others of the clan. He is also

called Duncan's son, that is, son of Duncan

de Atholia, who, in
' Robertson's Index of!

Charters,' page 51, is designed Earl of Ath<

Near the site of this ancient battle, in Gl<

brearachan, there was found, about fifty yeai

ago, a considerable number of silver coins of;

the period. It is probable the owner had

hid them before the fight began, but hadj

been killed. Sir David Lindsay, afterwards!

first Earl of Crawford, commanded the

Lindsays.
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'

Glencraig' appears in three counties,

those of Argyle, Fife, and Peebles ; it is from
'

Gleann-Creige,' and means '

the valley of the

rock.'
' Glenbruin' is in the county of Banff,

is derived from '

Gleann-bruthain,'
1 which

means '

the valley of heat or warmth. 1

''

Glencaird
'

is in the county of Kirkcud-

bright, and is derived from '

Gleann-ceaird,'

which signifies
'
the valleg of the tinker or

mith.'
'

Glencroe,' in Argyle, and ' Glen-

woth,' in Dumfries, is from *

Gleann-Crotha,
2

md signifies
'

the valley of the sheepfold.'

Glencaple' is in the counties of Lanark and

Dumfries
;

it derives from '

Gleann-capuill,'

yhich means '

the valley of the horses.' It

las already been explained, that
'

capull
'

ilways anciently signified
' a horse ;' now, in

jomrnon speech, it always signifies
' a mare.'

Glendarroch' appears in the counties of

Argyle and Dumbarton. It is from * Gleann-

laraich,' which signifies
'

the valley of the oak-

vood.'
(

Glenshiel' is in the county of Eoss ;

t comes from '

Gleann-silidh,'
2 and means

the valley of the dropping rain,' and is very

ignificant of the moist nature of the climate

a the West Highlands.
'
Glendaruel' is in

1 The ih is mute.
2 The dh mute.
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the county of Argyle. Its ancient spelling is

'Glendarua,' as shown by a Gaelic MS., now

in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, and

written so far back as 1238, therefore it

must be from '

Gleann-da-rudha,'
1 which

signifies
(

the valley of the two points.'

In Argyllshire and Sutherlandshire there

is a ' Glendow ;' in Lanarkshire a '

Glenduff;

and in the counties of Dumbarton and Suther-

land there is a ' Glendhu ;' the whole of

these names come from the Gaelic
'

Gleann-

dubh^ meaning
(
the dark valley.' In Argyle-

shire there is a '

Glenlochay ;' and in Perth-

shire
'

Glenlochay
'

appears twice ;
it is from

'

Gleann-lochan,' or
'

the valley of the small

loch.'
' Glenbruar

'

is in Atholl, Perthshire,

and is well known from its wild and romantic

beauty ;
it is derived from *

Gleann-bruach-ir.

The last of these words, it has already been

explained, is a common contraction ofthe obso-

lete Gaelic word '

Bior/ which often occurs ir

topography, and signifies 'water.' The abov

combination means '

the valley of the water

the sloping declivity.'
(

Glenquaich
'

is foun

in three counties : in those of Perth, Forfa

and Inverness ; it is from ' Gleann-Cuaich

1 The dh is mute.
2 The bh mute.
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which signifies
'

the cup-shaped glen.
3

In

Argyleshire, and also in Perthshire, there is

a
' Glenure ;

'

and in the county of Kincardine

there is a 'Glenury.' These are derived from

the Gaelic word '

iubhar,' that is,
( a yew tree.

1

In this word the letters bh are mute, and the

English form is very close to the Gaelic pro-
nunciation. The surname of ' Glen

'

is, no

doubt, from the prefix we have been con-

sidering.
'

Glenturret
'

is in Perthshire, and taken

in connection with what has already ap-

peared in a former part of this work regard-

ing the mountain called 'Benachony? derived

from the Gaelic 'Beinn-a-ehaoinidh,
n
meaning

'

the mountain of weeping,' which is situated

at the upper end of Glenturret, and to the

north of Dalginross, at which place was the

Roman camp of the ninth! legion, whom the

Caledonian Gael had (as stated by Tacitus)

attacked, and during the fight, Agricola

coming to their aid, had forced the Caledonian

army into two divisions, one of which, from

the local names, apparently retired to Glen-

turret, the etymology of which, the writer

(from the before-named facts) considers as

being clearly derived from '

Gleann-torraidh?

i The dh is mute.
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which means '

the glen of burial or inter-

ment.
}

In all probability, many who had

been severely wounded in the battle, after

their retirement, had died and been buried

there. There is a ridge in the county of

Inverness which has a very similar meaning
to that of '

Benachony ;' it is called
' Druim

deoir,' which means '

the ridge of tears.' I

arose from an event in the year 1400, on

occasion of an invasion by the Lord of th

Isles, his whole force being almost all killed

at this place. The cairns or monumental

heaps on it are very numerous.

In the counties of Wigtown and Ayr
there are two small valleys of the same name,

of a very singular description, being called

'

Glenopp,' which last word is the Gaelic for

' an ape.
9

That, at some very remote period,

these animals therefore must have existed in

the south of Scotland, these two places testify

though they are long since extinct.

'

Glenfalloch
'

is in two counties : in those

of Perth and Dumbarton ; it is derived from
'

Gleann-falaichy which is
'

the valley of

concealment or hiding.
9 '

Glendeery
'

is in

Atholl, Perthshire ; it is from *

Gleann-

direadh,'
1 which means '

the glen of the

1 The letters dh mute.
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vending hill,' which is one of the highest of

the Glentilt hills, and also in English is

called
'

Bendeery.'
'

Gleneagles
'

is in Perth-

shire ;
the name is much corrupted. It was

always, until comparatively modern times,

written and called
*

Gleneagis/ and is so

still by the lower orders. The old name
shows its Gaelic origin to be from ' Oleann-

eag-uisg? or
'

the valley of the waterfissures?
that being caused by the water rills descend-

ing the steep sides of the glen ;
it is a very

pretty looking green one. It was for many
ages the property of one of the oldest families

in Scotland, designed as the ' Haldanes of

Gleneagles/ The Earl of Camperdown is

now the proprietor, and takes the name of

Haldane, for the estates.
'

Glenfender
'

is

twice found in Perthshire ; it is one of the

many places named after the celebrated Cale-

donian hero, Fingal. The Atholl valley of

this name is far the largest ;
and though there

is still a considerable number of inhabitants

within its borders, yet anciently it was much
more populous. The name is greatly cor-

rupted; it is from 'Gleann-Fionn-durj or (
the

valley of Fingal's water.' About a mile off

from the Atholl one, there is a very fine well

named ' Tobar bean Fionn,' that means '

the
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well of FingaTs wife.' The other instance

where ' Glenfender
'

occurs, is close to Amul-

ree, and within a few miles of Ossian's grave.
'

Glenfarg,' in the counties of Perth and Kin-

ross, is from '

Gleann-fearg,' or
'

the valley

of the fierce stream,' which is truly descrip-

tive of it and correct.
*

Glenfernate,' in Atholl,

Perthshire, is from '

Gleann-ferna,' that is,

'

the alder-tree valley.'
'

Glenfinlas
'

is in the

counties of Perth and Dumbarton
;
comes

from '

Gleann-fionn-glas,' or
'

the grey white

valley.'
(

Glenfinnan
'

is in the county of

Inverness
;
it is derived from '

Gleann-fionn-

an '

(abhuinn contracted), and signifies
'

the

valley of the white or clear stream.' It was

in this vale that Prince Charles Stuart first

displayed his standard, in the year 1745 ; a

monument has been raised to mark the spot

where it took place.
'

Glenfruin
'

is in the

county of Dumbarton, and appears to he

from '

Gleann-fraoin,' meaning
'

the valley oj

the sheltered places.' There was a clan

battle took place in this glen (between the

M'Gregors and the Colquhouns), in the year

1603, and which is called in Gaelic
'

Ruaig

Gleannfraoin' that is
'

the rout of Glenfruin.' \

It was brought about by the cruel severity
j

with which the Colquhouns tried to carry out!
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the barbarous laws that had been made

regarding the M'Gregors, who retaliated on

them, and, under Alexander M'Gregor of

Glenstrae, invaded their lands. Colquhoun
of Luss assembled a force double the number

of the M'Gregors, even getting the citizens

of Dumbarton to join them, and then marched

so as to try and surprise the M'Gregors,
but the result was, a complete defeat of the

vastly larger numbers, by the M'Gregors.
The vanquished Colquhouns then resorted to

a device, by appearing before the King at

Stirling, with the pretended shirts of the

slain, smeared with blood. This succeeded,

and the unfortunate McGregors were still

further cruelly proscribed.
'

Glengarry
'

is

in the county of Inverness, and also Atholl,

Perthshire, and derives from either
( Gleann-

gath-ruith,' or
'
the valley ofthe swift-running

water' (that runs like a dart), or from 'Gleann-

garbh-ruithj or
'

the valley of the rough-

running water.'
'

Glengarr,' in the counties

of Argyle and Dumfries, seems clearly to be

from 'Gleann-gearr,' which means '

the short

valley.'
' Glenkindie

'

is in Aberdeenshire,
and derived from '

Gleann-Cinn-dubh,' or
'

the

valley of the dark head.'
' Glean Isla' is in

Perthshire; it comes from 'Gleann-Isle,' or 'the
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valley of the low-running river.
1 '

Glenlivat,'

in the county of Banff, very closely approaches
the sound of the Gaelic for it, which is

' Gleann-liobhl
-aite,' or 'the valley of the

smooth place or locality.' This glen is uni-

versally known and celebrated in Scotland

for the fine whisky that bears its name;
within it, also, in the year 1594, the Earl

of Huntly defeated the Earl of Argyle, with

one-third less forces. 'Glenlyon' is in Perth-

shire, gets its name from the river, and is of

great length; the derivation is from 'Gleann-

Iiath
2-an

}

}

or *

valley of the grey river!
'

Glenluce
'

is found in the counties of Wig-
town and Aberdeen; the river is also 'the

Luce,' therefore, it is from '

Gleann-lus,' or
'

the glen of the river abounding in herbs'

'Glen-Lude,' in Peebles, and 'Lude,' in Atholl,

Perthshire, are from 'Gleann,' and 'Leothad,'
3

meaning,
'

the sloping grounds.
9 The last-

named place was, in the year 1448, erected

into a free barony, in favour of the ancestors

of the Robertsons of Lude. '

Glenloch
'

appears twice in Atholl, Perthshire; as also

does '

Glenlochay ,'
in same county, and is

1 The bh as v.

2 The ih mute.
3 The ih mute.
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from 'Gleann-locha' or
'

valley of the loch.'

'Glenmark
'

is in Glentilt, Perthshire, also in

the counties of Aberdeen and Forfar ; it is

from (

Gleann-mairc,' and means,
'

the Glen of
the horses.' In the county of Inverness there

is a well-known vale called
'

Glenmorriston;'

it is much corrupted from the original word,
which is 'Gleann-mor-easan,' or

'

the valley of
the great cascades.'

(

Glenogle
'

occurs in the

counties of Perth and Forfar
;
the interpreta-

tion of this may be held to be either from
'

Gleann-og-dil,'
'

the valley of the young

cattle,' or
'

Gleann-eagal,'
'
the valley of

dread or terror,' which last corresponds with

its wild appearance.
'

Glenroy
'

is in the

counties of Inverness and Aberdeen. In the

former one is what long passed for being
roads made by the hand of man

; geologists
of this century have proved their true origin,

and being also formed long ere the country
could have been inhabited. 'Glenshee

'
is in

the counties of Forfar and Perth, in the latter

twice, and comes from 'Gleann-sith,'
1 or 'the

valley ofpeace or truce making.'
(Glenlea' in

Argyllshire; 'Glenlee,' in Lanarkshire, Dum-

bartonshire, Wigtownshire, and Forfarshire,

1 The tli is mute.
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are all from '

Gleann-liath,'
1

meaning, 'the

grey valley.' Glenlaggan,' in Kirkcudbright ;

(

Glenlogan, in Ayrshire ;
and '

Glenlogie' in

Aberdeenshire, are all from (

Gleann-lagan
9

meaning,
'
the valley of the hollow.'

' Glen-

artney
'

is in Perthshire, and, very impro-

perly, has been said to be from ' Glen

Orkney,' because there was a marriage con-

nection of the Drummonds with the family
who had the title of '

Orkney.' The etymo-

logy is, no doubt, from ' Gleann-ard-an-

fheigh,' meaning, 'the high valley of the deer.
9

In the last word the fh is mute, whereby
the English form comes very near to the

Gaelic pronunciation.
'

Glendinning,
'

in

Dumfries, seems to be from f Glean-diona' or
'

the sheltered valley.
9 'Glendorch' is in the

county of Lanark, and is pure Gaelic, 'Gleann-

dorch,' or (

the dark valley.
9

The English word and prefix 'Strath' is very
similar to the Gaelic 'Srath,' which, in general,

means a more extensive valley than the word
*

Glen/ and thereby of course not near so

quent ;
it oftener occurs to the north than

the south of the two Firths. It sometimes

is found written '

Stra,
}

as a prefix, and is

found singly in several counties, namely, in

1 The th mute.
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Argyleshire, Caithness-shire, Aberdeenshire,

Wigtownshire, Linlithgowshire, and is a

parish in the Isle of Skye.
'

Strathmore,' or,

as in Gaelic,
'

Srath-mor,' meaning
'

the great

valley,' is of large extent, and is situated in

the counties of Forfar and Perth. A '

Strath-

more' also occurs in the counties of Inverness

and Sutherland, and a '

Strathbeg,' from
'

Srath-beag,' meaning
'
the small strath or

valley,' is found in the counties of Aberdeen

and Sutherland.
'

Strathavon' appears in the

county of Edinburgh, also in Strathclyde,

Lanark, which is most ridiculously called
' a

purely Kymric district,' whereas it abounds

very largely with Gaelic terms. This name
for a strath comes from the words '

Srath-

dbhuinn,'
1

meaning
*

the river valley.'
'

Stra-

loch' is in the two counties of Aberdeen and

Perth, and in the latter there is also
'

Strath-

both from '

Srath-loch,' meaning,
'

the

ley ofthe loch or lake.
1 (

Strathord,' Perth-

shire, from its terminating Gaelic word ' Ord'

.eans
'
the strath or valley of the conical hill.'

Strathaird,' means '
the high-lying strath.'

1

Strathearn,' in Perthshire, is one of the

.est and richest valleys in Scotland. The
thor was induced, from the ancient writers

i The bh as v.

loch

vail
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calling the river
' Earn' (which of course gives

the name) the '

lerna,' that it had been de-

rived from the '

lar?
'

western,' but is now

satisfied, from the river flowing almost due

east, that the etymology is
'

Srath-ear-an,'

or
'

the valley of the east-running river.
1

It

has been often noticed already, as to the con-

traction
'

an,' that is in Gaelic topography
used very frequently for

'

abhuinn/ or a
'

river.'
'

Stranraer' is in the county of

Wigtown, comes from either
'

Srath-an-

radhair,'
1 or 'Strath-an-rogha

2
-fheoir,'

2 means
6
the valley of good grass or pasture.' The

English pronunciation to both these is not

remote, though looking so different. In the

county of Linlithgow there is
'

Strathbrock,'

from (

Srath-a-bhruic,' or
'

the badger's valley.'
1

Strathgroy' is in Atholl, Perthshire ; it is

derived from ' Srath-dhruidh' (pronounced as

if written l

Srd-gruee, ')
and means '

the

Druid's strath.' In a charter by King Robert

II, dated 1343, when he was Earl of Atholl,

this place is written '

Strathgroye.'
1

Strathleven is in the county of Duml
ton

; it is from '

Srath-liath-abhuinn,' or
f

valley of the grey river.'
'

Strathtay,' in

1 The dh mute.
2 The gh andfh both mute.
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Atholl, Perthshire, is a fine richvalley ; it comes

from
' Srath-tamhl

-a,' meaning
'

the strath

or valley of the still-flowing water or river.
1

1 StrathcrombeV is in the county of Ross, and

comes from Srath-crom-beul,' or *

valley of
the curved opening.' Strathtummel,' in Atholl,

Perthshire, is from '

Srath-teth-thuil,' or
'

val-

ley of the fierce stream or torrent.
9

'Strath-

bran' is in the counties of Perth and Ross, is

from *

Srath-braoin,' meaning
'

valley of the

dropping or drizzling showers.'
'

Strathallan,'

in Perthshire, appears to be from '

Srath-

aluinn,' meaning
'
thefair handsome valley.'

'

Strathglass
'

is in the county of Inverness,

and comes from '

Srath-glas,' or
'

the grey

valley.'
t

Strathmashie,' in Inverness-shire,

is from (

Srath-maise,' meaning
*

valley of

beauty.'
( Strathdon' is in the county of Aberdeen,

and comes from the name of its river Srath-

domliain,'^ or
'

valley of the deep river'
'

Straiherrick,' in the county of Inverness, in

a similar manner, appears also to be from the

stream '

Srath-erigh,' that is,
'

the valley of
the river of the ascent.'

'

Strathore,' in Fife-

shire, is from the river
*

Ore,'
'

Srath-oir,'

1 The mh sound as v.

2 The mh is mute.
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meaning
'

the valley ofthe river of the margin'
'

Strathyre* is in Perthshire, and is from
'

Srath-iarJ or 'the western valley' which is

very correct, it being situated at the west end

of '

Strathearn.'
'

Strachan,' in the county of

Aberdeen, appears to be a corruption of the

words (

Srath-an? which means (

the river

valley,,'

'

StrachurJ in Argyle, is apparently

corrupted from '

Srath-a-choire,' or
(

valley of

the ravine.'
'

Stranduff? in Aberdeenshire,

comes from '

Srath-dubhJ meaning
'
the dark

valley.
9

The next illustration in Gaelic topography
is the English prefix

'

GrenJ and '

Green,'

from the Gaelic word '

Grean,' which signifies
(
the sun' a most important and very general

term among the heathen Gael of Alban, who

were undoubtedly worshippers of the sun.

'

Greenock,' the well-known town on the

Clyde, in the county of Renfrew, and another

of precisely the same name in the county of

Ayr ;
also Loch '

GreanochJ in the county of

Kircudbright.
'

GreenanJ in the Isle of

Bute, and the same name in the county of

Ayr ;
also the lands of '

GrenachJ in the

county of Perth ; likewise, in the same

county,
'

InchmagrenachJ were all of them,

without doubt, named by the heathen Gael
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of Caledonia. The pronunciation of
' Griari is

as if spelled
l

Gree-an;' therefore the English

prefix
' Green' is very near it

; thus, the pro-

nunciation of '

Greenock,' is almost perfectly

similar to the Gaelic whence it conies, namely,
'

Grian-chnoc,' or
'

the knoll of the sun? that

is, the knoll where sun-worship was held, as

it would be absurd to suppose the sun did not

shine in that neighbourhood, but only on that

knoll, and which was where the ancient

castle of Greenock stood. The lands called
'

Grenach? in Perthshire, is from the Gaelic,
*

Grian-achaidh? signifying
'
the field of the

sun.' The very similar name of ' Inchma-

grenach' above-mentioned, is from '
Innis-

magh-grianach,' being
'

the island of the field

of the sun,' where sun-worship, no doubt, also

was held. Lastly, in the county of Sutherland,

there are two mountains called
'

Ben-grian-

mor,' and '

Ben-grian-beag,' which is
'

the

large and small mountains of the sun.' Also,

in the Island of Jura, there is a mountain

named '

JBeinn-grian.' The whole of these

names are clearly of heathen origin. At the

above-mentioned place,
'

Grenach,' there is a

large circle of upright stones, and it was

within it, no doubt, the heathen sun-worship

(been

held. Adjoining it (and the same
1
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occurs at other stone circles) had been their

burial-place, of which the writer of the

first Statistical Account of the Parish (Blair-

Atholl, and volume
ii.) says,

'

there are cairns

innumerable,' that is, monumental heaps over

the graves. The Druids, or priests, were

buried within the stone circles.
'

Clach-na-

greine,' or
'

the stone of the sun] and is in the

Island of Bernera, which lies off Harris, has

been mentioned, it is another proof similar

to this Perthshire one, of sun-worship, and

is in the same Gaelic language. The name
1 Greenburn' occurs very frequently. It is

impossible to suppose a stream would be

designated from being
'

green' in colour, as i

it was an English word ; it must be from

the Gaelic
*

Grian,' or
'
the sun] which is

pronounced as if written '
Greean.' This

would easily glide into
'

Green,' by an English

speaking race.
' Grian-burn' is, no doubt,

therefore, the original name, and signifi<
*

the stream of the sun,' or which had been

dedicated to the sun. It is found hi no less

than seven different counties, in those

Forfar, Aberdeen, Stirling, Linlithgow, Ber-

wick, Dumfries, and Lanark. In a similar

manner a larger stream is found also in com-

bination with '

Green,' namely, the common
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contraction
' an' for

*

abhuinn,' or
' a river,

9

thus
* Greenan* occurs in the counties of

Ayr, Dumfries, Wigtown, and the Isle of

Bute, derived from '

Grian-an,' meaning
'river of the sun.'

'

Balgreen* is in the

counties of Banff, Aberdeen, Ayr, Renfrew,

Edinburgh, and Perth. In the last named

county there is also
'

Bagreen,' the first part
a further English corruption and contraction

}f the Gaelic, which is
'

Baile-greine' or
' town

yf the sun.' Close at the place called
' Ba-

^reen' (which is on the estate of Strathallan),

bhere is a large artificial mound, which is of

considerable height ;
at the top it has been

smoothed, and is flat. This would, no doubt,

DC the place where the sun-worship would be



CHAPTER XIII.

[HE English word ' Inch
'

is foun

in Wigtown, the most southern

county of Scotland, where it gives

name to a parish ;
it also

in three other counties to the south of th

two Firths of Forth and Clyde.
' Inch

'

ap

pears as a prefix in twelve counties to th

north of them, and also in the Isle of Bu
The proper Gaelic name '

Innis,' for 'a

island,' occurs in the counties of Pert

Argyle, and Inverness. In the county <

Dumbarton there is
'

InchbrecJc,' and ir

Perthshire '

InchbraJcie,' both are from 'InnL

breac,' meaning,
'

the spotted island.'

ewan
'

appears in the counties of Forfar an

Perth
;
in the latter twice, and means 'Ewan

island.' In the county of Stirling there i

'

InchterfJ which is from '

Innis-tairbh,'
1

1 The letters bh sounded as v.
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'

the island of the wild bull.' In Perthshire

there was a very remarkable island, formed

by the river Tay surrounding it
;
but by a

change in its course, it is an island no longer.

It was called in English
'

Inchtuthil
'

(but

now Delvine), on the etymology of which the

Rev. I. Taylor has fallen into a mistake, as he

calls it, page 373, second edition of his work
' Words and Places/

'

the island of the flooded
stream.' The true derivation of the name
is from the Gaelic

'

Innis-tuaiiheal,' which

means '

the north lying island.' As already

mentioned in the list of prefixes, 'Innis* means

a headland on the sea-coast, or elsewhere, as

we have on the shore of Loch Rannoch a

headland named '

Craignish? as also in the

county of Argyle there is
'

Craignish, and

'TornishJ and in the county of Inverness

there is
l Duirinish' etc. It likewise means

'

good pasture
'

for cattle, etc. ;
and in the

Welsh language their word for an island is

almost the same as the Gaelic, being
'

Ynns,'

which likewise means ' a meadow,' and there-

by pasturage.
'

Inchard' is in the extreme north part
af Scotland, in the county of Sutherland, and

is from the Gaelic
'

Innis-ard,' meaning
'

the

high island.' It gives the same name to a
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lake in which it is situated.
'

Inchaffray
'

is

in the county of Perth
;

it is from '

Innis-

abh l
-reidh,'

1
meaning

'

the island of the

smooth water or stream.' The English pro-

nunciation, though so different looking, is

very close to the Gaelic. The letters dh in

the last word ( reidh
}

are mute, and it is

pronounced the same as the English word

'ray.' At Inchaffray there was a very ancient

abbey, which was founded and well endowed

by the Earl of Strathearn, in the year 1200
;

it was called in all old charters
'

Insula Mis

sarum,' that is, 'the island of masses/ 'Inch-

bea
J

is in the county of Boss
;

it is from
'

Innis-ba,' or
'

the cow's island.' 'Inchbervie

is in the county of Perth : is from '

Innis

barr-bhuidhe,' meaning
'

the island at th

yellow point.' That colour may have arisen

from yellow herbs growing on the surface

such as wild mustard, or butter-cups, or, as

mentioned before in a similar name, from th<

yellow flower of furze, or broom. '

Inch-

dairnie
'

is in the county of Fife
;
comes ap-

parently from '

Innis-dair-ni,' or
'

the island

of the cattle rutting.'
'

Inchgarth
'

is in the

counties of Aberdeen and Forfar
;

it is from
'

Innis-goirt,' or
'

the island of the field 01

1 The bh as v, and the dh mute.
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enclosure.' The outer Hebrides islands are

in English called
'

the long island,' from a

common received idea, that at one time they
formed but one island. It is a translation of

the Gaelic name, whence it is derived (as is

also the place in Dumbartonshire called

'Inchfad'), from 'InnisfadaJ or
'

the long
island.'

The most interesting of all the Scotch

islands is that which is now generally called
' lona

;

'

it is also known to native High-
landers as

' Innis-an-Druidh' which means

the island of the Druid.' This has been a

designation for it both in modern and ancient

times, notwithstanding the veneration the

Highlanders entertain towards Columba, the

great Christian apostle of their nation
; yet

this name still survives, as the original de-

signation of lona
; and it is so given in both

Statistical Accounts of the last and the pre-
sent century, for which, see

' Old Statistical

Account,' vol. xiv. page 199 ;
and in the

'New Account,' vol. vii. part n. page 313.

The burial place of the Druids in the Island

of lona, had for ages been well known, and

pointed out. To test the accuracy of this being
the place of interment of the Druids or not,

and of which many had expressed an opinion
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as most improbable, the mound was opened
some years ago, and the writer hereof was

present, with other members of the lona Club,

and saw the skulls and other human remains

which this examination brought to light.

Such a full and satisfactory attestation to the

truth ofthe tradition held by the Highlanders

ought, undoubtedly, to convince all who are

willing to be convinced. These bodies buried

there could not have been Christians, as they

were not in any of their consecrated burial

grounds, but in a mound, called in Gaelic
1 Cladh-an-druidh' or

'

the cemetery or burial

ground of the Druids,' and which is consider-

ably distant from any of the Christian places of

interment ; neither is it possible that these

could have been Christians who were buried

there in the time of Columba, or any ofhis suc-

cessors, as it is certain the natives never would

have called Christians Druids. The soil was

nearly a pure dry sand. This verification is

therefore very satisfactory, as it establishes

the truth of the ancient name of lona being
'

Innis-an-Druidh} or
'
the Druids island.'

It is also necessary to say, that of course there

must have been numbers of Druids buried

at their cemetery, whose remains had wholly

decayed, and were not found. This we like-
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wise learn from the very ancient Ossianic

poem called
'

Carthon/ and which was trans-

lated by the learned Gaelic scholar, Dr Smith.

In it one ofthe characters mentioned is called

'

Dargo MacDruidh Bheil,' meaning
'

Dargo,
son of the Druid of Bel? and states that he

was buried in the Green Isle (that is lona),
*
the place where hisfathers rested.

1

The island of lona came, in Christian

times, to be regarded with the greatest reve-

rence, and Highland chieftains and kings were

anxious it should be their burial place. It was

designated, from being considered a blessed

sacred place, as
*

I/ that is,
'

the island,' by way
of pre-eminence beyond all others

;
and this

name the writer heard applied to it by the

natives on the spot, as also in the mainland

opposite. On this point the writer of the
'

Early Scottish Church' makes the following
assertion :

' There is no authority whatso-

ever to show that the Gaelic "I," like the

Scandinavian "
CE," means " an 1 island."

'

Here is a statement made by a teacher of

Gaelic, that is contrary to fact ; the Gaelic
'

I
J

does mean ' an island,' and for which

we have the authority of the best standard

work on the language, namely, the Dictionary
1 See * The Early Scottish Church,' page 152.
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of the Highland Society of Scotlond ; as also

it is given with the same meaning in other

Gaelic Dictionaries ; we have the authority
also of its being used by the natives as signi-

fying
* an island;' -we have the authority of

all the old maps and books written about

lona, wherein we find it named f

I-columJcill,'

from the Gaelic
'

I-chaluim-chille,' or
'

the

island of the church of ColumbaS We have

also the authority of most ancient Gaelic

poetry that '
I' means ' an island,' and which

was printed last century by Dr Smith ofCamp-
beltown, an excellent good Gaelic scholar.

The collection is known as the ' Sean Dana'
or

'
the ancient poetry.' The following occurs

at the 139th line ;

' Chual 'iadsan guth an athar, 's an I.'

That is,-
'

They heard their father's voice in the island.'

Here, therefore, is ample authorities to prove

that
'
I' does mean ' an island ;

'

and it is

most presumptous, and contrary to fact, for

the writer of ' The Early Scottish Church' to

make the statement he has done, as quoted

from his own words. The authority of ancient

poetry ought to have much weight with him,

if he deserves the credit of the translation of
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Book of the Dean of Lismore, the real

terit of which, however, the author has

>een reliably informed, is due to the late Mr
['Lauchlan of Aberdeen, whose MSS. of that

)llectidh would contain the whole rendering

[uired, as he is considered to have been

perhaps the finest Gaelic scholar that ever

lived.

In ' The Kymric Element/ the idea of

the writer is (see page 317), that we are not

take or attend at all to the old form

)f the names of places, but the modern

>rruptions. This is perfectly ludicrous ; and

iher, he strangely brings forward lona as

instance, which has no bearhig whatever ;

>ut, on the contrary, by his own statement

ie confutes himself, as he tells us that we
its most ancient name was Hii,

tf

as

Pound in written documents,'
1 and he admits

that this oldest form and the modern pronun-
ition are alike ; as to the other forms he

jives, at the same page, of how the name of

[ona was written in ancient times, such as,

'Ea/ 'Yi/ 'Hyona,' etc., many of the Western

islands have similar terminations
;
and what

they but an attempt on the part of the

lediseval writers to represent the Gaelic '/,'

1 See 'The Kymric Element,' page 317.
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and '

Ighe,' both meaning
' an island,' and he

shows his ignorance of the fact, that these

writers make adjectives of names, thus, in-

stead of writing 'insula de /,' they would

write ' lona insula.'

In the district called the Carse of Gowrie

(nearly twenty miles long), there appears
several places called in English 'Inch} which,

as before explained, is from the Gaelic

'Innis? and, though generally applied to an

island, also signifies 'pasture.' The Rev. I.

Taylor gives, in his work (at page 373), his

opinion that the Carse of Gowrie was for-

merly an inland sea, and that it had been

filled up or become elevated since the Roman

period, which ceased before A.D. 410, and in

proof he mentions the places having the

prefix 'Inch,' and, for his authority, Mr
Geikie's Communications to the Geological

Society. The writer will now give the

reader proofs from the topography of the

district, which will demonstrate that the

idea of the Carse of Gowrie being an inland

sea at the period fixed on, is incredible, the

error, apparently, having arisen in believing

that from the names of /^icAmartin and Inch-

michael, they must have been islands ;
but

the fact is, these places may also signify the
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CVi-l

*

ture ground of f Martin' and '

Michael;'

and, even granting that they did derive

eir designations from being surrounded by
stream, and which is infinitely more to be

believed than that they were islands in an

terior sea, and for at least a thousand years

occupied, and not even named; yet, at the

time, the country around was fully

peopled by the Caledonian Gael, and to

whom the appellations of Martin or Michael

ere altogether unknown till many centuries

they had entered and colonised North

Britain. It was not till they became wholly
tianised they at all knew them

; but,

according to the above-asserted geological

view, these islands existed without any name,

though the country, as mentioned above,

completely inhabited, and names of all

ch prominent objects as islands had been

given, undoubtedly, long before the Eoman

period. The very earliest date which can be

reasonably proved as the true period of the

bulk of the Pictish nation becoming alto-

gether Christian (and they must have become

very familiar with those Christian names of

Martin and Michael ere they would desig-

nate islands as belonging to them), is not

earlier than towards the end of the seventh

J-/JL. JLCIO

chris

UJUUl

was

sucl
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century. Further, the topography of the

district, if the supposed geological speculation

was correct, would support it
; but, as the

writer will show, this universal, and always
truthful testimony, wholly refutes it.

The meaning of the word Gowrie is

derived from the Gaelic words 'Goibhre-ridhe,'

which signifies
'
the chase of wild goats? or

'
the place where wild goats are chased!

There occur many other places called 'Grower
'

and ' Gowrie ' in Scotland, and all connected

with goats, from the Gaelic word signifying

that animal
; therefore, if the geological

theory was at all possible, that the ' Gowrie
'

of the carse we are considering did not become

land till the end of the seventh century, we
are then obliged to believe that the inha-

bitants had allowed it to remain unoccupied
till it had become filled with wild goats ! !

But, on the other hand, how infinitely more

reasonable is it to believe that this district

obtained its name (like all the other Gowries),

when the Caledonian Gael first entered

the country, not later than the fourth

fifth century before Christ, and found wile

goats abounding in it.
* Coire* by some

Gaelic scholars, it is considered, was anciently

applied not only, as now, to
' a dell,' but also
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to any place occupied with furze and bushy
underwood, and that this is the origin of the

word '

Carse,
9 in which state, no doubt, the

primitive settlers would find all the places
which are so called.

One of the names in the Carse of Gowrie

is
'

Megginch,' which is very near, indeed, to

the Gaelic pronunciation whence it is derived,

namely,
'

Magh-innis,' which means '

the

island of the plain.' This is so manifestly the

true origin of the name, that any person who
knows not more than a dozen words of Gaelic,

will acknowledge how correct it is
;
and it

being designed of
'

the plain,' proves it could

not have got the name if the plain did not

exist, and which the geological fancy, making
the Carse a sea up to A.D. 410, requires to

be believed. Again, there is a church and

parish in the Carse ofGowrie called St Madoes,
which is probably a corruption of St ' Madoc.'

It would unquestionably be named and dedi-

cated long prior to any islands getting Chris-

tian names where there were no churches. 1

It is situated on a ridge ; and further, there

is little doubt that at the same site there had

1 If there had been a church named after Martin in the

of Gowrie, it would have been Cill-Mhartin, and not

is,' or /ncA-Martm.
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been a heathen place of worship, because

there is in the churchyard a sculptured stone,

which, by its symbols, is evidently of prior
date to Christianity. Here then, topography
and this sculptured stone furnishes further

testimony against the supposed date of the

Carse of Gowrie being a sea.

Near to St Madoc's church there is a place

called
'

InchyraJ also from the Gaelic
'

Innis-

air-tha? meaning 'the island on -the TayJ
which river, when the place got its name,

along with all the others of the distict (before

the time of Christ), very probably was nearer

than now
;
and we see here additional very

strong testimony against the geological specu-

lation. It is necessary to remark, that the

boat-hook stated to have been found at the

farm of /TicA-Michael, or the anchor said to

have been got at MeggmcA, is not sufficient

proof of the Carse of Gowrie being an inland

sea, with islands in it, down to the Christian

period of the end of the seventh century.

Anchors may both be made and found where

there never was a sea
;
but we have also to

remember, the course of the river Tay may,
two thousand years ago, have run near to.

Megginch, and that the anchor had been in

the former channel.
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Another place in the Carse, with the word
'

Inch,' also occurs in
'

Inehture,' which is also

Gaelic, and almost precisely the pronunciation

of
*

Innis-tuir,' which signifies
' the island of

the tower,' which would be an extraordinary-

name for a sea island. Lastly, there is still

stronger topographical proof that corresponds
with the whole foregoing remarks on the sub-

ject, namely, there is a glen (or
'

Gleann' in

Gaelic) named Glencarse, that means ' the

valley of the carse,' which is very truthful

and descriptive of it, because it runs parallel

with the Carse, and no part of it less than

one hundred feet above the level of the sea.

Yet it could never have received the name it

bears, if the Carse of Gowrie did not exist ;

but (according to Mr Geikie and others) was

a sea, with islands in it. Evidence so strong
and clear as the topography of the district all

in and around the Carse of Gowrie, makes it

evident that it is impossible to believe the

geological theory.

The whole names of the islands in the

Firth of Forth are derived from Gaelic.

There is one small one which is in the county

Linlithgow, which is in English called

rvie,' and may be (as in the case of lona)
its termination the Gaelic

'

I,' 'an island,'

A A
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thereby
'

Ga/rbkl
-i,' or

'

the rough island.'

In Brittany there is an island called
'

Gavr-

inneSy or
'

Yns,' which has the same meaning.
*

Inchgray
'

is in the county of Kincardine,

and is from '

Innis-greighe,' or
'

the island of

the flock.
1 '

Inchmurrin,' an island of Loch

Lomond, county of Dumbarton, appears to

be from '

Innis-mor-an,' or 'island at the

large stream,' and is correctly descriptive of

it, as it is situated opposite and near to the

river Leven, which is the largest stream con-

nected with Loch Lomond. The ancient

Earls of Lennox had their chief castle on this

island
;
some of the ruins of it still remain.

' Inchnacardoch
'

is in the county of Inver-

ness
;

it comes from '

Innis-na-ceardaich? o

'
the island of the forge or smithy.'

' Inch

vanie '
is in the county of Boss, and come

from '

Innis-bhan,'
2
meaning

'

the fair or whit

island.'
( Innis Fraoch? or perhaps mor

properly,
' Innis an Fraoich? is in Loch Awe

county of Argyle ; it means '
the heathy

island;' sometimes also it is called
' Fraoch

eilean' which has the same meaning. It wa,

also anciently the war cry of the Macdonalds

who had a castle on the island.
' Aberinnis

1 The bh as v.

2 The bh as v.
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is in the county of Stirling ;
it comes from

1

Abhir-innis,' meaning
*
the island at the con-

fluence.
1

This island is in Loch Lomond,

directly opposite and close to the confluence

of the river Endrick, where it falls into the

lake.
'

Inchtryinich,' in the county of Argyle,

appears to derive from 'Innis-an-druidheachd,'

or
'

the island of the magic arts,' that is, by
the Druids, who were accounted as magicians

by the Caledonian Gael of Alban. ' Edir-

inch
'

is in the county of Berwick, and is from
'

Eadar-innis,' or
*

the island that lies between,'

that is, between the two banks of the river

Tweed. In the year 1309 King Kobert

Bruce granted the fishing here. It has been

mentioned that the word *

innis' has the

signification of 'pasture;' and some few

examples of it will now be given. On the

side of Loch Tay, Perthshire, there is a very

large farm, which is called
'

Morenish;
' and in

the Isle of Mull, Argyleshire, there is 'Mori-

nish ;

'

both these are from '

Mor-innis,' and

which means '
the large pasture ground.'

'

MarJcinch,' in Fifeshire, is from ' Marc-

innis,' or
'

the horse pasture.'
'

Inchinnan,'
in the county of Renfrew, is clearly Gaelic ;

though situated close to the river Clyde, and
of course within what formed part of the
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territory of the Stathclyde Britons, it plainly

appears derived from *

Innis-innean? that is,

'

the pasture ground at the hill or rock.
1

The author next proceeds to give infor-

mation and examples of the English prefix
*

Inver^ derived from the Gaelic
'

Iribhirfl

meaning
( a confluence,' the etymology of

which has already appeared (the word is from
'

Inne-bhir,' or
'
the water channel

'),
and the

appellation is one of the most undoubted of

the Gaelic root and test words, and wherever

it occurs, we are thereby assured it was the

Gael of Alban gave the name. All that

Chalmers, in his
*

Caledonia/ has said about

the Invers intruding and superseding Abers,

as also all that the Rev. Dr T. M'Lauchlan,

and Rev. I. Taylor, have stated in the same

strain, now turns out to be wholly erroneous.

The charters supposed to give support to th

theory, have now very lately been printed b)

the Antiquarian Society of Scotland, and are

ably edited by their secretary, Dr Stuart

The work is entitled,
' The Records of the

Priory of the Isle of May/ and completely

demolishes all the past fancies and state-

ments of the Invers having been brought

into use by the Irish colonists in the ninth

1 The bh as v.
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century, and had superseded the Abers of

Scotland.

It is of much consequence the reader

should remember that, in the chapter on the

prefix
'

Aber/ pure Gaelic words have been

proved to be always joined with it, and many
of the terms (most untruly called Kymric),
are also associated with the prefix

l

Inver/
of which the following, among many others,

is proof, namely, in '

Inverbrothac,'
' Invery'

(identical with the '

Abery
'

of Argyleshire),
'

Invergelly,'
'

Invernethy/
(

Inverdon,' and
'

Invergeldie/ Even the writer of ' The

Kymric Element' is obliged to admit, that

the words joined to the Invers are always
Gaelic; and when we find the very same
words joined to the prefix 'Aber,' surely

they must still be Gaelic, thereby proving
that the Gael used both

' Aber
'

and '

Inver/
to signify a confluence.

'

Inver' is found singly in several instances

in the counties of Perth, Ross, and Aberdeen
;

it simply means '

the confluence,' in its com-

bination with other terms. Examples will

now be given ;
but first, it is most important

to draw attention to the topographical fact,
that the prefixes

' Inner' and '

Inver' abound
in a very great many of the counties south of
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the Firths of Clyde and Forth, in no less than

seven, Wigtown, Ayr, Lanark, Renfrew, Had-

dington, Edinburgh, and Linlithgow, which

proves the Rev. I. Taylor very greatly mis-

taken as to the Invers ; as he says (in
' Words

and Places/ 2d edition, page 259),
'

the Invers

are only found north of a line a little south of

Inverary to one north of Aberdeen/ This

would exclude a vast number of Inners and

Invers.
'

Inver/ as a prefix, is also in every

county in Scotland north of the Firths, up to

Sutherland inclusive. In the southern coun-

ties of Stirling, Linlithgow, and Lanark, there

is an ' Inveravon ;' and there is the same

name in the counties of Banff and Inverness,

all derived from *

Inbhir^-abhuinnJ or
'

river

confluence.' In the county of Haddington
there is

' Innerwick* and in the county of

Perth and Inverness there is a place of the

same name, derived from '

Inbhir-bhuic,'* or

1

confluence of the buck.' There is also in the

county of Edinburgh, an * Inveresk,' from
'

Inbhir-uisge,' meaning
*

the confluence of the

water or stream.' One of the largest counties

in Scotland gets its name from this pre-

fix, namely,
(

Inverness.' The meaning and

1 Inbhir' is pronounced the same as ' Inver,,'

2 The bh as v.
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etymology of the river Ness has been already

given. The Inver makes it to be from '
Inbhir-

an-eas,' or
' cascade river confluence.'

At the furthest inhabited west part of the

district of Rannoch, Perthshire, we find a con-

fluence called
' Invercomrie ;' this stream is

derived from the Gaelic unquestionably, from

its connection with the root and test word
'

Iribhir.'

In Argyleshire there is
'

Inver-aw,' which

is from an ancient term,
'

Iribhir-a,' or
'
con-

fluence of'the water.'
'

Invergarry* is found

in the counties of Inverness and Perth, mean-

ing
'

the confluence of the swift running river,'

or that * runs like a dart,' from '

gath-ruith ;

'

the th in the first word is not sounded,
and the ' Go* is pronounced the same as the

*ca* in calm
;
and in the other words also the

th is quiescent, and is pronounced as if it was

spelled
'

ruee ;' thereby comes '
Gd-ruee.'

Of course, in a mountainous country, rapid
streams must also be '

rough-running,' where-

by some have made the etymology of the

rivers called 'Garry,' to be ' Garbh-ruith ;'

but the former one is correctly descriptive,
and a great deal closer to the English pro-

nunciation. An '
Inver' appears even in dis-

tant Shetland, proving the Gael must have
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been the first race that settled therein. In

the counties of Kincardine and Ross there

occurs an '

Invercarron,' derived from 'Inbhir-

car-an? and meaning
'

the confluence of the

winding river.'

In the centre of the district of Strath-

clyde, it has been already shown what a

prodigious number of pure Gaelic names of

places exist, while there are no British or

Welsh ones 'to be seen in the map. This is

surely very clear proof of two things first,

that the Caledonian Gael must, as men-

tioned in the first chapter, have preceded the

Cimbri, or Britons, who had afterwards (as

was stated in 1866 by the writer, in his

Second Edition of
'

Historical Proofs on the

Highlanders'), come into Caledonia, under

the protection of the Romans, and formed the

colony of Strathclyde. The topography of

that district proves and supports this view ;

while, on the other hand, there is no proof

whatsoever to show that the Britons or

Welsh preceded the Gael ;
and it may again

be pointed out, that the present Gaelic root

and test word ' Inver '

(which we are now

considering), is found in the centre of Strath-

clyde, namely, at the place the river 'Avon,'

or 'Aven,' falls into the Clyde, where the
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lands are called
'

Inveraven,' derived from

the Gaelic
*

Inbhir-abhuinn,' meaning
'
the

confluence of the river,' which name none but

a pure Gaelic-speaking race could have given,
and which they must have done prior to the

invasion of the Romans in the first century
of the Christian era. This ' Inveravon '

is,

of course, in every respect similar to those

elsewhere in Scotland. They are numerous,

being found in the counties of Stirling, Lin-

lithgow, Banff, and Inverness
; also, it, along

with all the other Gaelic-named places in

Strathclyde, proves, secondly, the great error

of the statement made by the writer of ' The

Kymric Element/ that it (Strathclyde) is a
'

purely Kymric district.' If so, every place

ought to bear Welsh names
; and it is evi-

dent, when he so wrote, he was in total igno-
rance of the subject ;

and this, along with

all the other assertions he makes in that com-

munication, are so contrary to truth, reality,

and fact, it deserves to be expunged from the
'

Proceedings of the Antiquarian Society.'

The Gaelic test-word ' Inver
'

is also

found in another place of what formed part
of the territory of the Strathclyde Britons,

namely, in '

InnerJcip,' in the county of Ren-

frew/ and it evidently appears to be from the
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Gaelic
'

Inbhir-Cip* which means,
*

the con-

fluence of the roots or stocks,' such as roots of

trees, etc., which may have been in it when it

was first named. '

Innercraigie
'

is in the

county of Perth, and comes from '

Inbhir-

creige ;
'

Innerleven,' in the county of Fife
;

*

Inverleithen,' in the county of Peebles ; and
'

Innerleith' Fifeshire, are all from the Gaelic
'
Inbhir-liath-an

'

(abhuinn contracted), or

*

confluence of the greyish river.'
'

Inner-

nethy
'

is undoubtedly from * Inbhir-NeitheJ

The last name has been already fully treated

of and explained, being the heathen name

given by the Caledonian Gael to the god of

the waters
;
it is therefore

'
the confluence oj

the
'

Neihyl which stream here falls into

the river Earn. The town of Abernethy, and

its ancient tower, is situated on the same

stream, but above a mile higher up it.

' Inveralmond
'

is in the county of Edinburgh.

All the rivers named 'Almond' in English

have already been proved as coming from the

Gaelic, which this one is, from c

Inbhir-

abhuinn,' meaning, 'confluence of the river.'

'

Inveran,' in the counties ofRoss and Suther-

land, comes from 'Inbhir-an,' being, in the last

word the common contraction of 'abhuinn/

'a river.' 'Inverary' is in the county of
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Argyle. The writer of the ' New Statistical

Account
'

of this parish makes a great mis-

take as to its etymology. It comes very

clearly from '

Inbhir-d-reidh,' which means
'

the confluence of the smooth water or stream.'

The single letter a, it has been mentioned, is

an old Gaelic term for
'

water/ and occurs in

'Loch Awe,' and the river
' Awe/ It would

be impossible to decipher the Gaelic topo-

graphy of Scotland without reference to the

old forms of the names, and the obsolete

words of the language ; therefore, the idea

put forth by
' The Kymric Element

'

writer,

who says (at page 318),
' that it is, upon the

whole, safer, in our topographical inquiries,

to start from modern usage as a basis,' is

ridiculous and absurd, because this asserts

that the modern corruptions are to be pre-

ferred as a basis to the old forms, which

invariably lead us closer to the original, and

of this the writer will give examples under

the prefix
' Traver

'

(derived from the Gaelic),

and we shall see how greatly modern usage
has corrupted the names, and what it would

lead to, if we are to follow them in our topo-

graphical inquiries.
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Travernent

Traverquair
Travereglys
Traverbran
Traverflat .

Travertrold
Traverlen .

Tranent.

Traquair.
Tiregles.

Traprain.
Trailflat.

Trailtrow.

Crailing.

Here it must be evident to all readers,

great variety of the modern corrupted for

but, on the other hand, we see that the old

form always remained the same, and is so

written in all old charters. It is impossible

to believe they would have been so written,

if it (the old form) had not been so pronounced
at the time.

In ' The Kymric Element/ etc., the

writer brings forward in it two of the above

examples Traverqa&ir and Travernen.tr

and attempts to make the public believe they

are Welsh. If that was true, then they

surely ought to occur in Wales, but no such

prefix word as
' Traver

'

appears in Wales,

and for the very sufficient reason, that it is

not Welsh, or to be found in the Welsh

Dictionary ; but, on the other hand, we have,

in old Gaelic, the word whence it comes,
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namely,
'

Treabhar,'
1 and which means '

the

side,' and proves how properly this ancient

Gaelic prefix was applied, as the places in the

above list are each of them on the side of a

river.

' Invercauld' is in the county of Aberdeen.

It is the seat of the ancient chiefs of the

name of Farquharson ;
but having failed in

the male line, the representation appears now
to belong to Farquharson of Frnzean. The

oldest spelling of Invercauld the writer knows,

leaves out the final letter
*

d,' whereby the

etymology of the name is evidently from
'

Inbhir-caol,' meaning
*
the narrow confluence.'

' Inver-Carron' is found in the counties of

Ross and Kincardine ;
it is from c

Inbhir-car-

an,' or
(
the confluence of the winding river'

'

Inverchoalan' is in Argyllshire ;
it seems

nearly identical with ( Aberachoaloch.' The

other designation is from *

Inbhir-chaol-an,'

or
'

the confluence of the narrow river.'
' In-

verdon' is in Ayrshire. This place is men-

tioned in a very ancient charter of King
William the Lion, dated 1202. It is near the

mouth of the river Doun, and comes from
'

Inbhir-dubh^-an,' or
'

confluence of the dark

1 The lh as v.

2 The Ih mute.
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river.'
' Inverdruie* is in Inverness-shire, and

is from '

Iribhir-Druidhe,'
1
meaning

'

the con-

fluence of the Druids stream' It is situated

on the river Spey ; the road from Braemar to

Rothiemurchus goes for ten miles alongside

of the * Allt-Druidh' or
* Druids stream!

The immense number of places in Scotland

named after and connected with the Druids,

most clearly proves they must have existed

in vast numbers in ancient times, among the

heathen Gael.
'
Inveresk' is in the county of Edinburgh ;

it is from '

Inbhir-uisge,' or
*

the confluence of

the water.
1 '

Inverey* also
'

Invery* in Aber-

deenshire, and '

Inverie,' in the county of

Inverness, are all from '

Inbhir-reidh,'
2

or

'
the smooth confluence.' These '

Invers' are

all identical with the Argyllshire
' aber

'

in

'

BadaberyS which likewise means '

the smooth

confluence.'
'

Invernate,' in Hoss-shire ;

' In-

vernettie,' in Aberdeenshire, and (

Innernytie,'

in Perthshire, are apparently from ' Inbhir-

neadache,' or
'
the confluence abounding in

birds' nests.'
l

Invergellie,' in Fifeshire
;

' In-

nergellie,' Perthshire, and '

Invergelly,' Aber-

deenshire, are all from '

Iribhir-gile,' meaning

1 The dh mute.
2 The dh mute.
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'
the confluence of the white or clear stream.'

The place called
'

Abergeldie
'

has the same

derivation and meaning.
' Inverardoch' is in

the county of Stirling ; it is from ' Inbhir-

ard-ach
'

(achadh contracted), and means,
'
the

confluence at or of the high field.'
' Inver-

keillor
'

is in Forfarshire. The old spelling of

the stream, which gives the name to this

confluence, was '

Keldour,' as has already ap-

peared under the names of the rivers named
1

Colder.' Another ancient form for them is

'

Caldovar,' and which we find in the char-

tulary of Paisley and others.
' Dovar

'

is the

pronunciation of the old Gaelic word '

dob-

hair,' which signifies
'

water,' and the prefixes
' Kel

'

and ' Cal
'

are corrupted from the

Gaelic
'

Coille/ a '

wood/ therefore,
' Inver-

keillour,' having been in its ancient form
'

hwerkeldour,' evidently proves it is derived

from '

Inbhir-coille-dur,' or
'

confluence of the

wooded stream,' and shows the value of

knowing the old form, as the modern corrup-

tion is unintelligible.
' InvervacJc

'

is in

Atholl, Perthshire, comes from ' Inbhir-

faichd,' meaning,
'

the confluence of the look-

out stream.' In 1436, Eobert, the son of

Duncan de Atholia, and ancestor of the

Robertsons of Strowan, apprehended at the
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banks of this stream two of the traitors con-

cerned in the murder of KingJames I., namely,

Graham, and the Master of Atholl. Close to

Invervack was the site of a great battle,

when the Atholl Highlanders were victorious

over an invading force of Argyleshire men,

chiefly from Sunart. They were cut off to a

man, except their bard, who fled towards the

river Garry, and was shot dead with an

arrow, as he reached the banks, on the north

side. Where he crossed still bears the name

of * Ath-bhaird-an-Siona ; that is,
'
the ford

of the Sunart bard.'
'

Inverleith' is in the

county of Edinburgh, and may be from
'

Inbhir-leithe,' or
*
the confluence of the divid-

ing or boundary stream,' and which stream,

perhaps, was so in remote times between some

of the ancient tribes of the Gael. In the year

1130, the name appears as 'Inverlyth/ in a

charter of King David I. The writer has

now given a vast number of examples of the

prefix
' Inver

;

'

far to the south of Inverary

being the commencement, (as stated by certain

writers), of the 'Invers/ and which proves

that nothing of the kind can be maintained

with truth, as fixing that neighbourhood to

be the first line of the '
Invers.'

' Inversnaid
'

is in the county of Stirling ;
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it is from '

Inbhir-snathaid,' or
'
the needle

confluence,' and which name arises from the

extreme narrowness of the stream, as it de-

scends to Loch Lomond. Great changes have

taken place at this locality within the last

thirty or forty years, at which period there

was only one or two poor cottages, with a

very dilapidated barrack, which was built by
the Government directlyafter the 1 745. There

was no road, only a footpath ; there is now a

fair good road and a comfortable hotel.
'

Inverlochy
'

is in the county of Inverness
;

it is from '

Inbhir-Loch,' or 'the loch con-

fluence.' It is quite similar to the confluence

in Argyleshire called
' Lochaber/ At Inver-

lochy, in the year 1431, there took place a

battle between the King's forces, under the

command of the Earls of Caithness and Mar,
and the men of the isles, under the command
of Donald Balloch, who was cousin-german of

the Lord of the Isles, and Earl of Ross, and

who was then a prisoner in Tantallon Castle.

The result of the conflict was, that Donald

Balloch routed the Royal forces. The Earl

of Caithness was killed, and the Earl of Mar
wounded. In more recent times a great vic-

tory was achieved at Inverlochy over Argyle,

by the King's forces under Montrose and his

B B
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Lieut. -General Sir Alexander Macdonald,
son of Coll Ciotach (or Coll the left-handed),
who had joined him from Ireland in 1644.

The defeat of the Marquis of Argyle and the

Campbells was very complete. It took place

on Sunday, 2d February 1645. There has

always been a Dun or Castle at Inverlochy ;

and in 1504, it engaged the attention of

the Scotch Parliament to strengthen it.

' Invernahavon' is in the county of Inver-

ness ; its etymology is the same as those that

have already been given from '

Inveravon,'

this being merely the like designation as-

pirated. As a clan battle took place here,

which had considerable effect at the time and

afterwards on the clans now named M'Pher-

son, M'Intosh, and Cameron, the writer will

give the reader some information on the

subject. The general Gaelic name for all the

above families is,
' the Clanchattan/ from the

first ancestor being called
'

Gilliechattan-more/

(after a well known St Catan). This ancestor

lived very early in the eleventh century, and

had (according to the MS. of 1450) two sons,

Neil, from whom the M'Intoshes come, but

only in the female line, and Neachtan, from

whom the M'Phersons and Camerons. The

eldest son's male line failed, but the son of
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the heiress of that branch, named Eva, took

the title of
'

Captain' of the Clan Chattan,

which was resisted by the Clan Dhai, or

M'Pherson and Cameron leaders. This was

towards the close of the fourteenth century ;

and much contention for the chieftainship

ensued, and ended in the battle of Inver-

nahavon, which took place in 1386. It has

been above said, that there were none with

the surname of M'Pherson at that date
; they

were the
' Clan Dhai,' a Gaelic designation

from one of their ancestors,
'

Heth,' and pro-
nounced '

Ha/ or ' Yha.' The grandson of
'

Heth' was '

Munich/ who, it is stated, being
a churchman, came more into favour, and his

name was afterwards adopted, hence the

M'Phersons are now called invariably
' Clan

Mhuirich.' It must be also remarked, on the

designation of
' Clan Dhai/ there never was a

clan called Davidson. At ' Invernahavon'

the M'Intoshes were successful, and then, di-

rectly after it, the ancestor of the Camerons

appears to have separated from the rest of the

Clan Chattan, and likely taking with him a

considerable body of followers, he would be

very acceptable as a vassal to the then Lord of

the Isles, and from whom they are reported to

have got the lands of Lochiel, in Lochaber. An
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old author, called John Major, in his History

of Scotland (page 302), says, the Clancameron

and Clanchattan were of the same origin, and

followed the same chief. This was written so

far back as 1512. At the date of the battle

of Invernahavon (1386), the chief and leader

of the Camerons is, by their tradition, said to

have been Allan MacOchtry, that is, Allan,

the son of Uchtred : this was in the reign of

Robert II., and not I.

In the battle of Invernahavon there was,

no doubt, on the M'Intosh side, a clan which

appears afterwards, called
'

Clanquhele;' they,

the writer considers, were the Shaws of Bo-

thiemurchus. This clanjoined the ancestors of

the Clandonachy, or Robertsons of Atholl, in

the raid ofAngus, in 1 39 1
,
for which they were

all forfeited (see Scots Acts, vol. i. p. 217).

The leader of the Clanquhele, on that occa-

sion, is called
'

Slurach,' which is most justly

supposed to be miswritten for
'

Sheach,' that

is,
' Shaw ;

'

then we find that there was after-

wards another effort by the M'Phersons to

obtain their right to the chiefship, but, owing
to the defection of the Cameron leader and

the superior power and possessions of the

M'Intoshes, the M'Phersons were unable to

cope with them
; therefore, the dispute was
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settled to be decided by a battle, of equal
numbers on each side, and which took place
at Perth in 1396, exactly ten years after the

battle of Invernahavon. The trust-worthy
historian Winton, gives us the names of the

combatants, as the '

Clanquhele/ under a

'Scha,' that is, 'Shaw; and the Clan 'Yha/as
he writes the ' Clan Dhai/ or MThersons ;

and he adds, they came

4 With bow and axe, knyf and swerd,

To deal amang them their last werd.'

The fight was nearly prevented, as one of the

Clanquhele was, from sickness, found amiss-

ing, when it was proposed to withdraw one

of the M'Phersons, but none would consent;

afterwards, it is said, that a man named

Henry Wynd, whose trade was a blacksmith,

and called
' Gow crom/ or crooked smith/

came forward, and said,
'

I'll try the game
(and if I escape alive) for a half gold merk,

1

and have my board of one of ye as long as I

live.' His offer was accepted, when he and
the rest having engaged, Henry Wynd, the
' Gow crom,' killed a man, and then sat down.

Shaw, chief of the Clanquhele, came and spoke
to him to go on, when he answered him, that

1 Of the value of 7s. 6d. present money.
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he had already done his share, and added, in

Gaelic-

4 Am fear nach cunnda rium, cha chundain risS

This saying became afterwards a proverb : its

meaning is

' The man who reckons not with me, 1 will not reckon with him?

In reply, Shaw, the leader of the Clanquhele,

promised to reward him liberally, and * Gow
crom' again engaged. Tradition, and all other

accounts, are agreed that the Clan Dhai, or

Yha, were defeated
; and this accounts for the

fact, that for 200 years the M'Phersons could

make no further efforts to regain their rights.

The M/Phersons appear, in their present

name, in the roll of the clans of the Act of

Parliament, dated in 1594 ;
and they are put

down as a separate clan from the M'Intoshes,

who are likewise inserted. In this same Act,

the Shaws,or the 'Clanquhele,' are also entered

separately, proving their being acknowledged

by the Government independently.

;



CHAPTER XIV.

K
HE next prefix to be explained with

examples is in English, 'Killy/
and '

Killie/ and also, some-

times, 'Gale,' which are all derived

from the Gaelic
'

Coille'
' a wood,' or 'forest.'

1

Killie,' and '

Kelly,' appears singly in five

counties, and as a prefix in the most southern

counties, namely, in Wigtown and Berwick,
and also in Argyleshire.

' Kelburn
'

is found

in Ayrshire and Henfrew, and a ' KeTyburn
'

occurs in the counties of Aberdeen, Ayr, and

Clackmannan, all of which are derived from

the Gaelic
'

Coille-buirn' which means,
'

the

wooded burn} or
'
the burn of the wood*

'

Kelly,' from '

Coille,'
' a wood/ appears as a

prefix in the counties of Renfrew, Peebles,

Ayr, and Forfar. In the counties of Wig-
town, Argyle, and Perth, there is a *

Killie-

more,' derived from *

Coille-mhor,' meaning,
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'

the large wood.' The ancient Caledonian

woods are fast disappearing. Of the natural

Scotch fir, there is an extensive wood for

several miles along the south shore of Loch

Rannoch, Perthshire, which, in consequence,

was named '

Slios-garbh,' or
'

the rough side,'

and, before roads were formed, must have

been very difficult to traverse. In Braemar,

Aberdeenshire, and RotMemurchus, Inver-

ness-shire, there are also very fine natural

pine woods still existing. The ancient oak

woods of Scotland, the '

silvce Caledonia,' or

the 'Caledonian woods' of the Romans, are

all nearly gone, except in copse. The sites

of several of them are, however, preserved in

the Gaelic topography, and thus the etymo-

logy of local Gaelic names, by informing us

what had originally been the nature of the

country in remote ages, is of much value.
/ O '

The names of Calendar, in the counties of

Stirling, Perth, and Nairn (but recently

spelled Callender), are, no doubt, derived

from a corrupted contraction of the Gaelic
'

Coille-daraich,' or
'

the oak forest.' The

rallying war-cry of the M'Gregors is
' Ard-

Choille,' meaning,
'

the high wood,' and their

badge
'

Giuthas,' or '

the native pine.' In the

hills of Glenorchy, on the confines of the
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counties of Perth, and Argyle, which formerly

belonged to the M'Gregors, there is a place

called 'Ardcoille,' and, no doubt, is the one

whence it was taken.

The writer will now give a large number

of more examples of this prefix, in many
different parts of Scotland. In the counties

of Kinross, Perth, and Fife, there are places

called 'Kelty,' and 'Keltic,' both from 'Coill-

teach,' which means,
' a woodland.'

( Kil-

birnie,' in Ayrshire, is from '

Coille-bearnach,'

or
'

the wood full of gaps.'
' Kilbowie

'

is in

Dumbartonshire ; it is from '

Coille-buidhe,'

meaning,
'

the yellow or propitious wood.'
'

Kilburn,' in the Strathclyde territory of

Lanarkshire, and Ayrshire, is from '

Coille-

bhuirn,'
1 or

'

the wooded water or stream.'
'

Kilcraig,' in Forfarshire, is from *
Coille-

Creige,' or 'the wood of the rock'
' Kildar-

roch
'

is in the most southern county of Scot-

land, namely Wigtown ;
the etymology is from

*

Coille-daraich,' or
'
the wood of the oaks.'

'

Kildavie,' in Argyleshire, evidently appears
to be from '

Coille-da-abh,' or
'

the wood of
the two waters or streams.'

'

Kildinny
'

is in

1 This Gaelic designation has the very same meaning as

the '

Coille-dur^ whence come the English streams named

Calder.
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Perthshire ;
it is certainly a name given in

heathen times
;
no rendering can be assigned

to it with such propriety as being from the

Gaelic '

Coille-teineJ meaning,
'
the wood of

the fire,' that is, it was where the fires of the

heathen god Bel were lighted. In Aber-

deenshire there is still the remains of a fine

old castle called
' Kildrumie' but anciently

it was '^mdrumie/ from '

Cinn-druim,' or
'
the head of the ridge ;' the same name occurs

in the county of Nairn.
'

Kilduff,' in the counties of Kinross and

Haddington, is from '

Coille-dubh,' meaning,
1

the dark wood.'
'

Kilgour' is in Fifeshire.

There is a surname in Scotland the same,

which certainly may be from '

Gillie-gabhar,'

or '

ghobhar,' meaning
'
the goatherd;' but

to a locality it is impossible to apply that

etymology, and it therefore can only be

rightly rendered as from '

Coille-ghobhar,'

meaning, 'the goat's wood.' As to the

English 'Kil/ which occurs in the word
'

Kilgour/ it could never have been used from

the Gaelic
'

Cill,
9 or ' the burial place/ or

' church
'

of the goat ! ! which would only be

ridiculous nonsense. The writer has been the

more particular in commenting on the Gaelic

etymology of this place, because a person
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named '

Kilgour
'

has been writing in an

Edinburgh newspaper on the origin of the

name. He has been well replied to and

refuted by a Gaelic Celt.
'

Killiegowan' in

the county of Wigtown, and '

Kilgownie,'

Fifeshire, are both from '

Coille-gobhain'
1

(or

according to the modern form '

ghobhain'),

and meaning
'
the wood of the smith.' The

writer begs to mention, for the reader's infor-

mation, that though he almost invariably
uses the present aspirated form for Gaelic, it

is not incorrect to adhere to the old form,

which did not use the aspirate near so much
as now. '

Kilmardinny,' in Dumbartonshire,
is precisely the same meaning as the word
'

Kildinny,' above mentioned, having only the

slight addition of 'mor;' thus the name in

full is
'

Coille-mor-teine,' or
'

the large wood

of fire,' that is, which was used in their

heathen worship and sacrifices. 'Kilry' is

in Perthshire, and comes from *

Coille-reidh,'
2

and means,
'

the smooth wood.'
'

Killiecrankie
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire,

and where there is also the celebrated pass of

the same name
;

it is one of the most pic-

turesque in the Highlands of Scotland. The

1 The letters Ih mute.
2 Reidh is pronounced as if spelled Ray.
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grandeur of its scenery has obtained for it

the name of the ' Caledonian Thermopylse.'
To appreciate it properly, it should be tra-

versed on foot by the old road, entering at

the bridge over the Garry, and ascending the

pass. The present carriage road was origin-

ally made by Field-Marshal Wade, about

1 732. The steep sides of this pass are beau-

tifully covered with fine natural woods, and

it is from them comes the name. The river

Garry passes at the bottom between two walls

of rock. The Gaelic etymology of '
Killie-

crankie
'

is from the words '

Coille-crioth-

nachadh,' meaning
'
the wood of trembling.'

The last Gaelic word is pronounced as if

written '

CreeonachieJ and it expresses the

dread of the Caledonian Gael, when they first

entered this defile, and, indeed, the first time

the human foot trod it, feelings of awe would

naturally arise, and this was exemplified in

comparatively very recent times. So late as

the period of the civil war of last century,

such was the striking and imposing grandeur
of this pass, that a detachment of Hessian

cavalry, which had been ordered to reinforce

Sir Andrew Agnew (who held Blair Castle as

a Government garrison), on reaching the en-

trance of the pass, refused to proceed any
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further. The historical importance also of

the pass renders it highly interesting ; it gave
the name to a battle gained in the year 1689

by the Highlanders, under Viscount Dundee

(whose spirited exertions kept up the cause

of King James II.
),
and who, having obtained

possession of Blair Castle, the English troops,

under General Mackay, marched to dispossess
him. Dundee also marched to meet him, and

a desperate conflict ensued, in which the

Highlanders gained a signal victory; but

their noble commander received a mortal

wound, and died the following day, and was

buried in his armour within the church of

Blair-Atholl. The further details of this vic-

tory are well written in the book on Lord

Dundee, by Mark Napier, Esq.
The next prefix,

'

Kil,' though almost

similar in spelling, is very different in mean-

ing from the last mentioned. It is from
'

CHI, which signifies
' a cell,'

( a church,'
' a

burial-ground,'' though for the last, the geni-
tive of the Gaelic word '

Cill,' namely,
'

Cille'

is used
;

also in churches dedicated to

early Christians, as for example in '

Cille-

Ihride,' which in English is always
'

Kilbride,
1

and is derived from St Bridget. There are

no less than eighteen different churches
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dedicated to her, all of them called
'

Kilbride.'

Almost all the counties of Scotland contain

this prefix. To the south of the two Firths

it is found in the following counties : Wig-
town, Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, Ayr, Lanark,

Peebles, and Eenfrew, which proves that it

was a Gaelic speaking people who had given
the names to these Christian churches, though,
of course,

'
kirk' is most common in these

counties.
' Kil

'

is also found as a prefix in

every one of the counties north of the two

Firths, up to Caithness and Sutherland, both

included ; also in the Island of Bute, and all

the Western Islands.

Of those churches dedicated to old Cale-

donian saints and evangelists, the writer will

now give numerous examples, as found in all

the different parts of Scotland, from north to

south. 'Kildonan* is found in the counties of

Ayr, Inverness, and Sutherland, in which last

it is a parish : it also occurs in the Isles of

Skye and Arran. It is from the
'

Cill-Donnain,' which means,
'

the church

St Donan.' This early pious Christian was

martyr to the faith. He was murdered

the natives of the Isle of Eig, at the instiga-

tion of the wife of the chieftain of the island.

The only other martyrdom that took place
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within Scotland, was through the intolerance

and heathenism of the natives of Kintyre,

Argyleshire. The name of
*

Gill Adomnan'

arose from St Donan ; his day is the 1 7th

April.
* Kilkerran

'

appears twice in Ayr-

shire, and twice in Argyleshire ; it is

the old name for Campbeltown, and comes

from *

CillrChiarain,' or
'
the church of St

Kiaran.' This saint is well known also in

Ireland, and the writer has often seen and

inspected the seven churches which he

founded at Clonmacnois. He was also de-

signed in Gaelic,
*

Ciaran-mac-an-t-saor,' or
'

the son of the carpenter.' His day is the

9th September.
'

Kilpheder is in the Isle of

North Uist, Inverness-shire ; it is from '

Cill-

Pheadair,' that is,
'
the cell or church of St

Peter.' His day is 6th July. It is very
remarkable how very few of the ancient

Gaelic churches were dedicated to St Peter,

or to the Virgin Mary.
'

Kilcattan' is in the

Isle of Bute ; it is the same person as men-

tioned already, under Ardchattan. This

church is from the Gaelic, 'Cill-Chattain,' or

'or the church of St Cattan' His day is the

17th May.
' Kilmichael' appears twice in

Argyleshire ;
it occurs also in the Isles of

Bute and Arran, and is from '

Cill-Mhicaelj
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or
' St Michael's church.

1 ' Kirkmichael' is a

parish in no less than five counties. His day
is 29th September.

'

Kilmaveonog' is a very-

ancient parish in Atholl, Perthshire. There

is also another place named after the same

Saint on Lochtay side, called
'

Ardeonog,'

which was also an old parish. It may be

derived from '

Cill-Eoghainaig,' or from '

Cill-

viaith^-Eoghainaig,' or
* church of the young

and good Ewan.' '

Kilmarnock,' in the

county of Ayr, is from '

Cill-Marnoch,' or

' St Marnoch's church.' He is said to be

the same as
' Ernan.' His day is the 25th

October.
' Kilmartin' is in Argyleshire,

and Isle of Skye, Inverness ; it is from '

Cill-

Mhartuin,' or
' St Martins church ;' from his

name comes ' Gillemartin/ His day is llth

November. '

Kilmaurs,' in Ayrshire, is either

from *

Cill-Maris ;' that is,
' St Martha,'

whose day is the 3j)th January, or it may be

from '

Cill-Mhorris,' or
' St Maurice's church,'

whose day is September 21st.
'

Kilmorack,'

in the county of Inverness ;

'

Kilmorich,'

in Atholl, Perthshire, and Argyleshire, are

also all of them from '

Cill - Moireach,'

meaning,
' St Martha's church.' Some have

asserted, but apparently without proper
1 The th mute.
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authority, that the name comes from a Bishop
of Dumblane, mentioned in the Breviary of

Aberdeen.
' Kil-Ninnian' in the Isle of

Mull, Argyleshire, is from '

Citt-Ringean,' or

'St Ninian's church.'
f

Kilpatrick
1

is found

in five different counties, in Ayr, Lanark,

Argyle, Dumfries, and a parish of Dum-

barton, and also in the Isle of Arran ; it is

from the Gaelic
'

Cill-Phadruig,' or
' St

Patrick's church.' His day is the 17th

March.

Of course, of aU the '

CilVs (or
'

Kil's,' as

in English), that of '

Icolumfcil,
1

which has

been already proved to be *

the island of St

Columba's church/ is the most famous ;
and

it is well to say that, although this is the form

now generally known of this pious and very
illustrious Christian teacher's name, his real

name was simply
l Calum ;' and though some

say
' Maol-Calum' means '

the servant of Ca-

lum or Columba,' it has rather reference to

the tonsure, from the Gaelic
'

Maol,' which

means 'bare,' that is, from the hair of the

being shaved, or cut off.
' Kiltearn

'

is

he county of Inverness, and is a parish in

;
it is from the Gaelic,

c

Cill-Tig-

hearn,' or ' St Teaman's church.' He was a

thop

of the Piets, and lived at Abernethy,
c c
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as stated by limes in his history ; his day is

the 12th June. '

Kilwinning
1

is in the

counties of Fife and Ayr ; it is from '

Gill-

Bhimin,' or
'

the church of St Vimin.' He
was a Bishop of the Picts ; his day is the 21st

of January.
The next prefix to be explained is, in

English,Kin and Ken, from the Gaelic *

Ceann,'

meaning,
' a head, point, or end.' The occur-

rence of this word is frequent to the south of

the two Firths.
' Kin 1

appears in the coun

ties ofKirkcudbright, Ayr, Dumfries, Linli

gow, and Lanark ;

' Ken' is found in

counties of Kirkcudbright, Berwick, Lanar

and Edinburgh. To the north of the tw<

Firths, Kin and Ken occur in fifteen different

counties, up to Sutherland included. 'Kin-

tail* is the name of a large district in

county of Boss
;

it kfrom '

ceann-da-shail
1

meaning,
*
the head of the two seas

1

which

very descriptive. 'Kinnaird,' is in the

ties of Stirling, Forfar, Aberdeen, and fi

quently in that of Perth ; it is from * Cea

ard
1

which signifies
'
the high head? Kint

the name of another district in Argyleshire,
from ' Ceann-tir

1

which means '
the h

' end of the land
1

and perfectly descri

1 The sh is silent.
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There is a ' Kenmore in Argyleshire; and

in Perthshire a village, and also a parish of

that name, which does not mean, as the Rev.

I. Taylor mentions, in his
' Words and Places'

(page 232),
'

the great summit/ but from the

Gaelic 'Ceann-mor,' that is,
'

the great head,
9

as being at the source or head of the large

river Tay, from Loch Tay, and is also called
'

Ceann-mor-an-locha,' or
'

great head of the

loch.'
(

Kincraigie' occurs in the county of

Fife, and several times in Perthshire, and is

from '

Ceann-creige,' meaning,
' head of the

rock or precipice.'
' Kincardine' is the name

of a place in the counties of Perth, Ross,

Aberdeen, Inverness, and also the name of a

county. Kincardine O'Neil, Aberdeenshire,

we are told by Winton, was the place where

the head of Macbeth was presented to King
Malcolm Canmore, in 1057. The name ' Kin-

cardine' is derived from '

Ceann-na-cearn,'

meaning
'

the head of the hill, quarter, or

region.'
i
KinJcell' appears in the counties of

Aberdeen, Fife, Kincardine, Stirling, Ross,

and Perth, all from '

Ceann-coille,' or
'

the

head of the wood.'
' Kinloch' is found in the

counties of Argyle, Fife, Sutherland, Ross,

very frequently in Perthshire, and is from

mn-loch,' or
'

the head or end of the loch.'
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c Kindrochit
'

is from '

Ceann-drochaid,' or

'Bridge-end;' it occurs at least a hundred

times in various parts of the Highlands of

Scotland.

There are many more examples of these

prefixes, that the writer will give, which

occur in every part of Scotland ; thus, in the

district of Strathclyde, Lanarkshire
; also, in

the most southern counties, those of Wig-

town, Dumfries, and Kirkcudbright, we find

places named
'

Kenmuir,' all derived from the

Gaelic *

Ceann-mor,' meaning,
'

the great

head, end, or extremityJ
' Kenknock' in

Perthshire
;
and 'Kennox,' Ayrshire, are both

from '

Ceann-chnoc,' or
'

the head of the knoll
'

Kinaldie,' in the counties of Aberdeen and

Forfar
; also,

{

Kinaldy,' in Fife
;
and l

Ki\

alty' in Forfar, are all from ( Ceann-a

dubh,'
1

meaning, '-the head ofthe darJc str\

1 Kinclaven
'

is a parish in Perthshire ;

church appears to be situated at the

land, on the Tay, which gives the name ;

is from '

Ceann-clamhain,'
2

meaning,
'

kite's headland.' '

Kinclune,' in Aberd

and Forfar
;
and 'Kinclunie' in the count

of Aberdeen, are both from '

Ceann-cluai,

1 The bh mute.
2 The mJi as *\
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or
'

the head of the good sheltered pasture.'

Kincraig
'

is very frequent ;
we find it in

the counties of Forfar, Fife, Inverness, Aber-

deen, and Ross ;

'

Kincraigie
'

also occurs

In the counties of Fife, Aberdeen, and three

times in Atholl, Perthshire ;
both are from

Ceann-creige,' or
'

the head of the rock.'

Kindeace
'

is in the county of Ross, and the

Island of South Uist ;
it is from ' Ceann-

\deas,' or
'

the southern end or head.'
' Kin-

drogan,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is from
1

Ceann-droighinn,' or 'the head or extremity

of the thicket of blackthorns.' 'Kinfauns,' a

parish in Perthshire, is from '

Ceann,' and

the obsolete Gaelic word 'fan,' which signifies

'a slope;' together, the words '

Ceann-fan,'

mean,
'

the head of the slope or declivity,'

which is most truly correct of Kinfauns

Castle, etc. etc.

1

Kinglass,' in Argyleshire and Linlith-

gow ;
and '

Kinglassie,' in Fifeshire, are

from '

Ceann-glas,' or
'

the grey head or

point'
'

Kingussie,' in Badenoch, Inverness,

is from '

Ceann-guithsaich,' or
'

the head or

extremity of the fir wood.' 'Kinross' is the

name of a town and county, and is from the

Gaelic 'Ceann-rois,' which means, either
f

the

head of the point,' or
'

the head of the ravine.'
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'Kintore,' in Aberdeenshire, is from '

Ceann-

an-torr,' or
* head of the conical hill.'

' Kinneil
'

is in the county of Linlithgow;
it is from the Gaelic words, Ceann-fhail; in

the last word the letters fh are mute,

whereby the combination becomes '

Ceannail,'

which signifies,
'
the head or extremity of the

wall,' it being where the Eoman turf wall

was when first raised by Agricola, and after-

wards renewed by Lollius Urbicus, the

Roman General of the Emperor A Tito-nine

and hence called after him, as the Wall

Antonine, in A.D. 140
;
in subsequent times

the wall was extended nearly two miles

further from Kinneil, towards Abercorn. In

the year A.D. 796, the work called 'Nennius

was written (although additions were made

to it in the century following), and it gives

the right Gaelic name for
'

Kinneil,' namely,
6
Ceannail.' It has been supposed that the

historian Bede, who wrote in the same

century, and gives a quite different word for

the termination of the wall, speaks of the

same place : he calls it
'

Peanfahel,' and

which, he states, to be a Pictish word ;
and

on this single word has been built the whole

strange theory as to the language of the

Pictish Gael being a Welsh dialect. Bede is
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no authority whatever for the Pictish lan-

guage ;
all he could know would be hearsay,

and he is wrong in every instance he brings

forward of the Irish or Scotch Gaelic ; besides,

he is contradicted by an almost contemporary

writer. But there is another name Bede

gives for
' Peanfahel

;

(if ever there was such

a place) ;
he says it is also called

'

Peneltun.'

This shows that he was speaking of the place

to which the wall had been ultimately ex-

tended to, near Abercorn, which last place

he also mentions, therefore
' Peneltun

' was

quite a distinct place from ' Ceannail
'

(or, as

in English, Kinneil), the earliest termination

of the wall. This is further proved by the

fact that
' Peneltun

'

is still represented by
the place now called

' Weltun' (that is,

' Walltown
'),

and which, as mentioned, is

near Abercorn. That places should, in such

an immense space of time, become abbreviated

and corrupted, cannot be deemed strange ;

but this one word of Bede (that is,
' Pean-

fahel/ or
<

Peneltun'), has been so ridicu-

lously founded on, that it was needful to

explain the subject, as the distinct places,
'

Ceannail,' of Nennius, and the '

Peanfahel,'

or 'Peneltun,
1

of Bede, have been confound-

ed as the same. The nonsense, also, that
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has been written, that the word '

Ceannail,'

given A.D. 796, in 'Nennius,' was evidence

of an encroachment and a substitution of the

Gaelic language for that of the Welsh, or

Kymric, is precisely as ridiculous as has been

fabulously stated regarding the prefix word

'Inver' being substituted for that of '

Aber.'

At the time that the place called
'

Kinneil
'

(the
' Ceannail

'

of
' Nennius

')
was named

(the date was not later than A.D. 140), it

should be remembered the natives were then

Caledonian Gael, and they gave the name of

' Ceannail ;

'

but, subsequently, that race

having migrated north (owing to the Roman

invasion) from that part of Caledonia called

by the Romans the province of Valentia, a

Kymric race came with them, and, of course,

peopled and named places within the pro-

vince, of which, probably, 'Peanfahel,' or

'

Peneltun,' now called
'

Weltun,' was one,

and also the latest place of the termination

of the Roman Wall, and further, quite a

distinct place from *

Kinneil,' the ' Ceannail
'

of ' Nennius/

The next prefixes to be explained with

examples, are 'Knock,' and 'Tom,
1

from the

Gaelic '

Cnoc,' and '

Tom,' both meaning a
'

knoll,' or '

small hill.' The English prefix
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form of Knock is found in the most southern

counties of Scotland, namely, in those ofWig-
town and in Kirkcudbright, and in no less

than eighteen other counties, and in the Isles

of Bute and Harris, to the north of them, up
to Sutherland included. It is somewhat re-

markable that this prefix appears more fre-

quently in the map of Ayrshire than in any
other county, and wherein the Britons an-

ciently were located
; yet it is not a word

belonging to the Welsh language, thereby
another clear proof that the names had been

given by the Gael before the Britons had

entered Scotland. In the county of Argyle,
and in that of Elgin and Banff, we find a
'

Knockando,' which is from the Gaelic words
'

Cnoc-an-dubh,' meaning, 'the dark knoll.'

In the islands of Bute and Arran there is a
'

Knockankelly,' which is nearly the sound of

the Gaelic words whence it comes, called

anciently
'

Cnoc-an-coille,' but now is
' Cnoc-

na-coille,' or
'

the knoll of the wood.' In the

Island of Jura there is a small river called
'

Knoclcbreck,' from '

Cnoc-breac,' or
'

the

river of the speckled knoll,' whence it issues.

In the county of Ross there is a '

Knockbain,'
and in Stirlingshire a 'Banknock,' both mean-

ing the same, from '

Cnoc-bdn,' or
'

the white
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knoll.' At a place called
'

Knockbeg,' in

Aberdeenshire, and meaning,
'

the little knoll,'

there is the remains ofan ancient Pictishcastle.

In Argyleshire there is a '

Knockmoy,' from

the Gaelic '

Cnoc-magha,' or
*

the knoll of the

plain.'
'

Knockdow,' in the counties of Ayr,

Argyle, Renfrew, and Atholl, Perthshire, in

the last three times, also
'

Knockow,' Isle of

Skye, come from '

Cnoc-diibh,' or '
the dark

knoll.'
'

Knockglass
'

is found in the most

extreme northern county, that of Sutherland,

and the most southern one, that of Wigtown;
it is from the Gaelic

'

Cnoc-glas,' or
'

the grey

knoll.' This example, combined with those

given in the centre of Scotland, proves, by
this prefix, that at one time the Gaelic-

speaking race alone had existed within it,

from north to south.
'

Knockbain,' in the

counties of Ayr, Ross, and Inverness, is from
'

Cnoc-ban,' or
'

the fair knoll.'
( Knocken-

dale' in Ayrshire, is from ' Cnoc-an-dail' as

of old, but now '

Cnoc-na-dail,' meaning,
*

the knoll of the field.' In Ayrshire, a knoll

on the river Doun, is called
' Knockendon'

from ' Cnoc-an-dubh l
-an,' that is,

*

the knoll

at the dark river.'
'

Knockcraig,' in

1 The bit mute.
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mnties of Dumfries and Sutherland, is from

Cnoc-Creag,' or
'

the knoll at the rock.'

Knockravar
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire ;
it

>mes from '

Cnoc-reamhar,'
1

meaning,
*

the

it knoll,' which name it gets from its very
>und and smooth grassy form. In the above

it word the letters mh are mute in pronun-
ition in the large district of Atholl

;
in the

of the Highlands it is also so, except in

rleshire, where the Gaelic is corrupted
ith Irish, but which is the case no where else

all Scotland.
'

Knockraich,' in Aberdeen-

*,

'

Knockrierocli,' Ayrshire, and * Knock-
'

in Kintyre, Argyleshire, are all from

Cnoc-riach
'

(riabhach), or
'

the greyish knoll/

Knocknagillan
'

is in the county of Nairn ;

comes from *

Cnoc-na-gillean,' or
*

the knoll

of the young lads.' This name arose from the

immings having, at this place, committed a

lei slaughter on a number of young men of

ihe district.

'

Tom,' as a prefix, is infinitely more nume-

ms in the Highland counties than '

Cnoc.'

Perthshire alone there are upwards of a

mndred places named with the prefix Tom.

[nverness-shire comes next in number. In

ie counties of Argyle, Inverness, and Banff,
1 The letters mh mute.
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there is a 'Tom-mor,' or 'the large knoll.'

In the county of Banff there is a 'Tomintovlf

which is identical in meaning with 'Knockan-

sabhal,' in the county of Ross, the former

being from the word '

Tom-an-t'-sabhail
}

'

and

the latter from '

Cnoc-an-t'-sabhail,' both

meaning
'

the knoll of the barn.' In Perth-

shire there is a '

Tom-a-chastle,
9 which signi-

fies
{

the knoll of the castle.' In Aberdeenshire

there is 'Tomnaverie,'where there are consider-

able remains of a Druidical temple, and which

is mentioned by Lieutenant-Colonel Leslie, in

his recent work,
1 but who makes a mistake

as to the Gaelic meaning of this name. The

proper signification of
' Tomnaverie' is de-

rived from the Gaelic words ' Tom - a-

bhearraidh,' which means,
'

the knoll on the

brow of the hill.' The English way of writing

the name is nearly the Gaelic pronunciation.

In the county of Inverness there is a knoll

called
' Tom a chuiraich.' It must not be

confounded with a similar name,
' Toma-

chuirich/ which is at the town of Inverness ;

but this example is twelve miles distant from

Inverness, and is
*

Tomachuraich,' or
'

the

knoll of the Curach' from its resemblance to

that very ancient kind of canoe, covered with

1 The Early Races of Scotland.'
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hides. In Atholl, Perthshire, there occurs the

name of
'

Tomfuar,' meaning,
'
the cold knoll,'

where was the castle of the Tosachs, or Thanes

of Glentilt ;
also in Atholl, in two different

places, there are instances of'Tom-na-cuthaig,'

and which means,
'

the knoll of the cuckoo.'

Besides the preceding examples, with com-

binations of the prefix
'

Tom,' it is also some-

times found singly, as in
'

Tomb,' Glenshee,

Perthshire, and in
' Tome of Lude,' in Atholl,

Wthshire. '

Tomatin,' in Inverness-shire, is

either from '

Tom-an-teine,' that is,
*
the knoll

of fire' or where pagan sacrifices, etc. etc.,

jre held ;
or it may be from '

Tom-aiteann,'

leaning,
'

the juniper knoll.'
f Tombane' ap-

in the county of Stirling, and three

ies in Perthshire ;
it is from '

Tom-ban,' or

the fair knoll.'
'

Tombeg,' in Aberdeen and

ferfch, is from '

Tom-beag,' or
'

the
.

small

loll.'
' Tomnacroiche' is in Atholl, Perth-

re, and in the proper Gaelic spelling,
' Tom-

:roiche' or
'

the knoll of the gallows.' It

here the ancient Celtic Earls of Atholl

executed the malefactors, within their exten-

Lve territories.
' Tombreck' occurs frequent-

ly ; we find it in the counties of Argyle, Banff,

Stirling, and Atholl, Perthshire ;
it is derived

from '

Tom-breac,' or
'
the speckled knoll.'
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f Tomreeach' is in Atholl, Perthshire
; its

English pronunciation is identical with the

Gaelic, which is
' Tom-riach' (riabhach

1
)
mean-

ing
'
the greyish knoll/ Tom clavers' is in

Atholl, Perthshire, and means '

Claverhouse's

knoll,' being the spot where Viscount Dundee

got his mortal wound at the battle of Killie-

crankie ;
it is situated within the garden of the

house of Urrard.
'

Tomantighmore' is in

Atholl, Perthshire ;
it is from '

Tom-an-tighe-

mhoir,' meaning
{

the knoll of the large man-

sion-house.' It was here the ancient family

of the Robertsons of Strowan had one of their

residences.
'

Tomdachoil,' in Atholl, Perth-

shire, is from ' Tom-da-choille
t

'

meaning,
'

the

knoll of the two woods.
9

'

Tomgarrow,' in Perthshire, is from ' Tom-

garbh,' or
'

the rough knoll.' It has already

been explained to the reader, that the Gaelic

word 'garbh,' pronounced as if spelled
'

garv,'

or
'

garruf/ is often in English corrupted into,,
c

garrow ;' and, indeed, sometimes in speak-

ing Gaelic, it has the sound of '

garu/
' Tom-

nabroilag,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is from ' Tom-

na-broileag,' meaning
'

the whortleberry knoll.'

'

Tomnagrew' occurs no less than four times

in the map of Perthshire
;
it is from ' Tom-

1 The letters bh mute.
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a-craoibhe' meaning
'
the knoll of the trees.'

In Aberdeenshire there is a knoll which must
have been named in very remote times ; it is

called in English
* Tomnakeist ;' this is cor-

rupted from the Gaelic '

Tom-na-ciste,' and

signifies
'
the knoll of the stone coffin, pro-

bably the burial place of some noble Cale-

donian chieftain, or provincial king.
' Tom-

naguie' is in Atholl, Perthshire ; it is from
'

Tom-na-gaoithe,' meaning
'

the windy knoll.'

'

Tom-na-clachan-moulin,' in Atholl, Perth-

shire, is from '

Tom-na-clachan-muilin,' that

is,
'

the knoll of the mill stones ;

'

of course,

meaning where mill stones were quarried,
or suitable stones for them found. * Tom-
navoulin' is in the county of Banff; it is

from 'Tom-na-mhuillin,' meaning,
'

the knoll

of the mill.'
'

Tomantogle/ is in Perthshire,

and comes from '

Tom-na-togail,' meaning,
'
the knoll of the building or edifice.' 'Colan-

togle,' also in Perthshire, of course meaning,
in a similar way, the ' wood of the building.'

Tomaphobuill,' in Atholl, Perthshire, is,

the proper spelling, it means '

the knoll

of the people;' it is situated at the top of

a very high ridge that separates Strath-

tummel from Strathtay. It was, no doubt, in

heathen times, a place where the people of the
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surrounding district had assembled for pagan

worship. Its situation was very suitable and

convenient for the inhabitants of both the

above-named valleys to meet their Druids
;

also here is the site of a battle where the

Atholl Highlanders met an invading force of

Argyleshire men, and completely defeated

them.

The next prefixes are, in English,
' Lin

'

and '

Lyn' from the Gaelic,
'

Linne,'
' a pool.'

They are found in the southern counties of

Kirkcudbright and Roxburgh, and six others

to the south of the two Firths, and ten others

to the north of them, up to Caithness included.

A county to the south of the Firth of Forth

derives its appellation, as has before been

mentioned, namely, that of '

Linlithgow' from
1

Linne-liath-dhuy being
'

the dark grey pool.'
(

Lintrathan,' a parish in the county of Forfar,

and '

Lintran,' in Inverness-shire, is from
'

Linne-tre-auin,'
1 which signifies, 'pools or

falls in the stream or river.
9 '

Lintrose,' in the

former county, is from *

Linne-rois,' or
'

pool

at the point or projection.' In the county of

Caithness there is 'Linglass,'from 'Linne-glas,'

1 It will be easily understood that this last word is one of

the contractions of the Gaelic word '

Abhuinn,' already fully

explained.
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or
*
the grey or misty pool'

(

Leny' ap-

pears in the counties of Edinburgh and Perth,

and '

Lenzie' 1 in Dumbartonshire; they are

all from the Gaelic
'

Linne,'
' a pool.' In the

county of Berwick there is a stream called

' Lennel ;' and in Ayrshire, one named ' Len-

dal,' both apparently being corruptions of the

two Gaelic words,
'

Linne,'
' a pool,' and

f

ail,

' a projecting rock,' thereby together meaning,
*

the pool on the stream of the projecting rock.'

(

Lindores,' in the county of Fife, is from
'

Linne-doruis,' meaning,
'

the pool close to a

narrow outlet,' which exactly describes the

place.
'

Ederline,
9 in Argyllshire, is from

'

Eadar-linne,'meaning 'between the two pools,'

being situated on a small lake on the one

side, and Lochawe on the other, thus the

name is very descriptive. In the county of

Roxburgh there is a *

Lindean/ which is the

exact pronunciation ofwhat it is derived from,

namely, the Gaelic words,
e

Linne-diona,'

meaning,
'

the sheltered pool.' In Ayrshire
there is a town called

'

Mauchline,' from
'

Magh-linne,' or
'

the pool of the plain.' In

the Annals of Ulster
'

Maghlinne is men-

tioned under the year A.D. 681, and is, no

tubt,

the place now spoken of. In the

1
In old Scotch writings the letter z is often put for y.

D D
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counties of Boxburgh, Peebles, Haddington,
and Aberdeen, there occur places called

*

Linton,' derived from the Gaelic
' Linne-n-

duine? which means c

the pool at the fort.'

The English prefix
'

Lin/ from the Gaelic

'Linne/ is found singly in the southern

counties, namely, in Lanark, Renfrew, and

Ayr ; Lyn and Lyne, also from the Gaelic,

are found singly in the counties of Lanark,

Peebles, Aberdeen, and the Island of Orkney.
' Linburn

'

is found in Strathclyde, Lanark,

Dumfriesshire, Dumbarton, Renfrew, Edin-

burgh, and Ayr. It is from '

I/inne-butTistji

meaning,
'

the pool of the burn or stream.'
'

LinacroJ in the Isle of Skye, may be derived

either from '

Linne-a-chrodh,' meaning,
*

the

pool of the cattle,' or from '

Linne-chro,' that

is,
'

the pool of the cattle pen or sheep-fold,'

which were anciently made of wattles, and

were used for keeping the young calves from

their dams, until the proper time of day to

milk the cows. The '

Cro' was also used in

the Highlands in former times to separate

sheep and their lambs, also the goats and

kids. The goat milk and whey were both in

great repute in former times, though now un-

known. The Highlanders also often call the

fountain, or head of a spring, where it bursts
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out above the ground,
'

Cro-an-tobair,' liter-

ally,
'

the circle of the well or fountain.
9 On

the farm of l Linacro' (which is explained

above) there is a very fine spring, which

bursts forth like coming out of a pipe. The

writer is acquainted with a very remarkable
*

Cro-an-tobairj or f

spring fountain,' where

the water continually spouts and bubbles up
within the circle of the well, in three different

places, and gushes forth in great abundance.

It is the source of a small stream, and is op-

posite one of the Benagloe mountains, in

Atholl, Perthshire.
'

Lintibert,' in Perthshire, is undoubtedly
from 'Linne-an-t'-iobairt,' meaning,

'
the pool

of sacrifice or offering.' The letter t, in this

name, is introduced for the sake of euphony,
before the last word, which must not, in this

or any previous examples, be confounded with

the obsolete one of
'

Tiobairt,'
' a well,' and

this is proved by a precisely similar name in

Atholl, near Grandtully. It is called in

English
' Tobar lagan tibert,' from the Gaelic

'

Tobar-lag-an-t'-iobairt,' meaning,
'

the well

in the hollow of sacrifice or offerings.' This

proves the etymology of '

Lintibert
'

was

correctly applied to offerings or sacrifices,

and it would be ridiculous nonsense, as to
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the well near Grandtully, to have the word
' well

'

repeated a second time in the name of

a place. No doubt, that in heathen times,

the people had resorted to the well of the

hollow with their offerings, on Beltane day,

or the 1st of May. The writer is informed,

that the country people, at this present time,

have recourse to it, on the first Sunday of

May, when they then leave as offerings,

either silver or other metals, to be pro-

tected from harm for the year to come.

Both these names are clearly of pagan origin,

and connected also with the idea of purifica-

tion, by using the water of the pool or well,

and afterwards engaging in their heathen

sacrifice or offerings. The following are

examples of this English prefix as 'Lyn/
which we find in

'

Lynmore,' Perthshire, and
1

Lynvior] Banff
;
there is also a ' Linmore

'

in the Island of Arran ; these are all from
(

Linne-mhor,'
1 or 'the large pool.' 'Dupplin,'

in Perthshire, is from the Gaelic words

'Dubh-linne,' meaning,
l

the, dark pool! Here,

on the 12th August, in the year 1332,

the Scotch army were surprised (through

treachery) by the English, and suffered very

severe losses ; it was Murray of Tullibardine

1 The mJi is v.
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(ancestor ofthe Duke of Atholl) who betrayed
his countrymen, by guiding the English to

the ford on the river Earn, and even went

himself and fixed a stake in it, to show it

was safe to cross it. This traitorous act

caused much bloodshed among the Scotch,

as they, of course, considered themselves

secure by having the river between them and

their enemies. Dublin, the capital of Ireland,

has the same etymology as above given for

Dupplin. The Gaelic name for Ireland is

*

lar-fhonn,' which means,
l

the western land;
1

in the last word the letters fh are mute,

and this etymology is confirmed by the

name given to their country by the Irish

themselves, as in their most ancient poetry,

the spelling of the name is
' Eirionn' and

which is the pronunciation of the Gaelic words.

Another, but only a poetical name for Ireland,

is 'Banbh,' of which, Dr M'Lauchlan, at page
37 of the 'Book of the Dean of Lismore/

says it is from '

Banva,' or
' a sucking pig ;'

but it is undoubtedly from '

JBan-abh,'

tsaning,

'

the clear water,' and signifying, of

urse, that Ireland was the country of clear

streams.
'

Stirling
'

is a city and name of a county;
old castle, and fine strong position, gave
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importance to it. The ancient spelling, and

which was used for a very long period, was
*

Striveline,' which shows its Gaelic deriva-

tion as clearly being from '

Stri-linne,' or 'the

pool of strife,' which, of course, arose from

some great battle of pre-historic times, and

had taken place on the river Forth, which

runs close to the town and castle. The

pronunciation of the Gaelic name is very
close indeed to the old spelling of this place.

'Lynvuilc,' and 'Lynwilg' in Inverness-shire,

are from * Linne -
bhuilg,' meaning,

'

the

bubbling pool,' probably from the quantity of

trout or fish rising in it, whereby its appear-
ance would answer the Gaelic name. ' Lin-

lathen' is in Forfarshire, it comes from
'

Linne-leathann,' which signifies,
'

the broad

pool.'
'

Lynedale' in the Isle of Skye, is

from '

Linne-dail,' meaning,
*

the pool of the

field;' this is very descriptive and truthful,

both the pool and field being contiguous.



CHAPTEB XV.

[HE next name and prefix to be

explained and noticed is a very

general one, namely,
*

Loch,' and
'

LochanJ which means,
' a lake

a small lake.' This is one of the many
root and test words of the Gaelic language,

being peculiar to it, and quite different from

either the Welsh or Irish terms. The name

is also applied to small inland seas
;

it occurs

throughout the whole of Scotland and the

islands, and there are several hundred differ-

ent ones, all called 'Lochs.' The southern pro-

lunciation ofthe word appears very strange to

native Highlander, as they generally pro-

>unce it as if spelled 'Lock' The smaller

58 are often called by the diminutive word

whan,' almost always in the Gaelic topo-

iphy 'Loch 1

is a prefix. In the most

>uthern Scotch county, that of Wigtown,
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there is
'

Loch-Connel,' or
*

Connel's loch.' In

the Isle of Bute there is
'

Loch-fada,' or
'

the

long lake or loch.
9 In Inverness-shire there is

1

Locheil,' derived from the words '

Loch-eile,'

meaning,
' another loch,' which probably arose

when the primitive Caledonian Gael first saw

it, exclaiming,
'

there is another loch!' In the

county of Argyle there is
'

Lochgorum,' and

in the counties of Sutherland and Inverness

there appears a
'

Lochgorm.' These three

examples are all from the same '

Lochgorm*
or

'

the blue loch,' which is the most general

meaning of
'

gorm,' though it also sometimes

signifies 'green.' Thus, the ancient genuine
Atholl tartan,

1 and now worn by the 42d

Royal Highlanders (originally given them by
their Colonel, Lord James Murray), was called

in Gaelic,
' An gorm is an dubh,' from its

being composed of only three colours, blue,

black, and green.

In the county of Sutherland there is a
'

Lochgriam, which most certainly appears to

be a corruption of
'

Lochgrian,' or
l

the loch of

the sun,' derived, like most of the other

heathen names, from the sun-worship of the

1 The Murrays added a red stripe to the ancient pattern,

but though that may have the name of the title, it is not the

genuine ancient tartan of the old Atholl Highlanders.
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heathen Gael, the sun having numerous hills,

etc. etc., dedicated to the deity Bel, the god
of the sun, as has been already noticed

;
and

it is very curious and remarkable, that pro-

perly the Gaelic word for a '

miracle,' is

'

Meur-bheil,' that meaning,
'

the finger of
Bel:

In the very southern county of Kirkcud-

bright there is a '

Lochinbreck,' from the

Gaelic,
'

Lochan-breac,' or
'

the small speckled
lake.'

' Lochard' is found in Perthshire, and
' Lochanhard

'

in Sutherlandshire, meaning
'

the high-lying loch.'
' Loch Kennard,'

Perthshire, has also nearly the same significa-

tion, from its very elevated situation. In

the counties of Ayr, Stirling, Inverness, and

Sutherland, there is a '

Lochlaggan,' which

means '

the loch of the hollow.' In the county
of Argyle, and in that of Inverness, there is

a
'

Lochindall,' meaning,
'

the loch ofthefield,'
from the words ' Loch-an-daiV Loch ap-

pears, as above said, in the extreme north as

well as south of Scotland
;
for example, in

both of the counties of Caithness and Suther-

land, there is a '

Lochmore,' meaning
(

the

large loch.' In the county of Ayr there is a
' Lochmuc ; and in Aberdeenshire there is

also one of that name, from '

Loch-muic,' and
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means '
the loch of the wild sow/ (

Loch-loch'

appears twice in Perthshire, and once in

Inverness-shire. It is a duplicate, and means

the ' Loch of Lochs,
1 and is formed by two,

or, as in Atholl, Perthshire, three small lochs

being joined together. Lochnell, in Argyle-

shire, is from *

Loch-nan-eala,' or
'

the loch of
the swans'

' Lochalsh
'

is in the county of Ross, and

undoubtedly appears to derive from a com-

bination with the obsolete Gaelic word '

eilc,'

which means,
*

robbery,' or
'

booty ;' thereby
the word formed is 'Loch-eilcJ meaning,

'

the

lake of robbery.'
(Lochawe' is in Argyleshire

and Sutherlandshire
; it is a duplicate term.

It has already been fully explained, that the

single letter
' a

'

is the ancient Gaelic for

'

water/ thereby the signification of this name

is literally,
'

the water lake.'
(Lochboisdale' in

the county of Inverness, is from '
Loch-bd-is-

dail' or
'

lake of the cows and field.'
' Loch-

carron,' in the county of Ross, is from ' Loch-

car-an,' or
'

the loch of the winding river.'

' Lochdu' in the county of Nairn, and the
'

Dowloch,' in Aberdeenshire, are both from

'Loch-dubh,'
1

meaning,
'
the dark, loch.' 'Loch-

con
'

appears twice, namely, in Atholl and

1 The bh is mute.
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ionteith, Perthshire ;
it is from *

Loch-con,'

that is,
'

the lake of the dogs.
1 '

Lochdaimh,'

in Atholl, Perthshire, and Ross-shire, is, in

correct Gaelic, and meaning
*
the loch of the

oxen.'
'

Lochearn,' Perthshire, is from ' Loch-

ear-an' or 'loch of the east-flowing river;
1

this loch also itself lies due east and west.

It is a noble sheet of water, and the lofty

Benvorlich, at its west end, a great ornament

to the scenery.

In the county of Forfar there is a lake

called
'

Lochee,' in English, but which is

identical in pronunciation of the Gaelic words

from which it is derived, namely,
(

Loch-i,'

meaning,
*

the loch of the island.' In this

Gaelic topographical name we have a further

proof against the assertion of the writer of
' The Early Scottish Church,' of there being
'no authority' that i signifies

' an island.'

This name refutes his statement, in addition

to what has been already mentioned on the

subject.
' Loch Katerine,' in Perthshire, is one of

3 most beautiful lakes in Scotland ; it is

twelve miles long, and from one to two in

breadth. The name appears not (as has been

stated), to be from the unpleasant word
'

citturin,' or 'hell,' but from
'

Loch-cath-trian,'
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arising probably from some pre-historic COIN

flict among the earliest of the Caledonian

tribes of the surrounding districts. The

English spelling of the name is not at all re-

mote from the pronunciation of the above

Gaelic words, as the th in that of the word

'Cath,' or
' a battle/ is not sounded. It is

altogether an improper spelling of the desig-

nation of this lake to make it similar to the

female name Katherine. The waters of this

loch have, within these few years, afforded

the supply of that necessary element to the

city of Glasgow. The best view of this loch

is from its west end, looking eastward, as its

banks are there beautifully wooded
;
also at

the west end are two or three small islands,

on one of which are the remains of an ancient

castle. As a strong corroboration of the cor-

rectness of the Gaelic name which the author

assigns above to this loch, there is a moun-

tain close to it, called in English
' Ben

Hone/ or
' Ben Honie/ which appears to have

quite the same etymology as
'

~Benchony ,'
in

another part of Perthshire, namely, 'Beinn-a-

chaoineadhj which means '
the mountain of

weeping' This mountain, therefore (close to

the lake), would likely be at or near the site

of the ancient battle, and where the defeated
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party had thereafter retired, and lamented

for their loss and bereavement.
'

LocharMet,' in Perthshire, is from ' Loch-

ard-cleit' or
'
loch ofthe rugged rough heights'

t Lochduich' is in the county of Ross. The

obsolete Gaelic word '

oich,' or
'

water,' is very
evident in this name

;
the combination is

' Loch-dubhl-oich3

'

that means '

the loch of
the dark water ;' which name is very correctly

applied to this very romantic lake, from its

steep sides closing it in, and the water, in

consequence, has a very dark appearance,

particularly when the sun is not shining.

The same etymology applies to
'

Glendoick,'

Perthshire, from '

Gleann-dubh-oich,' or 'glen

of the dark water.' The following are ex-

amples of the prefix
(

Lochan/ which we meet

with in Lochenbrek,' in the southern county of

Kirkcudbright ;
it is from '

Lochan-breac,' or
'

the small speckled lake.' Lochengarroch,

Ayrshire, is from '

Lochan-gearrach,' or
'

loch

of the short field.'
' Lochan-eilean' is in the

county of Inverness
;
its scenery is very beau-

tiful
;
fine native pine woods, and the magni-

ficent mountain ofCarngorm (upwards of 4000

feet above the level of the sea) adjoin this

Ke,

which gets its name from the island

1 The letters bh mute.
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within it, and on which there are the ruins of

an ancient castle, a stronghold of the Cum-

mings ;
the name is correctly written in Gaelic;

it signifies
*
the loch of the island.'

'

Lochi-

ness,' in Inverness, is from '

Loch-innis? and

also means '
the loch of the island.'

' Lochinver' occurs in the counties of

Sutherland and Elgin. In this name we have

the identical prefix used (that is
'

Loch'), as in

1

Lochaber,' in Argyleshire ;
and it proves

that both these words,
* Aber' and '

Inver,'

were employed indifferently by the Gael of

Caledonia ;
both also signify the same thing,

namely,
'

the loch of the confluence ;' and like-

wise, as in the very clear corresponding in-

stance given before of
'

Aberachaoloch,' Perth-

shire, or
'

confluence of the narrow loch.' All

these most completely refute 'the Kymric
Element' writer's assertions, and shows how

incompetent he is to write on the Gaelic to-

pography of Scotland.
'

Lochfergus occurs in

two of the southern counties, those of Kirk-

cudbright and Ayr ; it is from '

Loch-Feargus,'

or
'

Fergus' lake.'
'

Lochgelly,' in Fifeshire,

is from '

Loch-gile,' meaning,
'

the loch of the

white stream,' which is called the '

Getty*'
'

Lochgrog,' in the county of Lanark, appears

to be from '

Loch-gioraig,' meaning,
'

the loch
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of dread or danger?
'

Lochinvar,' in the

county of Kirkcudbright, is well known

through Lord Byron's writings and poetry ;

it is derived from ' Lochan-bharr.' 1 ' Loch-

lee,' in Forfarshire, and '

Lochanlee, in the

southern county of Dumfries, derive from
*

Loch-li,' meaning,
'
the coloured or tinged

lake.' In the above Forfarshire lake, the

English pronunciation is identical with '

li,' in

Gaelic, being pronounced as if written *

lee.'

The present way in which the vowels of the

English language are pronounced is different

from any known language of the whole world,

and different also from what the English
themselves did only three or four centuries

ago. The language of Chaucer seems very

nearly the same as the present broad Scotch

of the south of Scotland. Again, as late as

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, Latin was pro-

nounced in England with the vowels broad,

as it still is on the Continent and in Scotland.
' Lochlomond

'

is situated between the

two counties of Dumbarton and Stirling ;
it

is a most noble lake, and the largest in

Britain. During the present century, it has

been the most frequented in the king-
dom. At its upper end the scenery, where

1 The letters IJi sounded as v.
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Glenfalloch joins it, is very picturesque, both

sides of the loch being clothed with fine

oak coppice. The name of both the mountain

and the loch is said to be1 from an ancient

Caledonian hero,
'

Laomain,' and now cor-

rupted into
' Lomond.' (

Glenfalloch' above-

mentioned, is a slight corruption in the

spelling, but not of the pronunciation, of the

Gaelic ;
it is written '

Gleann-falaich,' which

means '

the valley of concealment.' Lochlo-

mond is twenty-six miles long, and at some

places it is six miles broad ;
it has nearly

thirty islands within it. There are fine trout

in it, and salmon have also been known on its

southern shore.
'

Lochlong
'

is in the counties

of Dumbarton and Argyle ;
it is an arm of

the sea, or a sea-water lake. Its etymology
comes from the words '

Loch-long,' which

signifies,
'

the loch of the ship,' and has refer-

ence to the ship of the Caledonian hero
'

Lomond/ just before named. His ship

must have been considered a very great one

for his times, as it is celebrated in the ancient

Gaelic poems collected in 1512 by the Dean

of Lismore. It was from Lomond's ship pro-

bably often resorting to, and being stationed

within this lake, that it thereby got the name

1 See ' Book Dean of Lismore,' English part, page 134.
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it bears
;
it would, of course, be considered

' a

ship of war.' It is curious that the B/omans

gave the same name, calling them *

Long-

navisj (not on account of their length), and

as they (the Romans) derived the name, as

well as the knowledge of ships of war, from

the Carthagenians, this word *

Long
' must

have been Punic, as well as Gaelic.
'

Lochbulg,' in Aberdeenshire, is from
*

Loch-builg,' or
f

the loch of small bubbles ;

that is, from the rising of fish causing a

bubbling of the surface.
* Lochmdben

'

is in

the county of Dumfries ; its ancient spelling

was/ Lochmafrcm.' This would infer it is cor-

rupted from the words '

Loch-na-ban,' mean-

ing,
'

the white or clear loch,' and this may
have been very correct and descriptive when
it was first named. There was an ancient

well-known castle at this loch, and was the

capital mansion of the district of Annandale.

In the year 1484, a battle took place here, in

which the Scots were victorious over the

English.
(

Lochuisg,' in Argyleshire, and
1

Lochnuisk,' are both of them duplicates,

coming from '

Loch-nuisge, which signifies

'the water lake.'
'

Lochore' is in Fifeshire,

and comes from '

Loch-oir,' that meaning,

tloch

of the stream that runs along the

E E
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margin? as the river
' Ore' runs parallel, or

alongside of the sea coast.
'

Lochran? in

Kinross-shire, and *

Lochranza? in the Isle of

Arran, both appear to come from 'Loch-raon?

or
*

lake of the plain? and '

Loch-raons-i? or
4

lake of the plain or smooth island.' 'Loch

Ryan
9
is in the most southern county, that

of Wigtown ;
it is an arm of the sea, and is

from * Loch-reidhl
-an? or

'

the lake of the

smooth stream or river,
9 which enters it

;
also

the loch itself deserves the same name of

smooth, as it is so sheltered by the land.

' Lochnanean' is in Atholl, Perthshire
;

it is

from '

Loch-nan-eun? or
'

loch of the birds? or

*

abounding in birds/ such as wild ducks, etc.

*

Lochnabo? in the county of Elgin, is in the

correct Gaelic spelling, and signifies
'

the loch

of the cows.'
' Lochmuic' is found in the

counties of Ayr and Aberdeen ; it is also in

the proper Gaelic spelling, and means '

loch

of the wild sow.
1 Lochmaree' is a beautiful and romantic

lake in the county of Ross ;
its ancient name,

till towards the end of the seventh century,

was 'luochewe,' very similar to
'

Lochawe.' Its

present name is not derived, as some have

fancied, from '

Mairi? that is,
'

Mary? but

1 The letters dh are mute.
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from ' St Malrube' who settled close to it at
*

Abercrosain,' and now called
'

Applecross/
'

Lochlubnaig' is in Perthshire
;

it is from the

words '

Loch-lubnaigJ exactly as it is written

in English, and means, 'the lake ofsmall bends

or curves' The word ' Lub is
' a bend or

curve/ and '

Lubnaig' is the diminutive,

meaning, 'a small bend,' etc. 'Loch Tay' is the

largest of all the Perthshire lakes
;

it derives

its name from its river, as does also almost

every
*

Loch/ and comes from '

Loch-tamk-d,'

meaning,
'

the lake of the still-flowing river or

water^ within the whole district to which the

river belongs ;
the letters mh in its pronun-

ciation are now mute, and is the same as if

written
' Ta-a! The two sides of Loch Tay

are, in all old charters and other ancient do-

cuments, called 'Disher' and '

Toyer.' The

first name is on the north side of Loch Tay,
and comes from the word *

Disear/ which is

derived from the Gaelic
'

Deas,' meaning,
'
the

south,' that is, from its having a fine southern

exposure ;
while again, the opposite shores of

the lake, called in English
'

Toyer/ is a cor-

rupted word from the Gaelic
(

Tuath,' which

signifies
'

the north? as that side looks north.

Loch Tay is of great extent, being sixteen

iles long, and averages one or two miles
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in breadth. On its north side is situated the

loftiest of the Perthshire mountains, Ben

Lawers ;
it is only sixteen feet less than

4000 above the level of the sea. The scenery

of it and the lake is seen to most advantage

by going along the south shore, and returning

to either Kenmore, or Killin, by the north

road.
' Loch Achray' is in Perthshire

;
it is

now well known and much frequented. The

view of this lake from its east end, is a most

beautiful one, with Ben Venue and the

Trosachs in the distance. The name comes

from ' Loch-ach-reidh ;' the letters dh in the

last word are not sounded, and is therefore

pronounced as if written '

ray/ whereby the

English name Achray has the very same

sound as the Gaelic. The meaning generally

given for the '

Trosachs' is
'

the bristled terri-

tory:
'

Lochnadruidhbeag
'

is in the island of

South Uist, Inverness-shire. Here are four

Gaelic words,
'

Loch-na-druidh-beag,' and

which means,
'
the lake of the little Druid.'

This name must have been given by a heathen

race, and, unquestionably, prior to Christi-

anity being established in this part of Scot-

land, and which it was before the year A.D.

600
; at that period, also, the power of the
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ids, and their superstitions, had passed

away. Notwithstanding, therefore, the great

antiquity of this name, and the remote time

it was given, the words composing the desig-

nation are all in the very same Gaelic as now

spoken by the Highlanders. How clearly,

therefore, does this refute the nonsense of

the writer of
' The Early Scottish Church/

page 31, where he attempts to make the

public believe that, in the ninth century, a

new Gaelic language was brought in among
the Highlanders. This place must, as men-

tioned, have been named prior to the end of

the sixth century ; nay, it is possible to have

been coeval with the arrival of the first

settlers of the Gael of Alban in the Western

Islands, and which Pinkerton, and other

historians, have fixed as not being less than

three hundred years before the Christian

era. The writer considers this name is clear

and undoubted proof, that the Gaelic lan-

guage now spoken must be identical with the

Caledonian Gaelic, of the most remote ages.

Another point this name proves is, that places

relating to, and named after the Druids,

exist and are found all over Scotland and the

islands, and that it is perfectly childish to say
there never were Druids in that country.
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' Lochness' is the second largest lake in

Britain ; its Gaelic etymology is from the

words '

Loch-an-eaSj signifying
'

the loch of
the cascade or waterfall! The valley where

this loch is situated has been already men-

tioned, and is called
' The Great Valley of

Alban.' Throughout its whole extent there

are the remains of those very ancient vitrified

forts peculiar to Scotland. They begin at

the eastern side, and are continued all along
it to

'

Creag-padruig' (supposed to be a

summer residence of the Pictish king Bruidi),

at the furthest west end. One of the finest

examples of them is at
'

Cnocfarril ;

'

it

is perhaps the most perfect that exists, and

covers a large space within its circular walls,

capable of containing a very considerable

body of troops. The English name appears

to be a corruption, derived from the Gaelic

words which mean the '

knoll of the watch-

tower,' namely,
'

Cnoc-faire.' There is also

the Gaelic word 'faireil' still nearer the

English name, and meaning,
'

watchful.'

These forts were used as alarm posts, and

the watch-fires were of course lighted on (that

is, against) the outside walls as signals. They
would be placed sometimes on the east side,

sometimes on the west, and so on ; it would
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not be alone at night, the beacon fires being
also in the day time, the smoke acting as the

signal of an enemy appearing in sight. The

walls of these forts are not wholly vitrified
;

there are intervals where it does not appear ;

this would arise from parts of the walls not

having had the signal fires lighted against them

at those places, as likewise the ironstone might
not have been at these particular parts of the

walls, and thereby they are not wholly vitri-

fied. The above seems to afford a satisfactory

explanation of the state in which those most

curious and ancient native forts are found.

On the banks of Loch Ness, we are told

by
' The Kymric Element

7

writer (at page

322) that there are two '

Tres,' and, with a

pretended air of triumph, he says,
'

If these

be not Kymric, what are they ?' adding his

usual cuckoo-note of,
' and there is not one

in all Argyle, or in Ireland.' The attention

of the reader is particularly called to the

three last words of this writer's assertion,

because, with all his great Gaelic pretensions,

and writing on the topography of Scotland

and Ireland, he only displays his vast ignor-

ance, and states what is contrary to the true

facts. Instead of there not being even one

Tre '

in Ireland,' as he asserts, the fact is,
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there are a great many in it. The index to

the Irish townlands show it as occurring

very frequently in Ireland, thereby proving

the absurdity of the statements made re-

specting it, as, indeed, the whole '

Kymric
Element

'

production abounds with assertions

contrary to facts. The word ' Tre
'

derives

from '

Treabh,' meaning,
' a farm/ or

'

culti-

vated land/ For the future, the cuckoo-note

of ' The Kymric Element
'

writer can no

longer be ' Ireland and Argyle,' because that

county has been proved to abound more

largely in Kymric terms than any other,

according to the reasoning adopted by that

writer, when speaking of all the other parts

of Scotland, he must now transfer his admira-

tion to 'Ireland and Caithness,' because,

while Argyleshire has two rivers particu-

larly the '

Neant/ purely Kymric
'

Ireland

and Caithness
'

has not one ; also, while

Argyleshire has several
'

durs,' nothing

similar is
' in Ireland or Caithness ;' Argyle-

shire contains three '

Abers,' but Caith-

ness yields not one. Argyleshire has

other indications of a British population

(according to the theory of the writer of
' The Kymric Element'), as it contains no less

than six
'

lans ;' but '

Ireland and Caithness
'
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yield none
;

and then, again, as to that

writer's ideas of the Pictish Gael being

Britons, from the names that occur in what

was their territory, relating to the sow, it

has been proved that Argyleshire has in it

more names relating to that animal than any
other county in Scotland, and the population
must have been (upon that theory) the

greatest worshippers of it in all present
Scotland

; but further, names relating to

the sow do not appear in the topography of

Caithness, therefore, hereafter,
' Ireland and

Caithness
'

alone deserve ' The Kymric Ele-

ment
'

writer's praises.

In the county of Inverness, also in Kirk-

cudbright, and in that of Sutherland, there is

a '

Lochmaddy,' from 'Lochmadaidh,'
1 mean-

ing,
'

the loch of the wolf.'
' Loch Linne? in

Argyleshire, is in the Gaelic spelling, and which

signifies
'
the loch of the pools.' In Moray-

shire, there is
(

Lochandorb,' from ' Lochan-

doirbh? which signifies,
'

the lake of difficulty

or trouble.'
'

Lochnagar,' in Aberdeenshire,
is from '

Loch-na-garbh,' or
'

the loch ofrough-

ness,' with reference to the stones and broken

rocks on its banks. The '

Gairloch,' Boss-

shire, and also in Dumbartonshire, sometimes

1 The dh is mute.
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spelled
'

Gareloch,' is not from the Welsh
'

garw,' as stated by tlie Bev. I. Taylor,
1 but

from the Gaelic word '

gearr,' which, with

the other root and test word, forms ' Gearr-

loch,' and signifies
'
the short loch.' This is

very correct and descriptive of these small

arms of the sea, and a reference to the map will

prove it. In the county of Sutherland there

is a ' Lochbuie' and the same name occurs in

'

Lochbuy,' in the Island .of Mull, both derived

from '

Loch-buidhe,' which, according to the

interpretation already given of the last word,

likely means,
'
the loch of good omen,' or

'propitious loch.' In remote Orkney there

are two lakes, both having the prefix 'Loch.'

'Lochbroom' is found in Perthshire, and in

Eoss-shire, derived from ' Loch - bhraoiny

'

meaning,
'
the loch of showers or drizzling

rain.' This name indicates the state of the

weather when they got their appellations from

the early Gael. The one in Perthshire is very

retired in its situation, and much celebrated

for the fine trout with which it abounds.

'Loch Sloy,' in Dumbartonshire, is from
'

Loch-sluaigh,' or
'

loch of the people.' It is

the M'Farlane's war cry, and here the clan

assembled.

1 See 'Words and Places,' Second Edition, page 225.
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The two next prefixes are, in English,

Logie, and Logan, from the Gaelic 'Lag,' and
'

Lagan,' which signifies
' a hollow,' and ' a

small hollow.' These English corrupted pre-

fixes appear in the most southern counties,

namely, in Wigtown and Dumfries, and in

six others south of the Firths of Forth and

Clyde, and in no less than eight to the north

of them, as is shown by the map.
'

Logan-
burn,' or

'

water,' is .found in the counties of

Dumfries, Lanark, and Edinburgh, all derived

from the Gaelic 'Lagan-buirn,' which means,
'

the stream or burn of the hollow.'
'

Logie-

water,' in the county of Linlithgow,
'

Logie-

loch,' in Aberdeenshire,
'

Logie-burn,' in the

county of Banff, and '

Logie-loch,' in Forfar-
'

shire, are all derived from '

Lag,' meaning,
' a hollow.'

'

Logiecoldsione,' a parish in

Aberdeenshire, is from the Gaelic
*

Lag-cul-

duine,' meaning,
'
the hollow behind the fort.'

In Fifeshire there is
'

Logic-Murdoch,' which

is from '

Lag-Mhurchai,' being 'Murdoch's

hollow.'
'

Logiebride,' in Perthshire, where

are remains of a church and burial-ground,

and the latter still used, is derived from

'Lag-bhride,' meaning,
' St Bridget's hollow,'

to whom the church was dedicated. In

Aberdeenshire there is
*

Logie-durn,' from
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the Gaelic
'

Lag-duirne,' meaning, 'the fight-

ing hollow! In Atholl, Perthshire, there is

an extensive moor, which, in English, is called
'

Muirlaggan,' but its proper name is from
'

Mor-lagan,' or
'

the great large hollow.' In

Glenlyon, in the same county, there is a place

called
'

Lagan-a-chath,' or
' the hollow of the

battle ;' thus fixing the place where the two

battles took place. The first one was in or

about the year 1325, when 'Duncan de

Atholia,' the ancestor of the Clandonachy, or

Robertsons of Atholl, defeated, and drove

out of the district of Rannoch, the M'lvors,

a tribe of the Campbells, and placed the

Macgregors on his lands, in Rannoch, instead

of them. 1 There was, according to tradition,

a second battle fought at the same place,

where one of the Stewarts of Garth was the

successful leader
;
but the date was more

than a century after the first battle.
'

Lag,'

and '

Lagan,' appears in the correct spelling,

either singly or as a prefix, in the southern

counties of Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and

Ayr, also in the Isle of Bute and Island of

Jura, likewise in the counties ofPerth, Argyle,

Dumbarton, Inverness, Elgin, Banff, and

1 See '

Douglas's Baronage,' under the name Kobertson

of Strowan.
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utherland, of which the following are further

examples :

1

Lagarie' in the county of Dumbarton,
is from '

Lag-airidh,'
* or

'

the hollow of the

shealing.'
'

Lagbowie,' in the county of

Dumbarton, it is from 'Lag-buidhe,' meaning,
1

the yellow hollow.
1 '

Lagganlee' is in Dum-
friesshire

; it is from 'Lagan-Hath,' or '

the

grey hollow.'
'

Lagmore
'

occurs in the

counties of Argyle and Banff, and ' More-

laggan,' in Atholl, Perthshire ; these all

derive from 'Lag-more,' or
*

the large hollow.'
'

Lagavoulin,' in Argyleshire, and '

Laggan
Mullon/ in Kirkcudbright, are from (

Lag-
a-mhuilean,'

2

meaning, 'the mill hollow.'
'

Logie' is a parish in the counties of Perth

and Fife
;

it is derived from the Gaelic word

'Lag' meaning, a 'hollow.'
'

Logiealmond'
in Perthshire, is from '

Lag-auin (abhuin

contracted), or
*

the hollow of the river.'

'

Logiebrae
'

is in the counties of Linlithgow
and Perth; it is from '

Lag-a-bhraighe.'
'

Logierait,' a parish in Atholl, Perthshire,

generally in Gaelic called 'Lagan;' the name
is derived from the ancient Maormors and

Ieltic

Earls of Atholl, having (close to

1 The letters dh not sounded.
2 The mli as v.
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Logierait) had their castle or rath, and here

was where they held their courts for this large

district ; it is, therefore, derived from '

Lag-

an-rath,' or
'

the hollow of the Castle or Rath'

This last word, 'Rath/ is now obsolete in

Gaelic.

In the county of Dumfries there is a

tower called 'Lag,' meaning, 'the tower of the

hollow.' In Strathbran, Perthshire, there is

'

Lagganalachy,'
from the Gaelic,

'

Lagan-

fhalaxhaidh,'
1

meaning,
'

the concealed hollow.'

In Elgin there appears a l

Lag-a-Chuimeinich'
or

'

the hollow of the Cumyn;' thus this last

local name, with others that could be easily

brought forward, is a record of that ancient

and most powerful family,but who were ruined

by King Robert Bruce, in the year 1308.

The English prefixes of
'

Mel,' and 'Mill,'

are from the Gaelic
(

Meall,' which means,
(a lump' a l

knob,' and hence a hill
; but, in

general, is applied to those of a rounded form.

Either of these corrupted English prefixes

appear in the most southern counties of Scot-

land, namely, in those of Wigtown and

Berwick, and in six others south of the two

Firths. They also occur in the Isle of Bute

and in the county of Fife, and nine other

i The//* and dh silent.
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counties to the north of the Clyde and Forth,

up to Sutherland included. 'Melrose,' in

the southern county of Roxburgh, is derived

from the Gaelic
'

Meall-rois,' meaning,
*
the

projecting hill.' In the very earliest period

of Christianity in this district, there seems

to have been an establishment at Melrose,

founded by the Angles of Northumbria, who

dispossessed the Pictish Gael. St Cuthbert

belonged to the neighbourhood of Melrose.

King David I. refounded the Abbey, in or

about the year 1136 ;
and it is famed for the

beauty of its architecture, and also for its

very interesting chronicle. 'Meldrum,' in

the county of Aberdeen, is from ' Meall-

droma,' or
'

the hill of the ridge.' The lands

of
* Meldrum '

gave that surname to an an-

cient family to whom they belonged. They
had charters from King Robert Bruce and

King David II.
1 The correct Gaelic spelling

of
'

Meall,' for
' a hill/ is found in the maps

of the counties of Perth, Inverness, and Ross.

In the first-named county (Perth) there is a
'

Meall-du-ghlas,' which signifies
'

the dark-

grey hill.' In the county of Dumbarton

there is a '

Millguy? from '

Meall-gaoith,' or
'

the windy hill.' In the district of Atholl,

i See Eobertson's 'Index,' pages 17-32.
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Perthshire, there occur no less than four dif-

ferent hills, all named '

Meall-buidhe,' and,

of course, there are many more elsewhere.

The words signify literally,
* a yellow hill ;

'

but 'buidhe' has also the meaning of 'for-

tunate,' or 'propitious;' and, in this sense,

no doubt, this designation had been applied

to these hills by the heathen Gael of Alban.

The surname of
' Bowie

'

is from this Gaelic

word, and is the exact pronunciation of it,

though in spelling they appear so very
different.

The word ' Meall' becomes in the plural

'Mill' (aspirated Mhill), and, of course,

means 'hills;' and we find it in the well-

known and conspicuous range called the
'

Ochills,' which, most erroneously, the author

of ' The Early Scottish Church' 1
asserts, is

not from the Gaelic, but from the Welsh lan-

guage. There is not a single hill in Scotland

more evidently derived from the Gaelic than

than these. The first part of the name is

from 'Uchc,' a contraction from the Gaelic

adjective
'

Uch-dach,' meaning, 'prominent'

which, being joined to the plural word 'Mhill)

or '

hills,' thence, the compound word is

-illJ a contraction (very common in all

1 See that book, page 26.
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languages) of the above two words, and

meaning,
'

the prominent hills,
9

which, is very

descriptive and truthful. The highest of the

Ochill range is known by the name of '

Craig-

Rossie,' which is almost pure Gaelic. The

language whence it comes, namely,
'

Creag-

rois,' which means,
'
the projecting rock,'

which every one who has but a very slight

acquaintance with Strathearn well knows to

be strictly true. The letters ie, added to

the Gaelic
*

Ross,' is merely provincial. On
and at the base of the above handsome hill

before mentioned (Craig Rossie) are numer-

ous pure Gaelic root and test words, namely,
of places having the prefixes

'

Dun/
'

Inbhir,'
'

Dail,' etc. etc., proving distinctly it was the

Gael of Alban who gave these hills, and the

whole surrounding country, their names, and

which also fully refutes the writer of ' The

Early Scottish Church/ in his pretended
Welsh etymologies of places which properly

belong to the language of our own country-

men, the Highlanders.
The prefix

l Mel '

is also found in Orkney,
where there is a '

Mdbyf from the Gaelic
'

Meall-buidhe,'
1

meaning
f
the yellow hill.'

'

Melginch,' in the county of Perth, is from

11
The dh is mute.

F F
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( Meall-innis' or
'

the hill of the pasture

ground.'
( Mellendean

'

is in the county of

Roxburgh ;
it is from 'Meallran-diona,' which

means,
'
the sheltered hill.'

'

Melness,' in

Sutherland, and '

Milness,' Perthshire, are

from '

Meall-an-eas,' or
'

the hill of the cas-

cade.'
'

Melvich,' in the county of Suther-

land, comes from (

Meall-bhuic,'
1 that is,

'

the

hill of the buck,' either of the red or roe deer.

'Milben,' in the county of Elgin, is from

'Meall-ban,' meaning,
(
the fair hill.'

' Mil-

nacraig,' in Perthshire, and 'Milcraig' in the

counties of Ross and Inverness, are from

'Meall-creige,' meaning,
'

the hill of or at the

rock.' 'Milnathort,' in the county of Kinross,

appears to derive from '

Meall-na-thabhairtj

which is
*

the hill of gifts or offerings.' The

proper pronunciation of the last word is very

near the English corrupted word 'thort;'

originally the locality had been used as a

heathen place of worship, and there making

offerings. 'Milreach
'

appears in the southern

county of Ayr, and is from ' Meall-riach
'

(riabhach), meaning,
'

the greyish hill.' 'Mil-

naradie,' in Rannoch, Perthshire, comes from

'Meall-na-roide,' which means,
'

the hill of

the wild myrtle.' 'Mealfourvounie
'

is a very
1 The letters bh as v.
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lofty mountain on the side of Lochness ; it is

derived from '

Meall-fuar-mhonaidh,'
1 which

signifies,
*
the mountain of the cold moor.

7

On the top of this conspicuous hill there is

one of those curious rocking stones sometimes

found in the Highlands. The height of this

mountain is 3200 feet above the level of the

sea.
'

Melbuie,' in Atholl, Perthshire, and

'Moillebuidhe,' in Ross-shire, are both from

'Meall-buidhe,' meaning,
'

the yellow or pro-

pitious hill.'
(

Melcanderg' is in Ross-shire ;

it derives from '

Meall-ceann-dearg,' or '

the

hill of the red head or point.' The '

Glass-

meall
'

is at the head of Glenshee, Perthshire,

and borders of Aberdeenshire
;

it is from
'

Glas-meally that is,
'

the grey hill.' 'Meal-

ghaordie
'

is in Fortingal, Perthshire
; it is

from f

Meall-gheure,' meaning,
'

the sharp-

pointed hill.' It is well described by its

name, and is very lofty, being 3700 feet above

the level of the sea.
'

Meallmeadhonach,'* in

the county of Sutherland, is the correct

Gaelic spelling, and means,
'

the middle or

centre hill.'
' Mealburn

' 3
is in the county of

(The

letters mh as v, and the dh mute.

The letters dh are mute.

Melbourn, in England, is the same name, and was un-

atedly given by the Gael.
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Aberdeen
;

it is from 'Meall-buirn,' and
sig-

nifies,
*
the hill of the burn or stream.

9

'Mel-

gum
'

is in the county of Forfar
; derived

from 'Meall-gulm,' which means,
'

the gloomy
hill'

' Mon' is an English contraction of another

Gaelic word, namely
(

Monadh,'
1 which means

also
' a hill.' The English prefix

' Mon' oc-

curs in three counties south of the river Forth,

namely, in those of Wigtown, Ayr, and Stir-

ling ; and to the north of the Forth, it, or

the correct Gaelic word, is found in eight

other counties. In the county of Wigtown
there occurs

'

Monreith,' from the Gaelic
' Monadh-riach' meaning,

'

the dun or russet

hill.
' ' Moniabroch,

'

in the county of Stirling,

is from '

Monadh-bhroc,' or
'

the badgers hill.'

' Moniemore' appears in the Isle of Bute, and

is from the Gaelic, meaning,
'

the large hill.'

In the county of Perth the contraction
'

Mon,'

for Monadh, occurs very frequently. There

is a hill well known, close to Perth, named
1

Moncrieff;' its etymology is from the Gaelic
1

Monadh-craoibhej meaning,
c

the wooded

hill.' It is so now, but the original wood

whence it got its name has disappeared ages

ago. At the foot of this hill a battle was

1 dh is almost like yh in light.
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gained by the great King Angus M'Fergus,

king of the Picts, and which is called the

battle of '

Moncrieff.' In the translation of

the Annals of Ulster, it took place in A.D.

728.
'

Monimail,' in Fifeshire, is from
'

Monadh-maol,' being
'

the bare hill.' There

are two parishes in Perthshire with this prefix,

namely, those of
' Monedie' and '

Monivaird;'

the first is from '

Monadh-eididh,'
1
meaning,

'

the bare or heath-covered hill;' the last

(Monivaird) is from (Monadh-a-bhaird.
}

The

English name is not very different in pronun-
ciation from the Gaelic

;
its meaning is,

'

the

bards hill.' A hill in this parish shows the

historic value of local Gaelic names. The

ancient chronicle, the Register of St Andrews,
mentions the event of King Kenneth III.

being killed in battle at Monivaird 2 in 1004,

the year mentioned by the Annals of Ulster,

but the exact site of it is preserved in the

name of
'

Carn-Choinnich,' or 'Kenneth's cairn.'

On this prefix must be mentioned the long

range of the hills called the '

Monalia,' that

is, the
'

Monadh-liath,' meaning,
'

the grey or

misty hills ;

'

are found in the counties of In-

verness and Elgin. The following are further

I

The letters dh mute.
1 See also Robertson's '

Early Kings,' vol. i. page 92.
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examples of the prefix
'

Mon/ from the

Gaelic
'

Monadh/ 1 which also means ' a hill/

* Montrose' is in the county of Forfar
;

its an-

cient spelling was 'Monros,' clearly indicating

its derivation from ' Monadh-rois' or
'

the hill

of the ravine.' In the southern county of

Renfrew, and part ofthe Strathclyde territory,

there is a hill called
'

MonabrocJc,' which is

the exact pronunciation of the Gaelic words

whence it comes, namely,
*

Monadh-broc,'

meaning,
'

the badgers hill.'
' Monaltrie' is

in the county of Aberdeen, and comes from
'

Monadh-allt-reidh' or
'

the hill of the smooth

flowing stream.' This place for long gave a

designation to a family named Farquharson.
' Moniave' is in the county of Dumfries,

and derives from '

Monadh-abh,'
2 and means

'
the hill of the water or stream.'

'

Monifieth'

is in the connty of Forfar
;
it is from ' Monadh-

Jeidh,' that being
'

the hill ofthe deer.
'

Mount-

blair
'

is a very conspicuous hill
; it is situated

in Glenshee, Perthshire, and the borders of

Forfarshire. From it being very much iso-

lated from other hills, and of considerable

magnitude, it is seen at a great distance ;
it

derives from e

Monadh-blair,' which means

1 The letters dh mute.
2 The bh is sounded as v.
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the hill of the plain'
'

Monymusk* is in the

county of Aberdeen, and appears to be from
' Monadh-muice

'

(not from '

musach') and

meaning,
'

the boars hill.' Monymusk, in

remote times, was a monastery of the Cul-

dees, but afterwards became a priory under

St Andrews.

Another Gaelic name for an eminence is

' Mam/ which almost invariably means ' a

hill of a round form/ ' Mambane '

is in

Atholl, Perthshire; it is from '

Mam-ban,'

meaning,
'
the white round hill.

1 < Mamsuil'

is in the county of Ross, and it is correctly

written in Gaelic; literally it signifies 'the

hill of the eye ;' but, from its situation, the

word '

suil' appears to have been given to

signify, along with ' Mam/ as
'

the hill of
extensive sight or view,' and is undoubtedly
the proper English rendering, when we con-

sider that this hill stands quite by itself, and

farther, is of great height, being at least 3000

feet above the level of the sea. 'Mam an

tuirc
'

is in Ross-shire ;
it is also in the correct

Gaelic spelling, and means,
*
the round hill of

the wild boar.'
' Mam cluany,' in the county

of Inverness, is from '

Mam-cluaine,' meaning,
the hill of the sheltered pasture.'

The well known hill, 'JBirnam,' Perthshire,
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is from the Gaelic 'Jftr-maw/.or, moreproperly,
at full length,

'

Mdm-biorach,' meaning,
'

the

pointed hill, and which is truly descriptive,

and thereby thoroughly satisfactory. As to
'

Mam,' it is right to repeat, for the informa-

tion of the reader, that though it means in

general
' a rounded hill,' yet the prefix

{

Bir]

derived, as above explained, proves it requires

to be translated
'

sharp,' or
'

pointed.' For

other examples of
'

Mam,' they are to be found

in the county of Inverness, where there is

' Mamore' from '

Mam-mor,' or '

the large

rounded hill.' In the district of Badenoch,

Inverness-shire, there is
*

Mamcoirecreagach,'
or

'

the round hill of the rocky ravine' In

the Island of Mull there is a '

Mdm-clachaig','

or
'
the stony round hill.'

l Mam Ratagan' is

in Inverness-shire.
'

Ratagan is probably a

proper name of some ancient Caledonian hero,

and would therefore signify,
'

Ratagan's hill'

1 Mam choire ghearraig' is in Inverness-shire.

The three words are all in proper Gaelic spell-

ing ;
the two last are in English, written and

pronounced
'

Corry yerrick,' and is a well

known pass ; the translation would be,
'

the

fissure or opening of the ravine.'
' Tor '

is the next prefix to be considered;

it is the same in Gaelic, to a single letter,
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namely,
'

Torr,' meaning,
* a round hill;' it

is found in the counties of Wigtown and

Kirkcudbright, and eight others south of the

two Firths, and fourteen to the north of

them, chiefly in Perthshire, Inverness-shire,

and Ross-shire, and it appears in the Isle of

Bute and the Western Islands, likewise in

Orkney. In Perthshire, and the Isles of

Bute, Arran, and Skye, there is a '

Tormore,'

from '

Torrmor,' or 'the large conical hill.'

In Strathearn, Perthshire, and the Island of

Benbecula, there is a '

Torlum,' a corruption

of the Gaelic name ' Torr-lom' or
'

the bare

hill.' This appearance, in the Perthshire

example, is now changed, it having been

planted in the end of last century ; but

drawings that exist of Drummond Castle,

show the name was most truly descriptive.
'

Torness,' in Orkney, is derived from the

Gaelic words l

Torr-an-eas,' meaning,
(

the hill

of the cascade.'

The author has given already a great

many Gaelic designations of places, in the

remote islands of Orkney and Shetland, all

proving the original race, who had settled in

them, were the same people, in language, as

the Caledonian and Pictish Gael, and not

Britons or Welsh. In Stirlingshire and
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Perthshire there appears a 'Torwood;' this

is a partial translation of what these places

were formerly called
;
the one in the first-

named county (Stirling) being known an-

ciently as
'

Keltor,' from the Gaelic
*
Coille-

torr,' or 'wood of the hill,' which first word,

meaning
( a wood! is translated as above-

mentioned, but the other Gaelic word has

been continued. At Torwood, in Stirling-

shire, there was an oak tree which, in the

year 1296, was so large as to afford shelter

within its decayed trunk to the renowned

Scotch hero, William Wallace, and some of

his associates; five hundred years afterwards,

in the ' Old Statistical Account of Scotland/

namely, in 1796, this tree is mentioned as

still existing, and called
' Wallace's tree.'

Further examples of the prefix
' Tor

'

will now be given, and of which many are

found south of the two Firths.
'

Toravon,'

in the county of Stirling, and ' Tornaven' in

Aberdeenshire, are from '

Torr-abhuinn,'
1

meaning,
'

the conical hill on or of the river.'

' Torbain
'

is found in the counties of Banff

and Fife, and ' Torbanehill
'

is in the county
of Linlithgow ;

these are all from the Gaelic,
'

Torr-ban,' meaning,
'

the white orfair-looking
1 The letters bh sounded as v.
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'1

ill;' the last name is partially translated,

having the English word added to the Gaelic.

(

Tormore,' in the Isles of Arran and Oransy,

is from '

Torr-mor, and signifies
'

the large

conical hill'
' Torr gulban

'

is in the county

of Inverness
;

it is from '

Torr,' and the

obsolete Gaelic word *

gulba,' which means,
*
the beak of a bird,' the two together, there-

fore, signify,
'

the sharp conical hill,' or which

is pointed like the bill of a bird.
'

TorbecJc
'

is in the southern county of Dumfries, and

TorbreaJc,' in the counties of Sutherland

d Inverness
;
also

'

Torbrex,' in the county
of Stirling ; they are all from '

Torr-breac,'

meaning,
(

the spotted or speckled hill.' 'Tor-

beg' is in the county of Aberdeen and the

Isle or Arran ; it comes from {

Torr-beag,'

meaning,
'

the small conical hill.' In the

southern county of Dumfries there is a ' Tor-

duff,' and the same is found in the northern

county of Elgin ; it is from '

Torr-dubh,'

meaning,
*

the dark conical hill.' In the

county of Eoss, there is a '

Torr-gorm,' that

is,
'

the blue conical hill.'
' Torinturk

'

is in

the county of Argyle, and comes from ' Torr-

an-tuirc,' or
'

the hill of the wild boar.' This

place, which is in the district of Lorn, was

granted, with many other lands, by King
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Robert Bruce, in the sixteenth year of his

reign, (that is, 1322), to Athur Campbell, of

the Strachur family, or M cArthur Campbells,

who were quite independent of the Lochow

family. In the following reign (King David

II.), they got a Crown charter, granting

that 'they were to be subject to no one for

their lands, except the King,' (see Robertson's

'Index of Charters,' pages 15 and 68.)
'

Torloisk
'

is in the Isle of Mull, Argyle-

shire, and comes from '

Torr-losg,' meaning,

'the barren or burnt-looking hill,' which is

very descriptive of its appearance ; this place

was one of the residences of the ancient

family of the M'Leans of Dowart, chiefs of

the name, and was given by the great

Lauchlan Mor, of Dowart, to his younger

son, called Lauchlan Og, who founded the

family of Torloisk.
' Torlum '

is in the

counties of Inverness and Perth, also in the

Isles of Benbecula and South Uist; the one

in the last-named county is immediately over

Drummond Castle, the ancient seat of the

Earls of Perth ;
it is now covered with

woods, which were only planted towards the

end of last century, but there are drawings
of Drummond Castle previously, which show

the appearance of
' Torlum

'

exactly corres-
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ponded with its Gaelic derivation, namely,
'

Torr-lom,' or
'
the bare hill.'

'

Torphichen,'

is in the county of Edinburgh ; its ancient

spelling was '

TorfichenJ and is from ' Torr-

fithichean' which means,
'

the ravens hill
;

it was the chief residence in Scotland of the

Knights of St John of Jerusalem. A friend

informs the writer of a curious fact as to the

habits of the ravens in one of the Western

Islands, that of North Uist, where there is a

knoll known as
' the raven's knoll/ at which,

on the approach of winter, generally in

November, the young brood of the previous

spring collect, and kill the old pair that

reared them, also that many people are

now living in the island who can vouch for

the fact. It was only a very few years ago
that a belief on this point, by a Highland

gentleman (Lieutenant-Colonel M'Lean), was

brought forward as one of the reasons for the

reduction of his will
;
the will was sustain-

ed.
*

Torphin 'is found in the four counties

of Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Kincardine, and

Aberdeen
; it is from '

Torr-fionn,' and means,
'

the white conical hilV
' Torr na monaidh,' in the Island of South

Uist, is in the proper Gaelic spelling ; it is

a duplicate, and may be translated as
'

the
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conical hill of the mountain.
1 '

Torryburn
'

is in the counties of Fife and Aberdeen, and

comes from 'Torr-buirn,' meaning,
'

the hill

of the burn or stream.' 'Torryline' appears
in the map of the Isle of Arran

; it is from
'

Torr-linne' or
t

the conical hill at the pool*

The next prefix to consider, and examples
of it to be given, is, in English, written
'

Scuir,'
'

Scor/ etc. etc., from the Gaelic
'

Sgor,' not '

Scor/ which spelling is rejected

in the Highland Society Gaelic Dictionary,

as also does M'Alpine in his. It has several

meanings : as
' a sharp rock/

' a peak or cliff/

' a sharp point/ and 'a ledge of rock/ It is

in the southern counties corrupted into
'

Scaur.' In the county of Hoss there is

* Scuir vuillin? which is from '

Sgor-a-

mhuilinn^ meaning,
'

the pointed rock at the

mill.' 'Scuir na ruel' is in the county of

Inverness and Ross, and comes from '

Sgor-

na-ruadh^-ail,' meaning,
'

the cliff of the red

rock! The last-named Gaelic word (ail)
is

now obsolete as a separate word ;
it means ' a

stone/ or 'rock.' It is, however, retained in

compound words, as in 'aiTbhinn/ 'a flint/

derived from '

Ail,' and *

theine,' or
'

the

1 The mh as v.

2 The letters dh mute.
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stone offire? Now, the more common Gaelic

term for flint is
'

Clach-theine,' that is,
'

the

fire stone' It is deserving of remark to

consider the great changes that come over

mankind, and even suddenly ; thus, the flint,

which was from remote ages, and even during
the present generation, in immense use for

households and armies, is now never used,

and, instead of being prized and sought after,

in ancient ages, is quite disregarded.
' Scorr na lappich

'

is in the county of

[nverness
; it comes from '

Sgor-na-lapach,'
or

'

the frost-bitten cliff,' from its appearance
and want of vegetation.

'

Shierglass
'

is in

Atholl, Perthshire, and is derived from
'

Sgoir-glas,' meaning,
'

the grey rocks,' that

is, that are near it. One very conspicuous

one, Craigower, is directly over the house of

Shierglass, from *

Creag-goibhre,'
1 or

'

the

goat's rock' '

Scarsach,' in Atholl, Perthshire,

is from '

Sgorsachj which means, the locality
'

abounding in sharp rocks.' As already men-

tioned, this prefix is found in the extreme

south of Scotland. It appears corrupted into
' Scaur

'

in the counties of Kirkcudbright and

Roxburgh ;
it is, of course, from '

Sgor,'

meaning,
' a sharp rock.' This prefix is also

1 The letters bh are mute.
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found singly in other parts of the Highlands
than those already given ; thus, in the Isle of

Skye, not very far from Portree, there is a
'

Scorr.' In the county of Argyle we find

'Scour;' and in the county of Sutherland

there is nearly the same in 'Scourie;' all

these derive from '

Sgor,' meaning,
'

the

pointed rock or cliff.' The Isle of Skye is

famed for its romantic hills, called in English
the '

Cuillin,' or
' Chuchulliun

'

hills. They
derive from the ancient Caledonian hero, who

bore the last name. It literally means,
'

the

hound of hounds,' a figurative expression to

signify his great prowess, and though the

ancient Gaelic poems make him renewed also

for his hounds. The writer has seen the MS.

copy of a very old Gaelic poem relating to

this great hero of the Gael, wherein he is

called 'Cu-Chtdluin nan claidheamh,'
1 that is,

' Cuchullin of the sword.
1

This ancient piece

of Gaelic poetry, along with many others, was

taken down before witnesses whose names are

given, from oral recitation of different persons,

residing in the Highland districts of Atholl

and Rannoch, Perthshire, by that very emi-

nent Gaelic scholar, the Rev. Dr Irvine, of

Little Dunkeld, in the years 1801 to 1805.

1 The letters dli are inute.
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Among others there is the well known one of

the 'Bas Conlaoch,' or '
the death of Conlaoch,'

the reciter of which was John Macdonald,

Esq. of Dalchosnie (the father of the late

General Sir John Macdonald), and took place

at his own residence in Rannoch. The author,

through the courtesy of D. Laing, Esq.,LL.D.,

etc., had the use of this MS. for some time,

and he compared the version contained in it

of this ancient Gaelic poem with the one of

the same title, which was taken down also

from recitation by the Dean of Lismore in

1512, and which was printed in 1862. The

result of a close examination of the two copies

of the poem was, that there is no difference,

except in about half a dozen words, which

still left the meaning the same in both copies;

also it must be remarked that the amount

recited in both cases covered five quarto

pages of writing. Here, then, we have a

Highland gentleman of property reciting in

the nineteenth century the very same Gaelic

poetry that was taken down by the Dean of

Lismore three hundred years before. A fact

so clear as this, fully proves the authenticity
of the ancient poetry of the Highlanders of

Scotland, because it was as easy to hand

down the poems of Ossian from generation
G G
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to generation for a thousand years, as in this

case that has been proved to have been

orally recited for three hundred years ; in

addition, it must be remembered there were

the bards of old, and the reciters of Gaelic

poetry. The Conlaoch, who has been men-

tioned, was the son of Cuchullin, who not

knowing him, unfortunately killed him. The

poem is a very pathetic one, in describing the

event.

Among the hills in Skye already spoken

of, there is
'

Scuir na gillan,' from the Gaelic
'

Sgor-nan-gillean,' or
'

the sharp-pointed rock

of the young lads.' This is the highest of the

Cuillin hills. Another is called
' Briach na

fray, from '

Braigh-na-fraighe,'
1

meaning,
*

the height or upper part of the precipice ;

'

also there is another named in English 'Scuir

na Banachlich? which appears to be derived

from '

Sgor-na-ban-achlais.' The last Gaelic

word literally signifies
'

the armpit,' but also

in topography is figuratively taken to mean

any hollow or sheltered place, and, in this

sense, is used in the poems of Ossian. The

signification, therefore, of the above Gaelic

words, are
'

the rocky cliff of the white hollow.
1

There is a mountain, also in Skye, and directly

1 The gh is mute.
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opposite the Cuillin hills (the situation of

which is marked in the map), and called in

English
'

Blaven] and comes from ' Flath1-

bheinn,'
1
meaning,

'

the heroes mountain.' In

Skye there is a hill called
'

Benacaleachj

from '

JSeinn-na-cailliche,' which means,
'
the

old ivoman's mountain;' also, not far from

Portree, there is the hill called the '

Storr,'

which means,
'
the high-peaked cliff.

'' A
headland in the county of Sutherland, on its

west coast, is called
*

Stoir
'

(which will be

found in the map), has the same derivation

and meaning. Perhaps the most singular of

all the Skye scenery is that of the large rocky
hill called in English the '

Quirang ;

'

it is

from '

Cwith,
9* which means, 'a recess or

deep pit,' and the words 'fhir^-Fhinn ;
3

the combined words are '

Cuith-fhir-Fhinn,'

that is,
'

the recess of the men of Fingal.'

The English name, though it looks so very
different from the Gaelic, in fact, comes

pretty near, it being pronounced as if written

Queir-eng/
The writer cannot conclude the notice of

lis part of Gaelic topography as to hills, etc.,

1 The letters th mute, and &7i as v.

2 The letters th mute.
3 The letters fh in both are mute.
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without adverting to the great variety of

Gaelic terms for eminences in that language,

and showing its richness and copiousness.

The writer, therefore, lays before the reader

a list of names, with examples to each, every
one of them being found within Atholl,

Perthshire, the native district of the author,

and which perhaps contains the purest Gaelic

topography that exists in all Scotland ; so also

do the districts of Badenoch, Braemar, Loch-

aber places in which no Norwegians, Saxons,

Danes, or Kymric, ever dwelt.

telic.
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Gaelic.
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CHAPTER XVI.

kHE next to be considered is the

prefixes 'Moat,' 'Moot' and 'Mut,'

called in Gaelic,
'

Mod] and also,
'

Tom-a-mhoid,
1 and were the

artificial mounds where the ancient Cale-

donian and Pictish Gael held their courts of

justice. The word ' Moat '
is found in the

county of Wigtown, as the name of a place
close to Invermessan. Moat, also, is the

name of a place in the case of ten other

counties to the north of Wigtown, and

among them are the Moat of Dull, in

Atholl, Perthshire
;
the Moat of Hamilton,

in Strathclyde, Lanarkshire
;
and the well-

known Moat of Scone, Perthshire. The
Gaelic name,

'

Tom-a-mhoid,' or '

the knoll

1 The letters mh as v.
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ofjustice,' occurs in the counties of Perth,

Forfar, and in Inverness-shire it appears
three times. Places called

'

Moat,'
' Moat or

Moothills,' occur in the counties of Ayr and

Peebles, and four others south of the two

Firths ; and in Perthshire, there is a parish

derives its name from the Moat, or Moothill,

of Strathearn, and is called
f

Muthill. Moot-

hill appears also in Dumbartonshire and

Aberdeenshire.

We have next to consider the prefixes
1

Pit,' and '

Pitten,' meaning
' a hollow,' or

'

hole,' and ' a small hollow.' The Gaelic

word '

Toll' has the very same meaning, but

very rarely occurs in Gaelic topography.
Two very curious examples of it occur in

Atholl, Perthshire, namely, at
'

Toll-duine,'

and '

Toll-daimh,' that is,
'

the hole of the

people,' and
'

the hole of the oxen.' The above

prefixes (Pit and Pitten) have most errone-

ously been called Welsh
; they are not

peculiar to that Celtic dialect, but are in

daily use at this time, by the Gaelic-

speaking people of the Highlands, and the

words are found in the Highland counties,

besides in the southern ones.

The 'Kymric Element' writer tells the

public (at page 322), that the present Gaelic
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words,
'

Pit/ and '

Pitten/ are characteristic

of Pictish topography alone, and he adds,
1

they serve to prove that the Pictish lan-

guage had its own distinctive features/ Now,
here is a complete contradiction to this

writer's own representation, that there are

but five words of the Pictish language left,
1

for he distinctly wishes it to be believed, that
1

Pit,' and
'

Pitten/ were used in the Pictish

language. No doubt, they were; but how
does this writer account for the fact, that if

they are Kymric words, and occur only

among a Kymric population, they are not

found in Welsh topography? he has given
TIO answer yet to that

;
and again, if these

words are Kymric, as he says, how comes it

they are words used in the Gaelic language

daily throughout the Highlands of Scotland,

where such a vast number of 'Pits/ and

'Pittens/ exist ? These two words, if there

was any truth in the statements made re-

specting them by the above writer, ought to

be added to the other five words alone left of

the missing Pictish language : the greatest

fable on record ever made respecting any

language.
' Pit

'

is in the standard work of

the 'Highland Society Dictionary,' and shown
1 See ' The Early Scottish Church,' page 161.
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to be as purely a Gaelic word as any others

in the whole language.
The author will now lay before the reader

numerous examples of this prefix, always
combined with pure Gaelic words, both in

the South of Scotland and the Highlands,

proving most clearly that it was a Gaelic-

speaking race had given the names; and

there are no Kymric or Welsh words ever

joined to this prefix to be found in all Scot-

land, thereby fully refuting the assertions

made by 'The Kymric Element' writer.

'.Pitcon* is in Ayrshire, it comes from

the very same Gaelic words,
'

Pit-con,' or,

'the hollow of the dogs' 'Pitgur' is in

Atholl, Perthshire
;

it comes from the same

words, the last one is now obsolete in Gaelic.

'Pit-gur
'

means '
the sharp or narrow hollow,'

which is correctly descriptive of the place ;

this example is a proof of the great antiquity
of the word '

Pit/ the other word will be

found on reference to the '

Highland Society's

Gaelic Dictionary.'
(

Pitcur,
}

in the county
of Forfar, seems evidently to have the same

etymology as
'

Pitgur.'
'

Pitcaple,' in the

county of Aberdeen, is from '

Pit-capull' or
'

the horses hollow ;' though it has been fully

explained before, it is right to say that now,
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in common speech,
'

CapulT means ' a mare;'

it is a curious fact that in Cheshire
'

Ceple
'

is a word in use, and signifies 'a horse.'

'

Pitgarvie
'

is in the county of Ayr, and

comes from the Gaelic *

Pit-garbh,' meaning,
'
the rough hollow.' 'Pitglassie' is found in

the northern counties of Elgin and Ross
;
it

comes from '

Pit-glas, meaning,
'

the grey
hollow.'

'

Pitgober
'

is in the county of

Stirling ; it is derived from '

Pit-goibhre,
1

meaning,
'

the hoHow ofthe goat.
' ' Pitkindie

'

is in Perthshire, and comes from ' Pit-chinn-

duibhe,'
1 and means,

'

the hollow of the dark

head.'
' Pitmain

'

is in the county of Inver-

ness, and is derived from '

Pit-meadhon,'
2

which means,
'
the middle hollow.

' The

English name of this Highland place is the

same in pronunciation as the Gaelic words,

though so very different in letters and spell-

ing.
'

Pitkinnie,' and 'Pitkinny,' are both in

Fifeshire, and are from '

Pit-cinn,' that is,

'

the hollow of the head or extremity.'
'

Pit-

milly,' in Fifeshire, and the same name near

Aberfeldy, Perthshire, appear to he from
'

Pit-maolj or
'
the bare hollow ;

' the writer

cannot agree that it is from *

meala/
'

honey,'

The letters bh are mute.

The dh is mute.
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which is merely following the sound of the

English corruption.
' Pitnacree

'

occurs no less than four times

in Atholl, Perthshire ;
it comes from '

Pit-

na-craoibhe' 1 and means,
'

the hollow of the

trees.'
'

Pitcorthy
'

is in Fifeshire ;
it is

derived from ' Pit-a-choire* meaning,
l

the

hollow of the ravine.
1 ' Pitnamoon

'

is in

Ayrshire, and comes from '

Pit-na-moineJ

which is, 'the hollow of the peat moss.'
(

Pit-

tendrech,' in Kinross-shire ;

'

Pittendrick]

in Aberdeenshire ; and '

Pittendreich,' which

appears in no less than five different coun-

ties, namely, in those of Elgin, Banff, Forfar,

Perth, and Edinburgh, are all derived from
'

Pit-na-druidheachd,'* meaning,
*

the hollow

of the Druidical magical art.' It has been

before mentioned that the Gaelic for a magi-

cian is 'Druidh. 'Pittinnan,' Aberdeenshire,

is from '

Pit-nan-an? or
'

the hollow of the

river ;

'

the last word is the common contrac-

tion for 'abhuinn/ '

Pittincriejf,'* in Fife-

shire, is from ' Pit-an-craoibhe* meaning,
*

the hollow of the trees.'
(Pittenweem

' 3
is in

1 The letters bh mute.
2 The dh is mute.
3 These two words are, in ' The Early Scottish Church,'

page 26, stated to be as '

indicating a British population;
'

if

so, they spoke pure Gaelic.
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Fifeshire, and comes from '

Pit-an-uaimh,'

which signifies,
'

the hollow of the cave'

It has been proved beyond cavil, from

these examples laid before the reader, that

the word 'Pit '
is universally joined to Gaelic

words
; therefore, it follows, from

' The Kymric
Element

'

writer's own reasoning, that being

Pictish, the language of the Picts must have

been pure Gaelic, and the very same as now

spoken ; further, that writer is bound to

show who gave all these Gaelic names under

the '

prefix
'

Pit,
9

if it was not the ancestors

of the Picts the Caledonian Gael. A few

more examples to be given will further esta-

blish what has been advanced.
'

Pettycur] in Fifeshire, is from ' Pit-a-

choire,' which signifies
(
the hollow ofthe coirie?

or
e
dell.

1 ' Pitcairn
1

in Fifeshire and Perth-

shire, is from ' Pitht-a-chairn
1

that is,
'

the

hollow of the cairn
1

In Aberdeenshire, and

in Perthshire, there is
'

Pitfour,' derived from
*

Pit-fuar
1

meaning,
'
the cold hollow.

1

Pit-

four Castle, which is in the last named county,

is not at the original place which gave the

name to the property ;
the site of it was lower

down, and nearer the river Tay, and answers

to the above descriptive name. In the county
of Banff, and in Atholl, Perthshire, there
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occurs
'

Pitgair* which comes from the words
*

Pit-gearr,' and means, 'the short hollow.'

'
Pitlochrie' is in Atholl, Perthshire. This

name is corrupted ;
there is no loch at the

place. In the charters of the ancient Celtic

Earls of Atholl its real designation is given,

namely,
'

Pittan-cleireach,' which means,
'

the

clerks hollow' The word clerk here means a

clergyman ;
it is not usual to understand it

so in Scotland, but is very commonly used in

that sense in England.
'

Pittanclerach' also

occurs near Crieff, another place in Perthshire.

In Fifeshire there is a place called Pittan-

druidh, and which signifies,
'

the Druid's

hollow.' This designation must have been

given by the ancient heathen Caledonian Gael,

and long ere they ever were called Picts, or

that name heard of; indeed, it may justly be

considered as one of the most ancient names

for a locality that appears in Scotland, and

we may reasonably consider that it was given

at least four to five centuries before the Chris-

tian era, on the first arrival of the Gael.

In conclusion, on these two last named

prefixes, it is right to remark that, if it were

true that they are not genuine Gaelic words,

but are peculiar to the Kymric or Welsh lan-

guage alone, then the topography of Strath-
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clyde should abound with them, as it was

there the Britons or Welsh, for centuries,

were the settled inhabitants
;
but a close

examination of the map of that region proves
such is not the fact, and thereby contradicts

the assertion of these prefixes being Welsh.

Next to be mentioned and explained is

the prefix
'

Pol,' being the same in Gaelic to

one letter, namely,
'

Poll,' and means '

apooV
It is found in the map of the counties of

Sutherland and Ross, and four other counties

to the north of the two Firths of Forth and

Clyde, and it occurs in the county of Ayr and

six others to the south of these Firths. In

Strathclyde, Lanarkshire, there is a ' Pol-

maddy' which is from the Gaelic
' Pol-

madaidh,'
1

meaning,
'

the woolf's pool.' In

Perthshire and Forfarshire there is
* Pol-

gavie,' from the Gaelic words, 'Poll-gabhaidh,'
2

which signifies
'

the pool ofjeopardy,' or
' dan-

ger ;' this name is clearly connected with

heathenism, and must have been a place of

ordeal or trial, to establish the innocence of

persons suspected of crimes. The trial by
fire by the heathen Gael was called in their

language,
'

Gabhadh-Bheil,' or
'

the jeopardy

1 dh sounds y here.

2 The Wi sounds .
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of the god Bel ;

'

and the name we are now

considering appears to have been for the trial

by water, as it was a pool. In Stirlingshire

there is a place called
*

Polmont,' from the

Gaelic
' Poll-monaidh' (in which the letters

dh are not sounded), and means,
'

the pool of
or near the hill.' In Kincardineshire there is

a place called
*

Paldy? which appears to be

plainly from the Gaelic
'

Poll-du,' or 'the dark

pool,' but which the fabulous writers ridicul-

ously assert to be from the name of a bishop

from Home, called Palladius.
'

Poll-dhu' also

occurs in the county of Aberdeen. '

Poll-

nam-ban' appears close to the old bridge of

Tilt, Atholl, Perthshire, and means,
'

the pool

of the women,' as here, in very remote ages,

they drowned the females accused of sorcery,

who were called in Gaelic,
'

Ban-druidh,' or

' a sorceress/

There is a river in Perthshire and Stir-

lingshire called the ' Pow ;' it is a corruption

ofthe Gaelic 'Poll,' meaning, from its sluggish

current, that it went in 'pools.' This river

is also, in some parts of it, named the ' Pow-

affray] from '

Pol-abh-reidh,'
1 which means,

'

the smooth pool water ;' and where it joins

1 The letters dh mute, and pronounced as in the last part

of the English name 'ray.'
1
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the river Earn, it has a still greater alteration

in English, from these three last Gaelic words,

it being then called the '

Peffry,' but above

is its etymology. The river of this name in

Eoss-shire (the Peffry) has no doubt the

same Gaelic derivation, but not known now
to the natives, because the word '

Abh,' or
'

water,' is obsolete in Gaelic.
' Powburn

appears in the counties of Edinburgh and

Kincardine
;

it is from ' Poll-buirn' or
*

the

pool of the burn' ' Powis' appears in three

counties, namely, in Aberdeen, Clackmannan,
and Stirling ;

it is from '

Poll-eas,' or
'

the

pool of the cascade.'
'

Polbain,' in Ross-shire,

is from '

Poll-ban? meaning,
'

the white orfair

pool!
'

Polbaith,' in Ayrshire, and f

Polbeith,'

in the county of Edinburgh, are both from
'Poil-berth,' or '

the pool of the birch tree.'

'Polgarre,' Perthshire, is from 'Pol-garbh,' or
{
the roughpool.'

t Polnessan is in Ayrshire ;

it is from '

Pol-an-easain,' or
'
the pool of the

small cascade;' so also
'

easan/
' a small cas-

cade,' is found in the Isle of Mull, in
' Bu-

nessan,' from (

Bun-easain,' or
'

the foot of the

small cascade.'
' Buness' is in distant Shet-

land
;

it is from the Gaelic
'

Bun-eas,
J

or
'

the

foot or base of the cascade.'
f

Polquharn' is

{Ayrshire

; it is from '

Poll-a-chairn,' or

H H
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'

the pool of the cairn'
'

Poll-nan-ron] in

.Ross-shire, is in the proper Gaelic, and means,
'

the pool of the seal.'
(

Poltairve,' in Argyle-

shire, and '

PolUa/rfj in Glentilt, Perthshire,

are both from the words '

Poll-tairbh,'
1 mean-

ing,
{

the pool of the wild bull.' The Glentilt

one is the most dangerous ford in all that

romantic valley, except in summer, or dry
weather. There is a very good representation

of it in the Queen's Journal, on one of the

occasions Her Majesty crossed it, preceded,

according to Highland custom, by pipers.

The next prefix is 'Port,' in English, and

the same, namely,
'

Port,' in Gaelic. This

word, by some, is wrongly said to be derived

from the Latin
;
but the contrary appears to

be the truth, as when the Latin termination

of * Portus
'

is taken away, the Gaelic word

'Port
'

remains, showing it could not be a de-

rivative, but that the Latin had borrowed

from the Gaelic a far more ancient tongue ;

indeed, it appears quite unaccountable, the

efforts made by many professing to be classi-

cal scholars, to try and make out the Gaelic

language to be a mere patchwork, derived

from Greek, Latin, Welsh, and Irish; where-

as, in truth and fact, the language of the

1 The lh as r.
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Highlanders, or Gael ofAlban,though not sub-

jected to grammatical rules, etc. etc., so soon

as the two last Celtic dialects, is thereby pre-

eminently more natural than either of them,
and is known and spoken by the Gael of

Scotland in far greater original purity than

they are, and the Scotch Gaelic well deserves

to be considered one of the oldest, if, indeed,

it is not the very oldest, spoken language in

Europe. The prefix 'Port
'

is found in Wig-
town; the most southern county, and more

frequently therein than other counties
; it is

also in the county of Dumfries, and four others

south of the two Firths. In Ross-shire there

is a place called
'

Port-an-righ,' the meaning
is,

'

the king's harbour or port.' In Atholl,

Perthshire, there is 'Portnellan,' from (Port-

an-eilean' meaning,
'

the port or ferry of the

island.' It is in Loch Tummel, and on it a

castle was built by
' Donachadh reamhar,'

1

the great chieftain of the Clan Donachy, or

Robertsons ofAtholl, andwho here entertained

and sheltered King Robert Bruce, after his

defeat at Methven in 1306. In the county
of Wigtown there is

'

Portmore,' from (Port-

mor,' that is,
*

the large port or harbour.'
'

Port Patrick,' in Wigtown, is, by tradition,

1 The letters mh are mute.
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said to be the harbour whence St Patrick left

Alban, now called Scotland, and embarked

for Erin (lar-fhonn)
'

the western land,' that

is, Ireland.

'Portachoillan,' in Argyleshire, comes from
(

Port-a-choiUe-an,' meaning,
'

the port of the

wooded stream.' 'Portessie
'

is in the county
of Banff, and comes from 'Port-easa,' or

'

the

port of the cascade.' 'Portlethen
'

is in the

county of Kincardine
;
derived from ' Port-

liath-an,' or
'

port of the grey river.
1

'Portin-

cross,' in Ayrshire, is from '

Port-an-croisg.'

The last word is ancient, and now obsolete.

The signification of the whole three is
'

the

port of the ferry or of crossing.' 'Portaskig'

is in the Island of Islay. The writer consi-

ders that its real etymology is from ' Port-

aiseig,' meaning,
'

the port of the ferry,' it

being the landing-place from the Island of

Jura, mainland, etc. The Latin word

*^4sc(us)/ 'a ferry boat,' appears to be de-

rived from the Gaelic
'

Aiseag,'
' a ferry.'

(Port na craoibhe
'

is on the shore of Loch

Lomond, and is in the county of Stirling ;
it

is in proper Gaelic spelling, and means,
'

tlu

port of the tree.'
(

Portinellan,' near Colain

traiv, Argyleshire, also the same in the Islanc

of Islay, 'Portnellan,' in Dumbartonshire, anc
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twice in Perthshire, also
'

Port-an-eilean,'

Atholl, Perthshire, are all of them derived

from l

Port-an-eilean,' which means, 'the ferry

of the island.' The last-named one in Atholl

is an island in Loch Tummel, where Duncan

de Atholia, the founder of the Robertsons,

called in Gaelic
' Donnachadh reamhar,' or

1Duncan the robust,' had a residence, where

he received and entertained King Robert

Bruce after his defeat at the battle of Meth-

ven,-in the year 1306.

Besides the county of Wigtown,
' Port-

more
'

is in the map of Peeblesshire
;
also the

same name existed at the east end of Loch

Earn, Perthshire; but the former little hamlet-

name has been changed to that of St Fillans.

The name of Portmore, as before said, is from

'Port-mor,' and means,
'
the large ferry or

port.' 'Portnacraig' is in Atholl, Perthshire,

and comes from '

Port-na-creige,' meaning,
*

the ferry at or of the rock,' which is very
correct and descriptive ;

the ferry is on the

river Tummel. 'Portree
'

is in the county of

Wigtown, and also in the Isle of Skye. This

name is supposed to be from '

Port-righ,'
1
or

'

the king's port.' The one in Skye only got

that in the time of James V., in or about the

1 The letters gh mute.
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year 1530, from his landing there that year ;

but it had a more proper and descriptive

name ages before that event ; its old and

very accurate name was '

Port-reidh,' mean-

ing,
'
the smooth haven or port,' which name

was probably first given to it before Philip

was King of Macedon. 'Port a churaich'

is in the Island of lona, and written in pro-

per Gaelic, it means,
'

the port or haven of

the canoe or curach.' It got its name from

being the bay where St Columba landed for

the first time in lona. There was a mound
erected close to the beach, representing a

canoe reversed. The writer was present

when it was opened, but nothing was found

within it.
(Port na sailthean

'

is in Atholl,

Perthshire, situated on the river Tay ; it is

in the proper Gaelic spelling, and signifies
*

the port of the beams or logs,' this being the

place whence they were floated down the

river. A ferry boat now crosses at it. 'Port-

Logan' is in Wigtown, the furthest south

county of Scotland. Many of the previous

examples of this prefix occur in Wigtown-
shire. The above-named locality is derived

from 'Port-a-lagan,' meaning,
(

the port or

haven of the hollow.'
f Portnessock

'

is also

in the county of Wigtown ; it is from
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(

Port-an-easa,' or 'the port at the cascade.'

'Portmoak' in the counties of Fife and Kin-

ross, is from 'Port-muic,' or
'

the boars haven.'

'Port na haven
'

is in the Island of Islay ;
it

comes from 'Port-na-h-abhuinn,' being
'
the

port at or of the river.' The English spelling

makes the pronunciation the same as that of

the Gaelic.
(Portskerrie

'

is in the county of

Sutherland ;
it comes from '

Port-sgoir,' and

means,
'

the port of the pointed rock'

The next prefixes which occur in their

rotation, are, in English,
'

Eie/ and ' Arie ;'

they are from the Gaelic words 'Ruighe,'
1 and

'

Airidh,'
1 which are generally called in the

Highlands
* a shealing,' that is, the place

of the summer pasturage, also the dwelling

at these places during the summer season.

The author will give examples of these in

many different places ; the two words seem

to have been used quite indifferently.
' Rie-

nagulloch' is in Atholl, Perthshire ;
it is from

*

Ruighe-na-coilichy meaning,
'

the shealing

of the cocks,' that is, of the cock grouse, of

rhich, no doubt, there were, in remote ages,

immense numbers, and in the summer season,

soon as daylight approaches, begin crow-

ig in all directions. This shealing was the

1 The letters gli mute, also the dh.
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summer pasturage of the lands of Strathgroy,

that is,
'

Sra-druidh,' or
'

the Druids strath

or valley? before spoken of.
'

Rienagour,'

near Aberfoyle, Perthshire, and ' Arienan-

gour,' in the Island of Coll, are both from
'

Ruighe,' and 'Airidh nan gabhar,' meaning,
'

the goat's shealing.' These two are complete

proofs, though so very widely separated from

each other, both by sea and land, of the iden-

tity of the same race and language in both

places. We also find 'Rie' in the extrem(

north county of Sutherland, where there is

'

Riechonich,' which derives from '

Ruighe-

choinneach,' meaning,
*

the mossy shealing.'
' Rieanloin is in Aberdeenshire ; it is derived

from '

Ruighe-an-loinn,' meaning,
'

the rich or

well-conditioned shealing.'
'
Rienahilarie' is

in Atholl, Perthshire, and comes from (

Ruighe-
na-h'iolaire' meaning,

'

the shealing of the

eagle.'
' Riemore' is in Perthshire; it is from

1

Ruighe-mor,' meaning,
*

the large shealing.'
1

Riechip' near Dunkeld, Perthshire, is from
1

Ruighe-chip,' or
'
the shealing abounding in

stumps of trees'
'

Alltanarie,' a shealing in

Atholl, Perthshire, is from '

Alltan-airidh,'
l

meaning,
'

the stream of the shealing' or
'

the

shealing' of or at
'

the stream,' the Gaelic

1 The letters dh mute.
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word Alltan being merely put first for the

sake of sounding better. The last translation

is the most probable, as the small stream

that comes out of Loch Valigan (supposed to

be derived from '

Loch-faileachan,' from a

resemblance of
' an ear-ring,' it having a

small rounded form), runs alongside of the

shealing.
' Riehoullin' in Atholl, Perthshire,

is from '

Ruighe-a-h'uillann,' which means, 'the

shealing of the angle' This name gives a very
truthful description, as the shealing is situated

at the angle formed by two small streams.
* Rie na strone,' in Atholl, is from '

Ruighe-

na-sroin,' or
'

the shealing at the projection.'
' Airidh nan Druidh,' in the parish of Apple-

cross, Ross-shire, is in the correct Gaelic

spelling, and signifies
'
the shealing of the

Druids.' Herein is positive proof, from this

name, of the immense antiquity of the sheal-

ings or summer pasturages ;
it also proves

that this part of the country had been occu-

pied by the Druids prior to Christianity, and

accounts for its being esteemed a sacred place
in heathen times, and also explains the cause of

there being a '

Comraich,' that is,
' a sanctu-

ary,' and which it received long ere St Malrube

came to the district, in the seventh century,
and fully christianised the neighbourhood.
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The next to be mentioned is the English

prefixes
'

Rath?
{

Raith,' and '

Roth,' all de-

rived from the Gaelic '

Rath,' which means ' a

round earthen fort or stronghold,' and of

course very common in remote ages, being

places of protection to the different tribes of

the Gael against any encroachments upon
each others territories. It is possible the

Gaelic word '

Rathan,' meaning
'

security,'

may come from '

Rath,' and which itself may
be derived from the Gaelic 'Roth' (pronounced
'

Ro'), and means a '

circle;' and it is still so

used to express a halo, thus :

' tha roth n'an

ghealaich,'
'

there is a halo or circle round

the moon.' This prefix, in one of the above

English forms, is found in the counties of

Dumfries, Ayr, and Edinburgh, to the south

of the two Firths
;
to the north of them it

appears in the county of Perth and eight

others to the north of it, and also in the Isle

of Bute. The name ' Rait
'

appears in the

counties of Fife, Nairn, Perth, and Ayr,
and is from ' Rath. 9 Forts must anciently

have been at all the places in these counties

when they got their names. In the county
of Elgin there is a Hath called

'

Ratnamurlich,'

which appears to be a corruption of the Gaelic
'

Rath-na-mor-loch,'
'

the rath near the large
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loch;' and there is a loch so called near the

mountain Cairngorm. In the county ofAber-

deen there is a '

Rathmoreal,' which signifies
'

Rath-morail,' the proper Gaelic words for it

meaning,
'

the magnificent' or
'

majestic fort.'

Near Dunkeld, Perthshire, there is a 'Rotmel'

from '

Rath-meall,' which means,
'

the fort on

the hilly and was so called from the great

highway to the north of Scotland having for

ages passed down below it. There was a

royal castle built on the site of it, which was

occupied by both Kings Robert II. and III.

It afterwards came to be a property and re-

sidence of the ancient family of the Steuarts

of Cardney, which last named place is still

part of the possessions of their descendant

and representative, Steuart Menzies of Cul-

dares and Cardney. The name of Rotmel is

now almost unknown, by a recent farm esta-

blishment, which has been named 'Columba,'

being built close to the site of the ancient

Rath or Castle of Rotmel.

The parish in Perthshire, called in English

Logierait, is called by the Highlanders,
1

Lagan,' or
*

the hollow ;

'

the word ' Rath
'

came to be added in English to it, as there

the ancient Maormors, or provincial kings of

Atholl, had their Rath, or castle, close to
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the village now called Logierait in English,

and where the parish church is situated.

The ancient Celtic Earls of Atholl likewise

resided at this Rath, and dated their charters

from it, calling it
' Curia mea de Rath,' or

1

my court at the Rath ;

'

it was designed the
'

Caput,' or
{

head/ of the Earldom. In the

year 1231, Maria, Countess of Atholl, granted
her charter for the lands of Murthly ('

Mor-

tulach,'
'

the large knoll
')

to the Abbey of

Cupar, which lands are in Strathtay; the

charter was dated at Rath; the Earl of

Monteith was one of the witnesses, who, of

course, with all the others, were then resid-

ing with the Countess of Atholl. The

account of this, and other charters to the

Abbey of Cupar, is in Sir James Balfour's

notes, taken from the Chartulary of that

place, and is (No. 33-2-9) now among the

MSS. of the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.
' Raithburn

'

is in the county of Ayr ; it

comes from '

Rath-buirn,' meaning,
'

the Rath

or fort of the stream.'
' Raitloan

'

is in the

county of Nairn, and comes from ' Rath-

loinn,' or
'
the handsome fort.'

f

Rathen,' in

Aberdeenshire, and '

Rathven,' in Banffshire,

are both from ' Rath-an
'

(the last word is

abhuinn contracted), and means,
'
the fort
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on the stream or river.' 'Rattray,' near Blair-

gowrie, Perthshire, is from 'Rath-reidh,' mean-

ing,
{

the smooth fort ;' the pronunciation of

the last Gaelic word is identical with that

of
'

ray/ in Kattray, which is one of the most

ancient families of Perthshire, and took their

name and designation from the lands and

barony of Rattray ; their descendant and

representative still holds their old and ro-

mantic residence, called Craighall.
' Roth-

ney,' Inverness-shire, and l

Rothnay' Aber-

deenshire, are both from '

Rath-an-aigh,'
1

which means,
t

the fort of pleasantness.'
'

Rothen,' Banffshire ;

'

Rothes,' in Elgin and

Fife ;
also

'

Rothie,' in Aberdeenshire, are all

derived from the Gaelic 'Rath' l

Rothie-

murchus
'

is in the county of Inverness
; it is

from '

Rath-a-Mhurchaidh,'* that being
'

the

Rath of Muirich or Murdoch.' The author

considers that the name of this place was

derived from the early ancestor of the

M'Phersons, or Clan Mhurich (pronounced

vurich) ; besides, its position being in the

Clanchattan territory, is a corroboration of

the correctness of this opinion.

The next prefixes to be mentioned are in

1 The letters gh mute.

2 The letters mh as u, and the final dh mute.
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English, 'Ross,' 'Rossie,' and 'Ros,' all from

the Gaelic 'RosJ meaning, 'a promontory,' 'a

projecting place.' Some one of the English

prefixes appears in names of places in many
counties south of the two Firths, namely, in

Wigtown, Berwick, and seven others.
' Ros '

is an undoubted Gaelic root and test word. Of
the counties to the north of the Firths, it is

found in nine different ones, and also in the

Isles of Bute and Orkney. In the county of

Dumbarton there is a 'Ros-du,' which means,
'

the dark point.' In the county of Edin-

burgh there is the well-known '

Roslin? with

its beautiful chapel ; near to it, also, is the

battle-field where the Scots defeated three

different English armies on the same day,

namely, on the 24th February 1302; the

Scots were under the command of Sir Simon

Fraser; and Gumming, Lord of Badenoch,

commonly called the Red Gumming, and who
was murdered by King Robert Bruce, at

Dumfries (in 1305). The name 'Roslin' is

from the Gaelic
'

Ros-linne,' meaning,
'

the

projecting point on the pool. In Argyleshire
there is a district called

l

Ros,' or
'

the point;'

and, in Perthshire, a large farm is thus de-

signed. In Orkney there is a '

ifoseness/

also, meaning
'

the point.' The county of
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Boss has its name for the same reason, and

gave the title of Earl at a very remote period.

From the ancient Celtic Earls of Ross, it

went by marriage to the Leslys, and then to

the Lords of the Isles; the designation is

also the origin of the very old surname of

Boss. There was a bishopric of Eoss, founded

by King David L, in 1150
; Cromarty, then

called Crumbachty, was added to it.

The prefix
' Boss' is found singly in many

counties, namely, in those of Kircudbright,

Dumfries, Perth, Dumbarton, and Lanark,
this last example being in the centre of Strath-

clyde, close to Hamilton, whereby it gives

another to the many former proofs of the

Gael being the original possessors of the dis-

trict.
'

Bossie/ another English corruption,

is also found singly in the counties of Perth

(several times), Forfar, and Fife. All these

are from the Gaelic
*

Ros,' meaning,
' a pro-

montory,' or 'projecting point.'
'

Rosarie' is

in the county of Banff, and comes from *

Ros-

airidh,' meaning,
'
the point at the shealing.'

'

Rosemarkie,' in the county of Boss, comes

from '

Ros-mairc,' or
'

the projecting point of
the horses.

9 ' Roslea' is in Dumbartonshire
;

I",

is from (

Ros-liath,'
1 or

'

the grey point.'

i The letters th mute.
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The English corruption conveys the exact

sound of the Gaelic pronunciation.
'

Rose-

burn,' in the counties of Ayr and Edinburgh ;

'

Rossieburn,' in Banff; and '

Rossburn,' in

Stirling, are all of them derived from the

Gaelic words '

Ros-buirn,' which means,
'

the

point of the burn or stream.'
(

Rosskeen,' a

parish in Boss-shire, is from '

Ros-cinn,'

meaning,
'
the promontory or point of the

head.' The Gaelic and English are pro-

nounced alike. The town and county of

Kinross has the same meaning as this last

example.
In the list of prefixes we have next to

explain is the Gaelic
'

Sron,' meaning,
f a

point or projection,' corrupted in English into

'

Stron' and ' Strone/ It is found singly in

the counties of Argyle, Inverness, and Perth
;

it is also a prefix in the Island of Orkney.
The author will now give many examples.
'

Stronaba,' in the county of Inverness, is from
'

Sron-a-ba,' meaning,
'

the point of the cows.'

f

Stronafian' is in the counties of Argyle

and Dumbarton, and comes from 'Sron-na-

Feinne,' and means
f

the projecting point ofthe

Fingalians.' All the followers of the noble

Fingal were, by the ancient Gael, denomin-

ated '

Fingalians/
' Stronaclachar' is in
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Perthshire, and derives from ' Sron-a-

chlachair,' meaning,
'

the'stone-mason's point.'

This name was, no doubt, given in very remote

ages, and thereby proves that stone buildings

are far older among the Gael of Alban than

is generally supposed.
'

Sronacro,' in Glen-

tilt, Perthshire, is in Gaelic, and may mean

either
'

thepoint ofthe cattle,' or
'

of the sheep-

fold.
9 '

Stronabarin,' in the county of Inver-

ness, may be from '

Sron-a-bar-fhionn,'
'

the

point of the white top.' The idea of its being
from *

Sron-a-barran,' or 'point of the elder

trees,' does not appear tenable, as they are all

but unknown in the Highlands.
' Stronchri-

gan,' in the county of Inverness, comes from
'

Sron-a-chreagain,' meaning, 'the rockypoint.'
'

Stronfearn' is on the shores of Loch Tay,

Perthshire, and comes from '

Sron-fearna,'

which signifies,
f

the point of the alder trees.'

This place was a very ancient possession of

the Robertsons of Strowan, and was called

the barony of '
Fearna.' It extended for fully

three miles along the north side of Loch Tay,

and went down the north side of the river

Tay until it was opposite to Taymouth

stle. Last century the estates of Strowan

rere forfeited, and the Earl of Breadalbane

)revailed on the Government to sell this fine

i i
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property to him.
' Siron Comrie' is in Atholl,

Perthshire, and it is derived from the Gaelic,
'

Sron-crom-reidh,' which signifies,
'

the projec-

tion of the curved plain,' which is on the river

Lyon. It has already been noticed that this

instance, and that of Invercomrie completely
refute the blunder of the writer of ' The Early
Scottish Church/ in asserting that the name

of
'

Comrie,' in Perthshire, was derived from

the Welsh word '

Cwm,'
1 'a hollow,' instead

of which this place (Stron Comrie) is a ridge,

the very reverse of
' a hollow/ The attempts

of this writer to make out Welsh names for

the Gaelic topography of Scotland is ridi-

culous, and shows how much injustice he tries

to do towards the Gaelic language.
' Strondeas' is in Atholl, Perthshire ; it

is derived from '

Sron-a-deas,' meaning,
'

the

southern point,' which is very descriptive, it

being situated at the extreme south end of

Glenloch. It also was an old shealing ;
the

ruins of the buildings are still remaining.

'Stronehavie' is inAtholl, Perthshire ; it is from
'

Sron-a-h-abh,' and means,
'

the point of the

water or stream.'
' Strondavan' is in Argyle-

shire
;

it appears very evidently to be an

English contraction of the Gaelic words,

1 See ' The Early Scottish Church,' page 27.
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' Sron-da-dbhuinn' or
'

the point of the two

streams or rivers.
1

It has been mentioned,
the English corruption

'

Strone/ appears in-

stead of the Gaelic
'

Sron.' It does so singly
in the counties of Argyle, Inverness, and

Perth. The following example proves the

prefix we are considering is used in the Isle

ofSkye, where it occurs in '

Sron-nan-aighean,'

meaning,
'
the point of the hinds.'

* Strontian
3

is in Argyleshire ; it certainly

appears to be derived from another form of
1

Sron,' namely, that of ' Srointean
3

meaning,
' a headland

3

or 'promontory.' It also signi-

fies
'

the ridge of a hill.' This derivation

seems better than either
' Tiadhan

3 ' a small

hill
3

or '

Sithean,' the same in meaning, and

to be joined to the prefix Sron. Near to

Strontian, there is a place called
'

Achatenny'
How clearly does this designation prove it is

of heathen origin. It is impossible to be

derived from anything else than the Gaelic

words '

Achadh-teine
3

or
'

the field offire,'

which was used throughout the whole High-
lands of Scotland in the worship of the god
Bel, thereby it was also called

'

Beil-teine,
3

or
'
the fire of Bel.

3

The topography of Argyle-

shire, and the whole islands belonging to it,

are full of heathen names, and proves beyond
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cavil the Irish colony had no part in giving

the topography of Argyleshire, as they were

not the settled inhabitants of that corner of

Scotland till the sixth century, and then even

they only amounted to 150 men. All previ-

ous Scots were called
'

the wandering Scots.
1

Both ancient and modern historians agree in

this, but by the fabulous writers this is tried

to be put aside. In the present day we have

the authority of Skene, that previous to the

sixth century the Scots that came over from

Ireland were mere 'predatory
1
bands;' and

Dr Reeves, in his
'

Life of St Columba,' says,

that they were only
' marauders.' Further,

the Gaelic name is a very great proof, as the

word for a Scot is
'

Scuit,'
( a wanderer,'

whence came, no doubt, the Roman designa-

tion
'

Scoti.' Ammianus Marcellinus is the

first writer that names the Scots, and he calls

them '

Scoti vagantes,' that is,
'

the wandering

Scots,' proving they could not be natives.

The ancient historian Bede, calls these ma-

rauders '

Hiberni/
2 that is,

'

Irish
;

'

and

Gildas, the oldest of all British writers, says
3

1 See the introduction to ' The Book of the Dean of Lis-

more.'

2 See the full account Dr Reeves's ' Adomnan,' page 18i.

3 See 'Gildas, 'cap. 19.
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'

that the Hibernian robbers return home/

The ancient work Nennius, also supports these

facts, which is the clearest possible evidence

of the truth of what Ammianus mentions ;

therefore, these authorities combined, make

out a complete refutation of there being any
settlement of Scots as natives at the period of

either the fourth or fifth century, and being
so clear a refutation to all the fabulous writers

and obscurers of ancient Scotch history, it

is, therefore, not very surprising that the
'

Kymric Element' writer should try to evade

the proof of these facts, and which he does in

that production (page 323), where he displays

ignorance, by his charging historical writers

with a mis-translation of the passage of Am-

mianus, above quoted. He says the passage
has fallen. It certainly has not, nor the

other proofs that support it
; but his inter-

pretation of it has fallen, and never can

be received by those who understand the

subject, his theory being contrary to all

previous most distinguished scholars and

historians, among the latest of whom is

Dr Hill Burton's view on this particular

point, where he joins all former writers in

direct opposition to the author of l The

Kymric Element,' casting aside his ridiculous
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theory as worthless, and this was done more

than a year and a-half after that writer had

propounded his views in that production

(and which he should ever regret having

written). He founds his strictures against

previous writers, solely upon the punctuation
of the 'Monumenta Historica,' without know-

ing that punctuation in Roman authors is a

modern addition to make the sense of the

Roman writer more intelligible, and the

original MSS. had no punctuation.

The next prefixes to be explained, and

examples given of them, are those called in

English 'Tuli; 'Tilly? and 'Tully,' from the

Gaelic 'Tulach,' that meaning,
' a knoll.' In

one of these corrupted prefixes it occurs in

the county of Lanark, and also in that

of Clackmannan, and in Perthshire very

frequently, and seven other counties north of

the two Firths, up to Ross-shire included.

In the county of Clackmannan there is a place

and a parish called 'TUlycoultry,' which is

from the Gaelic 'Tulach-cul-tir,' meaning, the
(

knoll of the place lying back or behind.'

1

Tillydaff' is nearly, in the last part of it,

the pronunciation of its Gaelic etymology,
1 Tulach-daimh' or

'
the knoll of the oxen.'

1

Tillyfour,' in Aberdeenshire, is identical in
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meaning with *

Tom-fuar* in Glentilt, Atholl,

Perthshire, where the ancient '

Tosachs,' or

Thanes of Glentilt, had their castle, the re-

mains of which, on the top of it, is easily

traced. Both these places signify in English,
(
the cold knoll.'

'

Tilliecairn,' in Aberdeen-

shire, is from '

Tulach-a-chairn,' or '
the knoll

of the cairn.'
'

Tullich,' and '

Tulloch,' ap-

pear in the counties of Ross, Banff, Elgin,

Aberdeen, Kincardine, and Perth. In that

last county, as elsewhere mentioned, there is

' Tulliebelton ; the etymology is from the

Gaelic words '

Tulach-bel-teine,' meaning,
'

the

knoll of Bel's fire,' that is, of the heathen

deity Bel, the god of the sun.
'

Tulach-ard,'

in Ross-shire, translated literally, is
'

the high

knoll,' but is, in fact, a mountain
;
and it was

the war cry of the M'Kenzies. Tulach, the

correct Gaelic spelling, appears in the map of

Inverness-shire, and in that of Perthshire it

occurs nearly twenty times.

Many different examples will now be given
which appear in various parts of Scotland.
'

Tillybreak' in the county of Fife, and
'

Tillybrake,' in Aberdeenshire, is from (Tu-

lach-breac,' and means,
'
the spotted knoll.'

'Tillydesk,' in Aberdeenshire, is from *Tu-

lach-da-uisge,' or
*
knoll of the two waters.'
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'Tillydevie,' in Forfarshire, is from 'Tulach-da-

abh,' meaning, very similarly,
'

the knoll of the

two streams.' 'Tulliallan is in Perthshire, and

comes from '

Tulach-aluinnJ which signifies,

'the handsome knoll.'
'

Tullibardine' is in

the counties of Moray and Perthshire ; it is

derived from the Gaelic words '

Tulach-a-

bhairdj meaning,
*

the bard's knoll.' The

Perthshire example of this name was an old

seat of the Hurrays, and was their residence

and designation till they acquired the Atholl

estates and title by marriage. This family
came originally from Morayshire ;

and as they

changed the ancient name of the place, which

was called
'

Clachairean/ or
'

the mason's

town/ to
'

Tullibardine/ the probability is,

that the Morayshire place of that name had

been their previous locality, and out of

attachment to it, had given it to their new

acquisition, which was also obtained by mar-

riage of an heiress.

1

Tullochgorum
'

is in the county of Inver-

ness ; it derives from *

Tulach-gorm* which

means,
'

the blue knoll.' This name is well

known in Scotland, by the celebrated tune

which bears the same designation. King
Robert II. granted Tullochgorm to his son

Alexander, Earl of Badenoch, in the year
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1379. (See Robertson's ' Index of Charters/

page 123.)
' Tullochcroish' in Atholl, Perth-

shire, is derived from '

Tulach-crois,' and

means,
'

the knoll of trouble or misfortune.'
' Tullochcurran

'

is in Perthshire
;

it derives

from '

Tulach-corran,' or
'

the knoll of the bent

or curved point.' The last Gaelic word

'corran' literally means, 'a reaping hook/
and derives its name from its edge being
crenated. There is a very truthful Gaelic

adage from this word : it is, 'Cha d'fhuair an

droch bhuanuich riamh deagh chorran,' which

means,
'

the bad reaper never found a good
sickle.

9 From the shape of a reaping hook

being semicircular, the designation became

applied to names of places situated chiefly on

the sea coast, where there happened to be a

semicircular bay or point. Thus, for example,
there is the

' Corran
'

ferry in Argyleshire,

which answers this description. 'Tullygarth'

is in the county of Clackmannan ;
it comes

from '

Tulach-goirt
'

(or gart), and means,
'

the

knoll of the field.' The words (

gort,' and

'gart,' are now obsolete, but they had an-

ciently been very much used in the Gaelic

language, as they occur so very frequently in

the topography of Scotland.
'

Tullymet
'

is

in Atholl, Perthshire
;

its ancient spelling, as
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found in the charter of Malcolm, Earl of

Atholl, when he granted its chapel, along
with many others, with the parish of Moulin,

to St Andrews, is written *

Tulichma/
which leads clearly to its connection with a
'

moat/ or place of justice, and thereby shows

it is derived from *

Tulach-moid,' meaning,
'the Jcnoll of the moat.' This property, in

ancient times, belonged to a family of the

name of Aysoun ;
in the year 1391 Aysoun

of Tuliemat was forfeited for having joined

the chieftains of the Clandonachy, or Robert-

sons of Atholl, in what was called
' the Raid

of Angus.
5 '

Tullynessle,' in the county of

Aberdeen, derives its name from the words
'

Tulach-deiseal,' meaning,
'

the Jcnoll of the

turn sun wise.' It received its name from a

heathen custom of the Gael, always making
a turn sun-wise before they undertook any

important operation. This example is also

almost identical with '

Carndeiseal,' which is

situated behind *
the Druid's town,' now

called
'

Lude,' Perthshire. The '

deiseal
'

was also know among the Gael of Ireland.

(See the Index Dr Reeve's '

Adomnan.') The

turn sun-wise was anciently in use at funerals,

previous to conveying the body to the grave.

The next English prefixes to be mentioned
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are
'

Tay,' and *

Ty,' derived from the Gaelic

word '

Tigh,' which means,
' a house;' it is

pronounced as if it was written *

Taigh.'
1

This prefix is found both in the South and

North of Scotland. It occurs in no less than

thirteen different counties, namely, in those

of Argyle, Ayr, Caithness, Fife, Perth, Ren-

frew, Forfar, Aberdeen, Stirling, Dumbarton,

Inverness, Banff, and Dumfries. Examples
will now be given.

'

Tayloch
'

is in Aber-

deenshire ; it is from *

Tigh-an-locha,' which

means,
'
the house of the loch.' 'Tighanloan'

occurs in Argyllshire, and twice in Atholl,

Perthshire; also as
*

Tighlone,' in the Isle of

Skye ; it is from '

Tigh-an-loin,' which means,
'

the house at or of the meadow.' '

Taynuilt
'

is in Argyleshire, and is derived from '

Tigh-

an-uilt,' meaning,
'

the house of or at the

stream.'
'

Taynacleuch
'

is in the county of

Dumbarton, and comes from '

Tigh-cluiche,'

meaning,
* a playhouse or theatre.'

'

Tay-na-
crock

'

is in the county of Renfrew, and comes

from '

Tigh-na-croiche,' meaning,
'

the house

at or of the gallows.'
(

Tynet' is in the county
of Banff, and derives from '

Tigh-nid,' or
'

the

house of the birds' nests'
'

Tynron' is in

one of the most southern counties, that of

1 The letters gh are mute.
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Dumfries, and derives from '*

Tigh-an-roinne,'

meaning,
'

the house at the point or division.'
'

Tynabeck,' in Aberdeenshire, appears to be

from '

Tigh-na-buic,' or
'

the house of the wild

buck ;

'

that was probably from being situated

near to where they abounded. '

Tyantead
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire
;

its Gaelic name is

1

Tigh-nan-teud,' which signifies,
(

the house

of the string ;

'

it is a single house, situated

within the Pass of Killiecrankie. The tradi-

tion of the country is, that it got its name
from Queen Mary, when, on her visit to

Atholl, in 1562, having, at this house, placed
a fresh string upon her harp. She made a

present of this harp to Beatrix Gardyn, who
was widow of Finlay More Farquharson, of

Invercauld, killed at the. battle of Pinkie,

1547, and soon thereafter became the wife

of John Robertson (an ancestor of the Ro-

bertsons of Lude), and which still remains

with their descendant and representative, the

writer hereof.
'

Tyndrum
'

is in the county of Perth,

and derives from '

Tigh-an-droma? or '
the

house of the ridge ;' this was a remote place
in ancient times ; it will be found in the map
to the westward of Killin. Near it, in the

year 1306, King Robert Bruce was defeated
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at the battle called 'Dairy' (' Dail-righ,'
' the King's field

'), by the Lord of Lorn.

The author will now give examples wherein

the prefix has the proper Gaelic speUing.
1

Tighanlethmarg,' is in the district of Ran-

noch, Perthshire ; its etymology is very

clear, being from '

Tigh-an-leth-mharg,' which

means,
l
the house of the half-merle, land.'

'

Tighnabruaich,' in Argyleshire, and Atholl,

Perthshire, is in the correct Gaelic spelling,

and means,
f
the house on or of the edge

of the bank.'
'

Tighnacarry
'

is in the county
of Argyle. In Ossian's poems the word

'Carragh
'

is used to signify
' a pointed rock/

therefore,
'

Tigh-nan-carragh
'

would mean,
'

the house of or at the pointed rocks.' The

above use of *

Carragh
'

is in Ossian's poem,
called 'Fingal,' Book ii. line 105.

'

Tighr

nalin
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire ; it is derived

from '

Tigh-na-linne,' and means,
'

the house

of the pool.'
'

Tighyarry' is in the Islands

of Skye and North Uist, and others of the

Western Isles ; it derives from '

Tigh-a-

ghearaidh,'
1 which signifies,

'

the house at the

preserved pasture.'
(

Tighnamara' is in the

county of Dumbarton ; it is in the right

Gaelic spelling, and means,
*

the house on the

1 The letters dh mute.
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sea-side.
1

'Tighanrigh
'

is in Argyleshire, and

is correctly spelled to signify
'

the King's

house;' but the writer has been informed that

anciently it was '

Tighanruighe,' whereby it

would be either,
'
the house at the shealing,'

or, as some think,
'

the house at the ridge.'
1

Tighanlaraich
'

is in Atholl, Perthshire, and

is in the old proper spelling, but now would

be '

Tigh-na-laraich,' both meaning,
'

the

house on or of the ancient site.'



CHAPTER XVII.

HE author hopes and believes that

the evidence and facts which have

in this volume been laid before the

reader, when maturely weighed
and considered, do, beyond all doubt, esta-

blish the fact, that it was the Gael, and not

the Cimbri, who were the first inhabitants of

North Britain (now called Scotland), and that

due attention to the evidence contained in

the sixth chapter makes it clear also that

they must have likewise been the first inha-

bitants of South Britain (now called England),

whereby, truly and rightly, the Gael, or High-
landers of Scotland, are

' The ancient Britons/
and not the Welsh. Caesar, who came into

Britain fifty-five years before the Christian

era, states the interior of the country had an

older and apparently different race from the

coast (that of Kent), where he landed
;
these

were, no doubt, the Gael, the earliest race,
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and the Cimbri, on the coast. Then, as to

North Britain, the topography of the whole

of it is entirely free of any
'

Kymric Element/
with the trifling exception of scarcely more

than a dozen names in its south-west corner,

and exactly at the spot where history makes

known to us that there was a settlement

called
' The Strathclyde Britons/ It is there-

fore surely a just and correct conclusion, that

this was a colony first formed under the

auspices of the Romans, by their general,

Agricola.

All the great features of nature within

Scotland attest to the truth ofthe Caledonians

being the first race
;
the mountains and the

valleys all speak to us in their language, the

Gaelic, and not in Welsh. The author has

proved, beyond all controversy, that there is

not a mountain to be found in Scotland which

bears a Welsh name, not a lake or river
;

and what has been further proved is, that

this Caledonian topography pervades not only
all Scotland and the islands, but the river

names of England and Scotland are, in many
cases, identical, proving that they must have

been given by the same race of people. The

upholders of the theory, of the Welsh be-

ing the more ancient, are bound to show, by
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topography, what rivers in England are simi-

lar in name to those of Wales, and what rivers

in England can be shown as derived from the

Welsh language. To establish the truth is

the writer's object in making these investi-

gations ; and the testimony of topography is

of a description that cannot be disputed.

To the district of Strathclyde the reader's

attention has been before called, and how

completely Gaelic it is ; thereby what a clear

proof we have, that the only spot within

Scotland where it is possible to show that

Britons (that is Welsh) ever existed as the

settled inhabitants, there we find numerous

proofs of a prior occupation of it by the Gael.

What can be stronger than the river situated

in the centre of Strathclyde, named 'the Avon/

being from '

Abhuinn,' the language of the

Gael to this day for
' a river ;' also the valley

through which it runs being named '

Strath

Avon,' and its confluence into the Clyde being
Inver-sivon (from

'

Inbhir,' a *

confluence'), the

peculiarly clear test-word of the Gael ? This

river in Strathclyde, called the '

Avon,' was

most probably named not more than a cen-

tury after the four English rivers, also called
' Avon' (and undoubtedly by the same people),

not later than four to five centuries prior
K K
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to the Christian era
; yet, as mentioned, it is

a present Gaelic word.

The hitherto great dependence of the

Welsh theorists respecting the topography of

Scotland, has been the word 'Aber/ and very

commonly it is called
' the British Aber/ but

to this, hereafter, it has no claim, as the

writer has given proofs, clear and certain,

that in Scotland it is not Welsh but Gaelic,

and as there are more ' Abers '

in Scotland

than Wales, it is therefore far more cor-

rectly defined, when designated as
'

the Gaelic

Aber,' there not being one single instance

within all Scotland that Welsh words are

ever joined to it ; thereby, it is impossible,

by any reasoning or criticism, to overcome

such an existing topographical fact, and it is

in justice required to be acknowledged as a

Gaelic term, seeing that pure Gaelic words

are always joined to it, wherever it is found.

All that Chalmers has said in his
'

Cale-

donia,' and his followers have written to the

same effect, as to the 'Invers' having intruded

on the '

Abers/ turns out to be a fable, as

shown by the lately printed
' Records of the

Priory of the Isle of May.' Chalmers, in his

Caledonia, says :

*
'It is a curious fact, which

1 See 'Caledonia,' volume i. page 34,. note.
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we learn from the charters of the twelfth

century, that the Scoto-Irish people substi-

tuted their Inver for the previous
' Aber of

the Britons/ Very curious, certainly, had it

been true, which it is not, as proved by three

different charters in the
' Records ' above

mentioned, and which Chalmers stated con-

tained the proof. They show that he made
a false reading of them ; thus there is the

downfall of all belief in whatever has been

said or written about ' Invers
'

superseding
'

Abers.' It is also impossible that the people
of the Irish colony in Argyleshire could have

given any names to places, as the writer has

proved,
1 from the '

Irish Annals/ and other

authorities, that they remained within their

original place of settlement, that is, the south

part of Argyleshire, and never removed from

it, and thereby they are properly the only

Scots in Scotland : no Highlander calls him-

self Scotch. Another point clearly estab-

lished by the Gaelic topography of Scotland,

is that the language now spoken by the

Highlanders is the same as that of the ancient

Caledonian race, who gave the names to all

the mountains, valleys, and rivers, with all

1 See ' Historical Proofs on the Highlanders,' Second

Edition, pages 101, 102, and 103.
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their confluences, both to the ' Abers
'

and
' Livers/

The author has given several hundred

examples of Gaelic names of places in the

southern counties of Scotland, from their

great importance in proving the language of

the present Highlanders, with the Gaelic

names that occur in that large space of

country which lies to the south of the two

Firths of the rivers Forth and Clyde, parti-

cularly in the three counties called the

Lothians, wherein the Gaelic has ceased to be

the prevailing language for upwards of one

thousand three hundred years, the Angles

having obtained possession of those parts in

A.D. 547 ; still, the rivers, etc. etc., all bear

the original Gaelic names imposed on them

by the Gael, the earliest natives of the

country. The case of the south-west coun-

ties is of greater antiquity, as the Strathclyde

Britons were, no doubt, established there in

A.D. 80, or, certainly, very soon after it
;

thereby, the native Caledonians were dis-

possessed of that part of Scotland almost

two thousand years ago; yet there are very

numerous examples of names of places and

rivers within that territory, which the writer

has proved to be in the name Gaelic as now
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spoken by the Highlanders. Another very

important fact to remember is, that the Irish

Scots never were the settled inhabitants of

Strathclyde, or the territory belonging to

the Britons, who must have occupied it for

nearly three hundred years before any people
bore the name of Scots. Unquestionably,

therefore, the native Caledonian race must

have given the Gaelic names which have been

brought forward, and are found within Strath-

clyde and the south-western counties.

Again, as to the present Highlanders' lan-

guage, let the intelligent reader duly weigh
and consider the fact, of the numerous river

names in England being derived from the

Gaelic now spoken in Scotland : there are the

Avons, the Esks, the Levens, the Douglas,
the Don, the Calders, every one of which ap-

pear also in Scotland. The etymology of

each can only with truth be assigned to the

Gaelic language of the Highlanders, the same

race must have given these names. The na-

tural question is, When was it ? Surely it

must have been many centuries before the

Christian era, and also, probably several cen-

turies before the whole of the Scotch Avons,

Levens, Esks, etc., etc., were named; there-

fore having traced back, and shown that the
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present spoken Gaelic of the Highlanders is

the same as was in use, and giving names to

places more than two thousand years ago, it

will be apparent what an absurd statement

it is of the writer of * The Early Scottish

Church
'

to assert (and which he does at page
31 of that book, without giving a particle of

proof), that a new language was introduced

among the Gael ofAlban in the ninth century,

and brought about by the fiction of a con-

quest, and which the fabulous writers ascribe

to the ruler of the two paltry petty districts

of Argyleshire, but who would have required

(as has been well said) an army ten times

more numerous than his insignificant country
could have furnished ; and further, he must

also have brought with him an Argyleshire

army of schoolmasters to teach the new lan-

guage ! ! The only language that could have

come from Argyleshire in the ninth century,

was a corrupt Irishised Gaelic of course far

more so than it is at the present day being
also the only Gaelic corrupted with Irish which

is spoken, and no where else in Scotland ex-

cept in Argyleshire. We have the authority

of Skene, in the Introduction to
' The Book

of the Dean of Lismore/ that the Gaelic of

the district of Kintyre, in Argyleshire, is very
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similar to that of the Irish of the county of

Antrim ; besides, the Irish Gaelic is still more

remote than the Argyleshire to the rest of all

the Gaelic speaking people of Scotland, whose

language is, at this day, the same as the to-

pography of their country, the same as in that

of the Gaelic names of the south of Scotland,

the same as wherever it occurs in England.
When these facts are duly weighed and consi-

dered, it must be seen that it is a truth which

cannot be controverted, that the Gaelic lan-

guage of the Highlanders, as now spoken by
them, must be the same as that of the earliest

race of the Gael of Britain, and in no way
derived from the Irish.

The differences that exist between the

Gaelic of the Highlanders and the Irish,

are now considerable. In the introduction

to the work before mentioned, the learned

writer has drawn up a very interesting table,

which proves indisputably that the Gaelic of

Scotland could never have had its origin from

the Irish, who, however, wish it to be believed

it was, and introduced in the ninth century.
Our present best authority is Skene. He says,

that '

this supposition has always been assumed

by the Irish historians, but without proof;
and they have never attempted to account
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for the entire disappearance of the previous

language, and the expulsion of the previous

population of so extensive a district, so moun-

tainous and inaccessible in its character, and

so tenacious ofthe language ofits early inhahi-

tants in its topography, which such a theory
involves/ 1 This is a most correct and just

view, and shows the impossibility of a new

language being brought in, unless the ab-

surdity of a total extermination of the native

population had been effected
;
but as history

proves to us there was in the ninth century

only a change ofdynasty, the people remained,

and, of course, their language remained with

them, and it is that which is now spoken by
the Highlanders. In the above extract it is

most judiciously pointed out that the Irish

view involves the great absurdity of a new

topography to the whole country ;
but if the

reader will remember the prodigious number

of undoubted names of a heathen origin

which prevail all over Scotland, the support-

ing the Irish view by the idea of a new topo-

graphy, at once shows its absurdity. It

obliges us to believe that all the stones raised

and named after heathen deities, had been

1 See ' Introduction to the Book of the Dean of Lismore,'

page 28. By W. F. Skene, Esq.
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done by Christians of the ninth and subse-

quent centuries ! ! also that all the places

named from heathen worship of the sun, etc.

(as they all bear pure Gaelic designations)

was done in a similar way. Then there is to

be considered, in proof of the Gaelic topo-

graphy of Scotland having nothing of Irish

in it, is the great number of obsolete Gaelic

words found in it.

The single word of Bede, called by him

Pictish, has been often brought forward to

prove the Pictish Gael spoke a mixed lan-

guage of Welsh and Gaelic ;
but this single

word of his (Peanfahel) cannot establish what

the advocates of it say, because Bede is no

authority whatever for any language except
his own. He could only know what was told

him on that subject, and this one word ap-

pears no where else but in his work. The

first part of it (Pean) signifies
( a head;' if,

therefore, it was true that it was a Pictish

word and prefix, and had that meaning, then

it must unquestionably have been used with-

in the Pictish territories and country, but

no such word
(
that is,

' Pean
') appears in

any single place ; but on the contrary, the

Pictish country and territories have within

them (as the writer has proved before) most
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numerous and wide spread instances of the

word '

Ceann,' meaning also
' a head,' as in

Bede's pretended word, and the Pictish people
must have daily used the word '

Ceann/
from the vast number of instances in which

it occurs within their country; their descend-

ants the Highlanders, still daily use it. We
thus see that the Gaelic topography of Scot-

land flatly contradicts our receiving Bede's

word as belonging to the Pictish language,
and deserves no attention. The other words

supposed Pictish are even less worthy of any
notice. The English corruptions of 'Ceann,'
( a head,

9

are, as has been pointed out before,

'Ken,' and 'Kin,' and of which very numerous

examples have been given. It is quite pos-

sible that Bede may have been told the cor-

rect Gaelic prefix
'

Ceann,' but improperly
wrote it

' Pean ; but however it arose, it has

been a cause of great error.

A point belonging to the Gaelic topo-

graphy of Scotland, as establishing the fact

of the language of all the intermediate gene-
rations that have lived since it was first given,

is this, that the population of the whole

Highlands of Scotland must ever have been

a pure Gaelic-speaking race, else, how could

all the many genuine Gaelic names of places
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have come down to us of the present day ?

how is it possible that such Gaelic names

as 'Tom a clachan mhuilinn,' that is,
'

the

knoll of the mill stones,' or of 'Abhir a chaol

loch,' being
'

the confluence ofthe narrow loch,'

and the many others herein given, how could

they have been preserved and come down un-

corrupted through so many ages and genera-

tions, unless the native population had been

a pure Gaelic-speaking race. The writer also

believes he has fully refuted the fable of there

being any
'

Kymric Element
'

in the Celtic

topography of Scotland. Words hitherto as-

serted to be 'purely Kymric,' have been

proved
'

Gaelic/ The words Inver and Aber
' must yield to the logic of fact,' so must the
'
Pits and Pittens,' proved to be ever joined

to pure Gaelic; so also have many others

asserted as indicating
* a British population.'

The fiction of an absorption by the paltry
Irish colony in Argyleshire of the whole

Pictish nation and people, as stated by the

writer of ' The Early Scottish Church/ is as

impossible a fable as has ever been put forth.

It quite equals either the writings of Fordun

or Boece. How could that petty insignificant

colony absorb a nation and people ten times

more numerous, powerful, and extensive than
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themselves ? The name of ' the Picts
'

was

changed, and that of ' the Scots
'

given ; but

the people remained, and the name of '

Scots
'

was a new one applied to the Pictish Gael by

foreigners, and unknown to themselves, quite

as much as at this day it still is, to their pre-

sent descendants the Gael of Alban.

Truth and justice towards his fellow-

countrymen, the Highlanders of Scotland,

and in vindication of their fine old language,
has been the aim of the writer hereof, who

having now completed his task, of giving
a detailed account of the Gaelic topography
of Scotland, it is most earnestly hoped and

believed, that the whole of it being rightly

weighed and considered, the unprejudiced
reader will be of opinion that the present
Gaelic language of the Highlanders is iden-

tical with the Gaelic names of all places in

every part of Scotland and the islands, and

that their language is thereby unquestionably
the same as that of the Caledonians, by whom
alone all the original Gaelic names of places

were given, particularly those of the numerous

mountains, rivers, lakes, valleys, islands, etc.,

etc., throughout the whole extent of Scotland.

Further, that the writer has, by the topogra-

phical evidence established and proved, that
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there is a perfect identity of Gaelic names

throughout the whole country ;
and if there

is any claim to an unmixed Gaelic topography,
it does not, as asserted by the author of

' The

Kymric Element' writer, appertain to Argyle-

shire, with its Scandinavian names ; but, on

the contrary, a close examination of the map
will prove, that the districts of Lochaber and

Badenoch, Inverness-shire ; the district of

Atholl, Perthshire, containing Rannoch, Glen-

lyon, etc., and that part of Aberdeen next to

Atholl, contains the purest existing Gaelic

topography, there is not in these a single

name but for which an etymology can be

proved from the Gaelic language, where also

is to be found the most unmixed race of the

Gael, no Romans, Scandinavians, or Saxons

having ever been the settled inhabitants.

Lastly, the language of the Highlanders of

Scotland being identical with the Caledonians,

they must be their descendants, and not of

the paltry insignificant colony of Irish who
arrived in Argyleshire in the sixth century.
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Alltdruidh, 166.

Alltgirnaig, 169.

Alltmore, 166.

Alltnaba, 165.

Allt na gamhna, 163.

Alltnaguish, 166.

Alltnaguisach, 166.

Alltnaharra, 1G6.

Alltruadh, 164.

Alltsigh, 165.

Allton, 166.

Alt, 160, 184.

Altan, 160.

Altyre, 166.

Anabreac, 133.

Ancrum (river), 123.

Anker (river), 184.

Annan (river), 124.

Annat (a stream), 172.

Annaty (a stream), 172.

Aoriunn, 45.

Applecross, 52, 98.

Ardbeg, 112.

Ardblair, 112.

Ardcenacon, 111.

Ardchattan, 107.

Ardclach, 102.

Ardcoille, 107.

Ardentinny, 112.

Ardeonog, 108.

Ardephuble, 111.

Ardersier, 108.

Ardgay, 69, 109.

Ardgie, 109.

Ardgowan, 102.

Ardgowen, 102.

Ardgower, 104.

Ardhullary, 111.

Ardkinglass, 111.

Ardincaple, 109.

Ardlui, 109.

Ardmore, 101, 112.

Ardmanach, 105.

Ardnamurchan, 103.

Ardoch, 101.

Ardrishaig, 102.

Ardross, 106.

Ardrossan, 106.

Ardshiel, 110.

Ardstrath, 104.

Ardtornish, 105.

Ardtulach, 110.

Ardverikie, 109.

Ardvorlich, 111.

Airidh, 487.

Arie, 487.

Airidh nan Druidh, 489.

Arienangour, 488.

Arun (river), 182.

Ary (stream), 132.

Auchabric, 34.

Auchairn, 22.

Auchairne, 22.

Auchenbowie, 28.

Auchenbreck, 34.

Aucliencairn, 23.

Auchenclach, 25.

Auchencloch, 25.

Auchencloich, 25.

Auchencrew, 29.

Auchencruive, 25.
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Auchendinny, 113.

Auchenfad, 34.

Auchengaven, 118.

Auchengibbert, 29.

Auchengrant, 29,

Auchenhard, 34.

Auchenraith, 34.

Auchenrath, 34.

Auchenreoch, 24.

Auchenriboch, 25.

Auchinbrec, 34.

Auchinlaich, 24.

Auchinleek, 24.

Auchinraith, 34.

Auchlane, 33.

Auchleach, 23.

Auchleeks, 23.

Auchlin, 30.

Auchlyne, 30.

Auchmore, 21.

Auchnacloich, 25.

Auchrioch, 24.

Auchteany, 113.

Auchterarder, 117.

Auchteraw, 117.

Auchterblair, 117.

Auchterburn, 173.

Auchtercairn, 118.

Auchtergaven, 118.

Auchterless, 118.

Auchtermuchty, 118.

Auchtertool, 118.

Auchtertyre, 117.

Auldbar, 164.

Auldcathie, 169.

Auldearn, 170.

Aulderg, 164.

Aultbea, 165.

Aultcambus, 165.

Aune (river), 179.

Aven (river), 146.

Avich, 56.

Aviemore, 57.

Avoch, 56.

Avon (river), 178.

Awe (river), 117, 132.

Axe (river), 179.

Ayr (river), 132.

BA (a stream), 165.

Balachraggan, 194.

Balantrae, 191.

Balbaird, 196.

Balbardie, 196.

Balbirnie, 197.

Balblair, 193.

Balcarras, 197.

Baldernock, 197.

Baldovon, 197.

Balephuil, 198.

Balfern, 198.

Balfour, 191.

Balfron, 195.

Balgair, 198.

Balgarven, 195.

Balgarvie, 195.

Balgay, 193.

Balgerran, 198.

Balgie, 193.

Balgone, 188.

Balgonie, 188.

Balgowan, 188.

Balgownie, 189.

Balgray, 191.

Balgreggan, 194.

Balgreen, 196.

Balgregie, 194.

Balgrie, 193.

Balhary, 193.

Ballichnlish, 194.

Ballalaggan, 197.

Ballancleroch, 198.

Ballantomb, 190.

Ballater, 191.

Ballathie, 194.

Ballencrief, 190.

Ballicoul, 198.

Ballicurrie, 198.

Balliemore, 194.

Ballindalloch, 198.

Ballingair, 195.

Ballinluig, 192.

Ballintomb, 198.

Ballintoul, 198.

Ballintuim, 190.

Balloch, 206.

Ballochairn, 206.

BaUochbuie, 207.

Ballochcraggan, 207-

Ballochgear, 207.

Ballochgoy, 206.

Ballochmyle, 206.

L L
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Ballochray, 207.

Ballochroy, 207.

Ballogie, 197.

Ballynach, 190.

Balmeanoch, 190.

Balmerino, 197.

Balmore, 194, 205.

Balnabriech, 196.

Balnabruaich, 195.

Balnacraig, 191.

Balnaguard, 189.

Balnagowan, 188.

Balnakiel, 192.

Balnakilly, 192.

Balnamoon, 198.

Balquhidder, 194.

Balsagart, 198.

Balthayock, 195-

Balvaird, 197.

Banavie, 57.

Bannockburn, 57, 17L
Baravonrich, 212.

Barbeth, 211.

Barcaldine, 210.

Barcaple, 211.

Bardarroch, 211.

Bargally, 211.

Barglass, 211.

Barjarg, 212.

Barleith, 211.

Barloch, 211.

Barlochan, 211.

Barnaline, 212.

Barnauld, 211.

Barnbeth, 211.

Barabougal, 211.

Barniken, 211.

Barness, 209, 211.

Barskeoch, 211.

Barr, 209, 210.

Barra, (island), 210.

Barrachan, 212.

Barrhead, 209.

Barrie, 210.

Barrbreck, 210.

Barvalla, 212.

Bealach, 208.

Bealach an drean, 209.

Bealach an duine, 208.

Bealachintie, 209.

Bealachmagha, 208.

Bealach-nam-bo, 208.

Bealochan, 209.

Bealach na fairidh, 208

Beath, 25.

Beladrum, 205.

Belcraig, 191.

Belgarven, 205.

Belivat, 205.

Bellabeg, 205.

Bellaty, 194.

Belleport, 205.

Bellmore, 194, 205.

Bellymore, 205.

Belnaboth, 205.

Beltane day, 114.

Benabeg, 219.

Benacaleach, 467.

Benachastle, 234.

Benachat, 234,

Benabhreagie, 223.

Benachony, 228.

Benabhurich, 218.

Benachie, 40.

Benagloe, 218, 468.

Benan, 217.

Benantuirk, 220.

Benavon, 225.

Benavourd, 218.

Benavourich, 218.

Benavrochan, 234.

Benaw, 227.

Benbecula, 227.

Benbeithir, 233.

Benbui, 217.

Bencarigen, 233.

Bencheilt, 227.

Benchuala, 231.

Benchualach, 231.

Benclibreck, 223.

Bencloich, 233.

Bencruachan, 225.

Ben Cruachan garbh, 225.

Bendearg, 215.

Bendeeiy, 234.

Benderaloch, 217.

Bendoran, 228.

Bendovery, 227.

Benduan, 227.

Benemhian, 225.

Beneveny, 232.

Bengair, 233.
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Bengarlagan, 234.
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Camseught, 248.

Camstraddan, 248.

Cann, (river), 185.

Cardarroch, 249.

Garden, 257.

Cardross, 250.

Cardrum, 250.

Carfin, 174, 250.

Cargill, 258.

Carlanrig, 258.

Carlaverock, 256.

Carlibar, 250.

Carlogie, 250.

Carlui, 258.

Carmore, 259.

Carmunnock, 256.

Carmyle, 259.

Carnervon, 259.

Carriden, 257.

Carnachath, 237.

Carnan, 239.

Carnbrock, 239.

Carnbroe, 179.

Carncailleach, 237.

Carnclaven, 237.

Carndearg, 215.

Carndeargmore, 215.

Carngoibhre, 215.

Carngower, 219.

Carnliath, 219, 236.

Carnafionn, 237.

Cararigh, 237.

Carnsore, 239.

Carntaggart, 237.

Carntornie, 237.

Carntoul, 236.

Carron (river), 140.

Cart (river), 150.

Char (river), 183.

Chor (river). 183.

Clach, 261.

Clachag, 275.

Clach a hara, 272.
Clach a mhoid, 272.

Clachan, 261, 275.
Clach an Obain, 272.
Clach an t-sagairt, 270.
Clach an tuil, 272.

Clachbhrath, 269.
'

Clachbreak, 275.

Clachbuidheann, 273.

Clachden, 275.

Clachenturn, 275.

Clach mor a Che, 271.

Clach na cudainn, 272.

Clachnagreine, 270.
Clach na h-Annait, 265.

Clach na h-eala, 262.

Clach natiompan, 271.

Clach 'n eisdeachd, 273.

Clach 'n iobairt, 263.

Clach Ossian, 271.

Clach sgoilte, 272.

Chine, 276.

Clunebeg, 277.

Clunemore, 276.

Clunes, 277.

Clunie, 276.

Cluny, 276.

Cluny Castle, 277.

Cluny (river), 165.

Clunybeg, 277.

Cluny mor, 277.

Clyde (river), 13L
Clyth (river), 131.

Cole (river). 186.

Colne (river), 186.

Coly (river), 186.

Cona (river), 156.

Conan (river), 156.

Conder (river), 184.

Corcairn, 280, 281.

Corgarf, 280.

Corpach, 87.

Corrie, 278.

Corriebeg, 279.

Corriebuie, 280.

Corriecrevie, 279.

Corriedow, 278.

Corriegarth, 278.

Corrielea, 279.

Corrielin, 280.

Corrimony, 279.

Corrody, 281.

Corrycharmaig, 279.

Corryclerich, 279.

Corrychoille, 279.

Corryerrick, 281.

Corryghlo, 280.

Corryloch, 280.

Corryuriskin, 281.

Cover (river), 185.
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Craig, 285.

Craigantaggart, 288.

Craigburn, 174.

Craigdarroch, 286.

Craigdearg, 288.

Craigdow, 286.

Craigdu, 286.

Oaigdubh, 287.

Craigduloch, 286.

Craigellachie, 289.

Craigendall, 288.

Craigendarroch, 286.

Craigendinny, 290.

Craigenf&ch, 286.

Craigengar, 287.

Craigengower, 286.

Craigentinny, 290.

Craigie, 285.

Craigiebarns, 289.

Craigieburn, 290.

Craigievairn, 289,

Craigievairr, 290,

Craigievar, 290,

Craigkellie, 288.

Oiagmaddy, 288.

Craigmore, 288.

Craignahavie, 57.

Craignethan, 171.

Craignish, 289.

Craigo, 286.

Craigower, 286.

Craigrossie, 288, 449.

Craigvinean, 290.

Craig an fheilidh, 287.

Creag an fhitheach, 289.

Creag na h-iolaire, 289.

Coul, 281, 282.

Cro an tobair, 419.

Cul, 281.

Culaird, 282.

Culalt, 282.

Culardo, 283.

Culbin, 283.

Culblair, 283.

Culbo, 283.

Culbura, 282.

Culcairn, 283.

Culchurn, 283.

Culdees, 284.

Culduthel, 283.

Culgask, 282.

Cuillin
(hills), 464.

Cullen (river), 151.

Culloch, 284.

Culloden, 283.

Culmony, 282.

Culnacloich, 285.

Culnakyle, 285.

Culross, 283.

Cult, 281.

Cultalonie, 285.

Culter, 174, 285.

Cultullich, 285.

Culvoulin, 282.

Cumbernauld, 168.

Currie, 278.

Currie (a parish), 281.

Currielea, 281.

DALNASPITTAL, 36.

Dalarossie, 36.

Dalavich, 56.

Dalavorar, 31.

Dalbeath, 24.

Dalbeathie, 24.

Dalbeattie, 24.

Dalbeg, 22.

Dalbeth, 24.

Dalbourie, 29.

Dalbrec, 34.

Dalcairn, 22.

Dalchoisne, 30, 405.

Dalcruive, 25.

Dalgairn, 22.

Dalgarnock, 37,

Dalginross, 27.

Dalhousie, 30.

Dalchronichy, 35.

Dalguise, 36.

Dalketh, 39.

Dalkeith, 39.

Dalmigavie, 35,

Dalmahoy, 36.

Dalmore, 22.

Dalmuir, 22.

Dalnabreck, 34.

Dalnacardoch, 189.

Dalnaclauch, 25.

Dalnadamph, 35.

Dalnagairn, 22.

Dalnagoilsich, 35.

Dalnameen, 35.
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Dalnavaird, 30.

Dalnavert, 30.

Dalness, 28.

Dalquharn, 22.

Dalreoeh, 24.

Dairy, 26.

Dalvuie, 36.

Dalwhinie, 36.

Dankeith, 39.

Deargan (river), 96.

Dee (river), H2.
Delveen, 31.

Delvine, 81.

Deskey (a stream) T 141 .,

Deskie (a stream), 141.

Deveron (river), 141.

Devon (river), 141.

Dochannlelas, 115.

Don (river), 140, 179>

Doon, 279.

Doonbrae, 301.

Doonholme, 301.

Douglas (river and bum), 146,

152, 179.

Doun (river), 124.

Dour (a stream), 60.

Doury (a stream), 60.

Dover, 185.

Dow (a river), 181.

Drem, 295.

Drimore, 295.

Drimvore, 295.

Druim Alban, 293.

Druimaehait, 293.

Druim Uachdair, 293,

Drum, 292.

Drumbain, 294.

Drumbane, 294.

Drumbeg, 292.

Drumblaur, 294.

Drumbog, 176.

Drumbow, 294.

Drambowie, 294,

Drumboy, 294.

Drumbrake, 294.

Drumbreek, 2&4.

Drambreg, 294.

Drambuie, 294.

Drumbum, 294.

Drumcairn, 294.

Drumfad^ 295.

Drumlanrick, 295.

Drumlanrig, 295.

Drummen, 296.

Drummore, 292.

Drummuir, 293.

Drumore, 293.

Drumour, 293.

Drumnadrochet, 295.

Drumontullich, 295.

Drumsagard, 295.

Drymen (parish), 295.

Duchray (river), 128.

Duddon (river), 184.

Dumbane, 301.

Dumbarnie, 302.

Dumfries, 302.
Dun (river), 179.

Dun, 297.

Dunad, 302.

Dunamuc, 312.

Dunans, 312.

Dunard, 302.

Dunavon, 304.

Dunaverty, 304.

Dunbar, 300.

Dunbeath, 303.

Dunbeg, 311.

Dunblane, 303.

Duncraig, 303.

Duncrub, 313.

Dundalav, 303.

Dundas, 313.

Dundavie, 303.

Dundee, 306.

Dnnderav, 303.

Dnndreinnan, 314.

Dundrome, 309.

Dunearn, 307.

Dunedin, 306.

Dunfermline, 312.

Dunglass, 312.

Dunira, 312.

Dunkeld, 315.

Dnnliath, 312.

Dunlop, 315.

Dunmachie, 309.

Dunmaglass, 302.

Dunmonaidh, 306.

Dunmore, 309, 310.

Dunmuir, 310.

Dunnichen, 310.
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Dunnikier, 311.

Dunninald, 311.

Dunning, 313.

Dunolly,311.
Dunottar, 284.

Dunree, 307.

Dunrobin, 307.

Dunscore, 312.

Dunsinnan, 314.

Dunsith, 242.

Dunskey, 307.

Duntaggart, 308.

Duntarvie, 308.

Duntervie, 308.

Dunure, 308.

Dupplin, 420.

Dur, 60.

Duran, 66.

Durdoman, 60.

Durie, 61.

Durisdeir, 61.

Durness, 60.

Duror (a stream), 59.

Dury (river),
60.

Dusk (river), 132.

EAKN (river), 122.

Easangeal, 324.

Easgobhain, 323.

Easnanbroc, 324.

Ecclefechan, 256.

Eck (river), 136.

Eden (river), 125, 181.

Ederinch, 371.

Ederline, 417.

Edendon (river), 125.

Edradour, 60.

Ehen (river), 179.

Eilean, 321.

Eileanach, 321.

Eilean aigas, 322.

Eilean an Righe, 321.

Eilean da var, 322.

Eilean donan, 322.

Eilean nan con, 322.

Eilean na goibhre, 322.

Eilean nam muc, 221, 321.

Eilean nan ron, 322.

Eileantirrim, 322.

Eilean Tyrich, 322.

Enrick (river), 124.

Erichie (river), 126.

Ericht (river), 126.

Esk (rivers), 140, 179.

Eskle (river), 179.

Ess, 323.

Essie, 324.

Esscart, 324.

Essmore. 324.

Ettrick
(river),

126.

Evan (river), 178.

Exe (iver), 179.

Ey, (river), 137.

FEAKNA, 162.

Fearnan, 162.

Fender (a stream), 61.

Fillan (a stream), 169.

Fin, 324.

Finart, 325.

Findhorn (river), 135.

Findon (river), 325.

Fingal, 327.

Fingart, 325.

Fingask, 325.

Finhaven, 325.

Finlater, 325.

Finnon (river), 151.

Fintray, 325.

Fintry, 325.

Finzean (stream), 136.

Fonab, 326.

Foncastle, 326.

Fondachoil, 326.

Fongarrow, 326.

Fongarth, 326.

Fonvuick, 326.

Forn (river), 133.

Forteviot, 54.

Forth (river), 127.

Fortrose, 128.

GAIKLOCH, 441.

Gala water, 157.

Garbhalt, 161.

Garbh Uisg, 161.

Gardrum, 328.

Gargunnock, 328.

Garioch, 328.

Garline, 329.

Garlogie, 328.

Garmond, 328.
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Garmore, 329.

Garnock, 132.

Garrach, 328.

Garrald, 329.

Garroch, 328.

Garry (river), 138.

Garayfada, 330.

Garry Iain, 330.

Garscube, 329.

Gart a Choil, 331.

Gartban, 331.

Gartbreck, 331.

Gartfarran, 331.

Gartgell, 332.

Gartlach, 332.

Gartloeh, 332.

Gartmore, 332.

Gartnafuaran, 331.

Gartnagrenach, 332.

Gartnatra, 331.

Gartness, 332.

Garth, 331.

Gartur, 332.

Gartvane, 331.

Garvald, 161.

Garvamore, 330.

Garve (river), 161.

Garvie, 369.

Garvymore, 330.

Gelder, 61.

Geldie, 72.

Gelly, 72.

Gelt, 184.

Girvan, 122, 134.

Glasalt, 168.

Gleanan, 334.

Gleann nam mnc, 221,

Glen, 333.

Glenalmond, 337.

Glenamon, 337.

Glenapp, 342.

Glenartney, 348,

Glenavon, 334.

Glenbar, 337.

Glenbeg, 334.

Glenbervie, 337.

Glenbog, 337.

Glenbogie, 337.

Glenboig, 337.

Glenbrearachan, 337.

Gleubniar, 340.

Glenbruin, 339.

Glenbuck, 334.

Glenbucket, 334.

Glenbuckie, 334.

Glenburn, 336.

Glenburnie, 336.

Glencaird, 339.

Glencairn, 336.

Glencaple, 339.

Glencoe, 335.

Glencraig, 339.

Glencroe, 339.

Glendarroch, 339.

Glendarnel, 339.

Glendeery, 342.

Glendinning, 348.

Glendow, 240.

Glendu, 340.

Glenduff, 340.

Gleneagles, 343.

Glenesk, 334.

Glenfalloch, 342.

Glenfarg, 344.

Glenfender, 343.

Glenferaate, 344.

Glenfinlas, 344.

Glenfinnan, 344.

Glenfrnin, 344.

Glengarr, 345.

Glengarry, 345.

Glengower, 105.

Glen Islay, 345.

Glenkindie, 345.

Glenlaggan, 348.

Glenlea, 347.

Glenlee, 347.

Glenlivat, 346.

Glenloch, 346.

Glenlochay, 340.

Glen Loehay, 34(;,

Glenlogie, 348.

Glen Lude, 346.

Glenlyon, 346.

Glemnark, 347.

Glenmore, 334.

Glenmoriston, 347.

Glenogle, 347.

Glenquaich, 340.

Glenroy, 347.

Glenshee, 347.

Glenshiel, 339.
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Glenturret, 341.

Glenure, 341.

Gort, 331.

Gortnanean, 332.

Gortie, 332.

Gortlech, 332.

Gorthy, 332.

Gower, Carse of, 105.

Gowrie, Carse of, 105, 364.

Greeanoch, 352.

Greenburn, 354.

Greenock, 352.

Grenach, 352.

Grenan, 355.

HELMSDALE (river), 131.

INCH, 356.

Inchaffray, 57.

Inchard, 357.

Inchbea, 358.

Inchbervie, 358.

Inchbrakie, 356.

Inchbreck, 356.

Inchdairnie, 358.

Inchewan, 356.

Inchfad, 359.

Inchgarth, 358.

Inchgray, 370.

Inchkeith, 38.

Inchmagrenach, 352.

Inchmartin, 364.

Inchmichael, 364.

Inchmurrin, 370.

Inchnacardoch, 370.

Inchterf, 356.

Inchtryinich, 371.

Inchture, 369.

Inchyra, 366.

Innis an Druidh, 359, 360.

Innis Cailleach, 26.

Innis fada, 359.

Innis Fraoch, 370,

Inver, 372.

Inveralmond, 378.

Inverardoch, 383.

Inverary, 378.

Inveraven, 377.

Inveravon (river), 176.

Inverbrothac, 69.

Invercarron, 370.

Invercauld, 381.

Inverchaolan, 381,

Invercomrie, 375.

Invercraig, 378.

Inverdon, 381.

Inverdruie, 382.

Inverdunning, 54.

Inveresk, 374.

Inverey, 382.

Invergarry, 375.

Invergeldie, 52, 72.

Invergellie, 382.

Invergelly, 72, 382.

Inverie, 382.

Inverkeillor, 383.

Inverkeithing, 39.

Inverkip, 377.

Inverleith, 378.

Inverleithen, 378.

Inverlemno, 53.

Inverleven, 378.

Inverlochy, 88, 385.

Invermay, 41, 54.

Invermeath, 41.

Invernahavon, 386.

Invernate, 382.

Inverness, 374.

Invernethy, 52, 54.

Invernettie, 382.

Invernyte, 53.

Inverpeffry, 54.

Inversnaid, 384.

Inveruchill, 52.

Invervack, 383.

Inverwick, 374.

Invery, 382.

Irvine (river), 123.

Islay (river), 139.

JED (a river), 135.

KEIK, 260.

Keirallan, 261.

Keirbrae, 261.

Keir pron, 260.

Keirsbeath, 261.

Kelburn, 391.

Kellie, 393.

Kelly, 391.

Kellyburn, 891.

Keltney (stream), 150,
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Keltnig (stream), 150.

Kelty (stream), 150.

Kelvin (river), 127,
Ken (river), 156, 185.

Ken, 402.

Kenne (river), 183.

Kenknock, 404.

Kenmore, 403.

Kenmuir, 404.

Kennox, 404.

Kilbirnie, 393.

Kilbowie, 393.

Kilbride, 397.

Kilburn, 393.

Kilcattan, 399.

Kilcraig, 393.

Kildarroch, 393.

Kildavie, 393.

Kildinny, 393, 395.

Kildonan, 398.

Kildrumie, 393.

Kilduff, 394.

Kilgour, 394.

Kilkerran, 399.

Killie, 391.

Killiecrankie, 395.

Killiegowan, 395.

Killiegownie, 393.

Killiemore, 391.

Kilmardinny, 395.

Kilmarnock, 400.

Kilmartin, 400.

Kilmaurs, 400.

Kilmaveonog, 108, 400.

Kilmichael, 399.

Kilmorack, 400.

Kilmorich, 400.

Kilninian, 401.

Kilpatrick, 401.

Kilphedir, 399.

Kilry, 395.

Kiltearn, 401.

Kilwinning, 402.

Kin, 402.

Kinnaird, 402.

Kinaldie, 404.

Kinaldy, 404.

Kinalty, 404.

Kincardine, 403.

Kinclaven, 404.

Kinclune, 404.

Kincluny, 404.

Kincraig, 405.

Kincraigie, 403, 405.

Kindeace, 405.

Kindrochit, 404.

Kiridrogan, 405.

Kinfauns, 405.

Kinglass, 405.

Kinglassie, 405.

Kingussie, 405.

Kinkell, 403.

Kinloch, 403.

Kinneil, 406.

Kinross, 405.

Kintore, 406.

Kintyre, 402.

Knock, 408.

Knockando, 409.

Knockankelly, 409.

Knockbain, 409.

Knockbeg, 410.

Knockbreck, 409.

Knockcraig, 410.

Knockdow, 410.

Knockendale, 410.

Knockendow, 410.

Knockglass, 410.

Knockmoy, 410.

Knocknagillan, 411.

Knockow, 410.

Knockraich, 411.

Knockravar, 411.

Knockrieroch, 411.

Knockrioch, 411.

LAG, 446.

Laganachath, 444.

Lagarie, 445.

Lag-a Chuimeinich, 446.

Lagavoulin, 445.

Lagbowie, 445.

Lagganalachy, 445.

Lagganlee, 445.

Laggan Mullon, 445,
Lagmore, 445.

Landle, 148.

Langavill, 85.

Leader (river), 61.

Lee (river), 182.

Leen (river), 182.

Leith (river), 138.
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Leithen (river), 138.

Lennel, 417.

Leny, 417.

Lenzie, 417.

Leven (river), 155, 179.

Levern
(river),

134.

Lidden (river), 182.

Linacrow, 418.

Linburn, 418.

Lindean, 417.

Lindores, 417.

Lindruim, 102.

Lindum, 102.

Linglass, 416.

Linmore, 420.

Linlathen, 422.

Linlithgow, 416.

Lintibbert, 419.

Linton, 418.

Lintran, 416.

Lintrathen, 416.

Lintrose, 416.

Loch, 423.

Lochaber, 87.

Lochachray, 436.

Lochalsh, 426.

Lochandorb, 441.

Lochaneilean, 429.

Lochanhard, 425.

Lochanlee, 434.

Locharklet, 429.

Lochawe, 426.

Lochboisdale, 426.

Lochbroom, 442.

Lochbuie, 442.

Lochbuilg, 433.

Lochbuy, 45, 442.

Lochcarn, 426.

Lochcarron, 427.

Lochcon, 426.

Lochconnel, 424.

Lochdaimh, 427.

Lochdu, 426.

Lochduich, 136, 429.

Lochearn, 427.

Lochee, 427.

Locheil, 424.

Lochenbreck, 429.

Lochengarroch, 429.

Lochfergus, 430.

Lochgelly, 430.

Lochgorm, 424.

Lochgorum, 424.

Lochgower, 105.

Lochgriam, 424.

Lochgrog, 430.

Lochinbreck, 425.

Lochindal, 425.

Lochiness, 430.

Lochinvar, 431.

Lochinver, 430.

Loch Katerine, 427.

Lochkennard, 425.

Lochlaggan, 65.

Lochlee, 434.

Lochlinne, 441.

Loch Loch, 426.

Loch Lomond, 431.

Lochlong, 432.

Lochlubnaig, 435.

Lochmaben, 433.

Lochmaddy, 441.

Lochmaree, 434.

Lochmore, 64, 425.

Lochmuc, 425.

Lochmuic, 434.

Lochnabo, 434.

Lochnadruidhbeg, 436.

Lochnanean, 434.

Lochness, 438.

Lochnuisg, 433.

Lochore, 433.

Lochran, 434.

Loch Rannoch, 229.

Lochranza, 434.

Lochryan, 434.

Lochsloy, 442.

Loch Tay, 435.

Lochuisg, 433.

Lochvaligan, 489.

Logan, 443.

Loganburn, 443.

Logie (river},
156.

Logiealmond, 451.

Logiebrae, 445.

Logiebride, 443.

Logieburn, 443.

Logiecoldstone, 443.

Logiednrn, 443.

Logieloch, 443.

Logie Murdoch, 443.

Logierait, 445.
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Logiewater, 443.
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OBAN, 272.

Ochills (hills), 448.

Ochterlony, il8.

Ochtertyre, 118.

Ock (river), 181.

Oich (river), 136.

Oichel (river), 136.

Oikel (river), 136.

Oke (river), 181.

Orchy (river), 149.

Ore (river), 149, 180.

Ouse (river), 179.

Ouses (rivers), 179.

PALDY, 480.

Peffry (a river), 481.

Pettycur, 477.

Pitcairn, 476.

Pitcaithly, 39.

Pitcaple, 474.

Pitcon, 474.

Pitcorthy, 476.

Pitcur, 474.

Pitfour, 474.

Pitgair, 478.

Pitgarvie, 475.

Pitgober, 475.

Pitgur, 474.

Pitglassie, 475.

Pitkeathly, 39.

Pitkinnie, 475.

Pitkinny, 475.

Pitlocherie, 478.

Pitmain, 475.

Pitmilly, 476.

Pitnacree, 476.

Pitnamoon, 476.

Pitancleracli, 478.

Pittandruidh, 478.

Pittendrech, 476.

Pittendreich, 476.

Pittendrick, 476.

Pittenweem, 476.

Pittencreiff, 476.

Pittinnan, 476.

Pol, 479.

Polbain, 481.

Polbeith, 481.

Polboith, 481.

Polgarve, 48.

Polgarvie, 479.

Polldhu, 480.

Pollnamban, 480.

Polmaddy, 479.

Polmont, 480.

Polnessan, 281.

Polnanron, 482.

Polquharn, 481.

Poltairve, 482.

Poltarff, 482.

Port, 482.

Port a Choillan, 484.
Port a Churaich, 486.

Portaneilean, 485.

Portanrigh, 483.

Portaskeg, 484.

Portessie, 484.

Portincross, 484.

Portinellan, 484.

Portlethen, 484.
Port Logan, 486.

Portmoak, 487.

Portmore, 485.

Portnacraig, 485.

Portnacraoibhe, 484.

Portnahaven, 487.

Portnasailthean, 486.

Portnellan, 483, 484.

Portnessock, 486.

Portpatrick, 485.

Portskerrie, 487.

Portree, 485.

Powaffray, 480.

Powburn, 481.

Powis, 484.

,
132.

Raitloan, 492.

Raithburn, 492.

Rath, 490.

Rathan, 490.

Rathen, 492.

Rathmoreal, 491.

Rathven, 492.

Ratnamurlich, 490.

Rattray, 492.

Rea (a river), 182.

Rie, 487.

Rieanloan, 488.

Riechip, 488.

Riechonnich, 488.

Riehoullin, 489.
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Riemore, 488.
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Tighanrigh, 510.
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WICK (a river), 157. I YARROW (river), 137.

Wrey (river), 182.
| Yythan (river), 134.

Crawford & M-Cabe, Edinburgh.
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